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Preface

The 4th International Workshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulence was held at
Downing College, Cambridge over a four day period at the end of March 1993. Approximately
100 scientists attended from around the world, with strong representations from France,
Russia, the UK, and the US. This Workshop follows on from a sequence of Workshops held
previously at Princeton and Pleasanton in the US and Royamont in France at approximately two
year intervals. A total of 62 papers including both oral and poster presentations were presented
over the four day period of the meeting.

In recent years much of the stimulus for the work on compressible turbulence has come from a
desire to understand the interactions of shock phenomena with density variations within a fluid.
These shocks may be induced intentionally by imposing a sharp pressure change on a fluid or
may arise naturally in turbulent flow at high Mach number. The interaction of the large pressure
gradients with the density gradients produces baroclinic generation of vorticity and the
subsequent motion develops into a number of characteristic structures. The most simple form of
this interaction occurs when a planar shock passes through a density interface between two
fluids. Under these circumstances small random perturbations are unstable and grow as a result
of the instantaneous baroclinic torque experienced as the shock interacts with the density
discontinuity. This instability is known as Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and can be thought of
as a variant on the more classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability which occurs when pressure
variations are produced by continuous acceleration such as a gravitational field. In the latter case
the baroclinic generation of vorticity occurs continuously whenever the higher pressure exists in
the less dense fluid, such as when dense fluid overlies less dense fluid.

Despite the differences in detail, particularly of the forcing of the turbulent flow that develops,
these instabilities have much in common and consequently considerable attention has been paid
in recent years to examining the similarities between the two forms of instability. These two
classical flow situations provide a means of analysing the transition to turbulence from the
linear instability regime, and also provide a mechanism for studying turbulent mixing in
compressible and stratified flows. Considering them as archetypes for the kinds of interactions
that take place in compressible turbulence in general then enables the basic instabilities to be
used as building blocks for the study of complex compressible turbulent flows. In addition to
these effects, compressible turbulence is often affected by gravitational forces and so the effects
of density stratification when the gravitational field is stabilizing also play an important part in
the mixing processes.

This dynamics of Richtmyer-Meshkov and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities then underlies the basic
theme of the meeting which was devoted to an examination of these questions. The papers in
the meeting were then divided into 6 sections concerned with:

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing
Richtmyer-Meshkov mixing
Shear and vortex flows
Theoretical and empirical models
Laser-driven instability experiments
Converging flows

One of the main questions of practical interest is how much mixing occurs in these flows
between the fluids as a result of the various instabilities that are observed. As a consequence
much of the emphasis was on experimental work involving diagnostic techniques for analysing
flow within a shock tube and also in other stratified scenarios. Despite considerable efforts over
recent years it is still very difficult to make unambiguous measurements of these flows
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particularly as averaging problems cause difficulties in resolving the details of the flow
structures. However, some progress has been made in terms of phenomenological modelling
and detailed turbulence modelling. There have been some significant improvements in the
ability to predict experimental behaviour for a range of flows using sophisticated numerical
codes. The ability of the turbulence models used by codes to predict accurately the mixing
processes and to paramaterise them at small scales depends heavily on the ability to tune the
models according to appropriate data. Consequently the meeting provided a healthy discussion
about the interactions between models and experiments.

The wide participation in this conference is possible largely due to the generous sponsorship of
this meeting by Cray Research (UK), the European Research Community on Flow Turbulence
and Combustion (ERCOFTAC), The Ministry of Defence and the Royal Society.
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‘nisimov & Poliorwv Experimental data on mixing velocity

Treatment of Experimental Data on Determination of
Mixing Velocity in the Self–Similar Caae

V.I. Anisimov, A.V. Polionov
All–Russia Research Institute.of Technical. .Physics

P.O. Box245,.454070, Chelyabinak-70, Russia

Abstract

There h= been sub6taat<ated in this uork .on -the hisof
gen&ral’:featuresuaf :s’elf%imilar motions and practically’ ”applied
the way for de-terminating the self-similar slope coef-ficientcr by

1/2 on
( gl’2dt which auppoaea theconsidering the dependence of L >

dependence of acceleration on time toJbe known. The acceleration
drop-time relations have been computed on the basis of the
developed physical model for experiments performed at SOF! and EKAP

inatallationE 1. It is shown that the accepted way of proceB6ing
makes an error in cr determination 1,3+2 time6 le8s and introduces
an e6sential correction for the a - value up to 80%.

‘he shown concluEionB were obtained- when processing the
experimental data uith the den!3itiea relation n = 3. But when
processing the experiments with the denEitiea relation n = 20 the
Bcatter in points waE BO large that the error in determination of
the slope appeared to be greater by a factor of ten that evidenced
about an additionti error source not allowing here to reveal
advantegeB of the proceeding way proposed.

Introduction

One of the main gravitational turbulence
rate of the turbulent mixing development in

characteriEticf3 is the
the Eelf-similar caBe,

Dependence of the mixing zone widt-h on time iE described by the
expreE6ion:

“

L= a(A)~’ ,

whare a – coefficient depending only on the densities relation

characterized by the Atwood number: A=%.

A great number of experimental works 1’2’3’4 iE devoted
determination of the a value. The main difficulty in
determination iE the finite time of the evolution into
self-Bimilar mode. Therefore, it iE expedient to choose Euch a
for moceaEin~ the exDertiental data which would allow

to
its
the
way

to
detekine the ~elf–Bimil& slope value with the highest accuracy.

I
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I R-T Mi,ring

Different authorB apply various waya for determination of a:
t t’

II
according to the L - S relation, where S = dt’ gdt - 1, L versus

x=%H[/J2d’12-2)“2‘ers”s ‘“-3>“2‘ersus f ~’2d’-
4’5. In the present work an additional substantiaticm of the last
wayfor the determination of the self-similar slope coefficient is
given. There is appeared in this way that the a value is
determined in some moment of time through the va-lue of

A
acceleration at the moment a N ~ , that is why it is necessary to

know exactly the behavior of acceleration in time for experiments
where it is not constant. However, information on acceleration
behaviour at the installations SOM and EKAP designed for
gravitational mixing Btudy is rather uncertain. In the given work,
the dependencies of acceleration on time are determined for
experiments performed at the installations SOM and EKAP by
computation on the basis of the developed physical model taking
into account the structural features of the given installations.

Ejl Substantiation of the way for determinating
the self-similar slope coefficient

The self-similax turbulent mix ing oCcurs between two
semi-infinite fluids with different densities in the gravitational
field when initiating the mixing from infinitesimal initial
perturbations in case of absence of viscosity, surface tension and
other factors characterized by dimensional constants. In this case
it is not possible to form the combination with time end distance
dimensionality from the parameters characterizing. the problem that

is the condition of self–similarity 6. For thiB case self-similar

variable is equal to <=%2,, where x, t - spatial and time

coordinates, g – acceleration of the gravitational field applied.
All the parameters including the maBs concentration C(() are
dependent on this variable. It is possible to determine the number
A( correflponding to mass concentration change in the mixture, for
example, from 0.01 to 0.99: Af = <(0.99) – <(0.01), where ((C) is
the inverse function of C = C(<) mentioned above. Further we shall
determine the mixing zone width at the given moment as a distance
where the average mass concentration is changed from 0.01 to 0.99
:L= ,X(O.99) - x(O.01), where x(O.99) is determined from equation,
cH52 = 0.99 (analogously to x(O.01)). By using the number A(

gt

determined above we also can obtain the expression L = A(.gt2

2
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Anisimov & Polionov Experimental data on mixing velocity

describing the mixing zone width dependence on time. This
expression is usually written as

(1)

where CY is the so-called self-similar slope coefficient
determined empirically. Experfiental data include as a rule the
measurements of the mixing zone width L=XP and the transfer

distance S =
#

corresponding to this width. The coefficient a is

then determined as follows:

““p= *“ (2)

This way would be good if one succeeded in realizing the
self-similar mixing from the very beginning. However, due to the
effects of viscosity, surface tension and finite dimensions of
initial perturbations the development of mixing in the initial
section takes place more rapidly as compared with the self-similar
one. Therefore, the self-similar state(i.e. such a state of the
mixture which in no manifestations differs from the mixture state
obtained under the strictly self-similsr
certain width L is reached earlier than it
the self-similar motion were realized from
i.e. the further self-similar motion takes

with some shift in time to: LeXP = a. g(t;o)z.

Since in the transfer distance S we .do not

development) with a
would be obtained if
the very beginning,

place as if it were

take into account an
indefinite time shift the determination of the experimental value
a according to the formula (2) leads to an additional error

d~ (t;to) 2

tending to zero only asymptotically: aexp=
dS

= Cr(l+ ~),

i.e. in spite of the fact that the experimental data relates to
the self-similar state which have been already reached the a.xp
value determined by this way appears to be overevaluated.

On the other hand, from the expression (1) it is possible to
obtain the relation for mixing zon~ growth velocity wi;h time not

entering explicitly

expression defining
self–similar state:

into it : ~=-. Hence we obtain the

a only through parameters characterizing the

N
d~’iz

a=
2 -I$t

(3)

When defining a by this way we obtain the true value of a as

soon as the self-similzcr state is reached.
The expression (3) may be generalized for the case of a weak

dependence of acceleration on time. The typical time of the
changing must be much larger as compared with the characteristic

3
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R-T Mixing

time of the turbulent motion
5’ :>+’

where 1 – typical scale

of motion, k - kinetic energy of”turbulence which can be estimated

from potential energy change - k = & AgL. By assuming 1 = 0.25L

we find that the velocity of changing in g under which the
self-similar state is conserved should satisfy the following
condition:

rg<<~’ (4)

If this condition is satisfied we can determine the self-stiilar
slope coefficient according to the expression (3) by plotting the

1/2 Jgl’zdt and finding the derivative ‘Lexpdependence of LeXP on Y =
dY

equal to
J-;“

52 Determination of the acceleration-time relation
for the installations SOH and EKAY

AB opposed to the Rocket-Rig apparatus AUE (UK) where
acceleration is kept to be constant, at the installations for
studying gravitational turbulence in our Institute (EKAP, sol’!)
there is a drop in pressure connected with structural features of
these installations.

For a more rigorous determination of the gravitational
turbulence ch~acteristics as well as for comparing experimental
results obtained at different installations, one needs to
determine the form of dependence of drop in acceleration on time.

The construction of SOM and EKAP installations described in the

work 1 represents a gas accelerator where an ampoule with fluids
under study is accelerated under the pressure of a gas expanding
adiabatically from the specified initial volume V. and pressure
Pll .

The equation of motion for the ampoule uill have the form:
Mg = a(P-P1) + 14g0- Fre9

where H - mass of the ampoule, a - cross-section area of the
measuring channel, go - free fall acceleration, P - pressure of
expanding gas, Pl= const - pressure in front of the ampoule, F -res

resistance force assumed to be equal to KV2, v - velocity of the
ampoule motion, K - empirical coefficient, S - way passed by the
ampoule+

d2S
Since g Fxz =

d$ dS dv 2.—
dS dt = m ‘ ‘hen

4
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Anisimov & Polionov Experimental da~aon mixing velocity

dvz u
~ = E (P-PI) + Zgo - ~ V2. (5)

For the EKAP installation we have P = Po
US 7 , Po - initial

m1+~
pressure in the gas accelerator reservoir.

From (5) we obtain

From here we determine S(t), v(t), and g(t).
The coefficient K characterizing the resistance force will be

chosen by comparing the acceleration g(t) obtained by us with the
experimentally measured dependence amiably placed at our disposal
in Yu. Kucherenko’s laboratory. For the EKAP installation K = 12.

For the SOM installation the proper allowance must be made for
changing the pressure P in the gas accelerator reservoir as a
consequence of adiabatic gas expansion and the leakage of some gas
mass from the gas accelerator reservoir due to a clearance between
the ampoule and the measuring probe tube. In this case we have the
following differential equation for the pressure P:

$=
dv=
dt

~= [~ 4; [$+1(‘here

[
from adiabatic 1 i

equation
._7+1+ti ‘@I,

m &
U.5,

(6)

.[

-L
from equation of

E= 1 7
state and

“+}

Mo -
us ‘

initial gas mass
adiabatic equation ‘+ ~

n gas accelerator reservoir,
I

d.n
—=-D*p.u =
‘t =Tj:jl;;i]=-” ]% [%;*P[

[
u- density and -velocity of gas outflow,
coefficient proportional to the clearance area.

By solving the set of differential equations
s(t), v(t), and g(t). The numerical solution
eauations was realized on PC,

1

1-
[11

Pi 7
F 9 Ps

D- em~irical

(5), (6), we find
of the obtained

Coefficients K and D were chosen so as to describe identically
the expertiental trajectory data zuniably placed at our disposal in
Yu. Kucherenko’s laboratory. For the S0!4 installation K = 1,
D= 2. Dependence of acceleration on ttie is plotted in Fig,l, 2
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for the EKAP and SOM installations in experiment described in

work 1.

33 Determination of the self–similar slope coefficient

The obtained dependencies g(t) are used for describing

experiments ‘. Plots of L vs S are reproduced in Fig. 3 from

the

the
1/

Jgl’2dt have been built, Itwork ‘. In Fig.4 the plots of L2VS

can be seen that in the last case the experimental points are
closer to a straight line than in the first case, however, an
objective estimation of the error in self-similar slope
coefficient determination is required. This method for
determinating an error can be obtained on the basis of the general
theorems in the probability theory and consists in the following
(obtained by Dr. V. Bekhterev).

Let it be a priori known that X and Y must be connected by the
linear relation Y= ax + B. The Parameters a and 6 a-re.
determined by the method of least squares through the values Xi,
Yi measured experimentally:

Z(Xi . ~) .yi
~= ~=~-~”~.,

ZXi (Xi –+) ‘
u

The parameters a and ~ appear to be the functions
arguments Xi,” Yi and the determination of their r.m.s.
becomes possible. For the psrameter a;

of random
deviations

S(Xi ‘~)’ (~+ Ct’Xi-Yi)2

‘(”)=F=W2-‘(x+’+ ‘x’(x’-+)+(xi+)’J‘7)
The values of the self-similar coefficients obtained for
experimental data shown in Fig. 3, 4 are given in Table 1:
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f2

PI

3

20

CY]t 0.062 + 0.002 0.060 + 0.002
1 ight atl 0.064 + 0.004 0.054 + 0.003

a 0.126 * 0.006 0.113 * 0.003

fflt 0.039 + 0.005 0.036 + 0.004
X-ray Crtl 0.044 * 0.004 0.037 * 0.003

a 0.083 * 0.008 0.073 * 0.006

al t 0!139 +0.005 0.087 +0.005
1 ight at] 0.268 * 0.022 0.139 +0.012

a 0.407 * 0.025 0.226 + 0.015

a] b“ 0.119 ● 0.006 0,105 * 0.010
X-ray @tI 0.214 * 0.015 0.193 + 0.021

c? 0.333 +0.020 0.298 * 0.030

It can be Been that the error in determination of a when using the

1/2 “n
J

gl’2dt relationdependence of the L is made 1.3+2 times

less (R=3). It should be noted that due to applying of
statistical approach to processing of measurements results which

is described in 6 and what is suggested to be used for the further
refinements this error will be made even smaller. The experimental
error in the self-similar slope coefficient determination is so
great at n = 20 that it does not allow to reveal the advantage of
the processing way proposed,

7
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Conclusion

In the given work:
1. The necessity is substantiated for determinatfig the

1/2 O=self-similar slope coefficient a by the dependence of L

I 1/2
g dt.

J
2. On the basis of the physical principles and structural

features of the installations the dependencies of acceleration
drop on time have been obtained for experiments performed at SOH
and EKAP installations.

3. By using the obtained dependence g(t) the self-similar slope

1/2 _coefficient a has been determined in coordinates with the L

/
gl’2dt relation. It is shown that the adopted way of processing

4

makes the error in determination of a 1.3+2 times less and
introduces an essential correction for the value of a up to 80%.

At n = 20 the experimental error in the determination of the
self-similar slope coefficient is so great that it does not allow
to reveal the advantage of the proposed way for processing,
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Abstract

The dependence of the proportionality constant of the quadratic time growth law of the

nonlinear mixing zone in Rayleigh-Taylor experiments on several parameters is considered

in this work. If different initial perturbations are taken into account and the effect of the

large scale initial perturbation is subtracted from the growth of the mixing interface, then

a varying proportionality constant is obtained for low Atwood numbers.

Some related experiments on the effect of impulse acceleration on the R1chtmyer-

Meshkov instability k also presented. A two-fluid density interface between mercury and

water or brine and oil is suddenly accelerated by the impact on a cushioned surface after

it has attained free fall velocity on a carriage system. The structure of the resulting spikes

and bubbles are analyzed giving statistics of their amplitude and maximum growth.

Some preliminary results of a numerical model solving the Boussinesq equations in a

2D configuration are presented, both for the RT and RM instabilities. The two situations

are modelled by modifying the value of the effective gravitational acceleration in time.

1. Introduction

The instability of an interface between two superposed fluids of different density k unstable

when the light fluid is accelerated towards the heavy fluid. The instability produced k

known as Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability, and in its simplest forms occurs when a layer of

dense fluid is placed on top of a less dense layer in a gravitational field. A related instability,

known as the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability takes place when the acceleration is

produced by a shock. We may thus interpret the RM instability as a RT one, when the

acceleration has the time dependence of a Dirac delta function. .4 combination of both

instabilities would take place when there are variations of the acceleration driving the flow

with time.

In large Reynolds number flows, the RT instability forms a turbulent front and, after

an initial linear growth described by Taylor (1950), is independent of the initial conditions

11
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when the front growth may be expressed as

where 15is the width of the growing region of instability, g is the gravitational acceleration

and A is the Atwood number defined by

~= P1– P2 (2)
P1+P2 “

The value of the constant c, has been investigated experimentally and its value for

experiments at different values of the Atwood number, A, does not show large variations

in fully developed flows. Values of c previously obtained experimentally have been in

the range (0,03 - 0.035) (Read and Youngs 1984) in experiments with three dimensional

effects and large density differences between the two fluids, A > 0.5. Linden & Redondo

(1991) measured c for values of A in the range 1 x 10-4 to 5,0 x 10-2 and found values

of c = 0.035 A 0.005. Numerical calculations in two dimensions (Youngs 1984) have given

values of c in the range 0.02 - 0.025. The lesser values (Read 1984) have been explained

in terms of two dimensional effects inhibiting the growth of the large scale.

The universality of the t2 growth of the thickness of the mixing zone between the

two layers (1) over a wide range of Atwood numbers suggests that the flow develops a

self-similar state. The initial lengthscale of the RT instability is set by the initial density

difference and the molecular properties of the fluid.

The work of Rattafia (1964) examined the growth of instabilityy, using the classification

of Colwey (1962) in low and medium Atwood number growth. Rattafia used a downwards

accelerated interface between benzil alcohol and water with A = 0.06, and the growth

was considered to be initially exponential following a cosh(t) law, and linear after mixing

occurred. The advance of the front is a function of the instability wavelength for high

Atwood numbers and large accelerations. Lewis (1950) used interfaces between air and

water and glycerine and benzene, in a small apparatus of plane dimensions 6.35 x 1.27 cm.

He proposed the relationship between the advance velocity of the interface, Vz and the size

of the instability A as

v= = o.39(Jg’)l@ . (3)

Allred & Blount (1953) used air-water with an acceleration equal to g in a large

apparatus of 46 x 46 cm in plan, they proposed

v* = -& Ag’)’/’. (4j
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Emmons (1959) and Cole & Tankin (1972) used various interfaces using a general fit

and

v. = c(Jg’)1/2

Corradini (1978) for much higher accelerations introduced the effect of the size of

the apparatus, L. If there is a dominant scale A due to external forcing, like the two

dimensional perturbance produced by the removal of the plate, there will be a competition

between the growth at the small scales and at large scales.

In most of the above mentioned experiments, the advance of the front does not become

fully turbulent so there is an identifiable wavelength of the fastest growing instability.

For fully turbulent RT the dependence on the lengthscale is weak due to the nonlinear

interactions between the different scales.

Fully turbulent experiments with longer time history of the RT front have been made

by Read & Youngs (1983) who used a rocket propelled box accelerated downwards in

order to create the RT instability. They found values of c between 0.03 and 0.035. They

compared the advance of the well mixed front between a three dimensional and a two

dimensional thin box observing higher values of c in the three dimensional box. Burrows,

Smeeton & Youngs (1984) and Smeeton & Youngs (1987) used the same experimental

apparatus and confirmed their earlier results. They also investigated three layer and tilted

tank configurations.

Andrews (1986) fond the same quadratic dependence on time of the advance of the

front, but with a lower value of c = 0.02, this reduction could be attributed to the two-

dimensionality of his experiments and the influence of the lateral walls as he used a 36 x

25 x 0.5 cm box.

The numerical experiments of Youngs’ (1984, 1989, 1990) mentioned above for both

two dimensional and three dimensional turbulent RT front growth indicate that the three

dimensionality produces a decrease in the rate of advance of the front, this suggests the

importance of 3-D mixing. The numerical model of .4ndronov et al (1984) also suggest large

three dimensional effects, with a breaking of the structure of the front in non-connected

regions. The numerical model of Youngs (1990) also shows a range of interacting scales at

the nonlinear RT front.

Zufiria (1988) explained the constant acceleration of the front in terms of bubble com-

petition. If there is an initial front of equivalent bubbles, each of them tries to occupy the

maximum possible space, the smaller bubbles will have a reduced speed and its companions

will gain more space and will grow more. His simple two dimensional model gave values

of c between 0.024 and 0.028 for twenty initial bubbles.
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Both from experiments and numerical calculations described above, the importance

of the three dimensional structure in the advance of the front has been highlighted. The

acceleration of the front seems to be controlled by the turbulent mixing produced by the

front and the instabilities it generates.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the two experiments.

In section 3 we describe the numerical model used. In sections 4 and 5 we present the

experimental results on the advance of the marked interface for the RT and RM fronts.

In section 6 we present some results of the numerical model. In section 7 we describe the

fractal nature of the instability fronts and finally we discuss the results and present some

conclusions.

2. Experimental apparatus

2.1 RT experiments

The experiments consist of a release of a dense fluid superimposed on a lighter fluid, one of

which is dyed, separated by a thin barrier in a tank. The tank is made of perspex and has

a height, H of 50 cm, length, L 40 cm and width, W 20 cm. The two fluids are initially

separated by a removable sheet of aluminium 1.5 mm thick in the center of the tank. See

Linden & Redondo (1991) for more details. Fresh water is placed in the lower half of the

tank, the aluminium sheet sliding in tight fitting grooves, is pushed across, sealed with

silicone grease, then the dense brine is placed on top.

2.2 RM experiments

The experimental apparatus used is shown in figure 1, a perspex box of dimensions 10 cm x

15 cm x 1 cm slides on a carriage system consisting of two metal bars 120 cm long on a

frame. A plastic foam layer is placed at the bottom of the carriage, in order to avoid

damage to the box. .4 density interface is formed inside the perspex box, using different

fluids. The two fluid density interface between mercury (Hg) and water or brine and oil

is suddenly accelerated by the impact on a cushioned surface after it has attained free fall

velocity on a carriage system. The cushion thickness could be varied in order to model

different impulsive forces. A sharp deceleration models a R-M instability while a slower

one models R-T instability.

A camera with a fast shutter was controlled by a trigger consisting of two alumhium

foils, which opened the shutter at a preset time after the contact of the perspex box with

the foam cushion. Video tapes of the experiments were also taken, and some of these

digitized in order to track the evolution of the interface between the two fluids.

The range of Atwood numbers studied vary between 0.9998 for the Hg - air interface

and 0.36 for the brine-fresh water interface, the interface between Hg and water (.4 = O.863)
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was studied in detail, and the evolution of the fronts in time measured

3. Numerical ModeI

Some results of a numerical model solving the Boussinesq equations in a 2D configuration

are presented, both for the RT and RNl instabilities. The two situations are modelled by

modifying the value of the effective gravitational acceleration in time.

The numerical model has been described in detail by Rees (1987) so only some features

will be mentioned here. It is based on a L.E. S. with a numerical scheme that integrates

the 2D Bousinesq equations

with the incompressibility condition

(6)

where u, TJ,and w are the velocity components. The eddy viscosity v was determined by

a mixing length hypothesis

W=pzs , (7)

where S is the 2D deformation tensor and / is a mixing length set constant or inversely

proportional to the distance from the interface. Gravity is modified by the .4twood number

in the shock models.

4. Experimental results for the RT instability

If the dependence of the proportionality constant of the quadratic time growth law of the

non-linear mixing zone in Rayleigh-Taylor experiments on the initial perturbations is taken

into account and the effect of the large scale perturbation is subtracted from the growth of
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the mixing interface, then a varying proportionality constant is obtained for low Atwood

numbers.

In the process of removing the plate, the instability produced by the vortex sheet

trailing behind the plate edge, produces a large amplitude wave, and this initial instability

produces an additional initial vertical velocity, L; which depends inversely on the Atwood

number. Plotting the coefficient of the quadratic law for the growth of the RIvI interface

as a function of the reduced gravity g’ = 2Ag, we see in figure 2 a decrease in the value of

2Cbetween 0.17 and 0.06: note that the commonly quoted constant is half of this value.

The small scales produced as the RT instability develops, see figure 3, are analyzed

using fractal analysis.

5. Experimental results for the RM instability

As the instability develops, sharp peaks shoot up from the dense layer upwards, as the

interface is suddenly decelerated. See figure 4 for two photographs of the Hg-air interface.

The evolution of the RM front was measured both from the video tapes and the

photographs and some digitized video images were used to measure the relative widths of

the spikes, but no dependence was found on the .4twood number.

In figure 5 a series of digitized interfaces are shown. In figure 6 a plot of the distance

from the maximum extent of the disturbed interface to the initial interface are plotted

versus non-dimensional time. L = 15 cm is the height of the perspex box. The initial

growth for three experiments shown in figure 6 is approximately linear, after reaching a

maximum height, gravity pulls back the unstable interface, at the same time, resonant

interactions between the side walls take place. In the figure circles indicate a high impact

velocity and triangles a low one,

Figure 7 shows a plot of the maximum extent of the RM front before the unstable

fluid falls back, as a function of the .Atwood number.

6. Numerical model results

The RT and the RM instabilities have been studied with the numerical model described

above. A 32 x 32 mesh grid was used, an initially unstable interface was set up. In the

RM model, gravity was ‘switched off’ after a short time.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of a RT front for non dimensional times t/T = 1, 2, 3

and 4 the density isolines are plotted in an elevation view.

The growth of the mean thickness of the mixed region is quadratic in time, in agree-

ment with the experiments, If RM fronts are modelled using a reduction in gravitational

acceleration, the growth is linear initially.
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7. Fractal dimension as function of time

The structure of a blob shows a relatively sharp head with small scales developing at

the sides due to what seems to be shear instability very similar to the Kelvin-Helmholtz

instabilities. The formation of the blobs with their secondary instabilities produces a

turbulent cascade after 1 to 2 non-dimensional time units, which can be studied by the

growth of the fractal dimension in the front.

Fractal analysis can be used on the images obtained by LIF in which a thin sheet

is illuminated. The range of distortions to the interface by the fluid instabilities may be

investigated using the definition of the fractal dimension D, Mandelbrot (1972), as

~ = log N

log(l/e) ‘
(8)

where iV is the number of self similar parts found at a scale e.

It has been suggested Vassilicos & Hunt (1990), Redondo (1990) that fract al analysis

allows a better discrimination of the lengthscales involved in a self-similar cascade type of

process than the spectral analysis, because for an inertial subrange to be identified, the

ratio between the largest, 1 and the smallest, ~, wavelengths in the process, has to be

larger when using spectral analysis by a factor depending on the fractal co-dimension, viz.

()~ E–DE,
v

(9)

for a power spectrum and
e

(lo)
i’

for visual (fractal) analysis.

This additional information which we are able to extract from the direct visual images

is related to the fact that a larger separation between the scales is needed when performing

a cross-correlation of the velocity fields. A relationship between the fractal dimension of a

material line in the flow and the scalar power spectrum ,b for three dimensional flows can

be shown to be
l–p

D=3+Y , (11)

or

D=4–~ , (12)

depending on the assumptions made, see Redondo & Linden (1990), Vassilicos (1990). If

the scalar is advected by the velocity field, then some information on the velocity power
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spectrum can be investigated by geometrical means analysing the fractal structure of the

RT or RM instability fronts.

The number of self-similar parts was calculated by means of a box counting algorithm.

This method divides the image into smaller and smaller boxes of dimension e, and counts

the number N of the boxes through which the edge of the interface passes. The fractal

dimension D2, where the sub-index indicates that the embedding space is a plane, is

calculated with the expression (8) given above. Plots are made of log N against log( I/e),

and if the surface is self-similar or fractal, the points will lie on a straight line with slope

D2. There is a predominance of two scales that correspond to the bubble size and the

dominant KH instability on the sides. Nevertheless, averaging different regions of the

mixing front (different bubbles or different experiments at the same non-dimensional time)

the fractal dimension, can take into account the statistical nature of the mixing processes.

The development of the full fractal structure takes approximately 1 to 2 non dimen-

sional time units for the range of effective accelerations used in the RT experiments Linden

& Redondo (1991) (20 > g’ >10 ems-2). At earlier times only the linear RT scales and the

disturbances imposed by the withdrawal of the plate are present. The fractal dimension

then remains approximately constant until the influence of the bottom of the tank and

the subsequent stable stratification reduces the dimension again. The time development

of the fractal dimension is shown in figure 9 for a typical experiment. The open squares

indicate the evolution of the mean fractal dimension, for an elevation view. Here the two

dimensionality produced by the removal of the plate, reduces the fract al dimension until

T = 1.25, after which it follows a similar pattern as for side views.

The LIF visualization method is restricted by the width of the light sheet (assuming

at these small scales the structure is isotropic). Thus we are unable to resolve motions on

scales less than ‘2 mm, which exceeds the Kolmogorov scale. On the other hand, as noted

earlier the smallest scales observed initially at the interface edge were larger than the 2

mm resolution scale suggesting that the flow is not fully developed until after some time.

The nondimensional time for the front to reach the bottom of the tank is 2.7 T, but at

least IT is needed for the flow to become turbulent. Thus can be thought of as a transition

between the initial growth dominated by the bubble competition and the fully turbulent

regime.

The increase in contact area due to the fractal appearance of the front should be taken

into account in order to relate the molecular mixing across the front with the multiple scales

interacting there.

Considering that at least statistically a fractal dimension gives an indication of the

convolutions of the interface, the times at which the fractal dimension is large will be the
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most efficient in terms of local mixing.

We can estimate the area taking into account the fractal convolutions in the range

(/– {) in terms of the area measured in an euclidean sense at size (?,A/, as

()(
2–D

.4f=AP ~

See Mandelbrot (1979) for a wider discussion on line and area measures.

In order to estimate in our experiments the contact area between the

the area increase with time from the evolution of the fractal dimension we

(13)

two fluids and

can substitute

the value of the fractal as it evolves in time. The maximum growth in area found is

- ()Af & -0”3
Ap=~

(14)

which gives a value of 2.66 using ( = 2 mm, (the visual limit), and / = 100 mm, (blob

size) typical values after T = 1.

As the turbulent RT front evolves, 1 the size of a typical blob, which is assumed to

be proportional to the integral Iengthscale of the turbulence, increases up to a fraction of

the tank size, L.

8. Discussion and conclusions

The evolution of the maximum advance of the RT and RM fronts with non dimensional

time, defined as

()Ag l/2
T=Zt, (15)

w- with previous work

The RM instability grows initially in a linear way until the restoring effect of gravity

dominates, as

6 = c’(A)t (16)

The similarity solution

6 = L;-p(ANJt)p , (17)

indicated by Youngs (1989) is masked by the effect of gra~ity pulling back the unstably

stratified layer.
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The RT instability, as described in Linden & Redondo (1991) grows quadratically

($=c(A)Agtz . (18)

The results of the RM experiments are influenced by surface tension between the

different fluids used, only in the case of water and brine, is its effect negligible.

The effect of gravitational impulse due to the shock seems a simple way of studying

the structure of RM and RT instabilities as well as the effect of boundary effects. The

main inconvenience is the restoring effect of gravity after the instability sets in.

The numerical calculations show overall agreement with the advance of the front

modeling the gravitational acceleration in order to account for the effect of the shock.

More work is needed in order to reflect Atwood number dependence.
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:, .,...’~,.,. ,.<pI~-;+~l~:~i,~t,fi:l;:~--<$-l~:,

Fig. 1 - Diagram of the experimental apparatus used for the Richmeyer - Meshkov
instability study. The perspex box ia allowed to fall until it hits the foam, and stcIPs,
producin~ an upwards shock.
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0 ().1 0.3 0.5

Fig. 2- Plot of the constant c of the cuaclratic time dependence of the gro~+h of the
Ra~,leigh - Taj,lor front as a function of the reduced gravity.
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Fig, 3- Digitized images of the advance of the RT mixing front, at non - dimensional
times of T=O. 1 , 1, 2 and 3. Dye colouring, integrated across the width of the tank is the
visualization method shown here.
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Fig. 4 - Photographs of the Mercury - m“rinterface,for two different experiments,
the spikes have rounded shapes, due to the high surface tension. a) Black and white
photographs , b) Colour digitization of the interface.
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Fig. 5 - Diferent digitized interfaces arising from the RM instz
appearen ce of spikes is clearly seen. a) brine - fresh water interfaces
colours used in order to enhance the structure of the interface.

Lbi]ity, the periodic
b) Different false
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0.40

0.20

D.oo

Fig. 6- Non dimensional distance advanced by the RM front versus non-dimensional
time, t/Tx10 , where 2’ = (Ag/L)]t2. The initial growth, after a delay due to the foam.

the grow~th is linear, until] restoring gravity reduces the extent of the instabilities, the tails
are due to osciHa tions of th e interfaces. indicates water on air experiments, oil on air and
A Hg on air.

1.00 3

0.00 j
I I

0.1 1
Atwood Number

Fig. 7- Variation of the maximum extent of the interface as a function of the Atwood
number, for the different substances used to form the interfaces.
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Fig. 8- Evolution of a RT instability in time ,a)t/T= l, b)t/T=2, c)t/T=3
and t/T = 4.”
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Fig. 9- Evolution of the fractal dimension with non-dimensional time for the RT
experiment, most experiments showed a simiIar behaviour. The RM ex-perimen ts showed
smaller values of the fractal dimension, mostl.v due to surface tension effects.
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Perturbations and coherent flow
in Rayleigh-Taylor instability
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we explore the effects of initial perturbations and enclosed geometry as found in a set of
simple experiments performed in the laboratory using a gravitationally unstable system. The aim of this
work is to attempt to quantify the relatively large differences in the growth rate found previously in such
experiments when compared with rocket experiments or numericaI cedes.

1. Introduction

One of the simplest experimental systems which exhibits Rayleigh-Taylor instability is that where a
homogeneous layer of dense fluid overlies a similar layer of less dense fluid. INtially tie two layers are
separated by a horizontal barrier. The instability starts when the barrier is removed with gravity
providing the acceleration driving the instability. In the experiments reported in this paper we utilise salt
water for the denser fluid and a solution of fresh water and propan201 for the less dense fluid. The
alcohol is added to the fresh water in order to match the refractive index of this layer with that of the
dense layer. The atcohol has the additional effect of reducing the density of the less dense layer,
increasing the density ratio for a given weight of salt added to the dense layer. Typically these
experiments are performed with Atwood numbers

,4_ P1-P2 (1)
P,+ P2

in the range 104 to 10-2, where pl is the density

of the upper (denser) layer and pz the density of
the lower layer.

The removal of the barrier always produces
some initiat perturbation to the flow. These
perturbations, and how they affect the subsequent
flow are the principal focus of this paper. ‘Ihe
perturbations are analysed using a combination of
experimental techniques to give both qualitative
and quantitative descriptions of the flow. These
descriptions are compared with previous
experiments and with the numerical solutions of
Youngs (1991, 1993).

FIGI_!RE1: Schematicof experimental apparatus
showingthe original solid barrier.
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FIGURE2:Velocityfieldproducedby thewithdrawalof thesimple,solidbarrier.(a)Ftowfieldat
r=ls: thebarrierinterruptsthelightsheetpreventingvelocityvectorsfrombeingobtainedin the

upper left quadrant of the view. (b) Ftow field at ?=4s.

This paper is divided into three main sections plus conclusions in addition to this introduction.

20,0
mml,

T

In. .
section 2 we consider the original box and simple, solid barrier utilised in these and earlier experiments
(Linden & Redondo, 1991). A new composite barrier, originally suggested by Lane-Serff (1989, p. A-7)
is introduced and the flow analysed in section 3. In section 4 we consider the flow when a modified
version of the barrier of section 3 is utilised. Finally we present our conclusions in section 5.

2.Original barrier

In this section we shall consider briefly the initial perturbations produced by the originaJ barrier used
in these experiments and eadier experiments by Linden & Redondo (1991). Figure 1 shows a schematic
view of the tank with this barrier installed. The tank measures 400mm long, 200rnm wide and 500mm
deep. The barrier is located at mid-depth, 250rrrrn above the tank floor. The barrier consists of a single
sheet of stainless steel 1.65mrn thick with a square trailing edge. The barrier runs in grooves machined
into the walls of the tank and is removed through a slit in one of the end walls. Rubber seals are used to
prevent leakage around the barrier. The barrier is removed manually by simply pulling it out.

As noted by Linden & Rtiondo (199 1), shear boundary layers are generated on the upper and lower
surfaces of the barrier as it is removed. The wake that is left behind is unstable, rapidly forming wave-
like disturbances. Figure 2 shows the veloeity field produced by the wake of the barrier in a
homogentmus system. In this case we can see the flow in a two dimensional slice near the centre of the
tank. The slice is oriented such that we can see the vertical component of the velocity and the horizontal
parallel with the direction of plate withdrawal. The velocity field has been determined using the particle
system developed by the author and described in DaIziel (1992, 1993a, 1993b).

We can clearly see the growth of the instability on the wake from a simple wave-like flow in figure
2a to a more complex vertical flow in figure 2b. The flow in this example is relatively weak as the
bzrrier was withdrawn very slowly (approximate y 4s to remove it). The flow in the wake is much more
vigorous and turbulent when the barrier is removed more rapidly. In typical experiments the barrier was
removed in between 0.5s and 2s, although it is possible to withdraw it in as little as 0.2s.

Arguably more important is the second~ effect of the wake as it is stripped off the barrier at the
side wall through which the barrier is removed. The fluid carried along by the barrier is turned to form
wall jets directed vertically away from the barrier at the end wall of the tank. These jets have been seen
to penetrate into the upper and lower layers of the flow much more rapidly than the growing Rayleigh-
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Taylor instability, These have been seen to have a
marked affect on the flow, at least in the early
stages.

The third and final part of the perturbation
introduced by this simple barrier is possibly the
most important. Continuity arrd the
incompressibility of water require that the volume
removed from the tank by tJe withdraw of the
barrier must be compensated for by a net
downward movement of the upper free surface.
fis is particularly important just as the barrier is
started to be removed. At this stage the onfy way
of filling the void left by the withdrawn barrier is
by fluid moving down from the upper layer with a
velocity

.U, g
‘rmilinj ‘“’- ai’

(2)

FIGURE3: Schematicof rank with composite
barrier showing the stainless steel plates (dark

grey) and nylon fabric (light grey),

where wtra;lingis the velocity of the upper layer immediate]y behind the trailing edge of the barrier,

Uba,,i,,r is the velocity at which the barrier is withdrawn and D is the thickness of the barrier as a

function of its length .i. As noted above, the simple solid barrier has a square trailing edge, so

dD/d.i + ~ at the trailing edge and so wfrajlin~is singular at that point. The net result of this is that the

upper layer crashes down on the exposed lower layer, providing an impulse at one end of the tank. As
the barrier is removed further, it becomes possible for some of the lower layer fluid to rise up to replace
the volume removed by the barrier (a corresponding down flow occurring elsewhere in the tank),
aflowing the initial impulse to set up a large scale overturning motion in the tank. This is observed in the
experiments as the upper layer always reaches the bottom of the tank first at the end where the barrier is
first removed from and reaches the top of the tank first at the end where the barrier is last removed
from. The large scale overturning motion associated with this is always in the same direction.

We shall not consider experiments with this simple barrier in this paper. Instead we refer to reader to
Linden & Redondo (1991) and Castilla & Redondo (1993). In the next section we shall consider the
development of the flow when the two layers are initially separated by a more complex barrier which
attempts to reduce the initiaf perturbations.

3.Composite barrier

Lane-Serff (1989, p. A-7) suggested an alternative form of barrier which eliminates most of the
shear between the barrier and tAe fluid above and below it. Such a barrier is shown schematically in
figure 3. The barrier consists of a thin, hollow stainless steel plate through which two pieces of nylon
fabric are passed. One piece of nylon fabric is stretched along the top of the stainfess steel plate to be
attached to the tank wall just above the plate at the point where the plate is withdrawn from the tank.
The second piece of nylon fabric is stretched along the underside of the hollow plate and afso attached to
the tank wall. Overall the construction of the hollow plate (laminated from two pieces of 0.6mm
stainless steel and separated by thin strips of the same material) and nylon fabric is approximately
2,4mm thick,

In principle this banier is removed by withdrawing the nylon fabric through the plate at a speed
(relative to the box) twice as fast as that at which the barrier is withdrawn from the box. Except for the
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point where the nylon passes around the end of the plate, there is no shear between the fluid above (or
below) the barrier and the nylon fabric. All the shear is confined between the nylon fabric and the
stainless steel plate.

3.1 TRAILINGJET

Dalziel (1993b) presents some prelinrinzry results using this compxite barrier. The irdtiat growth of
the structures on the unstable interface once the barrier was removed was observed to be dominated by a
two-dimensional mushroom-like structure with a 20mm wave length. In contrast the linearly most
unstable mode (Chandrasekhar, 1961, p. 447) and initial three-dimensional growth occur with a wave
length of approximately 2mm.

By adding small, neutrally buoyant particles to the flow it may readily be seen that this two
dimensional structure is formed by inviscid instabilities on a two-dimensional jet. The existence of this
jet is somewhat surprising as it is produced by the barrier and directed in the op~site direction to the
withdrawal of the barrier. This jet is formed by the nylon fabric dragging fluid with it as it is suddenly
being pulled into the end of the stainless steel plate as the barrier passes a given point. Tne fluid being
pulled up from the lower layer and down from the upper layer collide and transfer their energy into a
horizontal flow away from the &ailing edge of the banier.

Figure 4 shows atypical example of the jet-like flow produced in a homogeneous flow by the barrier
when it is withdrawn very slowly (approximately 4s for complete withdrawal). The velocity field is
obtained from the particle tracking system mentioned earlier. The structure of the jet and subsequent
instability are readily apparent in the two snap-shots. The instability is driven by the coupling between
the two inflection points in the velocity profile (one above the barrier and one below). Analysis of jets
with a similar structure (e.g. Tatsurni & Kakutani, 1958) suggest the jet is unstable whenever the
Reynolds number (based on the width of the jet) exceeds some value of order one.

While we have removed the wake, wall jets and related instabilities discussed in the previous section,
we still have a medium wave-length perturbation, albeit somewhat weaker than that for a simple solid
barrier. Experiments with and without stratification have shown that the large scale overturning maie
caused by the squme trailing edge of the barrier is still present. The question is can we do any better? In
section 4 we shall consider a method of reducing the lmge scale overturning and eliminating the jet.
Before doing so, however, we shall look briefly at the early stages of evolution with the jet produced by
the compxite barrier.
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FIGURE4:Velocityfieldproducedbythewithdrawalofdrecompositebarrier(notrailingwedge).
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(a) Ftow field at ?=1s:the barrier interruptsthe light sheet preventingvelocity vectors from being
obtained in the upper left quadrant of the view. (b) Ftow field at /=4s.
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It is relatively easy to reduce the
strength of the jet when compared with
that in figure 4 and the flows presented
by DaIziel (1993b). Since the
aforementioned experiments were
undertaken, it has been discovered that
the trailing edge of the barrier had been
damaged by difticukies in during the
preliminary phase of experimentation.
The damage combined a slight opening
and misalignment of the trailing edge
with curvature along the length of the
barrier. The result of this damage was
the production of a stronger two-
dimensiord jet behind the barrier than is
the case for an undamaged barrier. More
recent experiments with a replacement
barrier produce a much weaker jet. The
growth rate of instabilities on this jet is
much slower, leading to very little energy
being supplied to the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability in the 20mm wave length
range.

3.2 PERSPECTIVE VIEW

Figure 5 shows a series of perspective
views of the early stages of the growth of
the instability. The upper layer contains
salt water as normal. A high
concentration mixture of textile dyes
(Terasil Red G and Solophenyl
Turquoise Brl) and sodium fluorescein
was added to the lower layer. The
Atwocd number for this flow was not
measured, but is estimattxl at 5x 10-4.

The flow was illuminated by an arc
lamp and viewed by a video camera
looking through the end of the tank at an
angle of approximately 30° above the
horizontal. The textile dyes served to
prevent light penetrating more than
approximately 0.3mm into the lower
layer fluid, while fie fluorescein gave the
interface between the upper and lower
layer a bright, solid appearance. The

(a)

(b)

(c)

~GUaE5: perspective view of the early evohstionof the
instability using tie compositebarrier without a trailing

wedge. Trees are measuredfrom the start of the
withdrawal process. (a) t=2s. (b) t=3s. (c) r=4s.

views are siklar to those presented by Dalziel (1993b), but have a different scale and slightly different
view point. ‘Ihe mixture of dyes also differs from these earlier experiments, although the overall effect is
similar. Note the qualitative similarity betwwn these images and the simulation of Youngs (1992,
personal communication) on the cover of this volume.
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The interface immediately behind the

barrier at t=2s (~= (Ag /H)l’21 = 0.2,

where ~ is the dimensionless time, g is the
gravitational acceleration and H the depth
of the tank) is shown in figure 5a. The
rapid development of small, dtree-

FIGURE6:Schematicshowing a trailing wedge installed
behind the composite barrier.

dimensional structures is readily apparent. The length scale of the smallest of these structures is
comparable with the 2mm of linear theory. ‘here is only a very faint indication of any two-dimensional
motion due to the jet. Not apparent in these images although present in this experiment is the large scale
overturning mentioned earlier.

Interaction between the small structures leads to the development of increasingly larger bubbles of
less dense fluid rising into the denser upper layer. Figure 5b shows the development at t=3s (~=0.3) and
figure 5C at r=4s (7=0.4). As the flow approaches the Boussinesq limit, we may expect similar
structures to be penetrating downward, carrying dense fluid into the lower layer.

4.Trailing wedge

A simple method of eliminating the two-dimensional jet produced by the composite barrier is to
simply block it with some obstruction. Clearly this obstruction needs to be relative] y small and
streamlined so that it dces not itself contribute a significant wake. If we utilise an asymmetric wedge to
block the unwanted jet, such as the one illusmated in figure 6, then in addition to blocking the jet, we

will lower the upper layer relatively gently onto the lower layer by removing the singularh y in aD/a2 in

equation (2).

4.1 WAKE

The presence of the wedge effectively blocks the two-dimensional jet produced by the pulling together of
the nylon fabric. The disadvantages of such a wedge is that shear boundary layers are generated on the
two surfaces. On the lower surface this is not too much of a problem as the length of the wedge is
relatively small. On the upper surface, however, the boundary layer is relatively thick due to the
divergence of the flow down the wedge and separation of the bounday layer. The end result is an
asymmetric wake and the introduction of a preferred sign for the vortices it generates,

A series of experiments with no stratification but a fluorescent dye in one of the two layers has
shown that with the trailing wedge there is very little energy transferred to a lmge scale overturning
when compared to the same conditions without a mailing wedge. Thus the introduction of the wedge
offers a substantial improvement in the perturbation at the largest scales. In contrast the perturbation is
greater at smaller scales where the roll up of the asymmetric wake is apparent.

4.2 PERSPECTIVEVIEW

Figure 7 shows a series of perspective views from the same view point and at the same times as those
shown in figure 5. The Atwood number is similar (although again not measured), and the speed at which
the barrier was withdrawn is also similar. In the early stages (figure 7a) the flow is clearly much more
two-dimensional than that in the absence of the trailing wedge. The separated wake on the upper side of
the wedge drags the growing strictures in the direction of the withdrawal. A relatively strong hvo-
dimensional component is also introduced with the structures overall being more regula than when
there was no wedge.

The initial structure persists during the initial growth phase as the length scale of the bubbles
increases (figures 7a & 7b). Note that in this case we do not expect the downward moving bubbles of
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denser ffuidto be identical to the bubbles of light fluid we can seedueto theasymmetry of the wake
behind the wedge. Observations suggest, at least at the qualitative level, that differences in the
development of the flow with the wedge remain until quite late in the development of the instability.

Given the stronger, medium-scale, approximately two-dimensional initial perturbation introduced by
the wedge, it is tempting to discard the
wedge and simply use the composite
barrier of section 3. There is, however,
one substantial improvement introduced
by the wedge: the removal of the large
scale overturning. It is felt that the
initiation of the large scale overturning
has a more profound influence on the
overall &velopment of the instability
than the relatively small scale effects of
the wake. Further data, however, is
needed to confii this hypothesis.

4.3 GROWTH RATE

An ensemble of experiments with
A=2,1x10-3 has been analysed to
determine the growth of the mixed
region. The data was obtained by adding
sodium fluorescein to the upper layer and
illuminating the flow throughout the
central 50% of the length and width of
the tank. After digitizing a time series of
images of the flow and correcting the
images for non idealisations in the
experimental set-up, the horizontal mean
intensity was calculated as a function of
depth. This function was then averaged
over the eight experiments in the
ensemble to produce the protile in figure
8. Finally tis profile was analysed to
determine the 95% lower layer/5 9’oupper
layer mix point.

Figure 9 plots the square root of the
penetration of the dense fluid into the
lower layer as a function of time. The
nearly straight Iine relationship gives
clear evidence of the

hl = c(Agt2 + ~ (3)

growth rate expected for these flows,

Here hl is the perrekation of the dense

fluid into the lower layer, u the constant

of proportionality and ~ some measure

of the amplitude of the initial

(a)

(b)

(c)

FtGURE7: perspective view of the eaK]yevolutionof tbe
instability using the compositebarrier with a trailing

wedge. Times are measuredfrom tbe start of tbe
withdrawal process. (a) [=2s. (b) r=3s. (c) ?=4s.
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perturbation. A least squares fit to the initial
phase of the growth (wI .4) yields a value rx=
0,075 for the growth rate. This is broadly in line
with the earlier experiments of Linden &
Redondo (1991) at larger AtwocKInumbers (they
found that at Atwood numbers in the range of
these experiments the flow was dominated by the
initial perturbation and yielded much larger
values of u), but significantly larger than the a=
0.04 to 0.05 suggested by the numerical work of
Youngs (1991) or the CX=O.06 of rocket
experiments with immiscible fluids.

Youngs (personal communication, 1993) has
recently adapted his numerical model to include in
a simple manner both the structure of the initial
perturbation and the time required to complete the
withdrawal of the barrier. This simulation
included the effects of rigid lateral end walls. The
penetration was then measured using an algorithm
equivalent to that used experimentally. The dot-
dash line in figure 9 summarises the results. In

Top

Barrier

Bottom
L Time(s) 12

FLGLRE8:Ensemblemean of horizontalmean
intensityof Lmimagesas a function of time.

the early stages there is moderate agreement between the numerical and experimental penetrations witi
similar effective value of a However later (after ~=1.3) the experimental growth rate increases whereas
the numerical growth rate decreases.

5. Conclusions

In MS paper we have explored
briefly various methodsof reducing
the amplitude and altering the form
of the initial perturbation to simple,
gravitationally unstable laboratory
experiments.We have sea that the
withdrawal of a barrier introduces
perturbations on a range of length
scales, and have indicated that
perturbations on some scales are
more important to the subsequent
development of the flow than
perturbationson other scales.

Attempts to model numerically
the basic form of the initial
perturbations have met with only
limited success. There remain
relatively large discrepancies
between the growth rate of the
mixing region for experiments and
simulations. The question then is
what is the cause of these

0 4 L
0 05 I.0 15 2.0 2.5 30

Dimensionless Time

~GL~g:Penetrationof densefluid into the bwer, The cresses
indicatethe measuredvalues and the dashedline a least squares fit to
the experimentaldata. The dot-dashline givesthe penetrationfrom a

numericalmodelof this flow (Youngs,personalcommunication,
1993).
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differences? Are they due to precise details of the initial perturbations, geometrical aspects of the
experiments which are not being modelled in an appropriate manner, or fundamental problems with the
way these flows are modelled?

It is clear that further work is required to determine where the differences arise. It is too early to
reach a firm conclusion. Instead we shall present a list of some of the candidates to be considered:

Incomplete tnodelling of initial perturbation. The initial perturbation is typical]y modelled as a simple
displacement of the interface. In contrast, in the experiments the perturbation starts off in the velocity
field, rapidly leading to coherent, vertical structures slightly displaced from the initial interface position.
This coherence may lead to a lesser amount of mixing at the molecuku level than is achieved in the
simulations, atlowing more of the initial potential energy to be converted to kinetic energy and
increasing the apparent value of rz.

Effects offinite georrwtry. The finite horizontal tank geometry enters the problem in two ways. The
first is its interaction with the initial perturbation at the scale of the tank. For example the large scale
overturning observed in experiments without a mailing wedge is due to the coupling between the initial
downward motion of the upper layer and the two end walls of the tank. The second effect is the blocking
of the larger eddies (Hunt & Graham, 1978) and subsequent change in the structure of the turbulence
within one integral length scale of the wall. This has been modelled to a lirnitmi extent in the recent
simulations by Youngs (personaJ communication, 1993), but the overall influence on the flow is
unresolved.

Resolution and subgrid modelling. The controversy as to whether direct numerical simulation (DNS,
with its implicit subgrid-scale medelling) or large eddy simulation (LES, with explicit subgrid-scale
modelling) is more appropriate continues to be an issue. Both approaches have their limitations. Youngs
used the DNS approach for the simulations mentioned earlier, assuming that the flow is perfectly mix~
at scales smaller than the numericat grid. This is likely to lead to an over estimate of the molecular
mixing in the presence of strongly coherent structures and subsequent underestimate of ct.

Physical parameters. The Atwood number for these experiments - 0(10-3) - is substantially smaller
than the A=O.2 used in Youngs’ simulations. It is not clear at present just how universal the growth rate
is at very low Atwood numbers. The other physical parameters are also approximated: the Reynolds
number for the experiments is relatively low, yet the simulations are nominally inviscid (although an
artificial numerical viscosity is present).

It is clear that further experimental and numericaJ work is required to address these questions. The
ongoing development of improved experimental diagnostics and refinement of numericaJ techniques
should aid our search for an understanding of these flows. It is critical that groups running numerical
simulations do not loose sight of experimental reality. Equally it is essential for experimentalists to
make use of the ideas and insights gained from simulations.
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Turbulent Hvdrodvna~ic Mix Experiment *

Guy Dimonte,BruceRemirsgton,Pete StryrGene Burke,Pat Crowley,Ron Hawke, Jim Morrison,
Allan Susoef/, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550.

We describe an experiment to investigate the development of turbulent
mix in hydrodynamically unstable systems. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability y is
investigated by accelerating fluids similar to AWE’s seminal rocket rig
experiment but using a linear electric motor (LEM) to achieve arbitrary
acceleration and deceleration profiles up to 103 times earth’s gravity.
Elements of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability are investigated with
impulsive acceleration profiles. The initial interracial perturbations will be
characterized and varied from single mode to fully random wavenumber
spectra. The fluids are - 8 cm in size and can accommodate the large range in
scales (-0.05-5 cm) required to study turbulence. In addition to the
conventional shadowgraphy and radiography, we will deploy two modern
diagnostics: (1) laser induced fluorescence (LIF) to measure the wavenumber
spectrum of the interracial perturbations and the mix mass distribution and
(2) particle image velocimetry (PIV) to measure the turbulent velocity
distribution and its anisotropy.The experiments will be compared to
multi-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations and used to develop simple ID
models.

“WorkperformedundertheauspicesoftheU.S.DepartmentofEnergybyLawremeLivennoreNationalLaboratoryundercontractnumber
W-7405-ENG-48.

New Mix Experiment to Test 2D Simulation (ALE) codes
and ID Mix Models (k -: ) w

Approach to Turbulence

Displacement >> fluid size >> shortest scale mix length

250 >> 10 >> .05 cm

Provide variable acceleration to generalize self-similar model

[J1
2

h- ~ df +O(dg/dt )+ O(g<O)+ Drag

Apply modern diagnostics

Insensitive to edge
Modal content in addition to mix width
Turbulent energy
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Pulse shaping can be used to generalize self-similar models
l!!!!!

Acceleration g(t)

Constant acceleration +
dynamic braking for de-mixing

Impulsive drive to test drag models

Inertial confinement fusion

o w

lA-
Time

Modern Techniques in New Turbulent Mix Experiment K!!

Linear electric motor (LEM)

Propulsion with variable acceleration

Deceleration for “de-mixing”

Laser induced fluorescence (LIF)

20 images with high spatial resolution

Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV)

Directmeasure of turbulent energy

Radiography

Turbulent mix distribution IL__JStrobed
laser sheet
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Schematic of Turbulent Hydrodynamic Mix Experiment (THYMX) l!!!!

Front View Side View Top View

Strobed
laser
sheet

2.5 m

Film

Electrodes

!’
LIF & PIV
Cameras

a

::
;;;;
/,,,

:;
:f

a

::,,;;., ;;;;
//:;: ,.,, :$

xray
source-.

-----
---D

~-------
.-

Laser
sheet

Camera

w
Electrodes

l———————

/
Fluid cell

\
Laser sheet

8cmx8cm <.5 mm

Linear Electric Motor (LEM) Provides Variable Acceleration
l!!!!

Electromagnetic force on armature

Mg=l DB

Augmenter coil produces magnetic field

B-p Nl a/D

Acceleration

g-~l Nla/M- lOOgo

I-15kA, Nla -lOOkA-T, M-2kg

Deceleration similar but in reverse

Acceleration varied electrically g - 12(t)

Sliding
Armature

,Rails

A

la

Augmenting
coil (N turns)
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Armature Designed so that Magnetic Forces Aid Electrical Contact
to Linear Electrodes

u

Front View

Magnetic field
produced by
augmenting coil

&

Armature/rail force (20N) inhibits sparks I

Simple Prototype LEM Demonstrates Principle Quantitatively
u

Prototv~e LEM

I ) Solenoid
switch

on

Measurements confirm calculations

g=y N12 D/ WM-0.75g0

I= 300 amps, M = 100 g, W/D =2,
Friction coefficient = 0.3

+D+ Acceleration 17me(ms)

4---w —
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Acceleration History Varied by Changing Circuit Parameters
l!!!

Short Long
Pulse Pulse l(t)

9190 1000 100

T (ins) 6 45

Length (cm) ,0 70 h
Drift (cm) 230 100 T

Rail

c (f) 0.4 1.4 Circuit

L (}h) 8 150
I (kA) 45 18

Augmenter -r’

J

Load

(N=8, C=2,8f) c

L(~h) 20 600
L (}h)

I~ (I@) 50 12

B (kG) 30 8 V = 200v (450v max)

Total energy -500 kJ in 160 independent capacitor modules

Supporting Structure for Linear Electric Motor (LEM) in March, 1993
H

\ Trajectory

Support
Structure

1
2 ft

1

Catch
Basin

Capacitor Bank
5.8 f, 450 V
160 independent units

Prototype
LEM
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Capacitor Bank for Linear Electric Motor (LEM) in March, 1993
l!!!

5.8 f , 450 V (580 kJ) in 160 independent units

Diagnostic
Rack

* k Top SUPPOrt

2 ft for l-beams

Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) to Measure Fluid Density Distribution
H

Laser sheet excites dye in heavy fluid

Nd:YAG lasers@ 532 nm

100Hz, 100 mJ/pulse

<0.5 mm thick @

Laser sheet

1

~j g~
a

Camera

Dye is excited at k, and radiates at ?,~ I
Intensity - dye - fluid density

10:1 dynamic range

I I
Compare 2D profiles directly with simulations

10-20frames pershot

A
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Laser Sheet for LIF and PIV
U!

Face-on View Side-on View

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to Measure Turbulent Velocity Field J!!!!!
Mix buoyant 20 ~m test particles in fluid

-10 particles/ sq. mm within laser sheet
-

Double pulse laser for each exposure

dt=dr/v-5-20ps

Use 2 independent lasers

Displacements from correlating particle pairs

Interrogation cell is 1 sq. mm (1Oparticles)

5000 cells / image , 5-10 frames / shot

Automated analysis system (TSI)

Turbulent energy and vorticity obtained from velocity field
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System Checkout Begins in Summer, Experiments Late in 1993
l!!!

Mechanical system for LEM

Design nearly complete

Assembly underway

Electrical System

Capacitor bank being refurbished

Controls being designed

Diagnostics

Lasers ordered

Optimization with low power Argon laser

Design of electrical diagnostics - current, acceleration, position, etc.

Pulsed radiography with Kucherenko (Chelyabinsk)
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Existence, Uniqueness and Physical Selection

of Asymptotically Steady-States Solutions

in the Theory of the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

N. A. Inogamov
Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences

E-mail: ITFOQcpd.Landau. free. msk.su (in subject: for Inogamov)
Fax: (095) 9382077, Phone: (095) 1373244

Address: GSP-1, 117940, Moscow, Kosigin street 2, Russian Federation

A. V. Chekhlov
Program in Applied and Computational Mathematics, Princqton University,

E-mail: chekhlovQacm.princeton. edu ‘
Address: 2nd Floor Fine Hall, Washington Road, Princeton, NJ, 08544, USA

March 1993

Abstract

Using an algebraic method, based on truncation of both Fourier and Taylor series for the
complex potential, together with a 2D hydrodynamic code, the existence and realization of
a one-parameter family of bubbles are considered. Approximate analytical solutions of the
Euler equations up to 0(z14) are obtained and compared with simulation results. It is shown
that the sequence of such approximate solutions converges, giving accurate data about the
one-parameter family of possible bubbles. Results of simulation show that bubbles with the
smallest radius of curvature at the tip are realized from the whole family.

In recent years there has been a noticable increase in interest in the problems of Rayleigh-

Taylor-type instabilities. This is due to their many important applications in astrophysics [I],
high density energy physics and inertial confinement fusion [2], physics of explosions [3] and
shock waves [4]. Also such attention is induced by the fundamental importance of hydrody-

namic studies in the generation of vorticity by a nonhomogeneous external force (the baroclinic
generation of vorticity). The theory of the steady-state solutions [5] in such problems is of

primary concern because it is believed that their subharmonic (modulational) instability and
breakdown of periodicity due to this instability govern generation of coherent structures in the

turbulent mixing layer [6].

Let us proceed with these solutions. We will describe an approximate algebraic method
which allows us at least formally to construct any desirable high-order approximation to the

steady-state solution, The complex velocity potential has the following expansion, truncated at
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the N-th term:

~(z) = S ~.(einz - inz– 1), f=++ i+, z=z+iy, (1)
n=1

where ~m are real coefficients. The axes z and y are oriented so that ~ = {O, –g}, all the
lengths are nondimensionalized by I/k, time by I/@. The expansion (1) satisfies homogeneous
conditions if y ~ +ca and has a stagnation point at z = O. One may use (1) to get the stream
function @ = +(z, y) and pressure distribution p = p(z, y). We normalize @ and p such that
~(0, O) = O, p(O, O) = O. Assume that the zero stream line y+(z) and line of zero Pressure YP(z)
are analytical functions of z around z = O. Then their Taylor expansions in z, truncated at the

M-th terms, are:

Tn=l Tn=l

Kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions will be satisfied with the truncation error
O(Z2(M+1J) on every solution ~ of the following system of algebraic equations:

.
U~(j)=O, Um=*m–pm, m=l, . . ..M. (3)

This system has M equations and N unknowns ~. After some equivalent transformations ex-
pressions for the first 6 functions U~ (~) can be written as:

UI = 3b; – b~, Uz = 95b2b: – 90b;b4 + 3b5, U3 = –27615b~b; + 8645b;b4 – 630bzb; –

189b~b6 + 3b7, U4 = 8922865b; – 9341640 b2b;bA + 1460340@& – 2520bi + 51870@G –

4536 b2b4b6– 324b;b8 + 3bg, U5 = 39891967325bzb; – 45637831575 b;b;bd +

3407298300b;b; – 116745300 b2b3b~+ 231453810 bzb;btj – 44033220 b;bsbqbG+ 41580b~bb +

12474b2b~ – 378990b~b8 + 11880b2b4b8+ 495b;b10 + 9bll, UC= –79407535453400 b;b; +

22731508875075b~b4 + 1261025973900 b2bjb~ – 1139115978000b; b;b~ + 6675669000b3bj –

420194742660 b;bjb6 – 27239612400 bjb4b6+ 5618913300 bzbsb;bb + 206756550 b;bsb; –

972972b4b; + 756704520 b2b;b8 + 208648440 b;b3b4b8– 463320b;bB – 277992bzbcbs –

444015 b~b10– 77220bzbqb10– 2106 b~b1z+ 9bls, where we denote : bl = ~ n~jm. (4)
n=1

Also we will need such characteristics as the velocity V = –bl and radius of curvature R = l/b~
of bubble at the tip.

It is possible to show the following properties of the system (4). For N ~ M a complex
solution j+ of (4) exists and –~-, f+’, –~-” are also solutions of (4), where _* means complex
conjugation. (4) always has the trivial solution ~- = 6. By physically relevant we mean real
nontrivial solutions of (4) with V > 0. The cases M = 1,2 give 3 and 9 complex roots respectively
with only one physically relevant. If M ~ 3 multiple real physically relevant solutions appear.

We will call solutions in the N = M-case pointwise, M-th order. In the N = M + l-case the
solutions depend on 1 parameter and we will call them as one-parameter solutions, of order

M. Pointwise and one-parameter solutions are closely related: pointwise of order M > 1 lies

in the intersections of one-parameter solutions of order M – 1 and M, being seen as functions
of the same parameter. A pointwise solution of order 1 lies in the maximum of the family of

order 1. A notable fact is that despite the strongly nonlinear character of the system (4), in
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RadiusofCurvatureattheBubbleTip

Figure 1: One-parameter and pointwise solu-
tions for M =1-4 cases. Dotted curve, solid
circle-M = 1; dot-dash curve and empty circle-
M = 2, long dash curve, triangles-M = 3; solid
curve and squares-M = 4.

2 4
RadiusofCurvatureattheBubbleTip

Figure 2: One-parameter and pointwise solu-
tions for Al = 4,5 cases. Dotted curve-lvf = 4;

solid curve, discs-M = 5; solid triangles-~ = 6.

the orders M < 4 solutions in radicals can be obtained. This can be done through the use of

the observation that the major part of the nonlinearity of (4) is concentrated in the bjb~- type
terms. Then, using as a set of unknowns {V, R, b2,b3, f4, . . . . ~N} instead of ~, the system to be
solved can be strongly simplified. Due to limited space we will present here only one-parameter
solutions for V = V(R) in the lowest orders 1 – 3:

M= 1: V= 3j::); M=2: V= 5(4R31j&2&?:-1’);

~=3: v,2=5(/3+(R-3)fi) ~=336R7/2 ~=_4389+
! 1

a

5509R – 2385R2 + 477R3 – 20R4, 7 = 2061577 – 3686760R +

2476306R2 – 802480R3 + 138105R4 – 11976R5 + 400R6. (5)

Solutions for M Z5 are not expressible in radicals and we found M = 5 one-parameter solution
and M = 5, 6 pointwise solutions numerically using Newton’s iterations with multiprecision

arithmetic. A good deal of information about the solutions obtained can be seen from their

graphical represent ation on the real (1% = V/fi, R)-plane (Fr-Froude number). In Figs.
1,2 we put together pointwise and complete one-parameter solutions for different values of M.
Due to the fact, that for each value of R there are two values of bz = +1/fi, two solutions
symmetric with respect to R-axis, +V(R) can be found. We present the solution corresponding

to b2 = –1/v@. Fig. 1 shows the cases M =1-4; cases M =4,5 are shown in Fig. 2. The
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1’ 1 I 1 1

RadiusofCurvatureattheBubbleTip Radiusof CurvatureattheBubbleTip

Figure 3: Converging branches in M = 1 – 6 cases (a) around the limiting point and (b) general
view. Curves notations: dot-M = 1, dash-M = 2, long dash-lvf = 3, dot-dash -M = 4, solid-
M = 5. Solid curve, approaching family from below is taken from DNS and is parametrized by
time. Point wise solutions: empty circle-M = 1, solid circle-M = 2, solid M-polygons-M > 2
and large solid circle corresponds to steady-state in DNS.

dependence V(R) in Fig. 1,2 show that solutions for M Z3 are essentially nonunique and
illustrate other properties noted above as well.

Let us make a note on convergence, which turned out to be nonhomogeneous in R. Re-
ally, in the above-considered cases M <6 (the same is in the general case) two intervals
of R; {R~inl R~.=} (where Rmin z 1.97, R~in = R~ii, Rn.= = Rnaz(M) ) and
{R_.=,2, +CSJ}, A&=,z = R~.=,2(M) were found to give faster convergence of one-parameter
solutions than other regions of R. A general view of the converging branches, extracted from
Fig. 1,2, together with all the pointwise solutions found, are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). Fig.
3(a) gives closer look at the region surrounding the limiting point. A general view of larger in-
terval in R is shown in Fig. 3(b). Concrete data on the convergence of one-parameter solutions

at R = 2.21 are shown in the table below. The relative difference (RD) between two successive

m

M Fr(2.21) RD, % approximations drops from 4.54 at M = 2 to 0.0260 at M = 5

1 0.22039 at an exponential rate. Similar rate of convergence is observed

2 0.23087 4.54 for other values of R inside the above defined intervals of R,
3 0.23000 0.378 see Figs.1-3, also see the table 3 in preprint of Landau Inst.

4 0.23043 0.187 by N. A. Inogamov and A.V. Chekhlov for more details on the

5 0.23037 0.0260 convergence in the Fourier coefficients, [5].

The direct numerical simulation (DNS) was based on an Eulerian finite-difference code for

an incompressible ideal fluid in 2D. For the time stepping a modification of the well-known [7]

artificial compressibility method to the case of nonstationary motion of a nonhomogeneous fluid
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was used. The implicit semidiscrete scheme used is:

.#+l _ ~n
t p:; 1

* + (V,u:’ir)= – — + gi, i=l,2;

T P“

P(Pn+’ - Pn) + (v)~+’) = 0, ‘“+’T- ‘n + (vl Pn~+’) = 01 (6)

which was solved through the use of approximate factorization with total operation count per

time step of O (NM), where N and M are the numbers of grid points in each space direction. In

(6) /3 = 0(1) and r are scheme parameters. For the nonlinear terms in (6) a TVD-type scheme
in each of the coordinate directions was used. The truncation error in such an approximation is

O (~, hz) in the smooth regions, where ~ and h are the time and space discretization parameters.

Convergence and other questions related to similar approximations for the case of a homogeneous
fluid are treat ed in [7]. A set of test runs showed sufficient efficiency and accuracy of our code.

Calculations were performed with nonzero density of the lower fluid, which does not corre-
spond directly to what was assumed above.

0.0

.5

‘. o

.5
LJ,$I,,I,, “’’’’’’’’’’”u

3 .02.01.0 1. 02.03.0

Figure4: Typical flow picture taken from DNS:
heavy fluid is black and light is wight, density

ratio p = 0.05. Symmetric bubble has a per-
fectly smooth top with convective-type instability

on the sides. Shape and velocity of its tip are sta-
tionary. Only the part of computational domain

occupied by the bubble is shown.

But in the cases with sufficiently small ratio

of densities in the lower versus upper fluids
p < 0.1, it was found that vortex motion in-

duced both by the shear-layer instability on

the sides of the bubble and processes of mush-
room generation in the jets at large enough

times almost do not affect local properties of
the bubble top. One can say that the flow

reaches a quasi-steady-state in the sense that
the region around the bubble tip is almost in a

steady-state with nonstationary processes oc-

curing only in the jets and in the vortex region,

which at large enough times will be far away

from the bubble. A density plot is shown in
Fig.4. This run was performed with density

ratio p =0.05 and initial velocity perturbation
amplitude Vo~ = 0.2, which is approxi-
mately 3 times less than the expected steady-
state velocity; the time depicted in Fig. 4 is
tfi z 5.1. Initially the shape of the con-
tact surface was taken to be flat. The up-
per and lower boundaries are rigid walls, right
and left-lines of symmetry. The computational
grid contained 100 cells per half period in x-
direction and 400 cells in y. Data taken from a
set of runs were compared with those given by
the above algebraic method. Due to the lack of
space we will just note that very good agree-
ment was obtained in the first three Fourier
coefficients. Situation here is similar to one
with the Froude number.
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The Fourier coefficients computed from DNS very accurately fit the points on the one-parametric
curves, where the value of R is minimal. The characteristic dependence of l%(t), R(t) with the
time t as a parameter, taken from DNS, is shown in Fig. 3, where FT = V/~2~g(l – p)/k and
V is tht dimensional bubble tip velocity. As the time t goes from Oto 5.1, the nondimensional ra-
dius of curvature R goes from +COto its minimal value 1.97+ 0.02. The end-point corresponding
to this value of R is the steady-state in which the local Froude number is 0.221 + 0.004.

Let us conclude with a brief summary of the results obtained. On the basis of an algebraic
method we constructed a sequence of approximations converging to a unique one-parameter
family of possible exact solutions, with bubbles which were assumed to be analytic at the tip. The
solution from this family is uniquely specified whenever the value of R is given. Approximations
of two different types (pointwise and one-parameter) approximately exponentially converge to
the family. The existence of the solution of boundary-value problem discussed here follows from
the convergence of approximations. Precise data on how this one-parameter family looks were
obtained, including the first 5 – 6 Fourier coefficients ~n. In the high-resolution DNS the bubble
corresponding to the end-point with the minimal radius of curvature at the tip was realized.
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Perspective laser targets for thermonuclear fusion as a rule

consist of several layers of different substances. Very often

during such targets operation the layers turbulent mixing related

to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability even at the first Sta9f2S of

compression involves the entire substance “of one of the layers.

The typical situation is when thickness of the layer which is

turbuli.zed is less than thickness of the surrounding layers.

Therefore determination of behavior of such turbulized thin

layers matter is of practical interest.

Theoretical research of thin layers mixing was carried out in

the works [1,2] on the basis of semi empirical models of

turbulent mixing. Mixing of a thin layer immersed into a medium of

different density under influence of acceleration glwas

considered. In this case one of the layer boundaries appears to be
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stable, and at the other boundary the turbulent mixing of the

substances takes place. In the work [2] asymptotic expressions for

dimension hi(t) (or hz(t)) of region involved in turbulent mixing

are obtained. For dimension hi(t) at mixing of light layer having

density pl and initial thickness hlo the following expression was

obtained:

(1)

For dimension hz(t) at mixing of heavy layer having density p2 and

initial thickness hzo we obtained the following expression:

(2)

In formulas (1) and (2) s = glt’/2, n = p2/pl, and constants bl

and b2 are subject to experimental determination.

The turbulent mixing with thin liquid layers was studied

experimentally in the work [3]. The experiments were carried out

under conditions when both boundaries of the layer were unstable.

The experiments goal was to determine decrease of two liquids

mixing velocity attained by introduction of thin layer of a third

liquid between them. In the work presented investigation of plane

thin layers mixing under conditions when one boundary is stable

is carried out.

Velocity

the layer was

installations

according to

of thin layers mixing after the whole substance of

involved into the mixing was determined at modeling

E~P and SOM [4]. The experiments were carried out

the well-known setup (see fig.1). TWO liquids of

different densities pl and p2 (p2>pl) were placed in a vessel -

sample container, and small random disturbances were created at

contact boundary between the liquids. The sample was accelerated
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by gas accelerator in direction of the earth gravity field ~.

Process of development of instability and gravitational turbulent

mixing was developing under influence of artificial gravity field

~1 directed from the heavy liquid to the light one. As the sample

container was moving along the accelerator bore X-ray chambers (of

EKAP installation) or photo recorders (of installation SOM) were

triggering, that made it possible to obtain either X-ray image or

photographic impge of the mixing region. After the acceleration

the sample container got into a shock-mitigation device which

enabled to decelerate and catch the ,sample containers without

their construction damage.

The experiments were carried out using the following liquids:

benzene, water, solution of zinc chloride, solutions of salts of

thallium, mercury. It made it possible to carry out research at

densities ratio n = P2/Pl = 3; 4; 6; 13.5 at different initial

thicknesses of light layers hlo and heavy layers h20 (see fig.2).

At the installation EKAP we used sample containers with XO= 50 mm

and yo= 130 mm, and at the installation SOM with XO= 64 mm and

yO= 120 mm.. Besides that to determine influence of decrease of the

acceleration g and surface tension upon the mixing process1

special experiments were carried out. In these experiments the

acceleration decrease changed by the factor of 2 (experiments with

n=3 I light method), and the surface tension was brought to zero

(experiments with n = 4, X-ray method, and surface tension

coefficient a = O) . The main initial data for all the experiments

are shown in table 1.
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Table 1

Method

EKAP

SOM

EKAP

EKAP

EKAP

SOM

n

3

3

4

6

13.5

3

hmm
20 ‘

4

8

20

8

10

20

30

8

8

8

16

8

15

25

35

I-----j
910/9

3
. .

0.72.103 [

(0.6-3.5).103

0.9.103

3.103

0.72.103

t-c
In the experiments we determined displacement S = .fdtfgl(r)d~ of

0

contact boundary by the moment of obtaining image ~f the mixing

region. By the photographic images (see fig.4) we determined

dimensions hi(t) and hz(t) of the mixing region measuring position

of the mixing front which corresponded to zero concentration of

the layer substance. By X-ray images (see fig.3) we determined

dimension hz(t) measuring position of the mixing front which

corresponded to concentration equal to 0.02. Besides that, by

semitone X-ray images for n=3 we determined distribution of
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average density p(y) of the mixture for different values of the

parameter S (see fig.5,6).

Average values of quantities hl/hlO; h2/h for the
20

experiments with different values of n are shown in fig.7, 8, 9,

10. The averaging was carried out over 15 experiments at the

installation SOkf, and over 4-10 experiments at the installation

EKAP .

The experimental results on the dependence determi.nati.on

come to the following.

FOR DENSITIES RATIO n=3:

1. All groups of the experiments beginning with (S/h20) 1’2>3 are

well described by linear dependence. In this case mixing is going

on at constant non-dimensional velocity which is determined as

d(h2/h20)
v-.= .,.. (analogously to v..).

L,
d(S/h20)’”

.<

2. Velocity V21 beginning with h20> 8 mm doesn’t

hi.tial thickness of the layer and equals V21= 0.69.

3. The fact that experimental points for hzo= 20 mm

depend upon

obtained by

the X-ray method lie lower can be explained by different method of

finding the mixing front.

4. For h20~ 8 mm V21> 0.69. It can be explained by the fact that

at such thicknesses within the t,ime when the mixing front attains

rigid wall (y=O) the developing mixing is only at ‘ihe first stage

[4]. It is confirmed by the fact that separation procksses which

are observed in this case are displayed more quickly for the

layers with h20. 4 mm than for the layers with h20= 8 mm (see

fig.5,6) .

5.The velocity VIZ beginning with hlO> 8 mm doesn’t depend upon

initial thickness of the layer and equals V12= 0.43.
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6. The obtained experimental results do not depend upon the

acceleration decrease.

FOR DENSITIES RATIO n = 4:

1. Insoluble and mutually soluble liquids used in the experiments

gave approximately the same value v = 0.81.
21

2. Displacement of the experimental points at u = O is stipulated

by delay in the mixing development [4].

3. The obtained results do not depend upon initial acceleration

9 10“

FOR DENSITIES RATIO n = 6 and n = 13.5:

1. For (S/h20)l’2> 3 values for velocities V21 were determined

which equal V21= 1.12 for n = 6 and V21= 1.69 for n = 13.5. The

obtained experimental data enabled to determine coefficients bl

and b2 in the formulas (1) and (2) (see table 2) .

Table 2

n Layer v v
12

b
21 1

b
2

3 0.69 0.35

4 heavy 0.81 0.33

6 1.12 0.35

13.5 1.69 0.34

3 light 0.43 0.37

Thus , the research carried out enabled to investigate the

asymp’coti-c s’cage of gravitational turbulent rnixi.ng and determine

co~stants of semi empirical theory of mixing.

In conclusion the authors express gratitude to their

colleagues R.I.Ardashova, V.D.Murzakov, S.I.Onufrienko, V.N.Popov

for assistance in conduct of the experiments, and to A.V.Pavlenko

and O.E.ShestoChenko for their help in the experiments processing.
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BEHAVIOUR OT GRAVITATIONAL TURBULENT
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Experimental and theo~etlc.~1 studyof ~avltatlonal tL~bUleIIt

mix@ on the boundary of two incompressible llqulck ha~ing

dlff’erent densities under conditions when accelerated mntlon Of

the boundary Is changed into the decelerated one has been carried

out. At the initialmoment the llquidsare placed so that durl~

the phase of the acceleratedmotion the turbulentmixing caused by

Raylelgh-Taylorinsta.bllltyis takingplace. In the decelerated

phase the processof separationIs under development.At the same

time the turbulent mixing region is decreasing and, as the
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experimentsshow , the size of the mixing region is decreasl~
accordingto the law which has universal character.

The dependenceof the mlxlng region size on the Inltlal
densitiesrelationand the value of the acceleration has been

determined theoretically. On the basis of the carried out
experimentsthe constantas has been calculatedwhich characterizes

the Intensityof the mixing region decrease. Compared with the

constantam=0.07,characterlz~ the intensity of the turbulent

mixing regionwidth Increaseat the unstablestageof the motion,
the constanta~=O.01. ‘The process of the mixing region width

decreaseis proceedingone seventh as fast as that of lts ~nwth.

1. INTRODUCTION. Turbulentmixing and separation which are

developingon contactboundariesbetween two mediahavln~ different

densltlesduring their non-stationary motion exert the marked
influenceon the dynamic.s of the Largets compression in the

Inertialthermonuclearfusion problem. Thus, at the first stage of
the targets cornp~esslon the contact bOLlndarY Is sub~ected to the

so–called gravitational Instability or Raylel@–Taylor instability

when the light matter accelerates the more heavyone (p,- density

of the light matter, P~- density of the heavy matter). The

developmentof the small Initial perturbations on the contact

boundaryleads to the distortionof the interfacebetweenmedia and

to the appearanceof the region of TLWbUleIIt mixini he~wesn the

light and heavy matters with the region size growln.g in time. At

the secondstage of the deceleratedmotion the separationprocesses

are developingin the mixing region when acceleration changes its

sign and motionbecomes stable.

The stageof the unstable motion has been well studied [1-41.
The Independentinvestigationsof the turbulentmixingper~ormedat
this stageshowed that In the self–slmllarturbulencecase the non–

dimensionalgrowthrate of the mixing region sizeL12 In the heavy

medium has the form:
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dL1 ~
iKr- = 2a_A ,
w 111

where a - constantof mixing,
m

%?lt2parameterS= ., where &l–

found that the’cons;antam=0.07

The stable stage of motion
related to the experimentaland

*= P2-P,
- Atwood number. The

P2+P,

acceleration.It was experimentally
[2], [3].

Is less studied.It Is especially
theoreticalin~estlgatlons of the

separationprocessesbetween components in the turbulent mixing

region. In the first publicationconcerningthis problem [51 it was

experimentallyestablishedthat for A=O.27 the turbulent mixing

region width is decreaslagat the stable stage. In the present

work, on the basis of a semlemplrlcalk-model [61,the law of the

mixing region developmentat the stable stage is obtained in the

form:

~~) = j=) - j-) (1 )

where g12– accelerationat the second stage, t=– instant of time

when the mixing region size reaches its maximumvalue. Experiments

performedfor A=O.5 substantiated formula (1) and allowed to

detemine the coefficienta
s“

9 EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATION.L. The non-stationary motion of

flulda and the,gravitationalturbulentmixing arisingas a result

of this motion were studied by using the modellinginstallationSOM
[31.Fluids having different densities p, and Pz (pz?pl) were
placed in an ampoule (vessel) (see Fig.1). In the gavltational

field ~ the light fluid was Just over the heavy one. On the contact
boundarybetween these fluids the random initial perturbations of

the solid surfacesroughness type were artificiallygenerated.At a
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certaininstantof time (t=O) the ampoulebeginsto accelerate in

the dlrectlon~ (with acceleration al(t)). In the process of

acceleration,In the coordinatesconnected with the ampoule, an

‘instablesystemIs reallzedwith an artlflclalgravitational field

~1 directedfrom the heavy fluld to the light one (the unstable

motion stage).In the contact boundaryregion the process of the

instability and turbulent mixing development was studied by

applyinglight techniques.Such parametersas accelerational, the

way S=~dt~al(~)d’c,passed by the contactboundaryup to the moment

of pho?o$&phic imagesobtaining,averagesizesL21, LIZ of regions

involvedinto the turbulentmotion in the light and heavy fluids

were experimentallydetermined.
At a certaininstantof time t* (at S=S*) the ampoule found

inselfin the inverterwhere reversing of the acceleration sign

tookplace.From this moment on the stage of decelerated motions

beginswith acceleration a2(t). At this stage the artificial

gravitationalfield~lz is directed from the light fluld to the

heavy one (thestablemotion stage).Startingfrom some instemt of

time tC the separationprocess developswith decreasingthe size a

of the region involvedinto mixing (seeI’ig.2).In order to exclude
the effectof viscosityand surface tension”[71 all experiments

were performedfor the initial values of accelerations >>g,alo
azo>>g (with&l=al; glz=az). At the stable motion stage the

experimentalinvestigation into the developed turbulent mixing

region behaviour was performed with liquids, such as petrol

(P1=0.69 g/cm3) and zinc chloride solution (p2=2.04g/cm3,

n=p7/p1=3).-,
Two series of experiments have been performed for

different values of S*. The series included five groups
experhnents(15–20experimentsin each group) differing in

valuesof accelerationsRI ~d glz(see Table 1).
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Table 1.

C;:p “1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

$%l_
g

305 305 483 483 483 276 276 440 440 440

g,~ 93

g
140 93 140 186 93 140 93 140 186

,

i.
S~cm S* = 36.0 S’= 13.6 I

The characteristicrelatlonsfor the way S, accelerations$&I,

glz and the size L=112+L21 of the region involved into mixing

versus time are shown in l?ig.3for’onegroup of experiments. After

reversingthe accelerationsign at t*=8.2ms the size of the mixing

region kept growing.Beginning just from the moment tc=16.6ms the

mixing regionsize is decreasing.This Is the consequence of the

separationof heavy and light fluids particlesdifferingin scales.

Experimentalresults for t>tC are presented in Flg.4 for all groups

of experiments. The coordinates in which processing of the

experimentshas been performedwere ch~sen in termsof formula (1).

I’ormula(1)has been generalizedfor the case of slowly changing

accelerationwhen dfi2/dfi’=-& , where S’=fdt~g12(’r)d~.-=. t. t-
!.

Straight lines have been bLlllt by the lea.st-s~uare techniqLle

according to experimental points corresponding to t>t . It can be

seen that at the separationstage the experimental ‘&ta irn total

are well describedby the straightlines havingan identicalslope

%“’=12
—————— =-0.103. From here we find that the constant separation

d~

a~=O.01 for the densitiesrelationn=3.
Processingof experimentspresented in [51has been performed

at our requestby V.G.Yakovlevwho applied the technique inentloned
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above. FOr A=O.27 an analogousnumericalvalue has been obtained

for the constanta~-

3. THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONS. Allowancefor the acc.eleratlon

sign changewithin the limits of the known approximatek–model [61,

[81 leads to the statementof a new ks-model consisting in the

followfng.For t<t the k–model based cm the equation of belance

for the klnetlc tfibulenceener~ 72/2 is applied:

W2??)A2
~ = 8T7aJi-7 ko=l.25+

lp~

(2)

(3)

(4)o(’q)= ~ 7exp(-72)d~ ,
no

but Tor the determinationof the averagemixturedensity p(x) tb,e

followingequationsof the diffusiontype are used:

(5)

On the assumptionthat

Eq.(5) has the form:

7 depends only on time the solution of

(6)
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The solutionof Eq.(2) Is written as follows:

I
@(’f)l)&,Q
2q;(l+4ko)

for O<t<t*

q2=

–2 * ~(T1)&J12AL
~ (t ) + q(l+4ko)

[1-[ w l’+”! ‘o” ‘“’t”.

L=

~;f~(~l )&1At2
1+4ko

L*< L(t) < LC

for o<t<t*

for “<’<t
c

{

2(l+4ko)
tc= t* + ~+

~(~l)t!,z [
LC- L(t*)

lm 1

lor describing the separation in case of t>t~ the I’ollowlng
trmsfer equationIs applied:

(7)

The amlysls of equationsor the model [21, [51performed for the

case of Incompressible flulds leads to the slmllar equation.
Density distribution(6) at the moment t.tC can be used as the

inltlaldata. Iquation for width wI1l be determined from the
conditionon the characteristicand will be writtenas
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(8)

with inltlalconditionsL=LC under t=t~. The integrationof Eq (7)
leads to formula (1).

4. CONCLUSION Thus, the results obtainedduring experimental

and theoreticalinvestigationsinto the separation of matters in
the gravitationalturbulentmlxlng region at the stable motion

stage can be used for solvlng the inertial thermonuclear fusion
problems.
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RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN SOLIDS .

A.1. Lebedev, P.N. Nisovtsev, V.A. Rayevsky.

ALL-RUSSIA SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF EXPERIMENTAL
PHYSICS. (607200, Arzamas-16, Nizhny Novgorod region, Russia).

REPORT FOR THE 4 INTERNATIONALE WORKSHOP ON THE PHYSICS
OF COMPRESSIBLE TURBULENT MIXING
(Cambridge, England, 29 March-1 April 1993).

ABSTRACT
The results of theoretical prediction and experimental investigations of Ray-

leigh-Taylor instability in strong substances are summarized.
The instability has been found to grow as a function of strength, the wavelength

and initial amplitude of the perturbation, layer depth, the pressure value and time
dependence at the accelerated layer boundary. The substance strength may result in
complete suppression of short-wavelength perturbation instability. As shown exper-
imentally, three-dimensional perturbations in strong layer, unlike perfect fluid case,
may have lower growth rate than the two-dimensional.

Simple analytical expressions have been derived to estimate the strong layer
instability.

INTRODUCTION.
The classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability situation is that of perturbation grow-

ing at the surface of a plate (or shell) accelerated by pressure applied on its one sur-
face [1]. As the instability grows this would eventually result in complete
disintegration of the accelerated layer. For perfect fluid or gaslayer acceleration, the
perturbation would grow turbulently, and the turbulent zone would have its width
increasing as square law

whereg istheacceleration,ct--constant.
The developmentofTaylorinstabilityinstrongsubstancesh impededby shear

stressescausedby themedium deformation.Thesubstancestrengthcansubstan-
tiallyincreasethe“lifetime”andmaximum achievablevelocityoftheacceleradng
liners.

The experimentstoinvestigateTaylorinstabilityinsolidswerepioneeredby
G.S.Barnes[4],[5].In1987Ye.Meshkov andN.Nevmergitskyobservedthestabi-
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lizing effects of strength in the experiments on a jelly layer being accelerated by gas
detonation products. J. Miles [2] was the first to estimate theoretically the strength
effects in terms of perfectly elastic substance model. From [2], unstable are only the
perturbations having wavelengths above a certain critical

(1)

where G is the shear modulus of substance, p - the substance density and C is the
shear wave velocity. Evidently, Miles erroneously considered this criterion (1) as
independent of the layer depth: while this is generally wrong.

A more accurate solution for elastic half-space has been obtained by S.
Bakhrakh and N. Kovalev [3]

4Z2. C
kc = (2)

g
By D. Drucker’s theory whatever the wavelength, and with the initial perturba-

tion amplitude below a certain critical value

2.crT
AH< AHc Z—

P“L?
(3)

thesurfacewouldbestable[4],(OT-theyieldstrength).
ThisstatementwasverifiedbyJ.Barneset.al.[4],[5]who performedexper-

imentstostudyTaylorinstabilityfor aluminum plates.

However, as our theoretical prediction have shown (VNDEF reports of 1987,

1988, [8], [9]), D. Drucker’s theory is only valued for very short wavelengths (L<<
k~, while that by Miles only holds for very small initial perturbation and large layer
depths (H>> k). Generally, instability depends on both the initial amplitude and
wavelength of the perturbations, and also on the pressure history, at the layer
boundary. The same inference results from the data obtained by A. Robinson and G.
Swegle [9].
The paper summarizes the investigations carried out by the authors in 1987-91.

1. ANALYICAL STUDY.

In somecases,elastoplastic model is applicable in representation of strong
medium strain. From the thin-shell theory, we have derived equations accounting
for small perturbations developing in the perfectly elastic layer of substant accelera-
tion driven by the unilaterally applied pressure P = p g H were H is the depth of
layer.

The equations of motion have been derived in coordinates accelerated linearly
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with the non-perturbed layer surface. Y axis is normal to the surface, X axis lying

therein. the equation are written for the layer depth averaged displacement UX and
UY of substance in X and Y - directions. for initial difference in layer depth AH(x)=
AHO sin(kx) these equations take the form

a%x a2UX ally
=4,C?7 .g. ——

a? _, Ax- .- Jx

(4)

=$)fi. (1-exP( & ,K_2z.

where C is the shear wave velocity, Hef =

The eq.(4) have the following solutions
K 1

AHO cos(qf) – 1 Cos (co2t) – 1
Ux=r. 2K”g22

(
2– 2

)

.Cos (K ~x)

ef @l–~2 ml ~2

(5)

((
~_4. (c. K)~

x
) ( )

4’ (c;~)2 (cos(m2t) -1)
2

. (Cos(clllt)-1) - 1- ~2

ml )

Xsin(lfc.x)

natural frequencies ml and (02being found from the equation

@:2=i((cK)2(4+(KY2) (6)

l(cK)4(’+(KY2f+4(( ~g)2-4(Kc)4i(KH )2}~

The higher frequency, QI, consistent with stable oscillations of the iayer. The
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lowerfrequency,02,representsthesystemstabilityandmay becomeimaginary.In
thiscasetheperturbationswouldgrowexponentially

U,r- Uy - exp (Z77Z(02) “ t)

The critical wavelength kc, where 02= O, defines stability boundary of the elastic
layer. Eqs. (4), (6) result in the transcende:ltal equation for

4.n. c2
kc =

g (’-exp[>~~:))
(7)

or approximately

“’4’+F%”4+k)
Clearly, the half space (H+ CO)(9),(10) go into Miles formula (I)km = 4” ~“ CL,

while for thin layer
~,<8$C2

g

V4

r

H
into the equation Xc = 2 m. ($) . —

8.C2”

Fig.1 shows in nondimensional coordinates kc as a function of layer depth. Evi-
dently, the resulting equation (9) agrees well with numerical calculations in a per-
fectly elastic approximation.

For steady-state conditions (1< kc), the range of stress intensity depends on the
initial amplitude and how close X is to xc ~Ho

‘1 – L/kc -1
(8)

Real substances cannot have infinite stress intensity. It has been assumed, that
the elastoplastic payer would become unstable when stress intensity reaches the
yield strength 6T

As expected, if this is the case, then the perturbations would further grow with-
out bound plastically despite that X<kc. this assumption has the instability criterion
in the form

AH>AHC (k) =
20’” (’-0”8’exp(%))((’-pcR)J)(x(x’)2)(,),)

P“g
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Fig.2. Critical perturbation amplitud as a
function of wavelength.
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6- Miles’ solution.
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Fig.3. Critical perturbation amplitude as a Fig.4. Critical perturbation amplitude versus
function of wavelength for aluminum plate in wavelength for various driving pressures at
Barnes’ experiments. the interface.
1- formula (9), 2- numerical calculations in 1- formula (9) P =20 GPa,
terms of noncompressibility assumption, 2- formula (9) P =50 GPa,
3- numerical calculations in terms of 3- numerical predictions P =20 GPa,
compressibility, AVexperi. points., A - stable 4- numerical predictions P =50 GPa.
conditions, Y- unstable conditions.
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Fig.2 shows instability boundaries related with the criterion (9) for various layer
depths.

For 1<< 27cH and X<<LC,eq. (9) would go into the Drucker criterion (3). the

Miles instability criterion (2)
41rc2

x>x-=—
i?

is onlyvalid for thick H >> km when the initial perturbation amplitude is small,

20T
AHO <(—

Pg “

Fig. 3 shows a calculated stability boundary for aluminum plate 2.5mm thick
acceleratedbypressureP=1OOkbar,asinBarnes’experiments[4].Thecalculations
usedthefollowingconstantvalues:p = 2.71g/cm3,G = 300kbar,~T = 3.3kbar.
The figurealsoincludesthenumericallycalculatedcurvesandBarnes’experiment-
aldata.

By virtueofthelayerincompressibilitytissumption,theresultingequationsare
validforpressureandcompressionsthatarenothigh.Fig.4 gives the boundary
curves obtained from our equation (9) and numerical elastoplastic calculation for
higher pressures.

2.NUMERICAL STUDY.
The numerical calculation were performed in an elastic-plastic approximation.

Equations of motion were solved in Lagrangian coordinates using “Dinamika 2“
code widely employed in VNIIEF. The calculations were made for growing in a
steel layer having depth H = 2mm at it was accelerated by pressure unilaterally
approach thereto. Fig.5 shows this pressure as a function of time, Pressure front rise
time was varied in wide range, i.e. ~f = 0.4-7 WS.The least time value was taken
such that no shock wave should be generated in loading. The maximum pressure
taken by the calculations was 50 GPa, i.e. 30 times the yield strength that was con-
sidered equal to ~T = 1.5 GPa. The equation of state was taken identical to the Mie-
Gruneisen’s minus thermal component.

‘= %“(%’”-1)
with the parameters p. =7.85 g/crn3, Co = 3.8 km/s, n = 5. The shear modulus was
considered equal to G=77 GPa. Sinusoidal perturbations were driven at both layer
surfaces. –a. . cos (K. x) upper-surface

AV={
a. sin (K. x) lower-surface

with a. = 3.3 p.m.
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Fig. 6. Time dependence of perturbation
amplitudes for different rise times ~f, 1=0.4cm
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Fig.7.Maximum perturbationamplitudeasa Fig.8.Timedependenceofperturbation
functionofTf amplitude,k = 0.8cm.

1-involvingstrength,2- no s~ength.
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Fig.9, Typical perturhition configurations.
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Fig.6 shows perturbation amplitudes in the driven surface A(t) = VlnlX-Vmin for

perturbation wavelength 1 = 0.4 cm. and Zf of various values. As is evident from the
plots, the system becomes unstable when ~f <0.5 p,s. For q >0.7 WS,the amplitude
first increases and then begins fluctuating about some mean value. Maximum oscil-
lation amplitude versus driving pressure rise time is shown in fig.7. Perturbations of
the wavelength 1> 0.8 cm are completely unstable for any pressure front rise time.

Fig.8 gives growth rate histories of pefiurhations of 1 = 0.8 cm. wavelength with
and without strength present. Worth mentioning is the influence of the pressure
pulse rise time on the perturbation configurations, fig. 9.

For short pulse rise times the perturbations have a configurations near sinusoidal
which is typical for perfect fluid, while with longer ~ > 2ps the configuration
becomes more complex with local maxima occurrence observed.

Another significant peculiarity with the strong layer instability is the relationship
between the two-dimensional and three dimensional perturbation growth rates. Per-
fect fluid is known to have three-dimensional perturbations growth faster than the
two-dimensional. As Ye. Meshkov and associates have established in jelly experi-
ments, single three-dimensional perturbations have growth rates twice as high as the
two-dimensional. We have carried out calculations similar to the above mentioned,
but for the axisyrnmetric geometry to simulate a three-dimensional perturbation
amplitude for different wavelength in two- and three- dimensional cases. As seen
from the figure, for short wavelengths three-dimensional perturbations grow signifi-
cantly slower than two-dimensional ones.

3.EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS.
Experiments were performed in a set up that was very much like that of Bar-

nes’ [5], though involving longer wavelength. Additionally, there was testing for
instability relationship between two-dimensional and three-dimensional perturba-
tions.

The aluminum plate 1.5 mm thick was accelerated by gaseous detonation prod-
ucts of high explosive separated from the plate by a 15 mm vacuum gap. Thus, the
plate was driven without generating shock waves. The calculated pressure history at
the plate interface is shown in fig. 10. Perturbations were machined in the driven
surface as longitudinal triangular grooves. the surface was machined in the same
way crosswise to produce three-dimensional perturbations. Accordingly, these
three: dimensional perturbations were configured as p yrarnids. Perturbation values
during the plate motion were measured using flash X-ray techniques.

The typical radiographs are Shown on fig. 14, Fig. 11 shows experimental data for
two-dimensional perturbations in the driven plate surfaces. As seen from the plots,
perturbation growth rates as well as plate stability depend on both the wavelengths
and initial amplitudes of perturbations. Figs. 12 summarize experimental results on
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three and two-dimensional perturbations, with the same amplitudes and wave-
lengths. As seen from the figure, for the range of parameters of interest three-
dirnensional perturbations are growing more slowly than the two-dimensional.

Numerical simulation of the experiments has been performed using elastic plas-
tic method with the yield strength linearly dependent on driving pressure.

OT = 0.2’(1”+0.2.-P)

[Or] = GPa; [P] = GPa

The calculated time dependence of perturbation amplitude are given in
figs.11,12,13.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION.
The studies have shown that perturbations growth rate to depend on elastic-plas-

tic material properties, driving pressure and its history at the media interface, and
the wavelength and initial amplitude of perturbation. For comparatively small initial
perturbations, the instability in the range of rather short wavelengths (%< Ic) can be
fully suppressed even with the driving pressure applied to the payer being an order
of magnitude as high as the yield strength. Perturbation of wavelengths above criti-
cal (1, > Q are completely unstable.

The simple equation obtained to determine kc versus elastic properties of mate-
rial, values of acceleration and depth layer, agrees rather well with numerical calcu-
lation and experiments.

The instability criterion for elastic-plastic layer, which specifies the upper bound
of initial perturbation amplitude, is valid for not too high a driving pressure at the
interface, i.e. low material compression (~ < 1.2) .

The perturbation growth pattern has been found to be strongly dependent on the
plate loading rate (P) . As F is increasing, stable perturbations may change over to
unstable regime. This effect can be accounted for by the following explanation.
When the layer is driven, a compression wave is propagating therein. After this
wave has come out to the free surface, a rarefaction wave starts traveling in the

opposite direction, this being followed by several more compression and rarefachon
waves generated. The perturbation growth is restrained by deviatoric stress compo-
nents. When the compression and rarefachon waves exceeding in amplitude the
yield strength have passed through the payer, the material goes over to another state.
The total stress intensity is limited by yield stress, therefore the stress component
restraining the perturbation growth decreases. Thus, the sequence of waves passing
through the layer results in reduced stabilizing effects of strength. Apparently, there
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is a specific plate loading rate for each particular case, where maximum stability is
achieved. The layer loading rate also strongly effects perturbation configurations.
For high P, the perturbation configuration is slightly different from the perfect fluid
case. When P is comparatively low, perturbation configuration is largely different
form the sinusoidal and characterized by the occurrence of additional peaks.

Unlike the perfect fluid instability case,~~.trong layer has three-dimensional per-
turbations growing more rapidly than thi two-dirriensional for relatively short
wavelengths.

At the interface of physically read layer of material there would always exist
perturbation of any wavelengths. Therefore, the acceleration of this layer whatever
its strength is an unstable process, and then a certain “lifetime” of a thin smooth

—
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Parallel Computation of Three Dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor

Instability in Compressible Fluids through The Front Tracking

Method and Level Set Methods
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Q. Zhang
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ABSTRACT

Computation of three dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor instability in compressible

fluids is performed on a MIMD computer. In this paper we wifl present our study using

two numerical methods, the front @acking method and the level set method. We wiIl dis-

cuss algorithms used in the 3D front tracking method and parallel implementation using

this method. This includes 3D interface partition, unshuctured grid genemtion and paral-

lel coordination of the program. Our algorithms using level set method include applica-

tion of a second order TVD scheme with a full parallclization to the 3D Euler equations.

The computational program wilI be used for a 3D study of bubble evolution in the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability and for large scale simulation of a 3D random fluid interface.

The objective of his research is to compare the numericaf solutions with the experiment-

al results by Taylor and Youngs.

1. Lagrangkm and Eulerian Approaches

Rayleigh-Taylor instability is an interface instability. Two fluids are separated by an unstable boun-

dary across which dre density changes sharply. Due to the importance of the density discontinuity in

Rayleigh-Taylor instability, numerical methods used to solve the problems must focus on the evolution of

Lhe fluid interface. We consider two methods, which have been used in the past few years, to sLudy the

dynamical interface motion. The first method is the Lagrangiam method, which is known as the front tracki-

ng mctiod. The interface motion is characterized by the motion of individual points on the interface. The

velocity of these points arc calculated by tie solution of a Riemann problem in the direction normal to the

interface. The front points are propagated according to the contac[ velccity in the Riemarm solution. To

ensure uniformity of the interface points and the correct topological stnrcture of the interface, the front
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geometryhas(obedescribedandcorrectlyresolved.

Another method, due to Osher and Sethian, applies the Eulerian approach [o describe the fluid inter-

face. Instead of considering the interface as a collection of points, this metied considers a level set func-

[ion in the whole space; the interface is just a special level surface of this function in the space. The embed-

ded interface together with the whole level set function moves as a special physical quantity with [he fluid

and may be reconstructed at any time.

These two methcds can be illustrated by thefollo~ing exarriples in one dimensional space. Given the

velocity of a mass point v = v (x, t), the position of the mass point can be described by the equation of

motion

$+(X,1), (1,1)

subject 10the initial condition x (0) = Xo. On the orher hand, the motion of the mass point can be described

by a PDE

u, + Vux= o. (1.2)

If a[ the initiaf time u (xo, O)= Uo, the subsequent position of the mass point can be found by solving

u (x((), /) = Uo,where u (x, f) is the solution of PDE (1.2) at time I. This is obvious because solutions of

Eq. (1.1) are the charatenstics of the hyperbolic PDE Eq. (1.2). The method using Eq. (1.1) is the Lagran-

gian approach and the method using Eq. (1.2) is the Eulenarr approach to describe the motion of the mass

point initially at.xo.

2. The 3D Front Tracking Method

2.1. Outline

Front tracking method in 3D applies the sane principle as the 2D front tracking method. It separates

[he fluids accordkig to their components and applies fini[e difference method to each component of the

fluids. The fluid irrterface is described by a set geomemical surfaces (crrrve.s in 2D) and each point on the

surface is propagated by the solution of a Riemarm problem.

Among difficulties in extending 2D front tracking meth~ to 3D front tmckirrg method are

(a). Description of the 3D interface,

(b). 3D unstructured grid near interface,

(c). 3D state interpolation and coupling,

(d). Normal propagation and tangenrizd flux,

(e). Resolution of interface tangling,

(~. Parallelization.

2.2. 3D Fluid Interface and Interior Coupling

The 3D interface dam smucture contains a global interface stmrcture, surface data structure and sur-

face element structure and is a supersct of tie 2D interface data structure.
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Delaunay b-iangulation is used to construct an unstructured volume grid for interpolation of states

near fluid interface.

(a). Theorem: Given a set S of N points in space, for each point pi h S, there is a locus of points in the

space that are closer to pi than any other point of S. The boundaries of these loci form the Voronoi

diagram. The plane dual of the Voronoi diagram is the De&may triangulation of the set S

(b). Incremental Methcd for Delaunay Triangulation

(i). Select any four points to make the first tetrahedral as the base Delaunay tiangula.tion.

(ii). For an existing Delaunay triangulation, test a new point.

(iii). List all tetrahedral whose circumsphere enclose the new point.

(iv). If the list is null (outside), connect the new point with afl visible sides of the convex hull

to form a new Delaunay triangulation.

(v). Else, destroy afl inner boundaries of listed tetrahedmls and connect the new point to all the

remaining sides to form new Delaunay triangulation.

2.3. The Reason for 3D Front Tracking

The 3D front tracking meLhodgives an active description of tie fluid interface. The level set method,

even with a second order ENO method, stiff has a density diffusion of about five computational mesh

blocks across rhe interface. The front tracking method is intended to maintain the physical discontinuity

throughout the numerical computation by applying the Riemann solution at the interface. The geometry of

the fluid interface will make it easy to compute functions such as surface curvature and to implement sur-

face physicaf quantities such as surface tension.

3. The Level Set Method

3.1. Mathematicrd Model

The 3D in&id Euler equations for compressible gases are:

_’$[Pj (~~)1+

%++-+ -+-=0
apj‘j + a(PjUj Vj) + Mj vI~p ) + ~(Pj ‘j ~j) = o
-’-ai- dx dy dz

‘%++w+w+-=pjg

The pdytropic equation of state used below is:

P = (“fj- l)pj (Ej – l/’2(U~ + V?+ W?))
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The equation of the level function is:

y, i-uyx +V!yy+wyz =0.

AI any rime, the fluid interface is given by:

V(x, y,z>f)=o

3.2. Numerical Method

The conservation form of the 3D Euler equations are:

ql+F~+F~+F2=H

The one-step finite difference equation can be written as

q“+1=q’ +Af(Ll(q”) +L2(q”) +L3(q”)+If(q”))

The ENO calculationof thene~flux in i-direction gives

Li = (Fi)x

Fi = ;(f(@+y(qR))- }~lA(q)ldq
L

whereA is the 5x5 matrix

[

o 1 0 0 0
u(K– H) H–(y–l)uz (1–y)UV (1–y)tfw yu

A= K–u2 (3 - y)u

1

(1 -y)v (1 -y)w (y- 1) ,
–Uv v u o 0
-Inv w o u o

and K = IL2(u2+ V2+ w*)

The matrix A has five eigenvalues,u + c,u -c, u, u, u. me right eigenvectors of the matrix A

are:

[

1 111 1

1

H+ UCH–UCKK-2V2 K-2W2
T= U+C U–C U U u.

v Vv-v v

w Www –w

The second order TVD scheme in rime is:

where

ml =AtL(q”)

m2=AtL(qn +ml)

The CFL condition is:

& <-$max(lu I/Ax+ Iv l/Ay + lwlfAz +c~l/&2+ l/AY2+llAZ2)-l.
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3.3. Reconstruction of 3D Interface

The tiee dimensional fluid interface can lx reconstructed at any time using the level function

V(.X,y, z, f). Such a reconstmction can be used for illustration of fhe time dependent surface. Ultimately,

we will be interested in the geometric structure of the interface because i~ is our intention to separate the

fluid components and apply the finite differencg,solv~: to each domain individually. This will enable us to

increase the resolution of the discontinuity using concepts from the front tracking method.

Triangulation of the surface is performed within each computational mesh block. Since each vertex

point of the mesh block can have two different signs of V, there are total of 2g different topological

configurations Possible for a given block. Through rotation, we can group them into 12 basic types of

configurations. Each basic type of configuration is triangulated accordingly.

3.4. Numerical and Experimental Comparkon.

We have simulated the 3D bubble motion with variation of the following dimensionless parameters:

the Atwood number

~= P2-Pl
pz+p]’

[he compressibility

Iw=guc?

andtJrebubbleaspectratio

kup= .

The 3D single bubble simulations have been comparedwith the experimental result by Tayloc

vb =C@

where C is a dimensionless constant (C = 0.49 for a 3D bubble with A = 1).

Preliminary simulation of bubble envelop in 3D randomly perturbed Rayleigh-TayIor instability has

also been attempted to compare wifi the experiments by Read and Youngs.

L(f) = CL4g(z

3.5. Results from numerical simulation.

(l). Table 1 shows the results of simulation of 3D single bubble velocity on different Atwood

number.
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A 0.33 0.67 0.82 1

c 0.36 0.46 0.50 0.49

~ IG 063 0.56 0.55 0.49

Table 1. Results of single bubble simulation with varying Atwood numbers. The last

column represents data give by Taylor for incompressible fluids.

(2). Table 2 shows the results of simulation of 3D single bubble velocity on different aspect ratio.

ap 1 1.5 2 -

vlerm 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.08

c 0.50 0.42 0.37 0.30

c Jfi 0.55 0.46 0.41 0.33

Table 2. Numerical resuks of simulations with different ap

(3). Figure 3-5 show the fluid interfaces of a single bubble, single spike and bubble envelop respec-

tively.

4. Domain Decomposition for Parallelkation

Boththememory and the CPU time of a 3D computation in fluid dynamics suggest the use of a

parallel computer. This is especially true if we wish to use the 3D code to study random interface chaotic

mixing of the two fluids in the late stage of Ray Ieigh-Taylor instability. The initial random surface may

contain large numbers of unstable modes. A refined computational mesh is required to give a high resolu-

tion of each participating mode. In our study, a domain decomposition method is used to disrnbute the load

of the computation into many parallel processors of a MIMD computer, each with its own memory and

CPU.

Figure 1 shows the parallclization algorithm. Assume N= is the total number of processors used for

Lhe computation. The overall computational domain is decomposed intc n. x nY sub domains, where
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nx x nY= N=. For each subdomain, the rectangular mesh of states is extendd by a buffer zone with the

width of two mesh blocks, so that the computation of tie interior states at each boundary point does not

have to reference points in its neighboring Subdornaig States in buffer zones are initially copied from the—.
corresponding mesh blocks in neighboring subdomains. At each computational time step, the buffer statts

are updated at synchronization points. There are several synchronization points for a time step. For the

level set method, the 6.rst synchronization point is after the computation of ml and the second one in after

the computation of q“+l. Sincehe computation of v is one step, only one synchronization is needed for

updaLing v in the buffer zone.
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Figure 1. Parallelization diagrams for 3D interior solvers. Figure 1(a) shows the

division of processors for the whole computational domain. Total of nx x nY nodes
are used. Each node is used to compute a 3D subdomain. Every subdomain Dij has

its x-neighbours Di_lJ and Di-lJ and y -neighboursDi,j-land~i,j+l. Fiwe l(b)

showsthebuffer extension and update. Data in region 1 and 2 are first sent to its left
and right neighbors respectively, while data in 2’ and 1’ are received from its left
and right neighbcmm. Then data in 3 and 4 are sent to its lower andupper neigh-
bors and data in 4’ and 3’ are received from its lower and upper neighbors. Figure
1(c) shows the program flow chart of the second order TVD scheme.
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Step 1

Step 4

Slep 2 Slep 3

Slep 5

Figure 2. Procedures of interface buffer expansion in 3D front racking method.

Steps 1-3 show the interface expansion in x-direction and steps 4-5 show the con-
tinuing expansion in y -direction.
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Figure 3. Simulation of interface evoIution of Rayleigh-Taylor instability using the

3D level set method. This picture shows the bubble of light fluid rising to the ceil-
ing. The bubble reaches a terminal velocity at about t = 8. The computational mesh
is 30x30x60.
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F1gurc 5. FluidinterfaceinsimulationofrandomlypcrmrbtdRayleigh-Taylorinsta-
bility.The.simulationisperformedonanIntel/IPSC-860bypemubeusing4x4= 16
ncdcs.Thecomputmionalmeshinrachsubdomainis10x10x12Oandthetotalcom-
putationaldomainhsaa combined40x40x120computationalmesh.Tle average
compressibilityinthiscaseisM2 = 0.2sndtheAtwocdnumberisA =0.33(density
ratioD = 2).The accelerationcoefficienta (Eq.4.2)of dIema+mum bubble
envelopforeachsubdomainisgiveninTable4.T?ICglobalavenge is a = 0.066.

R-T Mixing

Flguzc4.The elongatedzpikcatlatetimeof the simulation(f= 12).The aspect
ratioa, is1.5.Thebubblefmnrtendstok.unstablesndbrokeintotwomcdca.The
tipoftheapikcshowsrheroll-upoftheheavyfluid.
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Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz mixing
in a large eddy simulation model

T. McAbee,Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Outline of the Problem

1) We lake the objectives of mix or turbulence modelling to be the coupling of unresolved scales of inter-
action between fluids to the resolved scales.

2) We assume that the Navier-Stokes equations are the correct equations of mo!ion, and that we simply
have not resolved all scales of interaction in our numerical simulations,

3) We wish to model various instabilities, such as Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz, or Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov, by introducing subgrid-scale couplings into the Navier-Stokes equations. We adopt an approach
known as a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and develop a one-equation turbulence model 10express the
temporal and spatial development of mix.

4) Lastly, we may choose to relax assumption (2) above and introduce symmeky-breaking terms into the
model through direct feedback of turbulent energy into resolved perturbations in Ihe velocity field.

Some Definitions

PI is the turbulent viscosity coefficient.
SCI is the turbulent Schmidt number (relates viscosity to mass diffusion).
Pti is the turbulent Prandtl number (relates viscosity to energy diffusion).
A is the local length scale for turbulence, here taken as the local mesh size.
Al and CB are coefficients for [he creation of turbulent energy through shear
forces (Kelvin-Helmholtz) and buoyancy forces (Rayleigh-Taylor) respectively.
D, controls the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy back into internal.

aBS is the coefficient for the peflurbative Backscatter model
PBs controls the time-rate for feedback from the Perturbative Backscatter moclel

Description of the Example Calculations

Mixing in Rayleigh-Taylor unstable si~uations is illustrated by a series of 2-D and 3-D numerical simula-
tions. Calculations have been performed on an Eulerian hydrodynamics code which utilizes a non-diffu-
sive advection scheme to preserve density gradients,

The initial conditions for all calculations use two regions of uniform density ideal gas, p = 1 to the left and

P = 2 to the right, with adiabatic index y = 5/3. Initial internal energies are determined such [hat gravita-
tional equilibrium is attained (gravity accelerates to the left in all figures). A gravitational constant g = 1 is
assumed. P = (y-l)pE.

Two methods are used to establish perturbations in the velocity field, which result in unstable flow of mat-
te r,

1) The Perturbative BackscaNer model is used to seed perturbations based on [he development of turbu-
lent energy, K, The LES model describes Ihe temporal and spalial evolution of lhis K-field,

2) An initial velocity perturbation is made at the fluid interface, using the magnitude of perturbations sug-
gested by the Perturbative Backscatter model, but neglecting the LES model in the subsequent develop-
ment of instability growth. In this approach the initial velocity perturbation is of equal magnitude, but
random direction at each node, Thus, one degree of freedom exists in Ihe 2-D simulations, while two
exist in 3-D.

The growth rates of instabilities are simifar for methods 1 and 2 above. A noticeable feature is tfle
enhancement of growth rale in 3-D (by about 20%) relative to 2-D Cartesian or cylindrical geometries.
This is in agreement with earlier cafcula[ions and experiments by D. Youngs and IIle AWE group,
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I R-T Mixing

Fundamental Equations

K-Equation

3

Internal Energy Equation

Momentum Equation

Continuity Equation

J5 a -–i
~+-(pu) = o

ax’

Mass Species Equation

Mass Fraction

Xa = pa/p

Turbulent Viscous Stress Tensor

Turbulent Pressure
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McAbee RT and KH mixing in LES

Rayleigh-Taylor and KeIvin-Helmholtz Instability Sources

Mixing Layer Depth PI -P2
h-

()
RT - aRT P1+P2

gt2

Buoyancy Source Term

~(p<pad)--vp

F ~c = -CB~A
r

2ST K+P~T
P P

Mixing Layer Depth:

hKH = aKHIU1 –U21t

Turbulent Viscosity Coefficient:

rVt = AtAP K + P;H

~KH = cxKHAcurl (~)

Perturbative Backscatter Model

We wish to feed turbulent effects into [he resolved scale with a magnitude characteristic of [he turbulenl
energy and on a time scale associated with some turbulent eddy frequency.

Our objective is to remove the close coupling of the single-equation turbulence model from the arbitrary
length scale which the model assumes.

Postulate:

1) a local scalar velocity perturbation, 5-velocity = rxB~ K“2

2) this local scalar perturbation is randomly oriented in space; Ibis is accomplished by choosing an angle
(only one in 2D) randomly over 27cand distributing the perturbation by sine and cosine of this angle to
each direction

3) a characteristic turbulent eddy time ~ = PBs A / K“2

4) perturbations are made only on local time scales of order ~, which evolves in time and space with Ihe
lurbulent K field

Assumption (4)iscarriedthrough by evaluating a temporal perturbation probability at each node in each

cycle, given by

P = 1- e-dL/T

[f a random number is less than [he probability P the perturbation is made.
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Figure 1: Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth in an LES model with
Perturbative Backscatter, G = 1 cm/Vs2, At = 1/3; times are 6-12 p,
The resolution scale is uniform 0.1 cm in the x- and y-directions
(Cartesian coordinates). Figures 1-3 indicate the near indepen-

dence of mix depth on resolution. This results from use of Pertur-

bative Backscatter in a l-Equation LES model.
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McAbee RT ad KH mixing in LES

Figure 2: Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth in an LES model with
Perturbative Backscatter. G = 1 cm/~s2, At = 1/3; times are 6-12 Vs.
The resolution scale is uniform 0.c)5 cm in the X- and y-directions
(Cartesian coordinates).
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R-T Mixing

Figure3: Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth inan LES model with
Perturbative Backscatter. G = 1 cm/ps2, At = 1/3; times are 6-12 ,US.

The resolution scale is uniform 0.025 cm in x- and y-directions (Car-
tesian coordinates).
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.McAbee RT andKH mixing in .LES

Figure 4: Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth from a seeded velocity

perturbation as a function of geometry. A randomly oriented veloc-
ity perturbation at the interface, with constant magnitude 0.0001 Cs,
is set at t = O. Frame 1 is for 2D x-y geometry, Frame 2 for 2D r-z,
and Frame 3 for 3D x-y-z. All calculations were performed on one

Eulerian hydrodynamics code which used a non-diffusive remap
treatment to preserve density gradients.
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WAVEPROCESSES EFFECI
~- w DYNAMTCSOF TURPJJJ,ENT MDCiNG AT

LTQUID IAWR SURFACF ACCELERATED BY C%31PRESSFDGAS

N.V.Nevmerzh~tsky, R.F.Meshkov, A.G.Ioilev, I.G.Zhidov, I.G.Pylev,
S.S.Sokolov

Russian Federal Nuclear Center
All-Russian Research Tnstltute of Experimental Physics

607200, Arsamas, Nizhnii Novgorod region
-Russia

INTROJXKXICN

If the interface between two different density fluids
amelerat,~vely moves, the acceleration being directed from the lighter
fluid (with pz density) t.o the heavier one (pi), then the first becmces
unstable (RT-.tnstabiliLy 11,2]). RT-instability development leads to the
turbulent mixing of fluids at the unstable interface [3–7].

In the case of ideal fluids and g =const the mixing zone width (L)
and the depth of the light fluid penetration into the heavier one (hi)
must grow wjt.h time as:

J, = a A~t,2 and hl = Wl Agt2 = Zal AS,

where A = (pI–p2)/(pI+p2), S - the path made the interface, t - t.i~,
and a M ml – empirical constants.

The results of experimental investigations of t,heturbulent mixing
associat.ecl with RT-.instability developcwmt. [4,5,7] confirm these
dependencies, although various authors have obtainecldifferent values of
ml (from 0.04 to 0.07).

Results of experimental investigation of the turbulent,mixing zone
(TYZ) development at the interface of jelly layer (jelatine solution in
water) accelerated by explosion products (EP) of the explosive gas
mixture (EGI) were reported in [8]; in this case, the value of co > 0.12

was obtained. Resul& of experimental investigation of the W evolution
at. the surfaces of liquid layers (with different thicknesses)
accelerated by compressed gas under clifferent initial pressures were
reported ~n 1!3],the value of al x 0.053 – 0.126 were obtainecl; the
t-elation between ml value ancl the average pressure gradient value in the
layer was observed. This observations leads Lo possibility’ of wave
processes in a liquicl layer effects on the ‘TMZevolution.

The experimental data presented in this paper confirm the
suggestion I9] of the wave processes effects on the dynamics of the
mixinq 7.one.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQbTS.

The.experimental set up (Fig.1) was similar t.othat of experiments
described in 18]. The water layer w was placed in the 4x4 cmz square
rhannel with PMM.Awalls. The layer was helclin the channel by means of
the plate P.Thermetically sealecl arouncl the periphery by ]elatine jelly’.
The confined volume of chamber CH was filled with EGM – acetylene -
oxygen mixture (CZHZ ‘ 2.502) by multiple wwiw thereof through gas
Inlets. The lower enclof ol)tletchannel CC was open.

FGH In the chamber was detonated at 64 points locatecl
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Nevmerzhitsky, Meshkov et al. Dynamics of turbulent mixing at liquid surjace
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—— — —J ~.:l.,/.> _– ~~ — ~.:

.— l;!~&J
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Fig.1 Scheme of the experi–
mental apparatus.

Designations: ‘~ “ thamber,
EGY - explosive gas mixture, IS –
ignition system, ~.- water
layer, PJ - plate, (K - outlet
channel .

uniforrfdy aCI-OSS the ctIaJnkJ~I” u;,:,.

end section. EP accelerated Kate:”
1ayer downwards, l?T-lnstablllty
developid at the EP - Kater
interface, resulting in the
formation of TMZ growing in mdt.h
with time.

In experiments the chamber
height (W) and Gater layer

thickness (HM) were varied.
> The layer acceleration and
TMZ e~olution at the unstable
interface were registered by frame
and slit streak cameras. In the
second case, the shadow graph
techniques were used.

Sores experiments involved

Pressure W~sU1-arants near the
stable layer surface using
piezoelectric pressure gauges.

In the experiments, the initial
average EP pressure varied

insignificantly, but shock and
rarefaction waves’ passed “through
m.

The effects of these &aves on
the _IMZevolution dynamics were the
subject of the in~’estimation-:

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIGQ

The chamber height Hch (500 – 40rrrn)and water layer thickness H*I

(25 -GSmrI) were varied in experiments.
Fig.2,a shows the-frame camefa record for the experiment. with H~E ❑

500nm and H~l = 2%m (N,,689). Fig.2,b shows the streak camera recx,rd
for the experiment with HA . 120rIrnand H~l = 25fim [N. 612), which x?s

obtained by shadow method. In Fig.2,c Gne can see the frame camera
record for the.experiment-with &h = 40nm and H~l =-65~m (No 710).

The streak camera record (Fig.2’,b)shows detonation and shock waves
in W and a sequence-of acoustic waves W passing through the water layer

as it is accelerated by EP. When the detonation wave has reached the
water layer interface, the shock waves run into EP and the layer. Having
passed through the layer, the shock wave refracts at the layer-air
interface – the sound wave runs into the air, and rarefaction wave runs

into the layer. h’hen the latter reflects ~rom the’water - EP interface,
a weak shock wave returns intc t.belayer, etc. At. the background of th~<
wave seque,~ce attenuating ~~ith time, clearly prominent are the xaves
appearing in the layer, when s}]ockwaves in EP reflect from it, fird
arriving at the layer interface at the times tz g 0.18, t.sz 0.4 M ta >
0.64 ms as measured from the time when the detonation wave reackles the
layer interface. Fig.3 shows the pressure record P(t) nea the lo@r
(stable) layer interface obtained by of piezoelectric gauge in the
experiment No 558 (&h = 120, Hw) = 25 rim).

O,n this record, there are pressure pulses correlatlrlq in t.ims Kjih.
the t~mes of shock waves arl-lving at. the layer interface in ET ::1
experlnent, No 612, stsndln~ Ollt.dt the backgrc,und of ~Tt~~]]—~;r~.]+

pressure oscillations with the period of . 30 US (due to acoustic KGVeS
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Nevrnerzhitsky, Meshkov et al. Dynamics of turbulent mixing at liquid sutiace

in water layer).
The frame camera record of experiment .NO689 (Fig.2,a) shOWS the

change in the TMZ irr~gewhen a shock wave has passeclthrough TMZ (t 2
0,98 rTLS)- W, gets somehow cl-red up. manging of TMZ observed

structure When a shock wave passed through it attracts attenuation.
Shcck wave rTBy’lead to changing of observ~ perturbations spectrum.

Thus, the results of the experiments show that shock and acoustic
waves series attenuating in time passes through the layer (and TMZ).

The stable layer surface (Xl) position and TMZ front in the layer

(XZ) as a function of time were determined from frame camera records.
The depth of penetration of the lighter substance into the heavier one
(hi) was determined by the formuia! h; = Hwi ‘- (X2 – XI). XI and X2
rwasurement accuracy is . 0.3rrm.

Fig.3. The pressure record P(t) near the lower (stable)
layer interface obtained of piezoelectric gauge in the

experiment (N. 558, &h = 120, HWI = 25 nnI).

Fig.4,a shows dependencies of the path made by the layer, S(t) (S =
Xl); the layer acceleration g(t) and hi(t) in experiment N 689. Tt,

rrk+asurement results fot- S(t) were approximated by the 4th degr,
polynomial. The dependence g(t) was obtained by double differentiation
of the polynomial.

In the dependence h](t), a step–like incl-easingat t ~ 0.8 nE is
observed, which corresponds to the time of the first shock wave passing
through THZ from EP side ( this time was determined fL”O1nthe streak
records of the similar experiments). In this expeL-iment,only one shock
wave from EP side passed in the measurement duration due to the
considel”able chamber length ([+},= 500rrrrl).In this case, the step–like
increasing in the TMZ width is llkely to be caused by turbulent mixir,y
gl”owingmore intensively similarly to that observed v“)en a shock wave
passes through TMZ at gas-gas interface [10].

The observed small steps at times 0.25 and 0.55 m-s are probably
occasional and associated with measurements erL-ol”s In a set of

analogous experiments the steps of this klncl are riot observec~, the
step—like increasing is observed onlv at.the rnornentsof the shock wa\:e
passes ( frcm EP side) through T-17. -

For experiments lnvolvlng variable (though constant in sign)
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acceleration, the dependence hl is represented [4] as:

R-T Mixitlg

hi = ~1.A.(~fidt)2= al.A(I(S))2

Fig.4,b shows the dependence of fil on I(S) in experiment No 689,
The linear dependence approximating the experiment at one portion after
the shock wave passed through W,, is shown here as well.

The results of analogous measurements for experiments With the
chamber length &h = 120n+ (experiment N 559) and &h = 40 ~~

(experiment N 710) are shown on Figs. 5,6. Fr~ the analYsis of these
results the following conclusions can be made: in these dependencies no
step–like increasing is observed, which could be associated with shcck
waves passing through lMZ. As M decreases, the frequency of shock
waves coming to the layer interface from EP side increases, and
recording equipment is likely failed to resolve these frequent sharp
increasing. The latters would merge, thus resulting in the TMS growth
rate increasing until attenuation of the wave processes. The ‘IMZ growth
rate decreases when waves are attenuated. In experiment N. 612 (and in
NO 559), the attenuation time of wave processed as evaluated by the
streak record is t,ti~ 0.8 ms. Correspondingly, in the dependence of
/hl on 1(S) (Fig.5, b) for 1(S) 2 6, a significant ‘IM7 growth rate
decreasing is observed. In experiment No 710, the same situation is
observed: for t~tt s 0.4 rm ~, growth rate starts to decrease when I(S)
z 2 (Fig.6,b).

It should be noted, that a set of experiments (4-5) was performed
for each of the cases described above and presented experimental results
are typical examples chosen from each set.

The approximation of dependencies
t<tatt

& -f[((S)) at portions 1)
and 2) tztati yields values al M al , respectively. “ In

experiment No 559, the values al(l).0.11, al(2)= 0.03, were
‘1)=0.3 * 0.2, al

obtained.
In experiment N. 710 these are al ‘z)= 0.07 ~ 0.006.

In other words, after the wave processes attenuation the turbulent
mi(;+ng evolution reaches the mode approaching to a self–similar. The low

al value in experiment 559 may be attributed to the errors associated
with coinparatlvelynarrow range of values I(S) the al(z) value was
determined from. Besides, more correct evaluation of al in experiments
of.that kind, requires direct measurements of g(t) dependency.

Unlike the above described experiments, in which the EGM detonation
results in the sequences of shock waves, in the experiments presented in
[9] the compressed gas accelerating the l~yer is immobile, but the
initial stage of the layer acceleration is also related with a sequence
of compression and rarefaction waves passing through them, thus possibly
resulting in higher TM7 evolution rate. In the experiments presented in
[9], al measurements were performed for values S .s 16 rum, which are
significantly lower than S in the experirrents described above. It is
likely to be the cause of measuring in those experiment only al(l)

corresponding to wave processes in the layer, rather than measuring of
al values.

Thus, when llquic]layer is accelerated by gaseous explosive r,lixture
explosion products, three specific stages in the turbulent mix~ng zone
evolutlon process can be distinguished.

1st stage - the initial pertut-bationsgrowth and turbulent mixing
zone formation. At this stage, the zone width growth 1s practically step
like (for sufficiently high-level initial perturbations).

2nd stage – the turbulent mixing zone evolution at the unstable
interface of the layer accelerated by the combined effects of explosion
products pL-essureand a sequence of shock waves dttenuatlng In tree. At
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Fig.4. Experiment No 689 (Hch =

3-hi(t), 4-g(t). b) y%l -I(S).

Fig.5. Experiment.No 559 (Hch =

3 - hi(t), 4 - g(t). b) fil - I(S).

‘O 0? 04 06 08 \ 12 Ii

500, HW1 = 29 w). a) 1,2 – S(t),

Fig.6. Experiment. No 710 (H~h = 40, H~j = 65 MM). a) 1,2 – S(L),
3 - hl(t. ), 4 – g(t). b) ~hl - J(S).
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this stage, a high rake mixing zone growth (al> 0.07) is observed.
3rclstage – the mixing zone evolution reaches the mocle,approaching

the self-similar one, with value al ~ 0.07.
Furthermore, the time neecled for turbulent mixing to approach the

self-similar mode depends on the attenuation time of shock Wave
processes in liquids (gases) layers; the higher is the Waves intensity
and frequency of passage through the interface, the higher is the growth
rate of the turbulentmixing zone width in the non–self-similarmode,

Presented results illustrate typicaldifficulties of self-similar
‘turbulentmixing mode experimental,re~lizahion.
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Introduction

Thelinem stage ofevolutionof a single wavelength sinusoidal perturbationis well known and

understood. During the last decade a large amount of work was devoted to the study of the late time

evolution of theinstability. At thisnonlinearstage theperturbationevolves into theclassical spike-bubble

shape where thebubble reachesaconstantterminalfloating velocity and thespike acceleratesdownward.

When the Atwood ratio is less than 1, thereis an additional instability presentthattakes place along the

sides of the spikes due to velocity shear. This instability, which is very similar to the classical Kel-

vin-Hehnholtzi nstability,results in the formation of “hamerhead” shaped spikes which finally reach a

constant velocity at late times.

The aim of this presentation is to report on some recent studies that were performed in order to

further extend our understanding of the late time evolution of the RT instability.The issuesreportedhere

are:

a) Two dimensionalinteractionofa smallnumber ofmodes.

b) Threedimensionalsinglemode andtwo-mode-couplingevolutionascomparedwith2D results.

c) RT evolutioninthreedimensionalsphericalgeometryunderconditionsrelevanttoICF targets.

Code descriptions

Our 2D codeisLEEOR2D, acompressibleALE (ArbitragLagrangianEulerian)hydrocodeinto

whichwe haveincorporatedanInterface-Tracking(IT)schemesimilartothatpresentedby Youngsfll.

The ALE scheme enablesthecodetotakeadvantageofthebenefitsofbothLagrarrgianand Eulerian

schemes.Each time-stepisdividedintotwoprincipalstages:(1)aLagrangianstageinwhichmesh points

flowwiththephysicalmaterial;(2)arezoneEulerianstageinwhich[heLagrangianmesh isremapped

to,,amore desirablemesh (specifiedby theuser),Inordertoallowforthepresenceofmore thanone

materialina problemandlargefluiddistortions,andstillretainthefullflexibilityoftheALE scheme,

we haveaddedanITschemeinthecode.Each cellmay contain an Mbitrary number of materials. Basic

materialproperties(suchasdensityandinternalenergy)arestoredseparately,andtheinterfacebetween

materialsinacellistaken[obe a straightline.

LEEOR3D isadirectgeneralizationofLEEOR2D intothreedimensions,Eachcomputationalcell

isan 8 vertexbox.The interfacein[hecaseofa mixedcellk a planedividingthecell,
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Mode-Couulintz in Two Dimensions.

We study [~]the interaction of a small number of modes in a two fluid RT instability at relatively

late stages of development, i.e. the highly non-linear regime. We have identified strong interaction

between modes that is both relatively long range in wave number space and also acts in both directions:

short wavelengths affect long wavelengths and visa-versa.

In studying the interaction of mode pairs, we identify three distinct stages in the development of

the inter-fluid mixing region: (i) the linear stage, in which each mode develops independently of other

modes; (ii) the “ordered” non-linear stage, in which strong, highly non-linear interaction between modes

is present but the flow remains relatively ordered and specific modes can still be identified and quantified;

(iii) the “turbulent” stage, in which modal analysis (as defined in [2]) is no longer relevant and we have

chosen to analyse statistical properties of the flow.

It has been found that during the second stage, mode pairs interact by suppressing the single mode

growth rate, as compared with the growth rate of that mode when present alone. We have shown both

how a long wavelength mode can suppress the growth of a short wavelength mode and visa versa. In

each regime, the mechanism for suppression has been identified. The onset of suppression has been

defined as the point when the suppressed mode has been reduced to 90% of the amplitude it attains when

growing alone with the same initial amplitude. We have found that: (i) the onset of suppression occurs

at a constant amplitude of the suppressing mode, regardless of the suppressed mode amplitude; (ii) the

suppressing amplitude (of the suppressing mode) is of the form a,UP= f(A)m, whereA is the Atwood

ratio andf(A) changessmoothlyfrom0.05inthelongsuppressingshortregimetoabout0.15in the short

suppressing long regime (see Fig. 1).

In the short wavelength suppressing long wavelength regime, we have identified the cause of

suppression to be a density gradient effect. The short wavelength bubble-spike structure creates an

effective density gradient in which the long wavelength must grow. This reduces the exponential growth

rate according to: y,fl = ~Ak,g/( 1+k,L),where L is the effective gradient scale length found to be pro-

portional to 0.211.,.

In the long wavelength suppressing short wavelength regime, the cause of suppression, in our

opinion, is a shear effect in which the long wavelength flow field causes the short wavelength structures

to flow laterafly instead of vertically, thereby reducing their growth (see Fig. 2). This effect has not been

observed when A = 1 at least for the duration of our simulation. This behaviour at A = 1 indicates that

the main mechanism relevant to this phenomenon, at least for the time scales of our simulations, is

probably the velocity shear, which is not present when A = 1,and not interface stretching. Comparison

of the velocity of a linear-regime long wavelength mode to the non-linear-regime short wavelength

velocity yields the empirical functional dependence of the onset for suppression on the wavelengths.

Multi-Mode Coupling

Of particular importance to ICF is the case where a broad band of short wavelength modes,

representing the smaller scale laser and target inhomogenieties, appear with a discrete set of long

wavelength modes, representing the large scale illumination nonuniformity. We have therefore extended

our study on two mode coupling to the multi-mode case, especially cases in which some short wavelength

modes (a band) interact with a single long wavelength mode. Fig. 3 shows such a case in which the initial

modes are 1 = 2 and a band of 1 = 11 – 20, at both intermediate and late stages of the flow development.

When more than one short wavelength mode are initially present, the analysis should distinguish between
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two distinct mode interaction mechanisms: (i) the generation of a long wavelength mode through the

interaction of two short wavelengths, as discussed by Ham[~];(ii)[henonlinearsuppressionofthelong

wavelength mode by the density gradient induced by the short wavelengths, as is described above[21.

AS regards to the first mechanism, we have found that Haans second order mode coupling term

(in which two modes generate additional modes with 1 =1, * L) can be extended much beyond his original

estimates. We found that the formula suggested by Haan for a weakly non linear interaction can be used

up to at least short wavelength amplitudes comparable to k, and not merely -0.11$. We believe that this

formula will be reasonably accurate as long as the long wavelength amplitude is small compared to its

own wavelength.

After subtracting the contribution of the first mechanism to the long wavelength amplitude (in-

cluding the correct phase), one is left with the effects of the second mechanism. We have found that one

can generalise the above results, in which a single short wavelength mode is suppressing along wavelength

mode, to the case in which suppression is due to a band of short wavelength modes. The gradient length

scale L is now defined by a sum a2/kof the short wavelength modes. We are currently working on further

extending the definition of L to the late turbulent stage of flow development.

Three Dimensional Simulations and results.

We have performed 3D simulations of single-mode nonlinear growth, using the LEEOR3D code[’],

Planar, 3D and cylindrical modes were compared. We found that the final bubble velocity of all 3D

modes is the same, even for a 3D rectangular mode. In Fig. 4 the position of the bubble tip is plotted for

the planar, square 3D mode (k. = kY),rectangular 3D mode (k, = 2k,) and cylindrical case in which the

bubble is on the symmetry axis. It is seen that all 3D bubbles rise similarly, while the planar bubble is

slower, consistent with Layzer’s prediction for planar and cylindrical bubbles.

The final shape of the single wavelength perturbation was found to be of three possible forms[”]:

(i) symmetric checkerbozwd bubble-spike configuration with saddle points on the diagonals connecting

next-nearest-neighbour bubbles or spikes; (ii) bubbles surrounded by a ridge of interconnecting spikes

(“bubble-ridge” configurations]); (iii) spikes surrounded by a valley of interconnecting bubbles

(“spike-valley” coni-lguration[c]). Which late-time configuration is formed depends on the initial

conditions, that imprint their shape on the late time shape, and the Atwood number, We have found that

as the Atwood number rises the saddle-points, which have zero vertical velocity during the linear stage,

tend to fall with the spikes (see Fig. 5). Since at high Atwood numbers these points fall down rapidly,

an effective circular bubble is created from the original bubbles. This means that at high Atwoods a

“bubble-ridge” shape will be formed even when the initial perturbation is symmetric with respect to

bubbles and spikes (such as a single mode initial perturbation, as is shown in Fig. 5(b) for A= O.9).

The difference between the above three configurations can explain [he different late time shape of

the spherical geometry calculations presented by Town and Bell[s] and by Sakagarni and Nishihwa[c]. We

have performed”] spherical geometry calculations similar to those of Town and Bell and Sakagami and

Nishihua. Following Town and Bell we considered a perturbation wi[h dodecahedral symmetry simu-

lating the primary laser induced perturbation in a 12 beam ICF experiment (each beam at the centre of a

pentagon), Fig. 6(a) shows the interface between the inner gas and outer layer when the bubbles are in

the pentagon centres, Fig, 6(b) shows the same run but with spikes in the pentagon centres, One can see

that the final shape of the interface takes the form of “bubble-ridge” configuration in [he case when a

bubble is initially present in the pent:lgon cen’tre (Fig. 6(a)) and a “spike-valley” form when the initiai

perturbation is inverted (Fig. 6(b)). The fact that in this configuration two different geometries are created
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is simply an effect of the asymmetry between bubbles and spikes in each of the initial perturbations and

should not be related to the spherical geometry of the problem. The same effect can be seen in a two

dimensional cylindrical case where a bubble or a spike are initially present on the symmetry axis, or in

a three dimensional planar perturbation with hexagonal symmetry.

In contrast with the above case, the case presented by Sakagami and Nishihara consists of a single

spherical mode. Their initial conditions consist of an l=6,m=0 to 5 single spherical harmonic mode and

an Atwood number at peak compression of about 0.9 Fig. 7(a) shows our calculation results for the

l=6,m=4 case. One can see that the structure created-is approximately that of isolated bubbles surrounded

by a ridge of interconnecting spikes (“bubble-ridge”), though there is still some reminder of the initial

checkerboard structure. This shape remains when we invert the initial perturbation sign. As was explained

in the planar case this fact is a result of the high Atwood number, which is about 0.9 in this case. Fig 7(b)

shows for comparison the interface for the case l=6,m=0, which is essentially a two dimensional problem.

Note the large difference between the three and two dimensional structure of the interface. This difference

may be important when one is trying to simulate the failure of an ICF targetdue to laser nonuniformity.

Using the 3D code, we have calculated the two-mode interaction in cases of moderate wavelength

ratios.It has been found that the three dimensional behaviour is qualitatively and quantitatively similar

to the 2D results. In cases of a short wavelength mode suppressing a long wavelength mode, the amplitude

for the onset of suppression (as defined above) was found to be of the form f(A )= butwithj(A )

larger than the value in two dimensions by about a factor of 2, qualitatively consistent with the observation

that the onset of nonlinem effects in a single RT mode in 3D also occurs at a later stage (or larger amplitude)

when compared to the 2D case,

We have also performed some preliminary simulations of random initial perturbations at low-re-

solution (about 30x30x60). We found the value of a LObe about 0.05 (5’ZOto 95% volume fraction of a

single fluid), similar to the value found in our 2D simulations of similar and higher resolutions’]. Youngs

found for the high resolution two dimensional case a = 0.04 – 0.05[81while for the three dimensional case

he found cr.= 0.05 – 0.06[9] in the low resolution front tracking simulation and rx = 0.03 – 0.04[10] in the

high resolution miscible fluid simulation.
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Figure Captions

1) Suppressing amplitude for various mode pairs and Atwood numbers (A). A positive 11/12ratio

indicates a large 1mode suppressing a small 1 mode. A negative ratio indicates the reverse. The amplitude

is normalised by multiplying by -in order to judge the accuracy of the mrule in the text. Note

that 1 = 211.

2) The mechanism whereby the long wave! ecgth,inode suppresses the growth of short wavelength

“noise” (inthis case asingle short wavelength). Onecan see that the long wavelength shear flow tends

to pull the short wavelength spikes laterally instead of vertically, resulting in a reduced small scale RMS.

In this case 11=2, 1,=30 and A=O.5 . (a) Short wavelength spikes in the presence of a long wavelength

shear flow. (b) Thesarne short wavelength perturbation with no long waveler-gt hmodepresent.

3) Suppression of a single long wavelength mode by a band of short wavelength modes. In this case

11= 2 and the band consists of 1$= 11 – 20 with random initial amplitudes, A= OS. (a) Intermediate times

when mode analysis is relevant. (b) The late turbulent stage.

4) Bubble penetration in 4 single mode cases: square 3D (k, = ICY),rectangular3D (kX= 2kY),cylindrical

bubble (from the 2D code) and planar 2D. One can easily note that the first three cases, with 3D effects,

reach the same bubble velocity whereas the 2D planar case reaches a much lower asymptotic velocity.

5) Late stage single mode 3D profile for (a) A=O.5 and (b) A=O.9. Note that when A=O.5 the saddle

points are roughly halfway between the bubble and spike penetration, whereas in A=O.9 the saddle point

tends to fall with the spikes, essentially creating a circular spike “curtain” around the bubble.

6) Spherical perturbations with dodecahedral symmetry. Inversion of the perturbation can result in

a: (a) bubble-ridge or(b) spike-valley structure.

7) Single mode spherical RT perturbations. Shown is the interface between the inner an outer fluids

at late times. In these cases A -0.9. (a) 1=6, m=4: atypical fully 3D perturbation. (b) 1=6, m=O: cylindricrd

symmetry or what a typical 2D calculation actually represents in 3D.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3

Bubble penetration in 2D and 3D, .A=O.5
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Figure 5a

Figure 5b
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Figure 6a

Figure 6b
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Figure 7a

Figure 7b
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EQERIMEN!ML STUDY INTO THX STABILIZATIONE?I’ECT

J-NGRAVITATIONALTURBULENT MIXING DXVELOIMEiT

ON AN INCLINED BOUNDARY

N.V.Ptitzyna,Yu.A.Kucherenko,V.I.Chitalkin,

A.P.Pylaev

PHYSICAL DIVISION

INSTITUTEOF TICHNICJiIPHYSICS

4540’70, Chelyabinsk-70,P.O.245, Russia

l?or a variety of reasons It 1s dlfflcult to organize the

compression of the multilayered targets desi~ed for inertial

thermonuclear fusion so that the arising flow is spherically

s~etri.ca~. This leads to the developmentof the turbulentmix~

induced by the Rayleigh-Taylorinstability~der conditions when

acceleration is not perpendicular to the contact boundarY
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between layers. In this case, it is possible to describe the

development of the gravitational turbulentmixing between layers

of differentdensitiesby usi,ngtfio-dimensionalmodels of mixing.

Experiments on investigation Into the gravitational turbulent

mixing on the Inclinedboundary can be a good verificationand, in

some cases, even calibrationof thesemodels.

In works [1.,21the results of experimentson the turbulent

mixing between flulds of differentdensities are given for the

contact boundarybeing inclinedto the directionof acceleration.

Decrease in the turbulentmixing developmentrate Is substantiated

by the results of these works and can be consideredas displaying

of the stabl.llzatloneffect. In the present work this effect has

been experimentallystudiedat the InstallationSOM [31.

Experiments were performed according to the following

block-diagram(seeFig. 1 ). An ampoule Iilledwith two transparent

fluids having different indices of 1Ight refraction was

acceleratedby means of a’gas accelerator(densltlesof the light

and heavy fluids were equal to p, and p2, respectively).14 light

channels being found along the path of the ampoule motion allowed

to obtain the shadow photographicImages of the turbulent mixiw

reglOn In each experiment by photographic recording technique.

The Inltlal angle 6$3of the contact boundary Inclinationforward

to the artificialgravitationalfield~1 was obtainedby Inclfnlm

the gas acceleratorand the damping device at the same angle. At
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the initial instant of time the contact boundary remained in the

horizontal position with formation of the angle 6~ with the

direction of the ampoule in, the gravitational field g. In

each experiment the displacement of the contact boundary
t t

JJ
S= dt gl(~) d~ , the angle of the mixing region inclination

.3 0

9(S) and the size of the mixing region L(S) were measured at the

moments for taking the photographic images (see Fig. 2). The

values of L and 6 were determined according to the photographic

images of the mixing region in the ampoule centre when

- 20-40 mm.‘lo – It is possible to consider that the turbulent

mixing is developingbetween plane layers in this region.

In the experiments,petrol with density PI = 0.69 g/cm3 and

zinc chloride solution with density pz= 2.04 fj/cm2 (densities

relationn = 3) were used as the fluids under study. Random

initial perturbationshaving the geometry of the contact boundary

were generated on the contact boundary. The spectralcomposition

of Initial perturbationshad a maximum being found at the wave

length equal to 2 mm. Six main groups or experimentsdiffering in

the values of the angle t30 have been performed with 15-20

experiments in each group. The experiments

ampouleswith dimensionsX,3= 64 mm and ya .

the initialaccelerationof the ampoule was

The characteristicphotographic images

were carried out in

120 m. In all groups

equal to al = 730g.

ol’the mixing region
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obtained In one of the experimentsare presentedIn Fig. 3. In all

the experiments the largescale TIOW was observed near the side

walls of the ampoule whereas ,In the.centre 01 the aIIIpOUIQthe

turn of the mixing region was noted In connection with this.

In Fig. 4 the relations of the average size L of the mixing

region versus the parameter S’ = S cos El,3are presented for all

groups of experimentsand In Fig. 5 - the angle d of the mixing

region rotationversus the same parametersS’. It can be seen that

for all groups of experiments, with the exception of the group

with 60 = 60’, the size of the mixing region Is growing with

Increasingof the parameterS’ until It reaches the maximum value

L~aX (the effect of stabllizatlon).In experimentswith 6,3= 60°

the value L is not reached because prior to the moment the
max

mixing region is In the vertical posltlon with B = 90’. From

Fi.g.4it can be seen that all the values of L =L ~ax(S’) are
max

found on a straight line going out of the origin of coordinates.
A

In l?ig.6(a)the relations for L - L
max – max(8a) and L = Lmax(B)

max
.

are shown where 0 is the current value of the angle 9 allowlng to

reach L It can be
max.

each value of L
max.

A

seen that the differenceO – d = const for3

In order to determine this constant the
.

relatiOn 6 = ~ (6a)has been built in I’Ig.b(b). All experimental

points are describedby the straight llne 6 = 80 + 36.4’. In the

experimentswith the initialangle 00 = 60° the stabilizationdoes

not take place. This means that for all experimentswith different
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values of the Inltlal angle 8 the stablllzatlon effeCt takes‘2
place only when the mixing region turns through the critical

angle 6, = 36.4° provided that’ ‘[he inequality 0,3+ 0 < 90° is
c

satlslled.

The obtainedresult supports the suppositionmade In the work

[21 with respect to the mixing region extensionas the reason for

stopping the growth’of the mlxlng region and Its subsequent

reduction. This extension reaches the critical value when the
region turns throughthe angle 0 .c

If one states that the crltlcal angls 9 is or universal,2
character for the densities relation n . 3, then a number of

questions arises, In particular,whether the value of the crltlcal

angle Elcdepends on the size X,=ofthe ampoule . For solving this

question the experimentalresults obtained by D.L.Youngsgroup in

the work [11 I’oran ampoule with x = 150 mm and n = 2.9 were3

used. Some experiments have been performed for the values of

00 = 5°46’ as In one group of the experimentsin the given work.

If it Is sho’wnthat In D.L.Youngs experimentsstabilization must

take place at the value of the angle ~ close to the value of this

angle In our mperlments then it will mean that the crltlcal

angle 92 Is independentof the ampoule size x,,.

For using the results of the work [11 It is necessary to

determine the dependence of the angle of rotation 0 on the

parameter S for the ampoule with x,=. 150 mm. Since we had no
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ampoules 01 this size, such determination was realized by an

indirect method. Three groups of experiments have been

additionallyperformedwith the,am’poule-sizesXa = 50; 32; 16 mm,

the angles of the mlxlng region rotation Elwere determined just

In these ampoules.Relations 6(S) are given In Fig. 7(a). Wlthln

the range of values S < 200 mm the experimentalpoints are well

described by straight lines with the coefficients of the

inclinationK = --&- . The values of K(x,,)are Riven in Fig. 7(b)

where It can be seen that the’rate of changing In the mixing

region turn Is the higher the smaller the ampoule size x 1s. The,3
values of K(xO) are describedby a

the K value equal to 0.05 for xa
second order spllneextrapolatlon.

In Fig. 8 the relatlons L(S)

smooth curve. The evaluationof

= 150 m has been made by the

and 6(S) obtained in the given

work for d = 5’46’ and Xo = 64 mm as well as the relation L(S)G

from the work [11 I’or5 = 5°46’ and x = 150 mm are shown. Thea ~

relatlon B(S) for x = 150 mm obtained by the above mentionedo

evaluationand presentedIn the form of the straight line Is also

given In the same figure.It can be seen that for the ampoule with

Xa = 150 mm the value of L wI1l be reached as well as for the
max

ampoule with x = 64 mm and angle ; = 42’. Hence, It Is possibleo

to make a conclusion that the value of the crltlcal angle

9C = 36.4° Is independentof the ampoule size.

Experimentswith 00 = 5046’, 00 = 15° and the Initial value
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of acceleration g,(0) = 180g have been performed for the

verification of the acceleration value influence on the

development of the mixing region having an Inclined contact

boundary. Difference in the average values of L and 9 from the

same values In main groups of experimentswere not found within

the limits of errors in measurements.

Thus, In the work which has been carried out the

stablllzatlon effect In the evolution of the region of the

gyavltational turbulent mixing on the inclined contact boundary

was revealed. This effect consists in the termination of the

region sizes growth and arises when the mixing region turns

through the criticalangle f3C= 36.4’ for the densitiesrelation

n=3. The criticalangle 8C is independent of the ampOUle

width and the value of acceleration. The possible reason for

stabilization is the extension of the mixing region when the

latter turns throughthe critical angle.
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Rayleigh-Taylor mixing due to unstable thermal stratification:
Preliminary experimental results

Dale M. Snider and Malcolm J. Andrews
Texas A&M University

College Station, TX 77843-3123

Abstract

A new water channel experiment is used to study turbulent mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor

instabilities as well as shear mixing by superimposing a velocity shear. The experiment can be

operated to study buoyancy induced mixing, shear induced mixing, or combined buoyancy and

shear mixing. The experiment is statistically steady and provides a long time period in which to

study the mixing behavior and record data. Results presented are from preliminary experiments

that use dye to visualize the mixing process.

Introduction

A Rayleigh-Taylor instability exists when a heavy fluid lies above a lighter fluid under the

influence of gravity. The heavier fluid falls and the lighter fluid rises, which form vortices and

turbulent mixing. This process occurs in nature, such as the “over turning” of a lake as its

surface cools in the fall; clear air turbulence associated with atmosphere temperature inversion;

and, in the ocean, from local salinity inversion due to shear. Rayleigh-Taylor mixing also occurs

in a variety of industrial processes such as counter-gradient transport in engine cylinders with

swirl; degradation of ICF capsules; and multiphase mixing in chemical engineering processes.

The objective of this study is to measure the amount of mixing due to buoyancy. By design, the

amount of mixing due to shear and the amount of mixing from combined buoyancy and shear is

also measured. This study will lead to a better understanding of fundamental mixing processes.

Data collected will validate a two-fluid mixing model for practical engineering prediction, and

will be provided to other researchers upon request.

The work presented here is from a preliminary study. Results from this work will improve on

the experiment, the method of measurements, and the method of data reduction.
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Viscous and buoyancy induced mixing background

Kelvin-Heimholtz instabilities arise between fluids with different mean velocities. The resulting

free shear layers have been widely investigated both experimentally and numerically [1,2,3,4,5].

For low velocity differences, the flow is characterized by large structures (rollers) with little

global mixing. As the difference in velocity increases or as the fluid progresses downstream, a

mixture transition occurs where the mixing dramatically increases [3]. This increase in mixing

has been attributed to the development of the instability of large eddies breaking down to

small-scale eddies [7]. Experiments have shown that the flow reaches a self similar state away

from the end of the splitter plate. Following Browand and Roshko [2], the mixing width can be

defined by the linear relation:

h=b(x+xj (1)

where x is the distance from the end of the splitter plate and XOis the virtual origin. Brown and

Roshko reported that for a visually defined mixing layer of air the constant, b, is:

b=0.38(U,-U~/(U1 +IJ~. (2)

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing occurs when a heavy fluid is above a light fluid. Buoyancy drives the

mixing at the unstable interface. In principle, if the heavy and light fluids do not molecularly

mix,thecontainerwiththemixturecan be inverted(suchthatgravityactsintheopposite

direction)and the originalseparatedstatecan be recovered.Iftheheavy and lightfluids

molecularlymix then,atbest,onlya partialrecoveryofthestartingconditioncanbe obtained.

In a Rayleigh-Taylormixingprocess,themixingwidthk describedby a self-similar’solution

thatisdrivenby thepotentialenergyassociatedwithadensitydifference[8]:

h = aAgt2

where the Atwood number

acceleration due to gravity;

(3)

A = (P1 - p2)/(pl + p2); histhewidthofthemixinglayer;g k the

and t is time.
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For our experiment, the mixing width is transformed from a temporal form to a spatial form.

h = aAg(x–xo)2

V2
(4)

where V is the mean mixture velocity; x is the distance from the end of the splitter plate; and XOis

the effective location for the startof the mixing layer. The constant, a, has been measured by

Youngs [8] and other investigators, and found to be in the range 0.04 to 0,07. From a

two-dimensional direct numerical study, Youngs [8,9] calculated a from 0.04 to 0.05. He

postulated that two-dimensional constraints may inhibit the growth of large scale structures.

From a numerical statistical study, Glimm, Li and Zhang [1O]reported that a ranges from 0.05 to

0.066 for most cases. However, initial conditions were found to give a value as low as 0.038.

Experiment

The present water channel experiment contains an inlet and outlet plenum and a test channel as

shown in Figure 1. The channel is made of 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) Plexiglas and has a full-flow cross

section of 31.8 cm high by 30.5 cm wide. Two channels, one above the other, are formed by a

horizontal splitter plate. The splitter plate separates the lower warm water from the cooler upper

water. A vertical divider reduces the original channel to 16.5 cm wide by 31,8 cm deep (10,2

cm depth from floor to the horizontal splitter plate). The reduction was made by adding a

plywood floor and a plywood back-wall. A pump supplies feed water to both channels from

568 liter tanks. The temperature in the bottom channel is regulated by adding hot water to the

bottom channel feed line. A packed array of 0.64 cm dia,meter tubes are used to straighten the

entering flow. Teflon-weave pads are located at the channel entrance and screens are placed

after the array of tube straighteners.

The original experiment design called for back lighting. One modification, in working with the

preliminary experiment, was the addition of a solid back-wall. This precluded back lighting, and
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data presented here are from front lighting. In the future, the experiment will use back lighting.

Back lit photographs will enable measurements of the mixture density based on light absorption

passing through the mixing layer.

Flow control

1 in gate valves
Cold water
from building

I

7-80gpm
rotometers

Cold water
from building,

Hot water 1 1/4 in PVC 1 114 in,
control valve gate valve

1 hp
pump

L---l
Hot

water
heater

Figure 1. Experiment layout.

Measurements of mixing

Mixing is measured by adding nigrosene dye to one stream and photographing the resultant

mixing. In tests with density differences between the upper and lower flows, the difference in

index of refraction associated with strong density gradients, produce shadow graphs when

exposed to a bright camera flash. The shadow graphs highlight the flow structures. As the fluid

mixes, the mixture becomes a uniform gray and the shadows (strong density variation) decrease.

Photographs 1, 2 and 3 show shear layers, Following the practice of Brown and Roshko [2], the

shear layer boundary is identified in the photographs by drawing a line tangent to the dark peaks

along the dark-light mixture interface, The shear layer half width is measured from the tangent

line to a line projected from the splitter plate.
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When running the experiment with Raylei.gh-Tzylor mixing, the shadow graphs from density

gradients mark the mixing region bounda~. As seen from photograph 6, a distinctive interface

can be seen where the shadow graphs end. The mixture width is measured between the upper

and lower shadow graph peaks. If the dye is dark and hides part of the shadow graphs, as it does

in photograph 5, then the half width is measured. The half width is measured from the peaks of

the shadow graph boundary to a line projected from the splitter plate.

Shear and no buoyancy

A free shear layer is produced at the interface between two different velocity streams. No

mixing occurs if the interface where the streams meet is seamless (no velocity difference).

Photograph 1 shows a shear layer where the top and bottom velocities are close. Photographs 2

and 3 show shear layers for progressively larger velocity differences. The temperature of both

streams is the same in these experiments.

The side-view flow characteristics are similar to visual data recorded in other studies on free

shear layers [1 1]. With a negligible velocity difference there is little mixing. The shear layer

grows faster as the velocity difference increases as seen from photographs 1 through 3. Large

coherent structures (rollers) appear as the velocity increases. We have measured the constant

defined in Equation 1 to be 0.4 and 0.45 for photographs 1 and 2, respectively. This compares

favorably with the value of 0.38 measured by Brown and Roshko. Our values for the constants

were from instantaneous measurements. Future work will use ensemble averages.
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Buoyancy and no shear

RTmixing by thermal stratijicaiion

Photographs 4, 5, and 6 show mixing from buoyancy alone. The flow rates for each channel are

close. Warm water is supplied to the bottom channel and cool water is supplied to the top

channel. Water density decreases as the temperature increases over the temperature range in

these experiments. Photograph 4 shows that significant mixing occurs for even a small

differential temperature (about 1° C), downstream of the splitter plate.

The density difference increases from photograph 4 to photograph 6. The mixing region

expands faster at the larger density difference. The increased mixing results from the higher

potential energy, associated with larger density difference, being released to kinetic energy.

Buoyancy induced mixing does not exhibit the big rollers that are seen in the shear mixing.

Rayleigh-Taylor mushrooms can be seen in the photographs, and the size of flow structures

increase downstream. The size of the flow structure is more pronounced at the lower density

differences because of a lower Reynolds number and, consequently, lower levels of turbulence.

Photograph 4 shows that the wave length of the largest structure is about 2.7 cm, in the interval

from 15 to 34 cm from the end of the splitter plate. Bubble pairing occurs around 35 cm.

Pairing occurs sooner at higher density differences. For the highest density difference

@hotograph 6), the short wave Iengths, which are easily seen at the lower density difference run,

are not apparent,

It is observed that the water downstream becomes a uniform gray. There is no well defined

stratification of warm clear water above cool dyed water at the end of the test section. The

warm and cool water have not switched places which suggest significant molecular mixing

occurs.

Shadow graphs provide a convenient quantitative measure of the mixing layer bounds. In

photograph 6, in the section marked A above the mixing layer, the water is COOIand the same

temperature as the upper channel. Similarly, the section marked A below the mixing region is at
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uniform temperature and at the same temperature as the lower channel. The instantaneous shear

layer seen in the photograph is well defined and can be measured. The mixing region shows a

nonlinear growth. The measured mixture widths for photographs 4, 5 and 6 are compared to

Equation 3 in Figure 2. The full mixture width for photograph 6 was measured using the

shadow graph to determine the bounda~. In photograph 5, the dye was thick and the half width

was measured. The data lie between quadratic curves with a constant of 0.4 and 0.8. Future data

reduction will use ensemble averaged digitized photographs.

Buoyancy and shear

Photographs 7 and 8 show runs where cool water flows over warm water but with the flows at a

different velocity. Both cases show a high degree of mixing typical of buoyancy induced mixing

alone. From examining the instantaneous pictures, the mixing width is greater with both

buoyancy and shear (photograph 8) than with buoyancy only (photograph 7). Because the

behavior is nearly the same, an averaging process is required to determine to what degree the

velocity difference adds to the mixing,

Conclusions

A statistically steady experiment has been developed that allows for independent control of

buoyancy and shear driven mixing. Experimental data from our exploratory system show that

we can reproduce characteristics of pure shear mixing layers and pure buoyancy driven mixing.

For combined buoyancy and shear mixing, preliminary results indicate that for the temperature

differences in this study, buoyancy is the predominant driver for mixing. From this preliminary

work, shear and buoyancy mixing appear to induce slightly faster mixing than buoyancy alone.
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Instability Calculations for the LEM Driver at LL~L

Peter Stry, Guy Dimonte, Bruce Remington
Eugene Burke and W. Patrick Crowley

Lawrence Livermti~efiationalLaboratory
Livermore,California94550, U. S. A.

Abstract

The linear electric motor (LEM) at LLNL (see Dimonte et. al.) will allow us to
perform experiments similar to the AWE rocket rig experiments (Burrows, Smeeton,
Youngs) but with a greater freedom to vary the acceleration, g(t). Some sets of numerical
simulations are presented here in support of these experiments, made with CALE, a 2D
ALE code. Each set of simulations begins with a calculation of a corresponding AWE
experiment to gain confidence in the code and calculational procedure. Certain
experimental difficulties - the initial meniscus shape of the interface, drag along the sides of
the tank, and the effect of variable accelerations, g(t) - are treated calculationally and found
not to have major detrimental effects. Finally, an acceleration profile with reversing sign of
g(t) is Proposal to challenge simple models of turbulent mixing region (TMR) growth.

introduction

The linear electric motor (LEM) being constructed at LLI’?L is
described in detail in another report presented at this conference (see
Dimonte et. al.). This report describes some sets of numerical calculations
made in support of hydrodynamic instability experiments we plan to
perform with the LEM, All of these simulations were performed with
CALE, a 2D arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) code capable of multi-
material Eulerian flow and mixing and interface tracking on a sub-grid
scalel. The meshes were flat 2D and the equations of state were in
Gruneisen form for these nearly incompressible flows.

An important first step in these simulations is testing the code and
calculational methods against previous measurements. We are very

fortunate to have available for that purpose an extensive series of well
described mixing experiments performed by Youngs et al. at AWE2~3~4.
Whenever possible we begin a set of LEM simulations by calculating the
corresponding AWE measurements.
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Description of Calculations and Procedure

The simplest acceleration profile envisioned for the LEM is a
constant acceleration of the experimental tank for a distance of one meter.
To begin this first set of calculations, Fig. 1 shows the results of CALE
applied to calculate some corresponding AWE measurements3. The data
are from AWE experiments 54, 66 a~d 71 in which a tank containing an
interface between CaC12 dissolve–d ‘in water ~p=l. 145 g/cm3) and hexane

(P=.66 g/cm3) was accelerated at about 45go. The agreement with @
AWE experiments is reasonably good. Initial and final CALE meshes are
shown in Fig 2. Allowing for a plane of symmetry, the mesh spans one
half of the 2D projection of the 15x15x15 cms AWE tank.

The visible initial roughness of the initial interface in Fig. 2a points
out the problem of initializing these calculations. For the liquids and
accelerations considered the minimum wavelength for positive growth is
determined physically by the surface tension, T,

Ac = 2n[T /(g (p2-P1))l 1/2 (1)

and the maximum growth rate is at Amax = ~3 A. 5. k a calculational
mesh a “computational viscosity” is produced by a complicated mixture of
explicit artificial viscosity and the incidental effects of solving the fluid
motion equations in discrete form for finite cell size. The latter is
dominant for the nearly incompressible flows considered here and
determines a purely numerical “minimum wavelength” about equal to twice
the mesh cell size. A further factor in these calculations is that the running
time grows approximately as the inverse third power of the mesh spacing.
Taking into account all these considerations, a practical way to initialize the
calculations was found: adopting a mesh spacing of 1/4 Amax in both
directions at the interface and imposing there an initial random
perturbation with maximum amplitude of 1/2 AmaX. This prescription was
determined by numerical experiments, successively refining the mesh until
adequate agreement with the data was reached. Even so, until the
amplitude has a chance to grow to a few times Amax, the calculations
slightly under-predict the data. It should be emphasized that we regard this
initialization prescription as a practical way of using our particular code to
predict the LEM experimental results, not necessarily a general solution to
the initialization problem.

Fig. 3 contains the CALE prediction for the final configuration of
the 7x14x7 cms LEM tank after 1 m of acceleration at 100 go. The fluids
are the same as the AWE tank in Fig 2 and the initialization method is as
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described above. The LLNLLEMis designed to becapable ultimately of
producing up to 300 go accelerations for 1 m, but the initial experiments
will be at lesser values.

CALE calculations also allows us to try to quantify the effects of two
complicating factors in these experiments - the effects of drag on the fluid
motions by the sides of the tank and the effect of the initial meniscus shape
of the interface. Fig. 4 was produced .by a calculation exactly the same as
Fig. 3 except for additional features applied to attempt to model these
complications. A meniscus 0.3 mm high and 0.5 mm wide was
superimposed on the initial interface shape at the outer boundary of the
mesh and a surface drag term was also applied there:

F/A = CD p V2 (2)

where CD , the drag coefficient, is .0065 corresponding to a Reynolds
number of about 41,000, characteristic of the final, fully developed
turbulence at the interface. The differences between Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 are
slight and confined to the outer interface. This calculation points out an
advantage of all such accelerated tank experiments relative to stationary
tanks and shock tubes - boundary effects tend to be small because at least
initially there is only slight relative motion of the fluids and the walls.

A slightly more complicated set of experiments planned for the LEM
consists of an acceleration phase followed by coasting. Again we begin the
set of simulations by calculating some corresponding AWE measurements.
Fig. 5 compares the AWE measurements of their experiments 107, 108 and
116 to results of CALE calculations. The fluids were the same as above,
the accelerations were about 42 go for 50 ms. followed by coasting. The
agreement is again close. Our calculated instability amplitudes have a
slightly more quadratic growth with time during the acceleration phase,
closer to the simple formula (for constant g) 2,

h= Yxeff=Ycxgtz (3)

where h is the penetration into the denser fluid, Y is the Youngs coefficient
= .07, and u is the Atwood number.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated instability growth for an idealized form
of the first acceleration-coasting experiments envisioned for the LLNL
LEM: a constant acceleration of 1000 go to 10 cm followed by a coasting
phase to 1 or 2 m. The fluids are again the same. The top mesh plot was
made at 5 ms, just after the acceleration was turned off, the bottom mesh
plot was made at 25 ms when the tank reaches 1 m.
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Once again we introduce an experimental complication - due to the
time scale of the driving circuit, ~~, the actual acceleration profile for these
short pulses at the LEM will have the form:

g = gmax Sin (7Ct/Ts) (4)

The effect of this actual acceleration profile on the development of the
turbulent mixing region at the interface can be judged by comparing Fig.
6, the ideal case, with Fig. 7 which was generated by the profile of Eq. (4)
with parameters gmax = 1571. go and r~ = 4.518 ms. With those
parameters the tank reaches 10 cm and begins coasting at the same time as
for the idealized profile. The ratio of final mixing region thickness at 25
ms to that at 5 ms is the same in the two cases to within a few percent, but
the absolute amplitudes in the Sin(nt/~~) acceleration case are about 20%
lower. The ratio of amplitudes mainly determines the measured value of
the drag coefficient, CD, in simple predictive models like the BOLLE
forrnula6:

; = 2Y(1 + 2CD)Ug(t) - CD~2/h (5)

(with g(t) = O in the coasting phase). The smaller absolute amplitudes are
roughly in line with the more general definition for xeff given by David
Youngs for the acceleration phasez:

While both acceleration profiles produce the same displacement of the tank,
xeff as defined in Eq. (6). is about 10% less for the acceleration profile of
Eq. (4).

The final CALE simulation is of a LEM experiment with a g(t)
profile chosen explicitly to challenge the simple formulas for instability
growth in Eq. (3), (6) and (5).

g(t) = 100go t<15ms
-300 go 15ms<t<20ms
100go 20ms<t

This profile is really just the constant 100 go acceleration profile of Fig. 3.
with the exception that the acceleration reverses for 5 ms, bringing the tank
almost to a halt before resuming again. Practically this g(t) could be
implemented on the LEM by applying an additional augmentation coil. In
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simulations the effect of reversing the acceleration is a period of demixing,
analogous to the reversal of perturbation amplitudes for a shock traveling
in the stable direction in Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities. Fig. 8 shows the
calculated behavior of the mixing region; the final amplitudes are much
larger than for the simple constant 100 go case..

Conclusions

The LLNL LEM seems capable of contributing valuable
experimental data in aid of our understanding of the growth of Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities at fluid interfaces. In calculations none of the
complications considered - menisci, surface drag on the sides of the tank,
timescales of the driving circuit - seem to have greatly detrimental effects
on the quality of the measurements.
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Figure 1. Acompanson between CALE simulations and the resultsof
AWE measurements for constant accelerations of a tank containing
CaClfi2.O - Hexane.
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Figure 2. Initial and final meshes for the CALE simulation of the AWE
experiments in Fig. 1.
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DIRECT THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MIXING
BY RAYLEIGH-TAYLoR INSTABILITY

David L Youngs

Atomic Weapons Establishment
Aldermaston

Readi_ng, E2rkshire
United Kingdom

Introduction

If fluid of density PI rests on top of fluid of density Pz < PI in a

gravitational field g, perturbations at the interface between the two fluids grow

due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability. In this paper the two fluids are assumed to be

incompressible and g is constant. The two fluids are also assumed to be miscible.

For the case when there is a random multimode initial perturbation at

the fluid interface the instability should evolve as follows [l]:–

Staqe 1 A perturbation corresponding to the most unstable wavelength, Am,

appears. (Am may be determined by viscosity or surface tension.)

Staqe 2 When the perturbation of wavelength Am reaches a height of the

order of ~Am its exponential growth rate slows down and longer

wavelength perturbations begin to grow more rapidly.

Larger and larger structures appear. ~ these evolve from the

non-linear interaction between smaller structures, then loss of

memory of the initial conditions will tend to occur.

Staqe 3 : Loss of memory of the initial conditions occurs. gtz is the only

length scale of importance. Then the width of mixing zone is:-

[1

~=F~ gt 2
P2 “

Larger and larger structures appear as time proceeds. The dominant

wavelength Ad at a given time may have evolved from

or

(A) the interaction between shorter wavelength structures

(B) an initial perturbation of wavelength Ad
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LOSS Of memory of the initial conditions Will Only OCCUr if (A) applies.

If large-amplitude long wavelength initial perturbations are present mixing may be

enhanced.

Rayleigh-Taylor experiments at AWE, Foulness [2] indicated that the

depth to which the instability penetrates the denser fluid 1 was given by

hl = a Agt2

where A=P1-P2 , Atwood nuder
PI + P2

and a - 0.06

Similar values of a were reported by Kucherenko et al [3]*. Andrews

and Spalding [4] gave a = 0.04 for a slim two-dimensional tank. Most other

experimental estimates of a are higher. The 3D direct numerical simulation of

Youngs [5] indicated a - 0.035 to O.O4, lower than most of the experimental results.

The aim of the present investigations is to use high-resolution 3D

direct numerical simulation to calculate the value of a for the case when complete

loss of memory of the initial conditions occurs.

TURMOIL3D

A simple 3D hydrocode, TURMOILD3D, is used to simulate turbulent mixing

of two fluids. The equations solved are the Euler equations plus an equation for

the mass fraction of fluid l:-

-& (ml) +div (Pmlu) = o

A perfect gas equation of state is used (different values of 7 may be

used for each fluid). The explicit compressible finite difference method is based

on the method described by Youngs [6] . For each time step there is a Lagrangian

phase followed by an advection (rezoning) phase. In the advection phase the

monotonic method of van Leer is used for all fluid variables. This gives a robust

numerical method which avoids spurious numerical oscillations. May essential

properties follow; the mass fraction ml remains in the interval [o,ll and fOr ‘he

present near-incompressible application the density p remains in the interval

[PI) P21.

*
Recent results presented at this workshop indicate lower
values of a.
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The monotonicity constraints in the van Leer method introduce numerical

dissipation at high wavenumbers. A sub-grid eddy viscosity (or diffusivity) is not

used as there is sufficient dissipation in the numerical method to provide the

required high-wavenumber dissipation for turbulent flows (of both kinetic energy and

density fluctuations). As a sub-grid model is not used, the method has been

referred to here as “Direct Numerical Simulation” rather than “Large Eddy

Simulation” .

In the three dimensional calculations described here the density ratio

is pl/p~ = 3. The initial density distribution is

[

PI X< f(y,z)

P=

P2 X> f(y,z)

where ~ is the initial perturbation at x = O. This is a random combination of

Fourier modes with wavelengths in the range 4Ax to 8Ax and standard deviation <(2>’h

= 0.08 Ax. The size of the computational region is

- 0.65 < X < 0.9

o<y<o.8

0<2<0.8

In the x-direction coarse meshes are used in the regions x < - 0.5 and x > 0.75.

The calculations are run up to the time when hl = 0.5. Gravity, in the x-direction,

is chosen to give gA = 1. The initial pressure is high enough to ensure that the

flow is almost incompressible.

Results are shown here for three calculations. TWO calculations with

different random numbers for the initial perturbation have been performed on the

CRAY-YUP at AWE using 270 X 160 X 160 meshes. A high-resolution calculation

(420 X256 X 256 meshes) has been performed by CRAY Research on a CRAY-YMP M92.

This calculation used ?IGW of memory.

Results from the 3D calculations

Figure 1 shows iso-surfaces for the fluid 1 volume fraction, fl = (P -

P2)/(Pl - P2) = 0.99/ for one of the 270 X 160 X 160 calculations. This shows the

bubbles of light fluid penetrating the heavier fluid. The increase in bubble size

with time is evident.
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Figure 1: Iso-surfaces for ~ in the region X<O. (x-axis vertically

downwards. )

The width of the turbulent mixing zone has been quantified in two

different ways. The penetrations of fluids 1 and 2[ hl and h2 are defined a’a the

distances between the initial interface (x = O) and the points when ~ = 0.99 and

0.01 respectively. ~(x) denotes the plane averaged value of fl. As in [4], an

integral width may be defined as

w is less susceptible to statistical fluctuations than hl and h2. The

simulations indicate hl = 3.3w and h2= 3.8W at P1/Pz = 3. Figure 2 shows a plot Of

W versus Agt2 for the three calculation. There is a high initial slope but at late

times the slope of the graphs reaches a limiting value which is independent of the

mesh ~ize:-

W = 0.086 Agt2 + constant
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Figure 2: Integral width of mixing zone (W).

This implies a = 3.3 xO.86 - 0.03, significantly less than the experimental values.

The transition from the high initial slope to the lower final value depends on the

mezh 9ize and begins when W - 6Ax, ie, when the width turbulent mixing zone, 6 = hl

+ h2, is about 40Ax. The high initial zlope is attributed to the inability to

resolve the inertial range eddiez in the early stages of the calculation. The

transition occurs earlier in the finer mesh calculation; as a result the width of

mixing zone is less at late time.

1.0

0.0

t= 1.5 W = 0.038

< \ 85meshes~
1.0

0.0

t = 3.5 W= 0.1266
1

277 meshes-+

-4.0 0.0 6.0 .4,o 0.0 X/w 6.0

Figure 3: Profiles of fluid 1 volume fraction ~ and molecular mixing fraction E
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Average properties of the turbulent mixing zone are examined in order

to show that the numerical simulation gives a self-similar behaviour. As in [5],

the molecular mixing fraction for the plane layer x = a constant i9 defined as

f7(x)=~/(Ty.G)

where the bar denotes the plane average. If there is no molecular mixing, ie, f,

= O or 1, then # = O. On the other hand, if there are no concentration fluctuations

in the plane x = a constant, ie fl = ~ and f2 = ~, then 8 = 1. Figure 3 shows

plots of q versus x/W and 8(x) ver9us x/W for the 420 X 256 X 256 calculation at

t = 1.5 and t = 3.5 Figure 4 shows probability density functions at the same times

for fl in the plane layers x/W = - 2.0, 0.0 and + 2.0. Results obtained at the two

times are very ‘similar. However, the resolution of the turbulent mixing zone has

increased by a fa”ctor”3 from 6 = 85Ax at t = 1.5 to 6 = 277Ax at t = 3.5.

‘(fl ) XJw=-z.o

f, f,

t = 3.5

P(f~) X/w=-z.o

t = 1.5

‘(fl) YJ’V= 0.0

P(fl) X/w= 0.0

P(fl) w = 2.0

L
f,

P(f~) X/w= 2.0

—

Figure 4: Probability density functions for fl in plane
(Fine mesh calculation. )

layers.
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Integral properties of the turbulent mixing zone are also examined. The
~o~ecular mixing fraction for the mixing zone as a whole is defined a9

%t ~ and ~ denote the total kinetic energy components and P denotes the loss of

potential energy. In the advection__phas~. kinetic energy is dissipated at high

wavenumbers due to the numerical viscosity inherent in the numerical scheme. This

is calculated explicitly and sununed to give the total dissipation D. It should then

follow that P = ~ + ~ + ~ + D. For the self-similar case 0, D/P, ~/Pr etc,

should attain constant values. In order to see if this is true, these quantities

are plotted against Ax/w, which is a measure of the mesh resolution (Figure 5).

Approximately con9tant values are obtained for Ax/W < 0.1, ie, 6 > 70Ax. There is

some run-to–run variation for small Ax/w (ier at the end of the calculations) . This

is attributed to statistical fluctuations; at the end of the calculations the number

of large scale structures over which the averaging takes place is reduced. The

limiting values as Ax/w + O give the values for the self-similar 9tate. These are

apprOximately:-

@ = 0.80

Kx /p = 0.30

~/P = QfP = 0.10

o/P = 0.50

\,c

0.$

(3.L

o-l+

0.1

y. 270 x 160 x 160 meshes

@ 420 x256 x256 meshes

x

-~wx’xmx ox x

;(KY+KJF

x
x

--xxx X’=x ~ x. x

I I

O.1 Ax/Vi 0.2

Figure 5: Integrated properties of the turbulent mixing zone versus
mesh resolution.
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The 3D simulations appear to have reached a self-similar state. As the

initial wavelength was small, A = 4Ax to 8Ax, loss of memory of the initial

conditions should have occurred. However, a - 0.03, lower than the observed values.

This suggests that complete loss of memory of the initial conditions may not have

occurred in the experiments, ie, mixing may have been enhanced by additional long

wavelength perturbations. This possibility is considered in the next section.

The effect of additional lonq wavelength perturbations

An equation due to Layzer [7] is used to assess the

long wavelength perturbation:-

the bubble penetration is given by

dh ~

dt
=V,(2+E)~=gA(l -E)- CD:

‘hereE“x’{-w

Layzer considered the case A = 1 and gave CD = 67T. Then, at late

bubble velocity is

effect of a single

time, the limiting

At pl/p2 = 3, 2D simulation for a single wavelength initial perturbation indicates

v max - 0.26 ~

Hence the Layzer equation may be empirically modified for the case when

P1/P2 W eetting

9AA =14.8
cD’—

V*
max
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In order to see if an additional long wavelength perturbation enhances

mixing we compare the result of integrating the Layzer equation with the quadratic

growth law, hl = a Agt2.

We define

~* .
hl (from the Layzer equation) - a.

Agt 2

at time when hl = hA

~* j-= ~ f~nctiOn Of ao/~. Values are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Values of a*

so/A a*

0.0005 0.028

0.001 0.033

0.002 0.038

0.005 0.047

0.01 0.055

If a* is greater than the value of a for the case when complete loss of

memory of the initial conditions occurs, then the long wavelength perturbation

should enhance mixing. If, for the self-similar case, a is indeed as low as 0.03

then the results given in Table 1 suggest that mixing should be enhanced if

ao
> 0.001

A

To check that this is

X 160 X 160 zones was repeated

reasonable, one of the calculations which used 270

with an additional long wavelength perturbation

having A = 0.2 (ie, four wavelengths across the width of the computational region)

and aO/A = 0.002. The bubble penetration, hl, is shown in Figure 6. Mixing is

enhanced by about 20% at some stages during the calculation. This is approximately

in agreement with the results of Table 1.
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Figure 6: Effect of the additional long wavelength perturbation
on bubble penetration (hl).

Conclusions

Three dimensional numerical simulation shows that for the self-similar

state where loss of memory of the initial conditions occurs, there is significant

dissipation of density fluctuations and turbulent kinetic energy. The growth rate

coefficient a is found to be approximately 0.03 at pl/P2 = 3. This is significantly

less than most of the experimental values. If this low value is indeed correct,

then the mixing rate will be very susceptible to additional long wavelength

perturbations. The effect of such additional perturbations may explain the higher

observed growth rates.

The uncertainty in the value of a is a major problem for the development

of turbulence models (model coefficients are chosen to fit a given value of a).

Hence values of a from independent three dimensional numerical simulations would be

of great value. More carefully controlled Rayleigh-Taylor experiments with improved

diagnostics are also needed.
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The study of Rayleigh-Taylor instability in continuous interface

S.G. Zaytsev, E.I. Chebotareva and S.N. Titov
The Krzhizhanovsky Power Institute, Leninsky Pr. 19, Moscow, 117071, Russia

Abstract

The Rayleigh-Tay!or instability has been studied in a layer of finite thickness
(continuous interface) between two gases of different densities. The interface was
generated by removing the plate, initially separating the gases, from the channel, followed
by mixing caused by molecular difision. Then in the upper part of the channel filled with

an oxygen-hydrogen mixture ( molecular weight p=l 8.5), a flame was ignited. A
compression wave formed ahead of the flame front hit the continuous interface and drew it
into accelerated motion down the channel The lower part of the charnel was filled with

either argon ( jJ.=38.9) or helium ( J.L=4). The motion of continuous interface was
visualized by the interferometer. During the accelerated motion, perturbation grew in the
fronts which separated the continuous interface from the “pure” gases. The amplitude a of

the perturbations grew exponentially in time provided that a+. ( X is the perturbation

wavelength). The growth rate in continuous interface was nearly half that in a
discontinuous interface, for equal density ratios and accelerations.

Introduction

This paper represents the experimental studies on the evolution of a continuous
interface between two gases of different densities accelerated in a direction perpendicular
to the interface. In a several theoretical and experimental papers [1,2] it has been reported,

that the interface was unstable for Vp. Vp <0 (where p is the pressure and p is the

density). Perturbations in the interface grew exponentially with an increment of

‘Y(I‘~ (k =27CA-1 is the wave number), A = (pl –pz)/ (pI +pz) is the Atwood
number, g is the acceleration under the gravity), if under these conditions the density
changed discontinuously. The replacement of a discontinuous interface with a continuous
one reduced the instability growth rate observed for the linear stage [3]. The significant
effect of the density profile on the retardation of the instability evolution has been
considered in [4].

To determine the influence of an interface on the instability evolution, an
experimental set-up providing the generation of perturbed interfaces, has been developed.
Interfaces were accelerated by a compression wave generated ahead of the flame front. An
optical system with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and a laser light source was used to
record the process. A ruby laser was used in a flash mode which yielded from 10 to 12

pictures of the interface at 30 ps intervals. The linear and transition regimes in the
instability evolution, as well as the effect of the interface thickness, have been studied.
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1. Experimental set-up,

The principal element of the set-up was a vertical channel with a cross-section of
7.2 x 7,2 cm2 (Figure 1). A measuring unit with walls made of optical glass has been
mounted in the lower part of the channel, A quickly removable plate which divided the
channel into two parts was in the field of view, Prior to experiment, both parts of the
channe] were evacuated and filled with different gases at the same pressure. The upper

part of the channel was filled with an oxygen-hydrogen mixture (p=l 8, 5), and the lower
part was filled with an inert gas (Ar,Kr,Xe,He). The 2mm thick separating plate has been
removed by a spring mechanism. The plate was removed from the charnel at acceleration,
The time of the complete removal of the plate ranged from 40 to 150 ms. The removal of
the plate induced the generation of an interface between the oxygen-hydrogen mixture and
inert gas. After the plate has left the channel, the combustible mixture was immediately
ignited at the upper flange and a flame F rushed down the channel. A
compression wave COwas generated ahead of the flame front. The compression wave was
flat until its interaction with KO resulted in acceleration of KO down the channel. The
distance between the point where the combustible mixture was ignited and the location of
the plate was a little shorter than that required for a transformation of a traveling
compression wave into a shock wave; KO was located in a field of acceleration growing
steadily in time.

The system of coordinates used in this paper is given in Figure 1. A part of the
channel between the cross-sections x=~5cm ( except from the section -
0, 15cm<x<+0. 15cm, containing the sliding plate and observed as a dark band in the
interferograms) is in the field of view.

2. Generation of an interface after the plate removal

On the removal of the plate, the gases in the upper and lower parts of the charnel
started mixing. Monotony and undulatory interfaces could be generated by changing the
pressure, combinations of gases and the speed of plate removal. Analysis of the
experimental data has shown that the interface boundaries were monotonous lines with

Reynolds numbers of Re = Ua’v-l <40 (U and ~ are the speed and thickness of the plate,

respectively, and v is viscosity). Undulatory perturbations appeared in the interface at
Re= 100. Since the Reynolds numbers on the side of a heavy gas were always higher than
those on the side of the light one, the interface surface adjacent to the heavy gas would be
perturbed the first. The perturbations became the most pronounced when fi3 cm, i.e.
where the plate speed was the highest. For R>> 100, the character of perturbations
resembled a “Karman vortex street”. For evety combination of gases, the wavelength of
the generated perturbations remained the same. Thus, for the combustible mixture/argon

combination, 1=1 .5i0.2cm and for the combustible mixture/xenon combination,

1=0.9t0. lcm. The perturbation amplitudes ranged from less than a millimetre to 6mm
within each experiment.
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3. Determination of the density in continuous interface,

In order to determine how the density was distributed throughout the interface, the
interference bands were aligned parallel to the sliding plate. Figure 2(a) represents a
typical interferogram for the interface pattern, obtained for the oxygen-hydrogen

mixture/argon combination. An interface witt high Vp is represented as a system of

narrow interference bands of a varying width. The bands remained equidistant in pure

gases. The value of the interference band shift in the interface is given by

~ = (XO+~i-lo-~i

6’

where X. is the coordinate of any unshifted band crossing the pure gas region, ni is the

number of the band in the interface ( i=l for the band with xo-coordinate), xi is the

coordinate of the q-band and 6 is the interference band width in an unshifted state).

Figure 2(b) shows the distribution pattern of the dimensionless density

P*= (P– pi)/ (&– fi) along the x-axis for two cross-sectionsyl and y2. To determine
the density, the temperature changes in the interface were neglected, and the
oxygenlhydrogen ratio as this mixture was mixing with argon has been assumed to remain
constant and equal to that in the upper part of the charnel before ignition. Similar density

distributions were obtained for the cross-section y], which corresponded to the extreme

points of the interface. The figure clearly demonstrates the monotonous change of density
inside the interface. The interface surfaces were determined as the sets of points with

p*=O. 1 and p*=O.9. Figure 2(c) shows the interface determined as described above. The

distance between the interface surfaces along the x-axis, A = xB – xc, was taken to be the

interface thickness. The time of mixing in each cross-section was determined by employing

Y-1 diagram of the plate travel.Figure 3 shows the growth of the interface thickness after
the removal of the plate. The solid line in this figure is the design value of interface
thickness dependent on molecular difision. A good agreement indicates that it is a
molecular diffusion that principally controls the interface thickness. The perturbation
amplitude a is the difference between the extreme points in the interface surface on the

side of combustible mixture: a = xA – XB.

4. The interface evolution under acceleration.

When the compression wave hit the interface, it accelerated the latter along the
x-axis. The acceleration was growing continuously with the interface moving along the

visualized section of the channel. In most of experiments the acceleration ranged from O to
3-5.0 x 107crnls2. The continuous interface has been found to be gradually compressed
when the compression wave passed from the light gas into the heavy one and vice versa.
The monotonous character of the interfaces was not distorted within the field of view. TO

measure the thickness A(t) of the interface moving under the compression wave, the paths
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ordinate axis, the interface thickness divided by that before the compression wave arrival
is plotted. As can be clearly seen from the figure, by the moment the wave has lefi the field
of view, the thickness A has decreased by 3 0°/0, A similar compression has been found for
undulatory interfaces, when the compression wave passed from the heavy gas into the
light one. This was the most evident when the lower part of the channel was filled with
helium. Once the plate has been removed, with the heavy medium overlaying the light one
in the gravitational field, the system becomes unstable. If the ignition was delayed, in the
interferograms appeared bubbles and spik&, _(he chafa~teristic elements of RT instability
pattern. The first frame in Figure 5(a) shows the interface between the combustible
mixture and helium 50ms afler the withdrawal of the plate. The arrival of the compression
wave changed the direction of acceleration, the system became unstable and the
perturbation growth was stopped. As the interface moved across the field of view in the
channel, the pattern in the first frame shrank, being gradually transformed into a layer with
slightly perturbed surfaces ( the second frame in figure 5(a)).

For experimental studies of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability evolution in a
continuous interface accelerated by a compression wave, the lower part of the channel was
filled with argon, provided that R&- 100, The interface was accelerated to g ~

2x107ctis2by thecompressionwave,andwithinthetimet ~ 700pstheinterface
covered5cm of thefieldof view.In thiscase,theperturbationamplitudegrew
continuously,eventuallyexceedingthe wavelength. The growth of the interface thickness
caused by molecular difision did not exceed 10/o. Figure 5(b) shows an interferometric
pattern of the interface between the combustible mixture and argon for two instants of
time.

In order to determine a(2$ or a(t) (S k the path length), the motion paths of

points A and B were plotted and the value a = XA – Xg was determined for definite

positions of the interface. Figure 6 represents the experimental curves of In&(&) for

two patterns corresponding to different thickness of interface. This figure demonstrates an
exponential amplitude growth for both perturbations at the initial stage, which was

significantly retarded for cdNO.3. A comparison of recorded a with the interferometnc

patterns of perturbations has shown that the retardation was accompanied by distortions
of the perturbation sinusoidal shape and by appearance of a spike, quickly producing a
mushroom-like structure on its edge.

The straight lines 1*and 2* in the same figure show the exponential growth of

amplitude with factor ~ = _ for each pattern, The deviation of the calculated values

from the experimental ones, caused by the replacement of a discontinuous interface with a
continuous one, grew with the interface thickness. A model allowing to take into account
the retardation of amplitude growth rate by introducing a growth reduction factor v into

exponential factor ~ was proposed in [5]: P*= ~-. Y is a fi.mction of interface

thickness and Atwood number. Figure 7 represents the theoretical and experimental values
Y for different interface thicknesses. When analysing the experiments, Atwood number
was assumed to be constant and equal to 0.365, The disposition of the experimental points
higher than 1 has enabled us to assert unequivocally that the replacement of a
discontinuous interface with a continuous one reduced the amplitude growth rate.
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Experimental values Y obtained for 0,31+-A have shown an approximate agreement

with the data calculated by the method proposed in [5] ( solid line in Figure 7),
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The influence of the shock interaction with an interface between the two gas flows of
different densities on the intensity of mixing.

A. Aleshin, S. Zaytsev, E. Lazareva
The Krzhizhanovsky Power Institute, Leninsky Pr.19, Moscow, 117071, Russia

Abstract

A shock tube was used in an investigation of enhancement of the rate of
turbulent mixing in the region of contact (interface) between two media of different
densities after the shock passage through it, from a light gas into a heavy one. This
process has been found to influence the decrease in the amount of a “pure” shock-
compressed gas (“mass.-defect”) located between the end of the shock tube and the
interface. We have determined that the curv,e of the “mass-defect” versus Atwood
number had a maximum.

1. Introduction

The process of compression of targets by laser radiation during the stages of
shell acceleration and deceleration is accompanied by hydrodynamic instabilities
which finally result in mixing of the substance of the shell with the fuel. T“he
interaction of the shock waves reflected from the target center with the region
separating the shell from the fuel, is accompanied by the intensification of the mixing.
This reduces the partial density of the fuel, and thus lowers the target gain [1,2]. The
process of turbulent mixing in the interface between the media of different density
moving at acceleration was studied in [3-7]. In [5-7], a simplified model of this
process for ID flows has been proposed and analytical expression for the thic!mess of
interface has been found; the motion in the field of constant and impulsive
acceleration induced by the shock passage through interface >as been studied.

The experimental study of the mixing in the “shell-fuel” region in laser target
is considered to be a very difficult task. The laws govem’ing the development of this
process can be investigated by experiments in shock tubes.

2. The experimental design

This paper represents an experimental investigation of the change in the
thiclmess of interface resulting from the interaction of a shock with the interface. The
shock passage from a light gas into a heavy one has been studied. The experiments
has been earned out in an shock tube described in [9]. The diagnostics of the process
was performed by a Topler method which allowed to determine the density gradients
of the investigated flow. Topler schlieren pictures were made through the slit directed
along the axis of driven section of the shock tube using a photograph film moving”
perpendicularly to the slit. The gases of different density filling the driven section if
the shock tube were initially Separatedwith2.0 pm thick lavsan film. The incident

shock wave traveling in gas A, broke the film and passed into gas B. The interface
produced by the destruction of the film, separated the two flows of different density
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and temperature. The used working gases helium, argon, krypton, xenon and their
mixtures allowed to carry out the investigation for a wide range of’ Atwood numbers.
The intensification of mixing in the interface interacting with the shock wave
reflected fkom the end wall of a driven section has been studied as a function of the
ratio of the densities of the two flows being in contact.

3. The results of experiment

Fig. 1 represents an (x,t) diagram obtained by analyzing the Topler pictures.
The shock wave moving in gas A, hits the film separating gas A from gas B , and a
refracted shock wave S appears in gas B. All the waves are denoted by a letter S with
three lower indices. The first index shows the direction of wave motion relatively to
the point of interaction with discontinuous interface: e - towards the interface, i - in
the opposite direction. The second index is the number of point or region in the (x,t)
diagram where interaction occurs : 1- the interaction of initial shock wave with the
film; 2- the first interaction of the interface between the two flows. The third index
identifies the gas in which the wave is moving. Other denotations: Kg - the interface
separating the two flows located between the points or regions i and ~ M - Mach
number, * - indicates the calculated values corresponding to the ones obtained by the
ID calculation, leaving the effect of lavsan film out of consideration ( i.e. solving the
R.iemann problem at the interface). The initial conditions were chosen on the base of
coincidence of experimental and calculated (x,t)diagrams within approximate y So/o

error of the experiment. Taking this into account, the initial pressure was chosen to be
380mm Hg andMachnumberofinitialwaveapproximately3.5.

TheinteractionofinitialshockwaveSelageneratedingasA with a film
produced a retlacted shock wave Silb in gas B. The flows of shock-compressed gases
A and B were separated with the interface K12. The wave Silb$ reflecting from the
end wall of driven section, generated a shock wave Se2b moving towards the
interface K12. The interaction of Se2b and K12 occurring in site 2 (Fig. 1), produced
a refracted shock wave Si2a, moving in gas A, a reflected shock wave Si2b moving in
gas B towards the end wall and an interface K23. A more detailed analysis of the
wave picture used can be found in [9]. Topler pictures were used to study estimate the
thickness L23(t)of interface. This method allowed to determine the positions of the

fronts ~23 andP23, separatingK23fromgasesB andA, respectively. It should be
noted that, due to the employment of shadograpy, the fronts l@23 and I@23 were

determined to be on different levels 6 for different experiments, where

6 =(p-pb)l(pa – pb). This was taken into consideration in the process of ana~yzing

the experimental data. The calculated position of the path of the interface K 12 is
located between the boundaries of the interface K12 (Fig. 1). The shock wave Si2b
observed in experiment had the front moving at supersonic speed. Topler pictures and
pressure transducers disposed on a side wall of the channel identified the wave Si2b
as a shock wave, the intensity of which grew because of its overtaking by a

compression wave ~, appeared during the interaction of shock wave with the

interface. The velocity of ffont approached the velocity of the shock wave S*$2b,
determined by solving the problem of:he Se2b interaction with the interface K 12.
Fig. 1 illustrates the position of K 23 after this interaction. The preliminary
discussion of the shock wave Si2a properties was given in [9].
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4. Discussion

As can be seen in Topler pictures demonstrating the interaction of shock wave
with an interface, the thickness of interface sharply increases after the shock passage
through the interface. By the moment of interaction of the Se2b with K12, the latter
was assumed to be in the stage of advanced turbulence. This is confirmed by the
structure of the interface in Topler pictures obtained by an instantaneous recording
and by the “disappearance” of the shock wave front resulted from the random changes
of the medium parameters in the interface. A model of turbulent mixing excited by
an impulsive acceleration has been proposed in [5-7]. It has been assumed that the
flows in contact were incompressible and the rate of pulsations was only a function of
time. Analytical expressions have been obtained for the thickness of interface moving
under acceleration. For impulsive acceleration generated by a shock wave, the
interface thickness is expressed as follows:

8cP@(v+8c#773
L = Lo[(v+ 8C?@UoA2t/Lo + 1]

(1)

where L and v are empirical constants introduced into the model of the

process; qo- constant depending on the criterion on the levels of dimensionless

density 6(x) change used for the determination of the interface thickness):

for 6(x) -0.02 and 0.98, qo=l.45

for xx) -0.1 and 0.9, qo=0.906

where U. = uilb – uilb are the velocities of the flows in the states i2b and ilb (

in laboratory system of coordinates), respectivel~, obtained by solving the problem of
the shock wave interaction with the interface K 12. A2=cAt, At - Atwood number for
the interface surface, c - the constant dependent on the character of density
distribution in the interface.

~= (ib‘~b)~

jp(x)dr
o

For a symmetric density profile, c=2. The value of c obtained in experiment was
1.8? 0.4, what testifies to a Cefiain asmetry of the density profile. This agrees with

the results obtained in [5-7]. However, the accuracy of c determination does not allow
to observe the growth of asymmetry of density profile. The using of experimentally
measured functions L23(’t,) has allowed to determine the empirical constants. The
influence of the initial conditions of experiment was taken into consideration. TO
perform the analysis, the following equation has been assumed to be correct for
L23(l):

lq~(f)= I@r + 1)” ,
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Combinations yf ~ and c#cAt were determined by computing. Further, ct

and v were determined using the value c mentioned above. cx has been found to be

0.29? 0.02, for all gas combinations within the deviation indicated. v has been found
to be considerably dependent on Al and Pb, probably due, (i) to the simplifications of

the model proposed in [5-7] and (ii) to not absolutely adequate application of this

model for the regions with 5 varying from 0.02 to 0.98 (in [5-7] it has been

suggested to use the model for 5 ranging from 0.1 to 0.9). Fig. 2 represents the

experimental and calculated dependencies of L23 (t).

As can be seen, the model suggested in [5-7], adequately describes the
thiclmess of interface observed in experiment. This conclusion agrees with the data
obtained in [1 O].

The paths of si12 and @23, recorded in Topler pictures, allowed to determine
experimentally the 10SSof “pure” shock-compressed gas located between the end wall

and K23 caused by the mixing of gases being in the states i2a and i2b in the interface.
The loss of substance, or “mass-defect” was estimated for a definite time interval ~

using the following equation:

* = g = in(o)-Tn(@
(2)

m m(0)

where: T is the time of acoustic wave propagation in the state e2b, from the

site of Se2b interaction with K12, to the end wall, t=O is the moment of Se2b/K12
interaction; m(o)=dp2b - the mass of gas enclosed between the site of Se2bf.K12

interaction and the end wall; d - the distance fi-om the site of the interaction to the

end wall; m(z)- the gas mass between the end wall and I@23 for t=~

According to the model proposed in [5-7], the following equation maybe used
to describe the phenomenon of “mass-defect”:

where ae2b - sound speed in e2b.
Fig. 3 represents the values for “mass-defect”, obtained in experiment and

calculated from (3). As can be seen, the “mass-defect” depending on Atwood number,
is maximal for At=0.75, in experiment and in calculations as well. We can suggest the
following explanation of this finding: for the low At, the mixing in K23 is limited,

because of the small difference in densities of the flows in contact, and for Al + O,

the reflected wave Se2b carries and, therefore, transfers a smailer amount of kinetic
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energy, comparing to the energy in interface, due to the higher density of interface

(Pa<<P~).Itshouldbe notedthatapplicationof the model proposed in [5-71forthe
region with d from 0.02 to 0.98 must result in overestimation of the “mass-defect”,
what can be seen in Fig. 3. This is due to the formal increase in kinetic energy of
interface mixing. It may thus be concluded that the model proposed in [5-7]
adequately describes the shock-induced process of turbulent mixing in interface
separating gases ofdifferent density, butoverestimates theintensity of mixing. Using

the “mass-defect” experimentally measured for A( + O, it appears possible to perform

an independent determination of ct with the model proposed in [5-7]. For Al + O,

0 cAtU~ = Pi2b 4~~2——

Pe2b ae2b

This calculation gives CX=O.25*0.04. Thus, the values a obtained by two independent

methods, have appeared to be very similar.
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X-Ray Measurements of Shock-Induced Mixi~m

at an ,lir~enon Interface

R. Bonazza * and B. Sturtevant

Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories

California Lrrsritureof Technology

Pasadena, California 91125

A new experimental technique based on the absorption of X-rays by a high-Z gm has been developed

and implemented in a vertical square shock tube for the study of shock-accelerated air/xenon in[e~-aces. The

interfaces are prepased by retracting a metal pia[e initially separating the two gases, prior to the release of the

shock wave. The interfaces am of rwo types, quasi-sinusoidal and nominally Ra[, depending on the amount

of time elapsed between the end of the plate retraction and the arrivsJ at the interface of the shock wave. The

amplitude of large wavelength(25-100mm) perturbationsonthein[erface,andthe thickness of the interface

are studied. An integral definition for the interface mean line due to Pharn (Cal tech Ph.D. Thesis, 1990) is

adopted. A new integral definition for the interface thickness, which makes it feasible to study for the first

time the tkickness of quasi-sinusoidal interfaces, is proposed. X-ray images of the interfaces are obtained at

increasing times after interaction with the incident shock, the reflected shock and a subsequent series of weak

waves reverberating between the interface and the shock tube end wall. The measured shape of the interface

is decomposed into spatial modes for comparison with a modified linear theory of the Richrmyer-Meshkov

instability. After interaction with the incident shock the measured rzmplimde grow[h rare of all modes is much

smaller than those predicted by theory. After reshock the measured growti rate of the Erst mode dishrrbmce

is smaller than that predicted by theory but the higher modes grow faster than predicted. For multiple wave

reverberations in a configuration with the in!eri”ace initially closer to [he shock tube end wall all modes show

slower amplitude growth than predicted. The theoretical model (Broui.Uette and Shrrrevant, 17th Shock Tube

Symposium, 1989) accounts for the inrerfam finite thickness through a growth reduction factor (Duff er al.,

Phys F1. 5, 417, 1962) and, in the case of mulriple weak shocks, it assumes that the initial condition for the

ith interaction is the superposition of the effects due to the i – 1 previous interactions. The initial values

of the amplitude used in the calculations ase the ones measured after passage of the incident shock. We

speculate that the interaction of the reflected shock wit-h the turbulent boundary layer behind the incident

one generates random acoustical disturbances which reach the interface and cause the subsequent thickness

gowth. In the case of multiple interactions, the thickness growrh rates of nominally flat interfams are smaller

than those previously found in a sch.lieren visualization experiment (Brouillerte & Sturteva.nt, Physics D, 39,

248, 1989). In the case of two shock interactions, wall vortims generated by the interaction of the reflected

shock with the wall boundary layer severely affect the measurements. A correction is proposed to account

for this effect in the measurements of the interface thickness.

● Presentaddress:IkparmucntofNuclearhginecxin~.UnivcrsiryofWkwn.siu.Madison
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Numerical simulations and experiments on physics of
high Mach Number shockwave - turbulent flow

interactions

Alfred C. Buckingham
Center for Compressible Turbulence

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Mail Code L-321, P.O. Box 808

Livermore, California 94551, USA

Jacob Grun
Plasma Physics Division, Space Plasma Branch

Code 4784, Naval Research Laboratory
Washington DC 20375, USA

Precis’

When a shock moves into and interacts with an existing turbulent field, a
substantial enhancement of the after-shock turbulent intensity and a simultaneous
distortion and realignment of the tensor strain rate field and associated tensor sness field
results. Component mixing, advective mansport, and diffusion, as well as associated
momentum and energy dissipation, are intensified over their pre-shocked levels. A
combination of low pre-shocked turbulent intensity and smong shocks (e.g. shock Mach
numbers substantially greater than one) produces the most pronounced interactive change
in the turbulence level. In contrast, when a weak shock (Mach number only slightly
greater than one) moves through relatively intense upstream turbulence, the turbulence
change is modest but dynamical distortion and erratic motion of the shock front is much
more pronounced.

It is a commonly held view that if the interactive’ shock Mach number is in the
hypersonic range (shock Mach numbers equaI to or greater than about 6), rapid
reinforcement of shock strength at the front by non-linear pressure field interactions and
consequent self-healing of shock front geometric irregularity would act to suppress front
distortion and also suppress the influence of the shock interactions on the surrounding
turbulence. In the present work, recent experiments, numerical large eddy simulations
(LES), and analysis are presented which contradict this notion. This work suggests that
pronounced shock front distortion and substantial interactive modification of the
turbulence persists even for shocks propagating at shock Mach numbers well in excess of
100 ! This work is submitted for review and consideration as a presentation (by the first
author) at the 4th International Workshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent
Mixing to be held at Cambridge University, UK on 29 March -1 April 1993.
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R-M Mixing

Information on the shock-turbulence interaction dynamics and accurate estimates of
their influence on changes to turbulent transport are vital for modifying turbulence
closure models and enhancing their reliability in predicting the turbulent hansport,
mixing, eddy diffusion and dissipation at realistically large Mach Numbers and Reynolds
numbers and in the complicated configuration geometries that are of practical interest.
Experience demonstrates that useful combinations of these flow and configuration
conditions are nearly impossible to simulate and reproduce experimentally. Numerical
simulation techniques and efficient, well-calibrated flow models must be developed,
refined and applied.

This work emphasizes recent progress in investigating the physics of the interaction
process using two dimensional large eddy simulations (LES) to supplement analysis of
the experiments and a theoretical concept based. on viscoelastic response and the
turbulence eddy analogy to second viscosity to describe the apparent persistence of
dynamic distortions to shock front structure at indefinitely large Mach numbers.

Many current example applications exist. These include supersonic/hypersonic
flow field analysis, design, and materials selection, interior supersonic flow combustion
analysis and design, predicting the dynamic evoIution of laser driven target material
mixing, ignition, and burning in inertial confinement fusion experiments in addition to
the prediction of the fluid dynamics of thermal, plasma, radiation, and elec~omagnetic
fields which may substantially influence astrophysical evolution processes.

Figure 1 provides some experimental evidence of the existence of pronounced
interactive shock distortion and turbulent field alteration even for a very strong (Mach
number > 100) spherical shock wave. This dark field shadowgraph record is one of a
series of sequential flow realizations captured at very short exposure intervals (<100
picosecs) by image-intensification camera. The initial turbulent plume field may be seen
at the right in the picture. The later arriving spherical shock front may be seen as a well
defined smooth arc in the non-turbulent region at the center of the picture and as a highly
distorted, thickened front where it crosses and interacts with the earlier initiated turbulent
plume.

A 4-ns pulse from the 1,06-~m, 1 kJ Pharos III laser at the Naval Research
Laboratory is focused onto the surface of a period-sized piece of target material placed in
an ambient gas of optionally selected composition and background density. The laser
heats the material to a few hundred eV, creating a powerful, miniature explosion.
Depending on details of the experimental setup this explosion can initiate one or more
shocks in the ambient gas or it may initiate the turbulent plume through which the shock
propagates and interacts at a later stage.

Precision optical diffraction techniques of sequences of realizations provide a data
base that is currently being analyzed with the aid of LES procedures. These experiments
from Grun et al. (1991, 1992) provide a significant experimental data base and source for
analysis of turbulent scale changes during shock transition, turbulence amplification, and
quantitative information on directed shock to turbulence energy transfer and modal
energy partition.
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The Rotman (1991) results show some evidence of long period computational
dissipation in the absence of a subgrid scale model while predicting an increase in the
overall grid spectral energy content of about 20% following shock transition. The
Buckingham (1991, 1992) results predict about an 85% increase in the kinetic energy
while the experimental values at these flow conditions reflect a measured increase of
about 15070 where limited measurement site distributions may be reflected in this
disparity. However, these results seem to confirm the utility of a formal procedure for
modeling the influence of the non-resolvable subgnd scales even when using advanced,
high resolution multi-grid shock capturing procedures for the resolved scales in LES.

Presently new developments in two-band dynamic eddy viscosity modeling for
the subgrid scale influences by Germono, Piomelli, Moin, and Cabot (1991), extended
for compressible flow by Moin, Squires, Cabot, and Lee (1991) are being implemented
to improve the results of the LES in the near wall region, under the influence of stochastic
subgrid scale stochastic backscatter, and in the neighborhood of the shock.
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Fiawe 1. Dark field shadowgmph of a hypersonic spherical shock front 9bottom) over-
running but distorted by passage through pre-existing turbui[...ce. Mach number >
100, Re 0(106), from experiments of Grun et al. (1992).
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Multidimensional Numerical Simulation of Transition to

Turbulence in Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability

V.V. Demchenko & A.M. Oparin

Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology

Dolgoprudny, Moscow Region, Russia

Abstract

The problem of perturbation growth and the development of turbulence in Richtymer-

Meshkov instability (RMI) is examined using the ideal compressible gas model (Euler

equation system) for 2D and 3D systems. In 2D calculations the physical mechanics of

transition to turbulence from the uniform flow behind the incident shock wave was ob-

served. In the early stages mushroom-like structures form, coalesce and become turbulent.

The 3D case of the nearly axipymmetrical contact discontinuity disturbance was also con-

sidered. The whole flat interface of two media was divided on identical square cells, and

only the surface of the circle, inscribed into the cell square, was disturbed in the sine-like

and axisymmetrical way.

Introduction

There are many physical phenomena in which turbulence is an essential part of the process.

The investigation of turbulence is a very difficult problem both by experimental methods

and by theoretical or numerical ones. Studying RMI development permits observations of

the gradual transition from the laminar flow .to a turbulent one, and enables explanation

of the physical mechanics of this phenomenon. In this paper multidimensional numerical

simulation is applied to study the linear, nonlinear, transmitted and turbulent stages of

RMI on the example where Ku >1. This situation is a more convenient than Ku <<1 as

the turbulence arises earlier. The difference between 2D and 3D RMI development is also

important part in the study.

1. 2D numerical simulation of transition to turbulence in RMI

Let us consider the dependence of RMI evolution with Mach number (2 to 5); the initial

pressure (O to 5 bar); the wave length (O to 8 mm); and the perturbation amplitude of

contact discontinuity (lcm). Also let us look at the gradual transition from laminar flow

to the turbulent one. In that case the diffraction process is irregular. It means that

the reflected shock wave is not planar but is curved. Before the end of the diffraction

process, the reflected shock waves from the next wave length of contact discontinuity

begin to interact between themselves on the minimum perturbation axis in helium. As a

consequence the incident shock wave intensity increases and after stopping by diffraction
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the secondary shock waves arise. (See fig. 1 at 5 inks). The interaction of the curved

reflected shock waves and the secondary shock waves on the maximum perturbation axis

in the xenon causes the appearance of some high pressure local domain (fig. 1, 10 mlis), In

time these waves interact between themselves on the minimum perturbation axis in helium

(fig. 1, 15 inks) and so on. Interaction of the secondary shock wave with the transmitted

and reflected shock wave smoothes out their curved fronts. The movement of a slip line

along the shock front causes the appearance of whirlwind isolines in the xenon (see fig. 2,

3 the thin lines at 30-60 inks). The domain of mass concentration of the helium from 0.1

to 0.9 is shown on fig. 1-3 by the 0.1 to 0.9 crosshatching. The thick lines on these figures

are the isobars. It is seen that the mixing zones gradually merge. This means that in the

experiment turbulence develops.

2. 3D numerical simulation of RMI

The results of the 3D num~rical simulation are represented on the figures 4, 5 as the frames

from a slide film. It is possible to define, at any instant in time for an arbitrary point in the

domain of integration, the quantitative information about each of physical parameters of

interest. The pressure in the local xenon domain is higher in the 3D numerical calculations

than in 2D. This leads to the accelerated growth of the perturbation in 3D case.
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THE APPLICATION OF FRONT TRACKING TO THE SIMULATION OF
SHOCK REFRACTIONS AND SHOCK ACCELERATED INTERFACE MIXING

JOHN W. GROVE1121315,YUMIN YANG4) QIANG ZHANG4’G, DAVID H. SHARP7,
JAMES GLIMM1’Z’34, BRIAN BOSTON, AND RICHARD HOLMES

ABSTRACT. We report new results on the Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabili-

ties. Highlights include calculations of Rlchtmyer-Meshkov instabilities in curved geometries
without grid orientation effects, improved agreement between computations and experiments
in the case of Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities at a plane interface, and a demonstration of

an increase in the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer growth rate with increasing compressibility,

along with a loss of universality of this growth rate. The principal computational tool used

in obtaining these results was a code based on the front tracking method.

1. INTRODUCTION

The mixing behavior of two or more fluids plays an important role in a number of physical
processes and technological applications. We consider two basic types of mechanical (i.e., non-
diffusive) fluid mixing. If a heavy fluid is suspended above a lighter fluid in the presence of a
gravitational field, small perturbations at the fluid interface will grow. This process is known as
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. One can visualize this instability in terms of bubbles of the light
fluid rising into the heavy fluid, and fingers (spikes) of the heavy fluid falling into the light fluid.
A similar process, called the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability [13, 15], occurs when an interface is
accelerated by a shock wave. These instabilities have several common features. Indeed, Richtmyer’s

approach to understanding the shock induced instability was to view that process as resulting from
an acceleration of the two fluids by a strong gravitational field acting for a short time.

We examine three separate aspects of the Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov problems.
Section 2 discusses direct numerical simulations of Richtmyer-Meshkov type problems using front
tracking. Front tracking is an adaptive method which provides sharp resolution of distinct waves
in fluid flows. This is accomplished by the use of a dynamically moving co-dimension one grid
that follows the” tracked wave fronts. Our conclusion is that front tracking is a valuable numerical
method due to its ability to remove numerical diffusion, enhance the resolution of the computation,
and reduce or eliminate grid orientation effects. Section 3 describes an analysis of the short term
growth in the unstable modes of a shocked interface using a linearization of the Euler equations.

1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 35L67, 76L05
Key words and phrases. Rayleigh-Taylor, Rlchtmyer-Meshkov, front tracking
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We compare the solution of the linearized equations with an impulsive model of the mixing process
due to Richtmyer, and with numerical solutions of the full Euler equations. We show that for
sufficiently small amplitudes of the perturbations in the fluid interface, the linear theory agrees
with the numerical solutions to the fully nonlinear system. We noticed that in many cases the
results of the impulsive model disagreed with the exact solution to the Linearized equations. We
also report in section 4 on recent work that has examined the role of compressibility in the Rayleigh-
Taylor problem. It is shown that the mixing layer growth rate increases markedly with increasing
compressibility and this effect is accompanied by a loss of universality. This is the first prediction
of an important property of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer outside of the range of existing
experiments.

2. FRONT TRACKING SIMULATIONS OF SHOCK INDUCED SURFACE INSTABILITIES

The front tracking method represents a surface of discontinuity in a fluid flow as a sharp interface,
thereby eliminating numerical diffusion. This results in a substantial increase in computational
resolution, and a corresponding increase in efficiency, which has been utilized to increase the detail
and scope of computations attempted. Moreover, front tracking can be combined with modern
shock capturing methods to provide a computational tool of great flexibility for modeling flows
dominated by shocks and fluid interfaces. The shock capturing provides a robust alternative to
tracking when the interacting waves produce configurations that are too complicated to track, while
tracking improves the ability of the shock capturing code to resolve secondary features of the flow.
The generaf goal of our effort is to achieve a good balance between the increased resolution of the
tracked wave fronts and the robustness of the shock capturing methods.

An important aspect of our front tracking code in simulations of the Richtmyer-Meshkov insta-
bility is its ability to handle interactions between tracked waves. It can automatically detect the
cof.1.ision of two wave fronts, analyze the resulting interaction, and modify the tracked wave data
structures accordingly. References [4, 6, 9, 11, 12] describe the basic algorithms and provide details
on the construction of our front tracking code.

Figure 1 shows a front tracking simulation of the acceleration of a perturbed circular interface
by an expanding shock wave. The computation begins with a bubble of heavy fluid suspended in a
lighter fluid. The two fluids are initially at rest, and the bubble interface is given a slight sinusoidal
perturbation of the form r = (TO+ c cos(nt))), where (~, O) are the polar coordinates of a point on the
bubble interface. Here r. = 0.8, c = 0.05, and n = 12. Both fluids are modeled using a polytropic
equation of state with -y = 1.33, and the density ratio across the bubble is 5. An expanding shock
with ahead Mach number 6,6 (pressure ratio 50) is instafled at a distance 0.3 from the origin. The
entire computation takes place within a square of side 6.0 using a 200 x 200 grid.

At about time 0.19 the expanding shock reaches the bubble interface and is refracted into an
inwardly directed rarefaction wave, and an outwardly directed transmitted shock. Note that we
track both edges of the reflected rarefaction. Figure lb shows the tracked wave configuration shortly
after the expanding shock has passed through the bubble interface. By this point the average radius
of the bubble interface is approximately twice its initiaf value and the ripples on the interface have
experienced a phase inversion. Such an inversion is typical for interactions that produce reflected
rare factions.

Figure lC shows the simulation just before the leading edge of the reflected rarefaction reaches the
origin. The reflection of the rarefaction wave at the origin produces additional outwardly directed
waves. These new waves are not tracked in our simulation, but are still reasonably welf resolved by
the shock capturing method.

Figure Id shows the later time development of the bubble interface. Here the spikes of the heavy
fluid being ejected into the lighter fluid outside have become quite elongated. We also see that the
heads of the fingers are starting to pinch off. The velocity shear across the sides of the fingers is
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FIGURE 1. The acceleration of a perturbed circular interface by a shock wave. A significant

advantage of front tracking is the improvement in the resolution of interface features not
aligned with the finite difference grid. Note that even at late times the three fingers have
nearly the same shape and extension.

substantial, which explains the production of the Kelvin-Helmholtz type roll up on the sides of the
fingers.

This computation illustrates several important points. First is the ability of front tracking to
reduce grid orientation effects on the fluid interface. Since the underlying rectangular grid is square,
the effective grid size in directions diagonal to the grid is W times coarser than in directions parallel
to the grid. Unless the grid is quite fine, this can produce a substantial degradation in the resolution
of waves in these directions. This effect was cited, for example, in [1, 5] to explain the relatively
faster growth of fingers aligned with the coordinate axes as compared to fingers oriented at oblique
angles to the grid. We emphasize that there is very little indication of grid orientation effect in
our computation. Since the initial data is periodic in .9 with period T/6, each of the three spikes in
figure 1 should be identical. In our simulation we see that there is only about a 2.5% difference in
the elongation of the spikes at the latest time shown.

We also comment that the asymmetry in the Kelvin-Helmholtz roll up on the sides of the outer
spikes appears to be due to an additional artificial mode that has been produced by the interaction
of the tracked wave with the boundary. For efficiency we conducted these simulations using a
quarter circular geometry with the axes of symmetry along the positive z and y axes replaced by
reflecting boundaries. As implemented, this results in a slight loss of information at the boundaries,
and can lead to the development of additional modes in such highly unstable problems as this one.
We are currently investigating improved algorithms for the propagation of curves at reflecting walls
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(a)

step= 130 time = 0.041

(b)

step = 187 time = 0.04S

I

I

(d)

step = 542 time = 0.33

FIGURE 2. The interaction of a shock wave with a thermal boundary layer. Figures 2a-b
show the early stages of the simulation which is dominated by multiple wave interactions.
Figure 2C shows a detail from (b) illustrating the complexity of the tracked waves. Note
that here the y coordinate has been scaled by a factor of two to improve the visibility of the
multiple wave interactions. Figure 2d shows the late time formation of a central geyser in

the layer.

which we hope will eliminate this extra mode.
Finally we observe that the expanding nature of the outgoing shock wave has an effect on the

fluid interface quite similar to that of a gravitational acceleration which enhances the unstable
behavior of the interface.

Figures 2 show a simulation of the acceleration of a thermal boundary layer by an expanding
shock wave. Such a layer might, for example, be produced by radiant energy from the explosion
that initiates the shock wave. This computation illustrate two important points. The first is the
ability of the front tracking code to handle complex interactions between the tracked waves. The
second is that a sharp resolution of these features is absolutely essential for obtaining the correct
answer to the questions of interest here.

The layer is modeled as a region of warm gas bounded by the wall and a contact discontinuity.
A circular, expanding shock wave is initiated at a distance from the wall of three times the width
of the thermal layer, and an initial radius of half the thermal layer width. The fluid outside the
shock is at rest, and the density ratio between the gas inside and outside the thermal layer is 0.5.
An adiabatic exponent of ~ = 1,4 is used for the equation of state. The pressure ratio across the
shock is initially 105, which gives an initial shock Mach number of 92.5. The collision between the
shock and thermaf layer produces a number of interesting wave interactions and bifurcations that
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are all installed and handled automatically by our code,
When the incident shock hits the thermal layer, it produces a pair of connected shock refractions

with reflected rarefactions, As the blast continues to expand, there is eventually a bifurcation in the
structure of the two dimensional wave pattern created by the refraction of the blast wave through
the thermaf layer boundary. When this happens, the transmitted wave outruns the incident wave
producing a precursor type configuration as described in [10]. In modeling this bifurcation we track
the precursor shock and the original incident shock but not the reflected rarefactions. This explains
the absence of the two middle wave edges between figures 2a and 2b, which only show the tracked
waves in the simulation. This rarefaction is still present in the computation as a captured wave.

Figure 2C shows a detail from figure 2b of the reflection of the tracked waves near the wall. The
expanding nature of these waves leads to an eventual bifurcation from a regular to a Mach type
reflection that has been installed for the outermost pair of reflections in figure 2c. The thermal
layer acts like a channel for the waves inside it leading to a series of multiple reflections. All of this
complicated structure is resolved within a zone of only about 20 x 10 grid blocks. Eventually the
dominant characteristics of the flow shift from wave interactions to chaotic mixing, and at some
point we cease tracking all of the waves except the thermal boundary interface. Figure 2d shows
the interface at late time.

3. THE RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITY IN PLANE GEOMETRY

The extremely complex nature of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability makes it essential to in-
vestigate simplified fluid configurations that can be used to interpret experiments and to validate
numerical computations. We analyze here the case where a plane fluid interface at rest is accelerated
by the passage of a single plane shock wave through the interface.

If we represent the interface position at time t by y(z) = a(t) cos kz, a formula for the amplitude
growth rate, u(t), was conjectured by Klchtmyer [1.5] as

u(t) = kti = a(O+),
p+ + p.

(3.1)

where ii is the average velocity of the contact surface after the interaction, p+ and p_ are the
post-shocked densities on the two sides of the contact, and a(O+) is the perturbation amplitude
immediately after the shock-contact interaction.

Formula (3.1), cafled the impulsive model, is based on the assumption that the main effect
of the shock wave passing through the interface is to compress the fluids on either side of the
interface and to give the fluid near the interface a push. It is also assumed that once the shock
has passed through the interface the fluids are incompressible. Richtmyer verified his conjecture
using a linearization of the Euler equations, and he demonstrated agreement between the impulsive
model and the solution of the linearized equations for a small parameter range corresponding to
the case of a reflected shock.

As a first step in our program we solved the linear equations numerically for a much broader
range of parameters, including both the case of reflected shocks and rarefactions. Illustrative results
are given in table 1. Our units are chosen such that Ui, = pa = k = 1,where Ui$ is the speed of
incident shock, p. is the density of the state ahead of the incident shock, and k is the perturbation
wave vector. We can also set a(O–) to one since in the linear theory the growth rate, u(t), is
proportional to this pre-shocked perturbation amplitude. The solution of the linearized equations
is completely determined by four dimensionless parameters: the adiabatic exponents 71 and 72, the
pre-shocked desity ratio pl/pz, and the incident shock strength (Pb – p~)/p*. The subscripts 1 and
2 refer quantities on the incident and transmitted side of the fluid interface respectively, and a and
b refer to the ahead and behind sides of the incident shock. For the reflected shock case we see
points of agreement as well as disagreement between the impulsive model and the linear theory.
The reflected rarefaction case showed substantial disagreement between the two theories.
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Table la Table lb

Reflected Shock Reflected Rarefaction

R-M Mixing

1.1 2.0 4.0 8.0 16.0 0.91 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625

1.0 0.0052 0.049 0.11 0.16 0.18 1.0 -0.0044 -0.014 -0.025 -0.12 -0.26

0.011 0.080 0.14 0.18 0.18 -0.0042 -0.028 -0.048 -0.059 -0.064

0.5 0.011 0.070 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.5 -0.011 -0.081 -0.15 -0.19 -0.21
0.013 0.080 0.12 0.13 0.11 -0.0068 -0.047 -0.077 -0.086 -0.080

0.05 0.0015 0.0090 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.05 -0.0016 -0.013 -0.026 -0.037 -0.045

0.0015 0.0092 0.013 0.014 0.012 -0.00078 -0.0054 -0.088 -0.0099 -0.0093

(a) (b)

TABLE 1. Comparison ofterminal velocities between theimpulsive model andlinear theory.
The left column of table la shows the incident shock strength [(p~–p. )/pb], and the top
row the pre-shocked density ratio (pl/pz). The upper number in each entry is from the
impulsive model, and the lower is the result of numerical simulations of the linear theory.
The twoadiabatic exponents are71 =-yz =1.5.

We have also compared the results of the linear theory to those obtained by simulation of the
full Euler equations. This serves both todetermine therange ofvafitity of thehnear theory and
to validate the solution of the full Euler equations at small amplitudes.

Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of the linear theory and the full Euler equations. In this
problem theinterface isaccelerated byashock moving from airto SF6. Theparameters were chosen
to agree with those occurring in the experiments reported by Benjamin [2]. The density ratio of
SF6 to air at standard conditions is 5.1, and the adiabatic exponents were taken as ~.i, = 1.4
and 7~Fe = 1.0394. The initial amplitude, a(O–), was 0.0637 times the period of the sinusoidal
perturbation. Figure 3showsa plot of thenormtized amphtude of the fluid interface, a(t)/a(O-),
after its acceleration by a shock with ahead Mach number MO = 1.24. Figure 4 shows the value
of u(t)/ a(O–) for the same simulation together with the value calculated from the Benjamin’s
experiments [2]. The horizontal time axis in these figures is normalized so that t = O corresponds
to the time at which the shock wave has completed its refraction through the interface.

Referring to the figures we emphasize the following points. First, for sufficiently smaff amplitudes
the simulations of the linear theory and the full Euler equations agree. Second, the growth rate
as determined by the solution of the full Euler equations is in substantial agreement with the
experimentally measured growth rate. Third, the growth rate as predicted by the linear theory,
which agrees with the impulsive model in this case, disagrees with experiment by a factor of
approximately two.

In these figure we also compare front tracking calculations where alf curves were tracked (incident,
reflected and transmitted shock waves and materiaf interface) and where only the material interface
is tracked. We note that while the two nonlinear computations agree for much of the simulation
they begin to diverge at late times.

In ongoing work we are investigating the case of reflected rarefactions, the effects of mass diffusion
on the mixing rates, and exploring the interaction over a wide range of flow parameters.

4. THE INFLUENCE OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON THE GROWTH RATE OF A RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR

MIXING LAYER

Previous investigations [7, 8, 16] reported on the behavior of the outer envelope of the bubbles

produced by a Rayleigh-Taylor unstable interface. For incompressible or nearly incompressible

flows, the height of this envelope is given by

h(t) = CAJt’, (4.1)
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FIGURE 3. A comparison of three separate calculations of the amplitude, a(t)/a(O–), Of., ...
a shocked air-SF6 interface. We see that the linear theory agrees w;th the nonlinear com-
putations for sufficiently small amplitudes. Figure 3b shows a detail for early times in the
computations.

where A = (pz – ,ol)/(p2 + pl) is the Atwood ratio of the densities of the two fluids, g is the grav-
itational acceleration, and a x 0.06 is an approximately universal constant. We use M2 = Ag/c~
as a dimensionless measure of the compressibility, where ~ is the wave length of the perturbation,
and c: is the sound speed of the heavy fluid at the interface. The number a is universal in the
sense that it is independent of both the thermodynamic properties of the two fluids, as well as the
initial conditions at the unstable interface. This formula agrees with the experimental results of
Read and Youngs [14].

Further justification of thevtidty of formula (4.1)was provided byandysis which established
the existence of a renormalization group fixed point for a set of equations that approximate the
fluid motion in terms of the dynamics ofastatistical ensemble ofelementary modes governed by
pairwise interactions [8, 16]. Numerical solutions of this model gave a value for a in excellent
agreement with both experiments and computations.

The above investigations, which were conducted for compressibilities Mz < 0.1, have been ex-
tended to flows with moderate to large values of M 2. We conducted a series of numerical simu-
lations of Rayleigh-Taylor unstable flows for a variety of different parameter regimes and values
of A42 ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 [3]. Two significant observations were made on the basis of these
numerical computations. The first is that a shows a marked dependence on M2, with the value
of a for 142 = 1 nearly two and a half times the value of the incompressible (M2 = O) limit of
~i.CO~p = 0.06. In general, a appears to an increasing function of VIZ. The second observation was
that a was no longer universal for larger values of }12, which is expressed by a dependence of a on
the initial distribution of the perturbations on the unstable interface.

Table 2a summarizes the results of our investigation into the dependence of a on compressibility.
The value of ce, as summarized in the last column of table 2a, was computed by fitting the bubble
height h(t), as measured from an ensemble of N different numerical simulations, versus tz.Each
individual simulation used a different set of random surface perturbations to act as seeds for the
unstable modes, and the reported value of a is the statistical average of the individual ai’s of the
separate runs. For sample runs with N > 1 the root-mean-square (rms) is also reported. The other
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FIGURE 4. The rate of change, b(t), of the amplitude of a shocked air-SFc interface. The
dark dashed line shows the measurement of u(t)/a(O–) obtained from the experiments of

Benjamin [2] using the same flow parameters as used in this computation. The experimental
number has been converted into dimensionless units as mentioned in the text.

columns of table 2 report respectively, the compressibility M2 of the initial configuration, the grid
sizes used for the simulation, the minimum and maximum of the fourier modes used to generate
the initial random interface, the number of fourier modes (kmax – kmin + 1), and the number N
of samples. In each sample, the amplitudes of the fourier modes were selected from independent
Gaussian random variables.

The data reported in table 2a clearly indicate an increase in a for larger values of M2. We also
note that for kfz = 0.5, a is also dependent on the number of modes on the initial random surface.

We also compared the predicted values of a as computed from the renormalization group fixed
point model with the numerical computations. These results are summarized in table 2b. We
observe a dependence of a on M z, and note that the RCTfixed point model begins to fail for larger
values of J!fz.

5. CONCLUSION

This article summarizes recent work by members of our group on the modeling and analysis of

unstable fluid interfaces. Our experience is that front tracking is an effective tool for the compu-

tation of these flows in two dimensions and allows us to achieve good resolution of complex flows

even on relatively coarse grids.

To summarize, our principal conclusions are: front tracking substantially reduces grid orientation

effects for computations in curved geometries, the solution of the linearized Euler equations agrees

with numericaf solutions of the fufl Euler equations for the Richtmyer-Meshkov problem at suffi-

ciently small amplitudes, our front tracking simulation of the Richtmyer-Meshkov problem agrees
with the experimental results of Benjamin, and the rate of growth of a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing
layer increases with increasing compressibility.
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8
9
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p
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1

Table 2a
The growth rate a for a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer

Domain

208 X 300

208 X 300

208 X 300
208 X 300

640 X 300

320 X 300

320 X 300

104 x 300
104 x 300

320 X 300
320 X 300
320 X 300

320 X 300
640 X 300

960 X 300
1280 X 300

640 X 300
960 X 300

krnax

36
18
22
22
78
37
37
10
10
37
37
28
57
74
114
159

km,.
24

6

10

10

39

18

18

5
5
18
18

9

38
35

55
80

Modes

13

13

13

13

40

20

20

6
6

20

20
20
20

40

65
80

Samples
1
1
4
8
1
4
4
1
8
1
8
1
1
1
1
1

Modulation

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

No

No

Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

74135140 [11 Yes

114 I 55 I 65 1 Yes

Table 2b
A compassion of cc to RG Theory

m1.0 0.137-0.144 0.105-0.107 24

.0:2

.059

066 * .004

068 + .004

.072

084 + .003

096 + .004
.0736

099 + .008
.105

121 + .006

.106
,106

.119

.123

.116

.137

.144

TABLE 2. Table 2a shows the results of our numerical computations of the growth rate Q
for a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer. A Comparison of a as predicted by numerical simulation

vs. the renormalization group theory is shown in table 2b. This table is reproduced from

reference [3].
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Experimental study of instability growth patterns of a
shock-accelerated, thin fluid layer

J. W. Jacobs

Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

D. G. Jenkins, D. L. Klein, and R. F. Benjamin

Los Alamos National Laboratory
LOSAhilllOS,NM 87545

We have discovered a remarkable set of flow patterns induced by shock

acceleration of two nearby, perturbed interfaces. Using planar laser-induced fluorescence

(PLIF), we observe three distinct patterns in the nonlinear evolution of Richtmyer-

Meshkov (RM) instabilities associated with this flow. We observe two patterns dominated

by vortex pairs and one pattern showing no vortex pairing (until late time) for initial

conditions that are indistinguishable by measurement techniques available for our work.

The flow is initiated by spatially periodic perturbations imposed on a “gas curtain”

interacting with a planar shock wave. These flow patterns are not predictable nor

controllable in our experiments. Our measurements appear to be the first observations of a

shock-driven flow exhibiting characteristics of bifurcation. Results were recently

published, * and more detailed results are forthcoming. We present here a brief description

of the experiment, summary of results, and a vortex-based explanation of the phenomena.

Our technique for forming an interface between fluids is an improvement over

previous methods using a membrane or gravitational skatification. The vertically-flowing

“gas curtain” is a quasi-planar, laminar jet flowing transversely to the direction of shock-

wave propagation (shown schematically in Fig. 1). The gas/gas interfaces on both sides of

the jet are diffuse with thickness of only = 1 mm. The technique is an extension of work

with transverse cylindrical jets used to study vonticity production and evolution.2

We use a shock tube to produce a Mach 1.2 shock wave (in air) to impinge on the

gas curtain. Essential parts of the test section are shown in Fig. 1. A schlieren system (not

shown in Fig. 1) checked for stabilization of the jet before initiating the shock wave. The

diagnostic technique uses PLIF flow visualization to observe the shock accelerated

transversely-flowing gas jet.2 The PLIF diagnostic consists of sheet illumination by a dye

laser beam, and imaging by an intensified, gated CCD camera having a frame duration of
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5w. Reacquire only one frame perexperiment, anduseourjudgement toassign itto

one of the three patterns. Thus, the three patterns shown in Fig. 2 are representations of

time sequences of each of the three patterns. However, each representation is an ensemble

of many experiments. Future experiments will attempt to image multiple frames per exper-

iment. The validity of this tracer-based method to image the flow at Mach 1.2 is confirmed

by recent results of Budzinski,3 who used Rayleigh scattering to measure the same proper-

ties of shock-accelerated cylindrical jets as did Jacobs with PLIF.2 Our attempts to use

schlieren imaging to detect the free-stream flow patterns failed because optical distortion

by boundary effects obscured the flow patterns in the free-stream region of interest.

The observed flow patterns evolve from a shock-accelerated SFG gas jet (i.e., the

“gas curtain”) initially having a varicose cross-section, as shown in Fig. 1. The interfaces

on both sides of the jet undergo Richtmyer-Meshkov instability when accelerated by a

planar shock. Assuming the interfaces behave independently, one expects the first

interface encountered by the shock, i.e., the air->SF6 interface, to experience perturbation

growth after shock compression, whereas one expects the second interface, i.e., SF&>ak,

to invert phase before growing. Thus, the varicose cross-section is expected to transform

into a sinuous cross-section with growing amplitude after phase inversion, if the interfaces

grow independently. This occurs about 40% of the time as shown by the ensemble of PLIF

images presented in the middle row of Fig. 2. However, some experiments produce

mushroom-shaped profiles, characteristic of vortex pairing, either on the upstream side of

the mean interface position, upper row of Fig. 2, or on the downstream side, lower row of

Fig. 2. The “upstream mushrooms” occur about 50% of shots and the “downstream

mushrooms about 10%. For initial conditions which are indistinguishable by measurement

techniques available for our work, we observe that the intermediate growth stage of this

Richtmyer-Meshkov flow evolves unpredictably into one of three distinct sets of patterns

during each experiment.

These phenomena can be described qualitatively by the dynamics of the vorticity in

these flows, shown schematically in Fig. 3. Vorticity is produced by the misalignment of

pressure and density gradients, sometimes referred to as the baroclinic generation of

vorticity. Because the dominant pressure gradient is produced by the shock front, and the

dominant density gradient is at the boundaries of the gas layer, vorticity produced by the

shock interaction will lie on the boundaries of the layer, and will vary periodically along

the layer as a row of distributed vortices having alternating sign. We postulate that the

diffuse nature of the interfaces enables the vorticity at both interfaces to couple, and form
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either a uniform distribution or pairing. The pairing is manifest as upstream and

downstream mushrooms. The sinuous pattern would be produced by a more uniform

distribution. Subtle asymmetries in the initial conditions may favor one of these three

modes in each experiment. Because we do not observe upstream and downstream

mushrooms in a single frame during the first millisecond of growth, we suggest that the

pairing mechanism is a collective phenomenon. Our model is not yet precise enough to

quantitatively estimate how much initial asymmetry is needed to induce pairing.

We have attempted to quantify these images by extracting the growth rate of the

peak-to-peak perturbation. We measure the width, W, of the envelope enclosing the

perturbed SF6 layer; we do not measure the peak-to-peak amplitude of each wavelength.

The W vs time data have considerable scatter. We have fit the experimental data to the

function, W = W. (1 + At)n, where we estimate the initial width, W o, and treat A and n

as fitting parameters. We find that n = 1/2 for all three patterns. This result is prelimina~,

and must be compared with future multi-frame data.

*

Attempts to simulate these flows observed experimentally have been made at Los

Alamos4 and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories.5 These calculations find that

initial upstream-downstream asymmetries of the perturbation amplitudes can produce

sinuous-shaped and mushroom-shaped flow profiles. Also the Los Alamos calculations

show that initially symmetric perturbations of sufficiently large amplitude can evolve into

the mushroom-shape mode. These simulation results are preliminary and we expect that

future calculations will elucidate the possible mechanisms causing this bifurcating flow.

In summary, we present flow visualizations showing a bifurcating flow associated

with the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability of contiguous interfaces. The shock-accelerated

gas curtain evolves into one of three distinct flow patterns in each experiment. The flows

can be explained qualitatively in terms of shock-induced vorticity production and transport.

Models, simulations, and multi-frame experiments are needed to understand these flows.

The shock tube experiments were performed at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory, supported by US Department of Energy Contract W7405-ENG-36, following

nozzle development at the University of Arizona. We are grateful to R. Reinovsky and H.

Rogers for encouragement, to R. Haight for use of the intensified camera, and to C.

Findley and D. Bannerman for technical assistance.
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Fimre caDtions

1. Experimental setup. The shock wave moves left to right at Mach 1.2. The

illuminated cross-section, denoted I X-S, is the portion of the shock-accelerated gas jet

that is illuminated by the laser sheet. The vertical jet is formed by the SF6 nozzle, and SF6

is removed in the exhaust plenum below the test section. The camera is an intensified CCD

camera that captures one image per event.

2. Experimental data. Each row is a representation of a time sequence of a flow pattern.

The upper row shows “upstream mushrooms,” the middle row shows the sinuous pattern,

and the lower row shows “downstream mushrooms.” Each row is actually an ensemble of

images from different events. Adjacent images are at = 100 VS intervals.

3. The pressure gradient of the shock wave and the density gradient at the layer

boundary (a) produces a vorticity distribution roughly approximated as a row of equally

spaced vortices (b). The three observed patterns develop from slight differences in the

initial vorticity distribution (shown greatly exaggerated). Nonuniform vortex spacings

cause the vortices to pati (c and d). A more equally spaced distribution produces the

sinuous shape (e).
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THE LASER SHEET AS A QUANTITATIVE DIAGNOSTIC
IN SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENTS

Daryi Landeg, Martin Philpott,
[an Smith, Alan Smith

AWE, Foulness, UK

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this study was primarily to improve the diagnostic techniques incorporated in shock tube
compressible turbulent mixing studies. The report details the current status of experiments studying
Richtmyer/Meshkov instabilities being performed at AWE(F) and describes a recently introduced improved
visualization method, based on a multiple frame laser sheet technique. Single frame laser sheet

experiments were reported by Meshkov et al, Reference 1. Early evidence exists of the potential of the

method to yield quantitative concentration data across the mixing zone width.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SHOCK TUBE STUDIES

The experiments were based on the 8 x 2 inch shock tube (20 x 5 cm) and were similar to those described
by Meshkov (References 1 and 2). A test cell was placed at the end of the expansion chamber just before
the rigid end termination (Figure 1). This shock tube was operated so as to produce air shocks of 10 psi
over-pressure (0.69 bar, M = 1.26) of duration 7 ms.

A schematic for the test cell is shown in Figure 2. The cell comprises three compartments separated by
nitrocellulose membranes (approximately 1 micron thick), Compartments 2 and 3 are the active
compartments, the principal interest being the mixing across membrane B, The incident shock travels from
right to left in this schematic.

Two different configurations for membrane B have been studied (Figure 3). In the 1 D planar case only
small scale turbulent mixing should occur. For the 2D case a large sinusoidal perturbation is added: the
aim was to investigate the effect of the large scale perturbation on the small scale turbulence. In previous
experiments, Reference 1, using a nitrocellulose membrane it was found that the membrane did not readily
fragment and this was overcome by using a wire grid as reported in Reference 3. The wires used here
were in the form of a 4 mm square aperture grid of 0.025 mm diameter annealed tungsten wire in contact
with and supporting the downstream side of membranes A and B. In addition to ensuring fragmentation
after shock passage, the wire grid served to support membrane B and preserve the required initial
configuration when the dense gas had been admitted. One flaw in this arrangement, to be corrected, is the

failure to use a wire grid to prevent upstream bulging of membrane A. Experiments were done with and
without wire grids.

Compartment 2 was filled with freon-12 seeded with olive oil particles generated in a TSI
atomizer (model 9302), the average particle size being approx 0.8 micron (according to the accompanying
product literature). Compartments 1 and 3 contained air. All three compartments were initially at

atmospheric pressure. As shown in Figure 2, the laser sheet (approximately 1 mm thickness) entered the
test-cell via the vertical slit window in the end-plate and passed down the centre of the observation section
to encompass the full height of the shock tube.

VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE

For the studies described, the mix region was interrogated using the Mie/Tyndall scattering
technique. The laser sheet defined a thin 20 plane as the test volume in which the experiment was
studied. Seeded gas within this plane scattered the light which was collected and imaged onto a high
speed camera (Cordin 35 mm drum camera). This method enabled the position of the seeded freon gas to
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be tracked as it mixed with unseeded gas [air in these experiments). Using the following proportionality
relationship, it is possible to make a quantitative assessment of the relative concentration of the seeded and
unseeded gases away from the boundary layer and also of the increased mix region to be found at the
shock tube walls.

(Reference 4)

P, collected power

N, number of scattering particles

o, efficiency factor related to optical system

AV, one volume element

1, illumination intensity

J~dQ, integrated cross-section (function of scattering angles, assumed a constant).

The laser used for this study was an Oxford Lasers CU 15-A Cu Vapour pulsed laser. The
choice of the Copper vapour laser was primarily due to the high pulse repetition rate (up to 30 kHzl available
for this particular system, It has proved to be a very versatile and efficient diagnostic particularly when
synchronised to the Cordin camera via Oxford Lasers N-shot recorder. The latter allows operation of the firing
sequence shown in Figure 4. The system is capable of yielding up to 100 high quality photographic records

(35 mm film] within the 4 ms duration of the event. The system functions without a camera shutter: the
exposure time is simply the laser pulse duration (30 nanoseconds at 30 kHz): this effectively “freezes” the
flow for recording the images.

Sample results (3 frames selected from 50 recorded) are shown in Figure 5 for each of two
tests with plane and sinusoidally-perturbed membrane B supported in both cases by a wire mesh. Evidence of
effective fragmentation of the membranes (maximum dimensions -4 mm) at an early time is clearly visible.

At the time of reporting, we have established neither optimisation of the seeding level nor the
illumination level for interrogation of the mix region. However, results from preliminary investigations have

already revealed a great deal more information about the growth of the mix region than was previously
possible using shadowgraph or Schlieren techniques. The validity of such refractive difference summation

techniques is impaired due to the increased mix at the shock tube walls.

Because of the seeding and illumination problems in these initial experiments we are not yet
able to report a detailed analysis on the mix region using our image processing system.

RESULTS

Sample results of the four types of test referred to are presented together with a comparison
with 3D direct numerical simulation. As previously stated the photographic results obtained to date have
suffered from non-ideal exposure levels due to seeding and illumination difficulties, limiting analysis to

measurements made by eye. Consequently the only presentable results available relate to positional data, ie
mix width and displacement; as yet, no concentration data.

The comparison is presented between the wired and non-wired cases for both the plane and
sinusoidally perturbed cases, and further, a comparison between the experimental results and theoretical data
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produced by the TURMOIL 3D calculations. Details of the calculations are summarised in Figure 6.

Figure 7a shows the experimental data (distance - time diagram) extracted from a test featuring
initially plane (1 D) WIRED membranes. As with the calculations, time zero corresponds to shock arrival at
membrane A. The downstream mix--width bounded by Xl - X2 compares favorably with the calculated 0.01
and 0.99 volume fraction levels (ie f values, defined in Figure 6), particularly if it is accepted that the eye is
not capable of such fine resolution and provides only an approximate result. In the lower part, changes in
growth (at A, B, C) can be correlated with successive transmissions of the reflected shock through the mix
region. At A and B, indication exists of the shock recompression of the mix region immediately prior to
further growth. Of particular interest is the inclusion of the result from an equivalent ‘NO WIRE.S’ experiment.
Significantly, its measured mix-width is only 50?4 of the ‘WIRE’ case.

[NB - In Figure 7a a small discrepancy in mix width is apparent warranting explanation: Xl and
X2 data is based on mean boundary position over the full test-section height while 6 refers to measurement
over the central region for comparison with the 3D calculations].

The velocity of the freon/air interface after the passage of the first shock is slightly greater in

the simulation than in the experiment. This discrepancy is currently being investigated.

Figure 7b shows the experimental data from an initially perturbed (2D) WIRED experiment.

At the end of the experiment the width of the small scale turbulent mixing zone d is about k of
that in the 1D experiment.

Of particular interest is the problem experienced in analysing and determining boundaries for
this class of experiment. At later times, there appeared to be freon entering the sheet ahead of the mixing
zone (ie downstream of the downstream boundary). This suggested evidence of some non-symmetrical or
wall effect influencing the flow. We had already postulated that boundary/wall effects were influencing our
previous shadowgraph studies giving grounds for introducing the laser sheet technique. It had been assumed
that the apparent increased mixing evident in the shado’wgraph studies was confined to the tube wall and
although it influenced the shadowgraph it did not encroach on the flow at the centre of the tube or adversely
effect the experiment. We therefore decided to investigate the wall effects to assess their contribution, if
any, to the mix zone at the centre of the shock tube.

To do this we switched from a vertical sheet to a horizontal sheet that spanned the width of
the shock tube (2 inch): viewing was from a near-vertical direction via an angled mirror. Figure 8 shows a
sample comparison from the film sequence between horizontal and vertical sheet images recorded on two NO-
WIRE experiments at approximately the same time (1.7 ins). Two marked observations were noted. Firstly
the membranes did not fragment. Secondly, severe edge effects were observed especially at membrane A.
Of relevance in this comparison is the exclusion of the top and bottom extremities in the vertical sheet image;
also, the established repeatability of the experiments so validating comparisons from different experiments.
The result of the investigation revealed that without the wire mesh for support, membrane B initially assumed
a convex bulge in the downstream direction. This bulging produced increased mixing at the tube wall which

appeared to severely affect the experiment after approximately 1 millisecond. In contrast, the increased
support afforded by a wire mesh appeared to suppress these wall effects thereby producing a far more
satisfactory result.

Figure 9 shows plane sections from the TURMOIL calculations for the 1D and 2D cases at 2.5
ms and 3.5 ms. The intensity of shading is proportional to the freon mass per unit volume and such results
will in the future be compared directly with the quantitative experimental analysis,

A brief comment can be offered on qualitative comparison with experimental data (up to 3.5
ms] from the WIRE experiments. Generally encouraging agreement exists regarding outline and shape of the
more prominent structures of the mixing region. Of particular value is the insight provided by the calculations
into the sensitivity of mix width to arbitrarily selected contour values (eg 0.01 and 0,99 volume fraction). In
advance of the forthcoming experimental analysis, the requirement for accurate data is clearly evident.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results for the NON-WIRED cases display a marked region of increased mix at the tube
wall. In fact it would appear from our horizontal sheet work that the NON-WIRED membrane experiment is
severely affected by the wall effects after approximately 1 ms. This, we believe, is inconsistent with
boundary layer growth alone and is probably due mainly to the fact that the membrane breaks at the edges
but does not fragment in the centre. The absence of wires also leads to some bulging of the membrane and
this may enhance the edge effects. High mixing near the shock tube walls, attributed to a wall vortex, was
also reported in Reference 5.

Although the wired experiments exhibit much closer correlation with the predicted results
qualitatively, several anomalies still need to be addressed. The inclusion of wires may add a small
wavelength perturbation to the gross perturbation. This may well be the reason for the apparent increased
mix width. This is particularly noticeable in the plane membrane wired examples. Here the growth of the
bubble/spike mix region has a periodicity similar to the wire grid spacing. This effect will need to be
investigated: several null experiments are planned. The existence of a small wavelength perturbation may not
be detrimental to the results provided the wavelength and amplitude can be quantified. Indeed the presence
of a small scale perturbation may be beneficial in that the hydrocode runs require the addition of random small
scale perturbation to induce mixing at plane interfaces. By accurately describing the interface we may be
able to increase code confidence.

We feel that the adoption of the laser sheet method and in particular the use of a copper vapour
laser system provides a significant improvement in shock tube visual diagnostics. The quality of the
photographic records produced and the detail evident in them will allow us to quantitatively analyze the
concentration throughout the mix region. Currently we are installing an appropriate hardware system back by
image analysis software enabling us to develop a working system.

FUTURE WORK

Progress will continue with investigating those aspects of the laser sheet technique that will
affect accuracy of the image analysis, These include uniformity of seeding, suitability of particle size,
calibration of the optical system and use of a shock-tube of increased cross-section.

Longer term, a development of the above diagnostic technique is envisaged involving the use of
a multiple laser sheet arrangement to permit pseudo-volumetric studies.
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FREEZE-OUT AND THE FAILURE OF RICHTMYERS PRESCRIPTION

Karnig O. Mikaelian

University of California

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

In the standard Richtmyer-Meshkov l’2 (RM) instability

perturbations at a shocked interface grow after the passage of a shock.

Freeze-out refers to the phenomenon whereby the perturbations do

not grow, i.e., freeze-out, after the passage of a shock. This is fairly

straightforward, at least theoretically (no experiments have been done

so far) in a doubly shocked system: The first shock induces a growth

which can be completely neutralized by a second shock, provided that

the direction and the strength and timing of the second shock are

properly chosen (see ref. 3). This type of double-shock freeze-out

occurs in compressible as well as incompressible fluids, and is easy to

understand.

Somewhat more subtle is single-shock freeze-out; in our pursuit

of this phenomenon we found that in certain cases Richtmyer’s

prescription fails to give the correct growth rate.

Fig. 1 shows the system and our notation: An incident shock

moves at speed Wi from fluid A into fluid B having densities pA and pB

and specific heat ratios yA and yB respectively. The interface between

A and B has a sinusoidal perturbation of wavelength ~ and initial

amplitude TI~=~ before. After

perturbation TI(t) grows linearly

ti— - NGR= Affective
rlOAvk –

where Av is the jump velocity

the shock strikes the interface the

in time at a rate given by

(1)

of the interface (Av=u ~=u2 in Fig. 1),

k=2n/1, and NGR stands for Normalized Growth rate, a dimensionless

quantity. Eq. (1) is limited to the linear regime, i.e., ~k<<l, the regime

considered by Richtmyer.
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Mikaelian Freeze-out in RM instability

The question is: What is Affective? For incompressible fluids

PB–PA
A =A —

effective before= PB+PA “
(2)

Of course Abefore=A ~f[er and qbefore=?l ,fcer for incompressible fluids,

i.e., the Atwood number as well as the amplitude immediately after

the shock are the same as before the shock: There is no compression.

In this case freeze-out becomes completely trivial: the NGR in Eq. (1)

vanishes if and only if pB=p A, i.e., for identical fluids. The same is true

for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability also.

The situation is not so trivial for compressible fluids: One can

have pA=p B with YA+YB. In fact Richtmyer’s prescription for Affective

is:

A =A after x Compression Factor
effective

which he gave on the basis of three numerical examples.1

prescription was to use Aaf[erq after instead of Abeforeq before in

classical incompressible result fi=Avk Aq ~ which he had obtained

by treating the shock as an instantaneous acceleration. In Eq.

(3)

His

the

first

(3)

A =( P1-P2)/(P1+P2) andafter
the compression factor is T after/TI ~=

l- Av/Wi.

Therefore, we should expect freeze-out not when Abe fore= O

(incompressible result), but when Aafter=O, according to Richtmyer’s

prescription. This is easy to achieve if fluid A is highly compressible

(following Richtmyer we are considering cases where pA<pB): a highly

compressible low density fluid can be shocked to a density equal to or

greater than the density of a less compressible fluid even though the

latter is initially more dense. Referring to Fig. 1, one can start with

p*<P~ Yet achieve p ~ =p2 (freeze-out) or even pz>p ~ (Atwood number

reversal) provided that fluid A is much more compressible than B.
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II R-MMixing

An example with -y A=l.l and yB=5/3 is shown in Fig. 2 where we

Plot Aafter and the compression factor as functions of & for various

initial Atwood numbers: AbefOre =0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.95. Here E is

a measure of shock strength,

related to the Mach number of
,

the shock via

1“~A+l E
M,= 1+ —(—) c27A 1-E

Clearly, for E+O the compression factor -+ 1 and Aafter-+ A before.

As z increases AafLer decreases because fluid A compresses more than

fluid B and Aaf[er, in some cases, passes through zero and is indeed

negative at higher e. The compression factor is always positive, as seen

in Fig. 2b. If we concentrate on the case AbefOre=0.5, we see from Fig.

2a that Aafter<O for 8>0.87. Therefore according to Richtmyer’s

prescription, Eq. (3), we should have freeze-out (fi =0) at &=O.87, and

phase reversal ( fi <0) at higher e.

Direct numerical simulations, however, do not confirm this

behaviour. In Figs. 3 and 4 we show the cases &=O.87 and E=O.95

respectively. Clearly, there is no freeze-out in Fig.3 nor phase reversal

in Fig. 4. The time scale, microseconds, in these figures follow from
setting Po=Patm OS Phere and po=patmosphere” while the dimensions,

4 We should pointcentimeters, follow those of the CalTech shock-tube.

out, however, that such strong shocks cannot be generated at the

CalTech shock-tube.

These and other examples given in ref. 5 show that Richtmyer’s

prescription fails in certain cases. The cause of this failure is not clear,

and we emphasize that it is not the strength of the shock. In fact the

examples which Richtmyer considered were strong shock problems,

and they all agree with his prescription, which we also verified. An

example of a weak shock, 5=0.4, which does not agree with Richtmyer’s

prescription is given in ref. 5. For weak shocks his prescription can be

written explicitly as
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Mikaelian Freeze-out in RM instability

A =A + EF/-yA+ terms of order e2 + . . . .
effective before

where
2

F=2 [I-R+%] (R+l)-l(y+l)-l ,

1/2
with the definitions R=p B/p A and y=(RyB/yA) ,

(4)

(5)

In contrast, we found that an analysis of the RM problem given

by Fraley6 agreed with our simulations. Richtmyer’s prescription and

Fraley’s analysis both give the correct limit, Affective+ A before as &+O,

i.e., they both reproduce the expected leading term Abefore in the

expansion given in Eq. (4). The next term, however, is different;

Fraley’s expression for F, after correcting a misprint, is6

F=[(y-1)2+4~ -2R-2y] (R+l)-l(y+l)-l (6)

to be compared with Eq. (5).

Two cases naturally come to mind in comparing Eq. (5) with Eq.

(6): When yA=-yB, Eq. (5) gives

F(YA=YB)=-2({R - 1)/(R+l) (7a)

while Eq. (6) gives

F(yA=yB)=-(~R - 1)/(R+l) > (7b)

i.e., half of Eq. (7a). One must remember, however, that F is the

coefficient of the c/yA term in Eq. (4) for small & and

easily masked if the leading term Abefore is large.

The second case is Abefore=O, i.e., R=l, for which

F(pA=pB) = -1 +;

while Eq. (6) gives

F(pA=pB) = (-1 +;)(1 -;) .

therefore can be

Eq. (5) gives

(8a)

(8b)

Note that for y=2 Eq. (8a) gives -0.5 while Eq. (8b) gives O. Since the
leading term Abe fore =0, we conclude that Affective is negative

according to Richtmyer’s prescription while it is zero according to

Fraley’s analysis. Examples of this type are reported in ref. 5 where

we did find freeze-out (~ =0) for a case with Abefore=O but Aafter#O.
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In summary, we found a case of freeze-out which, according to

Richtmyer’s prescription, should not have been there: fl=O while

A
after#o”

Conversely, freeze-out cases expected from Richtmyer’s

prescription, i.e., Aafter =0, did not exhibit freeze-out, an example of

which is Fig. 3. Nor did the case of Atwood number reversal, Fig. 4,

exhibit phase reversal. This lack of correlation between the sign of

A after and the sign of fi is, we believe, definite proof that Richtmyer’s

prescription fails in certain cases. We should add that Fraley’s analysis

passed these tests, correctly showing where freeze-out should occur

and where it should not. Equally if not more important is the fact that

Richtmyer’s prescription gives an accurate result in many cases, in

particular for previous experiments, physical or numerical, starting of

course with Richtmyer’s own numerical experiments. There are 4 free

variables in the RM problem: pA/p B, c, yA and YB. Unfortunately we

have no simple recipe for finding where in this 4-dimensional space

Richtmyer’s prescription is guaranteed to work. The combination of

high Atwood numbers, weak shocks and high y’s appears to be a safe

bet.
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Mikaelian Freeze-out in Rh4 instability
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II R-MMixing

lion-LinearStagein Developmentof
betweenLlqulclsunder Joint ActIon

Accelerations.

V.YE.NeLWaZhayeV,I.E.I’WShL’ikOV

PertLmbatlonsof Interfaces
Of ImpLllSIVeand const~~

To stL@ two-dimensionalflowsof IdealIncompressibleliquidsIn
[1,~]one C- f~ndmethodbasedon the Considerationof liquid Inter–

faceby vortex sheet. The method is modified [31 by mesns of

integrandssmoothingin the equations of motion v!iththe help of
“ vortexblobs”permittingto determinecharacteristicsof the inter-
I%cedevelopmentat the stageCT roHLlp. The study ?i~s made of a

behaviow of liqLlidinterface in stationarygravitationalfield

(Rayleigh-T@orinstability[1,2:,surface waves [21 and so on).
Methodappl~c.atlmfor the caseof impulsivegravitationalfieldwhich

approximatelycorrespondsto shock wave passing throt~h interfaCe
(Richtmyer-Meshkovinstability)is sLlbstantiatedand shownin [41.

The firstpart givesthe study of llquld interf2Cebehaviour

LLnderthe jointactionof impulsiveand COnSt2nt accelerations.The
secondp~ntgivesConsiderationof ,3q~<eSt~o~.on ~~~~LQ@~ applicabT–

lltyto realgas-dynsmicflowsdescriptionand gives comparisonof
calcLllatedand experimental(obtaLnedby means of shock tubes)
res~.llts.Meshkov’sexperiments[’71stLu3yir?linearand the beginning

of non–linearstagesof gas ~nterfacedevelopmentat small values of

MachnL~ber (Ml) of shockwave incidenton it are used in oLr work2S

testones.Of interestare experimentsof Zaitzev [81 (M=3.5) ~d
Vasilenko[91 (wherea deceleratingwaveof unloadingwith MN3 forms
the situation of combined effect of R-T EUldR-M instabilities)

followingthe evolutionof interfaceup to the stage of developed
tLILrbL1~enCe.

I Jointactionof impulsiveand constant2cceleratios.
1. Statementof theproblem.Linearam’oximatinn. Let’s consi-

der a two-dimensionalproblemon thebehaviotu’of interfaCe between

two infinitedeepidealincompressibleliquidsin gravitationalfield.
I@t’s lIllXOdLICe rect~~lar coordinatesystem(r,~) and 2SSLlMethat

straightliney=O is theL~pertLU’bedinterfaceand the densities of
liquidsoccupyinghalf-spacesy<O andy>O are p, and p2, respectively.
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Flullaccelerationeffectl.ngthe l~qLlidSiES the follc!wlrlform:A
g(t)=uo(t)+g ,

WhereD(t) - DiracfL’D_WtiOn,g=COnSt.Lr– fLlllincrement In velocity
due to the ImpL~~si~~eaCCSleratI~n.g>~ C~rr2sp~ndsto aCCSler2tlon

effectin thedlrectlonoppositeto EMISy, aml UXI correspondsto the
casewhen shockwavepassesfrom lowerhalf–planeinto Llpperone In
the directionof’axis~.

At momentt=O the interfacehas the form y=aocos(kz).According
to lineartheory (ak<<l) Interface SmplltLldegrowth In the case
constantg satlsflesthe knownequation:

where L02.&~,A=(pl-P2)/’(P1+P2) - Atwoodn?umber.
ImpLllSIVeaccelerationactsat themoment t=O and determinesinltl~i
nonzerorateof thepertLU’batiOnamplitudegrowth.ThLIS,the initial
conditionsof theproblemare

Clt=o=ao, daYcltl~=o=-.k.4Vao.

For the c%se Ag>O the solutionhas the followlngform

a(t)=ao(cos(wt) - U-g sln(ot)) ,

where u=K4@, i.e.a(t)amplltLldeis limitedand.one can speakthat
It Is a stablecase.

a(t)=uo(ch(mt)- UY- sh(~ot)),

where *VW , I.e.a(t) grows withOL~tlimit in time and the
~nterfaCeis ~stable.

Four situationsare possible:1) .4t7<0,A&o, 2) Alr>o,Ag>o, 3)
AL?<D,A@, 4) JIU>o, A.yo. It is ~,{ld~nt ~h~t ~~se~ 3,4 ~~~ ~flst~~l~,

becaLEe constant acceleration effectonly increasesthedevelopmentof

the instabilitythatinitiallyappearedclLleto impL~lsiveacceleration
(VaslIenko’sexperiments[91correspondto case4). It remainsto con-
sidercases1 and 2 when constantaccelerationeffectsIn stabilizing
mannerand to clearnon-linearityeffecton Interfacedevelopment.

9 The resultsof numericalcalculations.L. At firstcalculations
weremade fOr thecaseswith fixedvalL~esA, U, g md with Changi~T

ValUeSof InltlalpH’tLWbatlOnsmplltudeao. Under relativelysmall
valL~esa. one observes good agreement of calculatedresLlltswith
lineartheory.The Increasingof Inltlal amplltLde shows that non-
linearityeffectdisplaysfirstof all in the distortionof lnterf~ce
sinusoidalprofileand In the increasingof its fluctL~atlonperiod aS
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~~mparedto llneartheorY.I’ig.lshowstheresultsof calculationfor
case A=IJ.33,~=–1,g=o.1, GO=0.5 (sltLlatlon1). It is seen thzl
limitlessgrowthof interfacewidthIs absent;in late time moments
one observesthebeginningof rollup,inherentin theK-H Instability.

Consideringthiscaseone can speakof Interface stablllty.BLlt
decreasl~qof’constant ~r~oleration~~u.,”t+L compared.to Irnpulstveone
causeslongerperiodof R–M Instabllltyeffectwith theplctLlreof the

interfacec!.eveloprnentDecomingmore co@icated. For fixedvalLles ~

and an undera certainratioof U andg vortexwisestructuredevelops
beforethe beginningof firstdecreasingof InterfaceSmplltLld2under
the effectof gravityforce (seefig.2wherethe case ,4=0.33,U=-10,
g=o.1, CO=0.5 is presented).This makes impossible to describe
fLLI’th~rthe developmentof the Interfaceby LLSedmethod,becaLlseL1~dW
sL’rrfacecompression?andphasechangingthepictureof flowis compli-
catedlncommensLu’atelydue to inevitableobtaining of self–crossir~
interface;thatmem.sthe appearanceor isolated li@d bubbles and
the destructionof perturbanceinitialstructure.

The furtherincreasingof theratioU and g underfixedA and UP
leadsto the fact,thatthebeginningof turbulence stage (when th~
Initialnotionof interfacelosesits mmni~) takes place earlier
thanone notesthe effectof constantcomponentof acceleration.It is
necessuy to do fLII’therconsiderationof theproblemon the develop-
ment of tUrbLllentlayerthe eff8Ct of gravitation force for whose
stud~oP.ereeds.2bSC)lLltelj7dlTferentmodels.The techiqLlevihlchwas
LISedmay give onlyInitialdata (layerwidthand kineticener~) for a
givenproblem.Hcm!ever,Interface stabilitymay be achieved under

givenratio A, U, g andk by decreasingof initial pertLrrbation
alnYJlitLldea. thatis seenin fig.2a,whereone can find additional
resultof calcL~lationfor the case A=O.33,U=-IO,g=O.1,ao=0.005~

It is lmown [91thatfor R-T’and R-M Instabllltlesnon-linear
stageof interfacedevelopmentwith distinctvortexstructLLresbegtis

under a/A”l. If in cases1 and 2 thiscondftlonis fulfilledbefore
constantaccelerationhas the timeto stopthe growth of Interface
width.c.aLls,edby the effectof l,mpLllSiV$22C,Ce~erati0n one can speak

aboutthe beginningof turbulentstage.Consider@ linearformulaand
describedaboveinterfacebehaviourdependenceon the Initial data
one can introduce Intoconsidsratlondimensionlessratio aoll Y_@V’@_/k

whosecriticalvalLlehas the mqgltude of ~pL~ llm~o~order Of 1. ULLUQL

smallervalLIesof this parameter one can s~eak about interfaCe

stabilitymd Lmdergreatervaluss~~avitationforce has not encuql?
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C@.o(l-m

and for the case- fromheavyintolight [61

a~=ao(l-U/2D).
Zero timemomentis takenas a momentof finalpassage of shock

wave throughthe interface.The form of result representationis
similarto the used one In [7–91respectively.

2. Meshlmv’sexperiments.The behaViOL~ of Interface between
halilLm &ryJ ~:~ LlrJd~r )&ch n~b~r~ ~.? of sh~Ck,w~ye ~qCldenton It is...+AA.,,
considered(CO=2M!!end A=40m). For the case of shock wave passage
from lightSLlbSt2nce~ntohea,{yflatstationaryshockwave hXident on

the gas Interface’is characterizedby the followlng ValUeS of
calcL~latedp&P2MetWs: .?I=I.25rnnlmcs,U=O.IW mn/mcs.Aftershockwave
passagethroL’ghInterfacethe v21ueof Atwood number A=-O.7767 is
settled.T% resultsof talc’ulatlc?nare presented In fig.3a in the

form of plot of full (double)Interface 2mplitLldeversLustime. For
comparisonone C&mlfind the r2sL~~tsof c21cLllatlonfrom [61 and
e~perlment [7]. ExperimentalresLlltsp,aveSatisfactoryagreement with

the calculationby mettmdof vortex blobs (the vzlue of ~tim~r~mete.r

8=0.1 W2S selectedas the one providingthe best agreement with the
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RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITY IN A VERTICAL SHOCK-TUBE

G. Rodriguez, I. Galametz, H. Croso and J.-F. Haas
Commissanat a l’Energie Atomique, Centre d’&udes de Vaujours-Moronvilliers

BP7, 77181 Courtry, France

1. Abstract

We describe shock-tube experiments performed since the Royaumont workshop on Compressible
Turbulent Mixingl on the behaviour of heavyflight gas interfaces submitted to acceleration by an incident
shock wave and decelerations by several shock waves reflected from the tube end wall. The interface,
separating two gases of very different density: sulphur hexafluoride (SF6)-air or xenon-air, is subjected to
the Richtrnyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) at the passage of the shock waves. The instability is due to
vortici~ creation by the vector product of local density (interface) and pressure gradients (shocks). This
instability leads to the interpenetration of the two gases, and in some cases to turbulent mixing. The initial
interface can be either continuous or discontinuous, planar or with large perturbations. Schlieren images of
the flow are recorded by a high speed camera and flash X-ray photographs are made in the xenon-air case
for density measurements. We compare the experimental results on perturbed interfaces to the linear theory2
of the RMI and two-dimensional simulations while the results on planar interfaces are used to test

turbulent mixing models such as the k-c mode14 irnbedded in one-dimensional codes.

2. Shock tube and interface preparation

In a vertical shock tube (length 380 cm and cross section 8 cm by 8 cm) we create upward
propagatirrg shock waves (typically Mach number 1.45 in SF6 or 1.4 in Xe initially at atmospheric
pressure). The strength and the velocity of the shock waves are measured with flush mounted piezoelectric
transducers on the shock tube side walls. hitially, i.e. prior to the arrival of the incident shock wave, the
horizontal interface can be either discontinuous (the gases are separated by a 0.5 pm thick microfilm), or
continuous, i.e. the gases have diffused into each other over a few centimeters ailer the retraction of a
separating plate (time between fill retraction and shock arrival 0.7 s,). In the experiments described here,
the plate is retracted along a direction orthogonal to the optical axis, as in ref.5, whereas in ref. 1, it was
retracted in parallel to the optical axis, when a pneumatic jack is used to retract the blade in about 2 s.
(average speed 4 ends, but in fact dower at the begirmirrg and faster at the end), the continuous interface
presents small two-dimensional perturbations due to the wake instability, which become visible on a fraction
of the shock tube width only after interaction with the first reflected wave. If an electric step motor is used
(retraction time 5 s, constant velocity 1.6 cm/s) the diffusion zone remains planar. Discontinuous interfaces
can be either planar or bulged due to slightly different pressures on both sides of the membrane, but only the
planar case is shown here,

3. Schlieren observations

The observation of air-helium and SF6-air irrterfaces has been performed previously 1,5 with single
shot schlieren, i.e. only one high resolution picture is recorded in a shock tube run. As the complete
evolution of the interface (and shock) motion was recorded over many runs by varying the firing time of the
spark-gap light source, the results suffered from unperfect reproducibility of shock wave strength and initial
interface conditions. We now use a high speed motion picture camera (Cordin 35O) which records about
200 smaller images in a shot where the interface dynamics is observed for 4 ms.

In the test with plancrr interfaces, the length of the air section between initial interface position and
end-plate is 30 cm.
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Figures la and lb are schiieren photographs of a planar continuous SF6-air interface (Mach 1,43),
respectively before interaction with the first reflected shock and after passage of the second reflected shock,
Fi@re lC shows a continuous Xe-air interface at a late time (Mach 1.4). Some perturbations on the
interface and wall jets below the interface are visible on figures lb and Ic, The SF6-air mixing zone
trajectory appears on figure 1d and thickness for both cases on figure 1e. The thickening rate of the SF6-air
interface is small and the Xc-air interface does not thicken at all. One likely reason is that whatever random
small scale interface perturbations which may initially exist cannot grow into turbulence, another is that the
mixing zone is stretched thinner by entrainment into the boundary layers. This effect is stronger in the Xe-
air case possibly because of a different mode of interaction of the reflected shock with the boundary layer

with SF6 @olyatomic gas, y = 1.09) vs. Xe (monoatomic gas, y = 1.645). The same phenomena were
observed in the Caltech vertical shock tube in which the shock wave initially propagates downward2~6.

In the case of initially planar discontinuous interfaces, the membrane break-up leads to small scale
perturbations ensuring a rapid transition to turbulent mixing. Figures 2a and 2b are schlieren photographs
of the discontinuous SF6-air interface (M= 1.44) and figure 2C represents the discontinuous Xc-air interface
(M=l .38). The trajectory and the width of these approximately planar turbulent layers are compared to the

results from the k-8 turbulence mode14 on figures 2d-e (SF6-air) and 2f (Xc-air). For these preliminary
calculations, we choose (as done in ref. 1, the same coefficients in front the terms which model the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability as those used to reproduce, with the model, the length of bubble penetration in the heavy
fluid (Lb = 0,06 Agt2) in a generic constant acceleration experknent. The initialization of mixing zone
thiclaess and turbulence intensity is chosen in order to obtain approximately the measured thickness just
after the first reflected shock. In both cases, the experimental and numerical growth rates agree between
first and second reflected shock but seem to diverge after, especially in the xenon-air case, where the
experimental mixing zone penetrates firrther in the air side (fig. 2f),

Fi~res 3a-c show the irrstabili~ of a perturbed SF6-air continuous interface seen after each
reflected shock . The incident Mach number in SF6 is 1,38 and the separating blade is located at a distance
L= 15.5 cm from the shock tube end plate. Its fast retraction to the left by a pneumatic jack created gravity
waves occupying at the time of shock wave arrival about 60’% of the shock tube width, The initial geometry

of these waves is not measured but the dominant wavelength 1 after the first reflected shock is 1.55 cm. The
measured amplitude on the air (upper) side is shown on figure 3d while figure 3e shows the overall width

(intewenetration length) of the mixing zone in the left (perturbed) side as well as the thichess in the right
(unperturbed) side.

We compare the measured amplitude (figure 3d) with the linear theory for the RMI of a continuous
interface (equation (3) of ref.2) subjected to one incident and several reflected shock waves in order to
estimate the initial beak to zero) amplitude. The groti rate for each phase (between two consecutive
shock wave-interface interactions) is:

~=k~iAiAUi
Vi

(1)

where qi, Ai, AUi and Vi are respectively the amplitude, Atwood number, velocity jump and growth

reduction factor after the interaction i and k is the wave number, The growth reduction factor v = f(At, 6,

1) is estimated with constant k (15.5 mm), several values for the thickness bi (16.34 mm before incident
shock, 11.6 MM measured after incident shock , 7,35, 6.68, 6.35 MM after first, second and third reflected
waves) and two values for the Atwood number Ai (-0,69 after incident shock, 0.72 after the first reflected
wave) which yields ~o = 2.76 after the incident shock wave and Vi = 2.07, 1,92 and 1.9 after the
successive reflected waves, Using (1), we obtain r10 = 0,063, 0.15, 0.248 mm from the comparison with the
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measured growth rate for each phase (fig. 3d). This dispersion indicates a poor match between linear law
and experiment. INote that a shape reversal has taken place between incident and first reflected shocks.

The question arises whether the growth rate afler the interaction N should be the sum of the
individual growth rates as proposed in equation (3) of ref,2:

Again, using (2), q. = 0.049, 0.065, 0.045 mm from the comparison with the measured growth rate for
each phase. These values, now with less dispersion, appear to be in the same range as those given for SF6-
air experiments in tables II and III of ref.2 where a top retraction speed of 10 cm/s was mentioned.

A preliminary 2D simulation with the EAD code (as in ref.3) was performed over half the

wavelength (computational domain 30 cm in x by 0.775 cm in y) with an initial thickness fIo = 2 cm and an
initial amplitude q. = 0.5 mm. The continuous difision zone was discretized in 5 intermediate layers of 0.4
cm thickness and air concentration 0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.85, In the region of interest, the computational
cells are square of size 0.025 cm, thus the half wavelength is well resolved (3 I cells) but not the amplitude
(only 2 cells). Figures 4a, b, c are densi~ maps from the simulation at about the same time as the
experimental photographs. The numerical shapes appear much more non-linear than the experimental ones,
where the details may have been smoothed out by optical integration of 3D perturbations. Consequently, the
numerical amplitudes on air or xenon side are much higher than the experimental ones. However, the overall
mixing zone thickness from the simulation (obtained with 5Y. and %0/0 thresholds on y averaged
concentration profiles), is in good agreement with the measured one (figure 4d). This was achieved with two
(respectively ten) times the initial amplitude estimated using (1) (resp. (2)) from the third measured growth
rate. Taking in account the facts that the instability has entered the nonlinear phase (with a growth slower
than the linear one) and that the numerical growth rate is small due to the coarse mesh size, the comparison
seems to favor the application of (l).

4 X-ray measurements

In an ideal 2D flow, the optical density on the schlieren photographic fihn is proportional to the
optical refraction index gradient. In a real flow, the integrated signature across the shock tube width with
3D perturbations and mixing in the bounday layers doesn’t allow to recover a mean index, hence density or
concentration gradients. In many cases, even the approximate measurement of mixing zone thickness
becomes problematic. Thus we are developpirrg two other methods: differential irrterferometry and flash X-
ray photography, both aimed at obtaining a density field in the mixing zone. The first method is in
preparation and we describe below the second technique which is being used now on the shock tube.

For the flash X-ray technique, which was pioneered on the Caltech vertical shock tube6, one of the
gases in the mixing zone must be xenon because of its high absorption coefficien~ and the other must be
quasi transparent to the soft X-ray photons. Considerable care has been taken in the design of the X-my
source in order to optimize the spectrum (centered at 30 keV) and obtain an irradiation on the test section as
uniform as possible. Figure 5a is a sketch of the experimental set-up. The X-ray source is positioned at
1.3 m ffom the shock tube. The shock tube windows are made of two thin carbon plates stiffened by a steel
honeycomb structure. A wedge-shaped calibration cell with carbon windows containing pressurized xenon
to create a linear areal density profile is positioned next to the shock tube. We use standart X-ray film (XM
type) with scintillation screen (Tl 6 from 3M) and only one image is recorded in a shock tube run. The
major length (23 8 cm) of the shock tube test section is filled with SF6 and the (expensive) xenon occupies

the last 27 cm below the interface of interest. As these two gases (initially separated by a 1.5 pm mylar
membrane) have similar acoustic impedances, the transmitted shock Mach number in xenon is 1.4 and
waves reflected ffom the SF6-xenon interface are weak. The shock tube end plate lies 30 cm above the
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xenon-air diffusion zone. Tests with cells with known xenon-air mixtures allow to estimate the error in the
measurement of xenon partial density at 5°/0.

In the experiments completed so far, xenon is separated from air by a planar difision zone (about
2 cm thick). Figure 5b is a 3D plot of optical density recorded at 1.34 ms (after passage of the first reflected
wave) showing from top to bottom a high plateau corresponding to air, the diffission zone, a low plateau
corresponding to xenon shocked twice, the curved reflected shock and an intermediate plateau for singly
shocked xenon. One also sees the trace of the honeycomb pattern. Figure 5C was obtained at late time (2.74
ms) with two mixing zones: on the top, the air-xenon mixing zone with an air wall jet or vortex, on the
bottom, the more perturbed xenon-SF6 mixing zone with an important xenon jet or vortex on the wall. Such
large perturbations cannot be induced by the RMI (the densities of xenon and SF6 are similar) but are
created by the rupture of the relatively strong mylar membrane.

Except for the edges, the mixing zone appears one-dimensional. Therefore we average the optical
density profiles over 2/3 of the shock tube width and by calibration with the profile from the prismatic cell
obtain an average profile of partial xenon density from each X-ray film. Figure 6a is a 3D plot of the time
evolution of the xenon partial density profiles in the xenon-air mixing zone showing the apparition of the
wall jet afler the second reflected shock wave, From each profile, we deduce a mixing zone thickness using
the 10% (air side) and 90% (xenon side) levels of the difference of xenon partial density (fig. 6b). After the
apparition of the wall jet, another (lower) value is obtained from the 100/~ and 900/0 levels between air and
the local maximum. The first and second values respectively greatly overestimate and slightly underestimate
the thickness to be expected in the absence of wall effects.

The evolution of the mixing zone thickness (fig. 6c) indicates that the only significant growth is due
to the wall jet or vortex on the xenon side after the bifurcation at the time of the second reflected shock. As
in Caltech6, where the incident shock went from air to xenon, the mixing zone itself is thinner than observed
from schlieren photograph (fig. lf) and very little growth due to the reflected shocks is observed.

Experiments on discontinuous xenon-air interfaces are now in progress. Preliminary results indicate
a thin planar mixing zone at early time and thick, perturbed one at late time,
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Multidirectional laser technique for Richtmyer-Meshkov mixing experiments

A. Touat, I. Chemouni, G. Jourdan, L. Labrachene and L. Houas
Universit6 de Provence - Lab. IUSTI - CNRS ura 1168- Dept. MHEQ

Facult6 Saint J6r6me 13397 Marseille cedex 20- France

Introduction

Most of experimental works carried out in the framework of the Richtmyer-Meshkov

instability give only qualitative inforrnations of turbulent mixing zones. To determine

thermodynamic parameters within a mixing, new techniques are presently undertaken in low

Mach number shock tube experiments, such as X-ray densitometry (Bonazzal et al. and

Rodriguez et al.). In the present high Mach number experimental study, a multidirectional

laser absorption technique (Wangs, 1976) is developed for a simultaneous determination of

temperature and concentration in a Richtmyer-Meshkov gaseous mixing zone. The birth and

growth of such a mixing is originated from the shock wave acceleration of a plane interface

which initially separates two gases of different densities. Previous measurements have been

done (Houas ‘1et al., 1987), and temperature and concentration have been determined within

a COJAr mixing zone. But these thermodynamic parameter profiles were integrated through

the mixing zone, along a thin cylinder which represents, in fact, the laser beam across the test

section, and therefore provide averaged temperature and concentration within the mixing

zone. We have previously determined average thickness by a srnoscopic Schlieren method

(Houas5 et al., 1991), but this way gives qualitative results, which are not sufficient to

describe the evolution of the physical phenomena. Using the multidirectional absorption

method, we give in this paper the two dimensional shape of the mixing zone before its

interaction with the reflected shock.

1. Experimental apparatus and procedure

Experiments are performed in a double diaphragm shock tube. The test chamber is about 8.5

cm by 8.5 cm cross section and about 9m total length. The test section length is variable from

135 to 160 cm long. This allows to separate much better the film from the interface, which

provides an easier analysis of the signals. The two test gases are C02, because of its

spectroscopic properties, and argon because it presents no infrared absorption in the domain

of our experiments. They are initially separated by a thin plastic membrane (1.5 ~m

thickness). Calibration tests are presently done for determining suitable conditions. As the

mixing zone is nonhomogeneous, we have divided the test chamber cross section into 9

regions where, in each one, we suppose the mixing to be homogeneous (see Figure 1). Then,

absorption coefficients Uoi (i=l, 2) of “ ‘“ “ “ “’ - “

C02 bending mode will be determined

wave C02 laser as a diagnostic probe.

two Charactemstlc vibrational-rotatlonll Ilnes ot the

from absorption signals measured using a continuous

Temperature and concentration within each region of
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the mixing zone are calculated from a couple of measurements by solving each of the 9

systems

(

aol =aol(p,T, vl)
aoz = ao2(p,T, V2)

for a known line profile. The measurements must be solved in a definite order. For example,

in the arrangement, regions (1,1), (1,3), (3,1) and (3,3) can be solved independently, but the

other zones (2,3), (1,2), (2, 1), (3,2) than (2,2) may only be solved after. For this, a theoretical

model of the C02 absorption coefficient, taking into account both a collisional profile and

the hot bands of C02 has been developed. Figure 2 shows the different configurations. In the

first configuration the laser beam was directed across the (1, 1) and (3,3) comers with the

help of ZnSe mirror and ZnSe 50/50 beam splitter at 135 degrees, so this configuration

permits exploitation of the (1,1) and (3,3) zones. The principle is the same for 2nd, 3rd, and

4th configurations, but the 5th configuration permits to exploit the (2,2) zone and to examine

the validity of the method because, in this configuration, we determine the absorbed energy

signals of the same zone through two different optical ways.

2. Preliminary results

The initial conditions of the experiments presented in this work are :

Couple of test gas : C02/Ar, Mach number about 5, turbulent mixing velocity : 1100m/s,

initial pressure : P(C02)=P(Ar)=2000 Pa; thickness of the membrane : 1.5 pm; temperature

of C02 : 1000 K, temperature of Ar : 2400 K, density of COZ : 0.3 Kg/m3, and the
measurement abscissa at 54 cm from the initial interface position.

We can see in figure 3 unprocessed signals, simultaneously recorded from two beams

crossing opposite corners (configuration 2). The mixing zone is the drop at 1.05 ms (clean

signal). The negative peak of the noisy signal is due to membrane fragments, which makes

the mixing zone not measurable. The rise at 1.37 ms is due to the arrival of helium driver

gas, therefore this figure shows the membrane influence on the measurement. Figure 4 gives

information on the important wall boundary layers (Mach about 5). The clean signal is from

the beam through center (configuration 5, far from walls ), and the perturbed signal from the

beam near the wall (configuration 3). Recorded signal amplitude depends on laser frequency

used, as the C02 molecule absorption depends on quantical transitions. In our experimental

conditions, absorbed energy is important when we select rotational lines near P30 and R30 6.

Figure 5 shows absorbed energy recorded signals for two different rotational lines (thick line

P20, thin line P18) we can note easily the importance of the rotational line choice. In figure 6

we summarize the preliminary results from a small number of experiments obtained by

averaging 5 measurements in the center and 2 in the corners, we can note that the mixing

zone is thinner in the center than near the walls and corners. This is because measurements in

the corners take into account wall macroscopic vorticies at the end the mixing zone. Thus,
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we can say that the effective thickness of the mixing zone is better recorded in the center of

the mixing, because we are far from wall effects.

3. Discussion on the work in progress

We have found that this technique requires particular conditions : The incident shock Mach

number in C02 has to be about 4 in order to reduce wall effects, so we can obtain a “clean”

information from the center of the tube. Good mixing test gases are C02 and argon (Argon

diffuses less then helium through the 0.5 ~rn membrane), to prevent membrane particles

disturbance of the mixing zone during the measurement (absorption and/or deviation of the

laser beam), the initial pressure has to be in the range of 3000 Pa, and the membrane

thickness which initially separates the test gases has to be about 0.5 to 1 pm thick, because a

thicker membrane introduces more perturbations, and therefore more difficulties in obtaining

some information about the mixing.
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!-4

Figure 1: Sketch of multibeam geometry (from WANG, 1976)

Figure 2: Cross beam configurations through the shock tube cross section
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Figure 6: Averaged thickness in different sectors of he mixing zone (mm)
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Vortex deposition and evolution of perturbed 3D Richmyer-Meshkov environments

Norman J. Zabusky and Ravi ,%rntaney
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, and CATP Center

Rutgess University, Piscataway, NJ 08855

Abstract

We present numerical simulations of perturbed 3D Richtmyer-Meshkov environments, including single-
and-multiple modes on vertical and inclined planar interfaces. We present arwdydcal expressions (where
applicable) for the initial vorticity deposited on the interface based on a generalized shock polar analysis
including quantifying the growth rate of the mixing width based on the initial circulation on the
interface. We also examine compressibility effects. Numerical simulations were done with a second-
order Godunov method with interface tracking on the NCSA CMJ5 and the PSC CM/2.

Objective

Q To quantify and model the vorticity deposition in 2D and 3D Richtmyer-Meshkov environments.

● To quantify growth rate of a single mode in Rich&nyer-Meshkov instability from vorticity
considerations.

● To quantify the evolution of coherent structures into a preturbulence state,
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v.n=O

M
P

(a) ‘0
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Uo

v.n=O

Figure 1: Schematic of physical domain and parameters in shock-interface interactions.

Physical Domain and Parameters

s &f:Mach number characterizing the strength of the incident shock.

T = Pzlpl: Density Ratio.

● Geometry of the interface

x = XO– A cocos (3D), orx.= XO– A cos(ky) (2D)

x=xO–ytana (2D)

Assumptions

● Inviscid flow.

● Both ga.sm are pafect with different ‘y.

Numerical Method
●

●

●

●

Second-order Godunov methcd with @e coupled interface tracking.

Boundary Conditions: Inflow/Outflow in streamwise direction; Reflecting at toplbottom walls.

Galilean tranSfOmIatiOnafter ?b.

Initial conditions:
Cl p = 1.0 in both gases.
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II p= l. Oingasl; p =?lingas2.
II yl = 1.4 in ai~ 72 = 1.172, 1.0935 in R22/SF6.
II Sharp Density Interface interpolated over 2-3 zones.
0 Shock initialized 8-10 zones to the left of the interface.

O qf(x, t) = *1 in gasl/gas2 (~(x, r) = O defines the interface).

● Computations performed on PSC CRAY 90, PSC CM2 and NCSA CM5.

● Grid Size: (a) 128x64x64 for 3D runs; (b) 80 zones in y-direction for 2D runs. The grid size was
varied in the x-direction depending on the geometry.

Visiometric Methods

● Quantification of circulation deposited on the interface is done when shock traverses the interface

completely. The sum is performed where l~(i, j)l <1.

f = ~&(i, j)&cAy (1)
ij

Space-time diagrams; Coherent structures (Moments, Elliptical quantification).

Equations of Shock Polar Analysis (SPA)
I

I m,’’”

Figure 2: Schematicof regular refraction at a fast-slow interface.

tanai(p)=
P/Pi – 1

[ 1(l+~:)kf:-~;-p/pi +

1+ ~iM; – P/Pi Jl; + p/pi
(2)

y–-l
where i = O,1,b for the incident, reflected and transmitted shock and K2 = —

y+l’
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P,_ P2_P2Pl.l?L=l+ (l+p2)(M2-l)J p, p, p, p,———_——
Po

(3)

(4)

M. = ~SiI1-l U, Mb = MO~V2~ (5)
Y,

Circulation per unit original length (SPA)

Exact expression is valid only for a < ctC,(M, v).

Fundamental Scaling

2)4
r’=~(l-#)sina( l+ M-’+2M-2)(M-l)

(7)

(8)

Approximations of SPA

● Asymptotic series expansion of circulation per unit original length

r’=r;sk~+r;stiq~+o(shs~) (9)

1

(

Yb l–WP2.o>wb)
‘0 (1 –v(P2,0/Pl?wo)v( Pl?vorl’=fi yb-l ‘q

)
)) (10

ye–l

n r; and I“ can be evaluated for 0< ct < 7c/2

D r; does not contribute significantly to the circulation,

II Higher order terms may be complex for LX>exe,.
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● Validation: Comparison with DNS Quantifications
D Air-R22 (?l=3.0, yO,b=l.4, 1.172), Air-SF6 (Tl=5.04, yO,b=].4, 1.0935)
o M=I.2, 2.0
D W–15”,30°,45°,60°,75°
D AtlargeanglesthedifferencebetweenDNSquantificationandanalyticalresultsincreases

asthevortexlayerhasevolveddynamically.Thedifferenceinc~aseswithincreaseinv
andaanddecreaseswithincreaseinM.

l/M l/M
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

l.u– a=30
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l.dM).o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l.#M
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0
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2D Non-Planar Interface

. Interface x=fi), total circulation (up to third order); AXis the range of x.

● Vorticity distribution

fi(x, y) = ry(yxw –~(Y)) + w;)

2D Sinusoidal Interface

● Interface: x = A cos(ky) where cxmx= tan-l (Ak).

● Total circulation

(11)

(12)

(13)

● For slow-fast interfaces

● Validation: Comparison with DNS quantification.
D Air-R22 (rI=3.0, yo,b=l .4, 1.172), Air-SF6 (?I=S.O., ~O,b=l .4, 1.0935), He-C02 (~

=1 1.0, yO,b=l.667, 1.297) and He-Xe (q=32.7, yO,b=l.667, 1.667)
n M=l .05, 1.2, 1.5,2.0,4.0
n A~–0. 125, ~ax=38” (regular). AA=O.5, ~ax=720 (irregular).

● Vorticity distribution

i)(x,y) = –rj@-)ksin kyi3(x – MO-) cOS@) (15)
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NormalizedCirculation.Air-He(Slow-Fast)Interfacein2D.
A/1=0.125--5.0

1~ ■

4.0

3.0
■

2.0 -
■ ?12A

1.0 - ?12A

I I I I

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
J

4.0 M

3D Non-Planar Interface

● Interface x=fi,z). Vorticity distribution to first order

6(x,Y, z) = r:qx -f(y, z))(~ ‘j- ~ i)

. Interface x = XO+ A cos(ky) cos(kz)

● Diagnostics

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

● SPA does not predict initial longitudinal vorticity component.

● Validation: Comparison wittr DNS quantifications.
0 Air-R22 (q=3.0), Air-SF6 (?l=5.04), He-C02 (q=l 1.0)
n M=l.05, 1.2, 1.5,2.0
II A/k=O.l.
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NormalizedCirculationin3D. (A/A=O.1).
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Growth Rate of a Single Mode

“..there is slipping along the inte~ace. This effect will not concern us directly” - R.D. Richtmyer
(1960).

● Single mode evolution from Biot-Savart (incompressibility) (assuming the vordcity distribution
remains sinusoidal for t<e)

(21)

. Initial growth rate assuming A/c<<l is

4D ,+ = +r;kAIO_ (22)

. Vortex paradigm for growth rate of a single mode in 3D

r/kAIO_ -
iD = ~j_m

~Sill~ cosqd~dq

[A(f)2k2(l-cos@ sq)2 + ~’ +T12~A
(23)

● Assuming Akecl

i.,+ = 2-%’,k’A]o_ = 2fi~o
o+

s Comparison with Richtmyer linear theory.
D Linear growth rate by Richtmyer theory

2AR=(UAUZ)O+

(24)

(25)

where AU(M, q, y) is the change in the mean velocity of the interface and

AIO+/AIO+= 1– AU/W=

0 Growth rate from vordcity considerations (equation 21) is nonlinearin amplitude.

Observations

● TotaI circulation and initial vorticity distribution agrees with analytical prediction.

A > A (numerical)
o+ o+

● In 3D computations we observe significant growth of longitudinal vorticity. This may lead to a
lessening of the growth rate according to the vortex paradigm.
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Interface M A/?L 2.: 2: 2AR
i/i

A/Ax

Air-R22 1.05 0.05 0.022 0.023 0.022 0.95 12

Air-R22 1.2 0.05 0.070 0.080 0.074 0.88 12

Air-R22 1.5 0.05 0.129 0.159 0.141 0.81 12

Air-R22 2.0 0.05 0.176 0.245 0.216 0.72 12

Air-sF6 1.24 0.064 0.107 0.154 0.129 - 12

Air-R22 (3D) 1.5 0.064 0.212 - 0.258 - 8

Air-SF6 (3D) 1.24 0.064 0.115 - 0.183 - 8

Air-SF6 (3D)* 1.24 0.064 0.067 - 0.183 - 8

Table 1: Comparisonof initial growth rate of a single mode

*: Cloutrnan and Weme~ Phys. Fluids A (4), 8, 1992.

Multiply ~ above by cy-Z to convert to dimensional units. c is the sound speed in the incident gas.

Conclusion
.

●

●

●

●

●

Asymptotically motivated expressions for vorticity deposition on shock accelerated interfaces were
derived.

Scaling laws were proposed for circulation per unit original length on planar interfaces and the

parameter space of validity was explored. r’ scales as (1+ M-l+ 2M-2)(M – l) 1– q-x and

Sin ct.

Good agreement between analytical and numericaf results for total circulation on single mode
sinusoidal interfaces in 2D and 3D.

Growth rate derived from Biot-Savart law overpredicts the numerically obsewed values. Is the
incompressibility assumption justified?

Preliminary quantification of compressibility effect on growth rate.

In single and multiple mode 3D simulations, significant increases in longitudinal vorticity is
observed.

Future Work

Increase the resolution of 3D computations to 512x128x1 28 on massively parallel machines (CM2,
CM5).

Quantify the effects of compressibility.

Quantify the vorticity in the coherent structures in 3D.
u Spacedrne diagrams, ellipsoidal quantification, feature tracking etc.

Symmetry breaking perturbations; turbulent mixing.
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x
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Visiometric Examples: Visualization and Some Quantification of

2D Shock Bubble Interaction4ir-R2+ M=2.O
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Richtmyer-Meshkov instability tor two- and three-dimensional interfaces

S. Zaytsev, A. Aleshin, E. Lazareva
The Krzhizhanovsky Power Institute, Leninsky Pr, 19, Moscow, 117071, Russia

V. Rozanov, I., Lebo
The Lebedev Physical Institute, Leninsky pr, 53, Moscow 117333, Russia.

Abstract

The experimental study of 2D and 3D interfaces disturbed by a shock passage
has been carried out, Into a special section of a driven section of the shock tube, a

flange was inserted, with a thin nitrocellulose film (about 0.5 ,um thick ) pasted on it.

Thin Iavsan threads were fastened on the flange to divide the square of 7.2 x 7.2 cm2
in 4 equal parts, The 1-2 mm Hg difference in pressure between the two parts of the
driven section filled with argon or xenon allowed to obtain a 3D interface with
~=~=3,6 cm, We used two orientations of a shock wave with respect to the

interface. In the first case, the shock hits the interface on the side of crests formed
along the threads ( the curvature was maximal). In the second case, the shock hits the
interface on the side of the bulges (in the environment of bulge the curvature was
minimal), The growth rates of interpenetrating of one gas into the other for both
variants of 3D interfaces at the shock passage from argon to xenon have been

determined, The experimental data obtained for 3D interface (L=3.6 cm) were

compared to those obtained for a 2D interface (k=3.6 cm).

1, Introduction

The problem of hydrodynamic instability concerning the task of target
compression in inertial conhement fusion is a classical one, The most important
aspect is the evolution stage of the process, when substances of different density
contacting with each other are penetrating one into the other. Hydrodynamic
instabilities are excited by the disturbances in the interface between the substances of
different density and by nonuniform laser illumination. That is why the predictions of
mixing zone ( interface), and, respectively, the decrease of neutron output based on the
use of the auto modelling of the turbulent model of the process., considerably differ
from experimental data [1,2]. On the ground of ideas on the evolution stage, it has
been suggested [3,4] that the development of instability and the early stage of mixing
for 3D perturbations in interface may significantly differ from those for 2D, Numerical
calculations confirm that the pattern of development of 3D perturbations considerably
differ from 2D, because 3D perturbations are less affected by the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability and can promote the more extensive mixing than the 2D perturbations.

This report represents the experimental study on the evolution of 2D and 3D
perturbations of the interface under a shock front passage, i.e. Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability.

2, Experimental set-up

The study has been carried out on the shock tube. An interface separating inert
gases of different densities was prepared with a 0.5 pm thick nitrocellulose film.

Constructions of 2D and 3D interfaces are represented in Fig. 1. To obtain a 3D
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interface, the film was fastened on a special flange ( 1) (Fig. 1a), inserted in the driven
section of the shock tube. Thin threads (2) were fastened on the flange. Such a
construction provided a separation of gases filling the driven section. Previous to
experiment both parts of the driven section were pumped out to 0,1 mm Hg. After the
pumping, both parts of the driven section were filled with test gases. During pumping
and filling, the difference in pressure in both chambers did not exceed 1-2 mm Hg. At
higher values the film was destroyed.

The initial pressure of gases was 0.5 atm, Mach number of the shock wave J’.

hitting the film approximately 3.5. The pressure in driven section adjacent to the
threads stretching under the film, was reduced by 0,5 mm Hg before the experiment.
This resulted in”deformation of the film leaning on the threads, which produced a 3D
surface, schematically shown in Fig. 1a. A shock wave hit the interface either from the
side of “crests” (points C in Fig. la) - variant 1, or from the side of the “bulges” (points
B) - variant 2. The total length of the field of view along the channel was 11 cm.

The 2D interface was generated by fastening the film to the flange 1 of a
certain shape ( Fig. lb), In this case the form of the interface in Xl’ plane was
sinusoidal-like, The plane 1 ( Fig, 2b) was 0.4 cm distant from the field of view. To

separate gases for 2D case, a 2 pm thick lavsan film was used, The study of the shock
wave interaction with the 2D film described above [6] has shown that the film did not
affect the interface evolution.

The diagnostics of the process was carried out by shlieren method, The light
was directed along the axis Z, Ruby laser working in the mode of modulated accuracy
was used as a light source. Laser generated series of sequentia! 0.1 ws flashes with
approximately 105 Hz frequency. A detailed description of the set-up can be found in
[6].

3. Results

The study of the shock wave passage from Ar to Xe through 3D and 2D
interfaces has been performed, Fig. 2 represents the scheme of experiment for 3D
interface ( variant 1). S is the front of a shock wave, K is the section of interface by the
plane Y=l.8 cm ( Fig, 1), S and R are refracted and reflected shock waves,
respectively, afler the shock passage. A number of Topler pictures corresponding to
this variant is shown in Fig. 3a. Topler pictures were used to determine the motion
paths of the characteristic points of the interFace, its amplitude Uk(t,)and the path of the
refracted wave.

In this experiment a light gas(Ar) invaded into a heavy one (Xc) in the section
of interface with a relatively low curvature ( the vicirritv of uoint B), The heavv Xe. . . .
invades into the light gas in the place of “spike’’-shaped interface ( the vicinity of point
C, Fig. 2a,), The paths of the interface points B and C in the region 0.4 cm < x <11.4
cm were straight lines, within the limits of the measurement accuracy. These curves
were extrapolated, to determine the amplitude at the end of difilaction ( @O, ako=5
mm). The velocities of points B and C in the system of coordinates related to the
particles beyond the refracted shock wave S were 45 and 113 n-ds, respectively, The
velocity of the front S in the region 0.4 cm < x < 11.4 cm was 782 rds. The design
value for the gas particle velocity beyond S was 557 rnJs.

Fig. 2b demonstrates a scheme of experiment for a shock wave hitting the
interface from the side of the “bulges” ( the vicinity of point B, variant 2). In this case
the velocities of points B and C in the chosen system of coordinates were 30 and 70
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m/s, respectively. Topler pictures obtained in experiment ( variant 2) are represented in
Fig. 3b.

Fig. 4 shows the values da#dt obtained for variants 1 and 2 ( lines 1 and 2,
respectively), The higher values of the rate of invading of one gas into the other -
&#dt obtained for variant 1, comparing to those for variant 2, were due to the
“previous preparation” for the generation of a heavy gas “spike” into the light gas and
a “bubble” of the light gas into the heavy one. For variant 2, the generating of the
“bubble” started in the vicinity of the point C and that of the “spike” - in the vicinity of
the point B ( Fig. 3b).

Fig. 3C represents the Topler pictures for the evolution of 2D perturbations

(?L=2.4 cm). The value ako in this experiment was 1.0 cm, what corresponded to a*. As
can be seen from the Topler pictures for 2D perturbations, at t=l 00 ps after the end of
difiaction, the developed vertical structures are observed on the “spike” edge . For 3D
perturbations, by the- moment t=l 00 w after the end of diffraction, no
structures were observed on the “spike” edge Values dz~dt obtained
perturbations at X=2.4 cm are shown in Fig. 4 ( points 3),

4, Discussion

The experimental and design data for 2D perturbations [6] have shown

vertical
for 2D

that the
generating of the curved refracted-and reflected shock waves resulted in appearance of
local high pressure areas beyond the segments of front arched towards the gas flowing
into the refracted or reflected front. The time required for generation of these areas
was inversely proportional to the sound speed in a shock-compressed gas, The
pressure amplitude in these areas was proportional to the curvature and intensity of
shock front, After the pressure has reached its maximum, it started to fall, and then
occurred “the outspreading” of the pressure nonuniformoties generated by the curved
wave, For a sufficiently high curvature of the shock front, the generation and
“outspreading” of high pressure areas were accompanied by the appearance of
secondary shock waves moving along the layer of shock-compressed gas, For the
lighter gas, the “outspreading” went faster than for the heavier one, due to the higher
sound speed, This diminished the curvature in that part of interface, beyond which a
high pressure area was generated in the light gas, The diminution of the curvature was
accompanied by the widening of this part of interface in a direction perpendicular to
the gas flow - a “bubble” appeared. The high pressure area in the heavy gas appeared
later than in the light one, and, due to the lower rate of “outspreading” and therefore to
the longer period of life, caused a more local and prolonged effect on the part of
interface , beyond which it has appeared. Thk induced the generating of a heavy gas
“spike” invading into the light gas. At a certain stage of development, the “spike” edge
produced a mushroom-like vertical structure ( Fig. 3c). The “outspreading” of high
pressure areas was accompanied by the reduction of the rate of invasion of one gas
into the other. The appearance of vertical structures on the “spike” edge caused the
fhrther reduction of the invasion rate. Later, an interaction of adjacent vertical
structures was accompanied by a generation of turbulent mixing zone of finite
thickness L towards the motion of the flows, At the turbulent stage the rate of invasion
of one medium into the other dL/d~was minimal,

The analysis of 2D and 3D one-mode interface perturbations should be
performed according to the following relation:

K2=1,4K3X
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where K2 is wave number for 2D one-mode interface perturbations, K3X=K3Y

is wave number for 3D one-mode interface perturbations, The experiments in this

study were performed for K2=2,62 cm-l, K3X=1 .75 cm-l,

The comparison of Topler pictures for evolution of 2D and 3D perturbations
has shown that for variant 2 of experiment, the shape of interface changed with

appearance of “bubbles” instead of “crests” and “spikes” instead of “bulges”, This was
qualitatively confirmed by the scenario of the interface shape generation proposed in
[6] for 2D perturbations.

Unlike for 2D perturbations, the process of generation of vertical structures on
3D “spikes” was delayed.
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The initiation and the development of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in continuous interface.

S.G. Zaytsev, E. I. Chebotareva and S.N.Titov
The Krzhizhanovsky Power Institute, Leninsky Pr. 19, Moscow, 117071, Russia

Abstract

The experimental study of the evolution of a thick layer separating gases of different
density (continuous interface) after the interaction with a shock wave has been performed. The
experiments have been earned out in a horizontal shock tube. Shock wave passed from one inert
gas into the other. The evolution of the process has been studied with interferometer. The growth
rate of amplitude ak of surfaces separating continuous interface from pure gas after the passage
of the incident and the first reflected shock waves has been determined. The experimental data
for ak have been compared to the calculated values using a simple model proposed in [5].

1. Introduction

Theoretical study of the evolution of a continuous interface separating incompressible
media of different density, drawn into accelerated motion, has been earned out in [1,2]. These
studies have demonstrated that the change of discontinuous interface for a continuous one results
in reduction of perturbations growth rate at initial ( linear) stage of RTI evolution. The
experimental study of this phenomenon for gases of different density in a gravitational field has
been performed in [2].

An experimental study of evolution of interface between gases of different densities in
the field of impulsive acceleration generated by a shock wave, has been earned out in [3-6]. The
study [3] has been performed in a horizontal shock tube. The initial mixing zone ( continuous
interface) separating gases was generated by the withdrawal of a sliding plate separated the
gases before the experiment. At the initial stage, evolution of continuous interface has been
found to be qualitatively similar to that of discontinuous interface. The limited amount of
experimental data did not allow to provide an adequately accurate determination of reduction of
the growth rate of perturbations amplitude. In this study the growth rates of interface thickness
were obtained for the final turbulent stage of evolution.

The studies of shock wave passage through the interface separating gases of different
density have been performed in [4,5,6]. The experiments were earned out in a vertical shock
tube. The relatively low Mach numbers of the shock wave did not allow the authors to detect the
change of interface properties after shock passage through it. Only after the passage of a several
damping waves, appeared between the interface and the end wall of the shock tube, the growth
of interface thickness and the growth of perturbations on its surface have been registrated.

A simple model for estimation of the reduction of the perturbations growth rate has
been suggested in [5]. This model used the equation describing the development of instability
in incompressible media [2].
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2. Experimental set-up,

The experiments have been performed in a horizontal shock tube [3]. The channel of the
2 The side walls of the test section Ts-2driven section had a cross-section 7.2 x 7.2 cm .

contained the optical grade glass windows, to provide the visualization of the process. Within the
field of view, Ts-2 was equipped with a 0.2 cm thick sliding plate installed perpendicularly to
the axis of the channel (X) and dividing the driven section in two parts. The construction of Ts-
2 provided the vacuum-tight separation of both parts of the driven section, when the sliding
plate was inside the channel, using the vacuum seal of the sliding plate with rubber washers
embedded into grooves in the glass windows and the lower walls of the channel. The washer
appeared in interferograms as a 0.3 cm thick stripe. The plate was withdrawn by a spring
mechanism initiating the accelerated motion of the plate. The time of complete withdrawal of
the plate varied in different experiments from 70 to 150 ms. During the withdrawal of the plate,
an interface was being generated in the channel. Different couples of inert gases He, Ar, Kr
and Xe were studied. The initial pressure of gases before the experiment was fairly the same,
within 0.1-0.5 atm. The diagnostics of the process was earned out with Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. Fig, 1 demonstrates three types of continuous interface appearing after
withdrawal of the plate, The generated interfaces are characterised by a bend near the lower
wall of the channel, which is a result of gravitational instability in the interface. The interface
thickness depends on the process of molecular diffusion. The undulate continuous interface is
generated by a flow separation behind the edge of the plate being withdrawn. Amplimde ak of
the surface distortions depends on the speed of the plate withdrawal and on the properties of
gases being in contact. The distance A between the “crests” arisen on the surface depends on
the properties of gases in contact.

At the moment of a complete withdrawal of the plate from the channel, the
oxygedhydrogenhelium mixture in driver section is ignited and 5-6 ms later the shock wave So
hits the continuous interface. To determine the time of evolution of continuous interface, we use
high-speed schlieren motion pictures, TO record the process, a laser light source generating
series of sequential 0.1 ~s flashes was used. Continuous recording of the process was carried
out through the slit which narrowed the image of the field of view in the film, using the light
source generating an approximately 500 us flash. The film moved perpendicularly to the slit.
Visualization was earned out at different distances horn the site of the plate withdrawal.

3. Results

3.1. The interaction of an incident shock wave with the interface.

The shock wave passage from a light gas to a heavy one and vice versa has been
studied. Fig.2 demonstrates the interferograms of these processes and the sketches indicating
the positions of characteristic lines of wave pattern recorded in corresponding interferogams.
The perturbations amplitude ak(t)<0.5L grows linearly in time. For ak(ij>0.5~, the amplitude
growth rate decreases. This is accompanied by a generation of an interface shape, typical for
non-linear stage of evolution. The tapering “spikes” are penetrating into the light gas. For
ak(f,)z A, a specific mushroom-like vertical structure appears at the “spike” edge (Fig.3 .a). The
change in amplitude ak(t,) as a function of kAut is represented in Fig. 4 ( k is the wave
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number, A is Atwood number, u is the velocity of interface relatively to the walls of shock
tube). The experimental measurement of ak(’ at the linear stage was earned out in the
chamber Ts-2, where the evolution of interface was recorded within +0.15 cm<x<+9 cm.
The most difficult problem in recording this stage of the process was to obtain at least 3 frames
with a~t)<O.52. for the selected perturbations. The initial amplitude was determined by
rectilinear extrapolation to the section , in which at the end of diffraction, the perturbation
“crest” was observed.

3.2. The interaction of reflected shock wave with interface.

The study of the interaction of shock wave with interface has been carried out in test
chamber Ts-3, where the plate was installed 5 cm before the field of view. The process of
interface (K) motion after interaction with a shock wave S and K interaction with the wave
reflected from the end wall ( at distance x=15 cm) were recorded within 5cm<x<l 5cm ( PO
matches the position of the inserted plate). Thus, in this set of experiments the initial stage
of interface K evolution was not observed. To study the interaction of a plane reflected front
with an interface at the linear stage of evolution, we used the combinations of gases with
lower Atwood numbers, providing the prolongation of this stage. Fig. 3b represents the
interferograms of the interaction of reflected shock wave R with K. A different recording has
been carried out for the evolution of interface K perturbations after interaction with S and
evolution of these perturbations after interaction with the reflected shock wave R .

4. Discussion

The shock wave passage through the interface K. separated from the pure gases by an

undulate surface, has been studied in series of experiments. The thickness of interface ~(y) (

towards the normal to its surface) has been shown to depend on molecular diffusion. The

shock wave So passage through K. reduced its thickness ?i@) and the amplitude ak* by the
value dependent on the shock front compression. The reduction of amplitude u,@ growth rate
in the linear region (ak(~ <0.5L) resulted in decrease of growth reduction factor Ve comparing to

the value given by the Richtmyer-Meshkov equation.

dak/dt=ak*[ulAk

Table 1 represents the values k, & A, Ve obtained by the processing of experimental
data. Sturtevant [5] has suggested for the shock-induced impulsive acceleration, an equation
[2], which described the evolution of a layer with distribution p=p(x), separating two
incompressible fluids. In the field of acceleration g=go when go was replaced by g=[u]b(ti).

The growth reduction factor, according to [5], can be determined by the eigenvalue equation.

-$jP:)= Z#[p. yn(~’oq]
Ak dx

The values Vn calculated for the terms of experiment are represented in Table 1
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Table 1. The values of interface amplitude growth reduction factor v at the linear stage

RMI (ak<k).

No. Shock wave Atwood
of S,R Number x(m) ?(mrn) kd Ve Wl
exp. passes from/to A

471 S:He/Ar 0.76 13.5 3.6 1.7 2.1 1.9

474 S:HelAr 0.76 14.4 4.5 2.0 2.0 1,9

475 S:HelAr 0.76 16.5 3.0 1.1 1.7 1.6

477(1) S:He/Ar 0.76 13.1 3.0 1.4 1.3 1.6

477(2) S:He/Ar 0.76 16.4 3.0 1.1 1,9 1.8

488 S:Ar/He 0.76 20,9 8.0 2.4 5.4 2.4

R:He/Ar 0.76 20.9 3.0 0.9 1.5 1.5

490 S:ArlHe 0.76
R:He/Ar 0.76 30.1 3.5 0.73 3.7 1.5

491 s:Ar/
(He+Ar) 0.24 10.5 4.1 2.44 5.3 2.8
R:
(Ar+He)/Ar 0,23 10.5 2.9 1.58 2.9 2.3

There is a good agreement between we and Vn except for three cases. For 488 ( S:
Ar/He) and 491 ( S: Ar/ He + Ar), the initial amplitude was difficult to measure. The
disagreement for 490 ( S: He/Ar) is not understood.

5. Conclusions

The experimental study of the shock wave interaction with the interface separating gases
of different density has been earned out. It has been found that at initial stage of interface
evolution (a~i’)+), the amplitude a~t,) of surface separating the interface from the “pure”
gases grew more slowly than for discontinuous interface in the same conditions. The decrease of
the growth reduction factor we obtained in experiment has shown a good agreement with the

values ~n calculated from the equation [5]. The evolution of the surface perturbations at non-
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linear and transient stages has appeared to be qualitatively similar to the evolution of the
discontinuous interface: at the non-linear stage, “spikes” and “bubbles” appeared and at the
transient stage, on the “spike” edge mushroom-like vertical structures appeared.
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~GURE 1: The interferogmms and their sketches for different types of continuous
interface. (a) Re<40. (b) Re=60. (c) Re> 1000. Re=u8/v, where u is the velocity of

the sliding plate, 8 is the thickness of the interface, and v is the viscosity.
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R&l instability at continuous interfaces

I I

Fig,4, The amplitude of the surface between the mixing zone and the pure gas versus
Akut, where: ,4- P.twocxdnumber, k - wave number, u ~ velocity of the sho~ked gas, t -
time.
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THE EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE AND VI SCQSITY
ON STRUCTURE OF THIN VORTEX RINGS

S. M. Bakhrakh,N. S. Darwwa. G. V. Zharowa, V. A- Zhmailo, V- P- Staxenko
Russian Federal Nuclear Center
Institute of Experimental I%ysics

Arxamas-16 , 607200 , Russia

ABSTRACT

We present and discuss the formulas describing the influence
of turbulence and molecular viscosity on the structure of thin
cylindrical and ring vortices.

The statement and results of numerical and analytical
calculations of turbulent mixing in those vortices (for
homogeneous fluids) are descriEed-

The results of calculation are compared with experiments-

Formation and movement of vortex rings and cylinders are
described in a lot of ~blications (see for example i,i’)- The
turbulence is very suppressed in these flows (see review 6). as it
is cknmnstrated in the experimental works 3+5.

Here we offer some simple variants of equations (similar to
z,?) for description of turbulent mixing (TM) in cylindrical
vortices and an approximate way to calculate Tll in thin vortex
rings by means of these equations-

Our approach includes effects of molecular viscosity too-
Let us consider the cylindrically symmetrical flow of

homogeneous fluid- At first we Supwse that azimuthal component of
velocity w(r,t) is present only- Equations, describing this flow ,
can be obtained as partial case of equatioxm a - It turns out:

(1)

aRi.z . M;RZ2 mikf. RI 2
———— -——— - -———— - ——— —
at 2 2

RLZSvi- Diff(Riz) (2)
-1-

1

@2+ ~ff(ml)1 92R1) –Svki –Tal?l 1
-— = lfvR12 i-
at ,;(S - (3)

i f

c?R?2
2 z

-—— =—
at MVRZ +~(~– Rz) - Sv Rz2 – ~g+ Diff[Rzz) [4)

1 1
aqz_
St – - &Riz - ;h=_ Spq’ + Diff(qz) (5)

1
Here z

r=wr, znr – circulation; kk – components of Reynolds tensor;
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Ti= A/q (6]

There are expressions for the other quantities of type
Diff(llk) in 7,f3 ; a,b – numerical coefficients.
A is the scale of ‘IM. We use the simplest formula for A below:

AZ>L (7)
where (x - empirical coefficient , L – characteristic scale of

flow.
Considering the vortex rings , we shall assume them to be

thin enough , i-e- m >> R(t) , where r= and R – radii of
cross–section and ring axis correspondingly.

The flaw depends on r coordinate only (as experiment 4’5
confirms) in this case,within distances r * ro, but radial
velocity resulting from changing ring radius R(t) appears also-

Nevertheless we may use equations (1)+(7) for description of
TM in that case if dependence R(t) is known- Now:

where riis initial coordinate of considered ~int r : % ,rxm –
initial values of corre~nding radii.

Then equations (1)+(7) keep their form being written as
function of rl and : t

T =--f f(t-)dt-
LO

(instead of r and t) ,but an additional term appears in equation

(5), namely : 3d&dtz(q-&l-Rzz)- Eesides, new functions

;ik(ri,~j,i~(r) appear instead of ~k and A :

&(ri,T) = I&k(r.t)# (t) ;

i;(~) = A(t)/f(t)
[further we omit the symbol - )-
Solving the system (1)+(7) becomes more simple if we neglect

the terms , connected with diffusion and nonstationarity - Then
this system converts to algebraic one-

New system both simplifies numerical calculations and allows
to analyze the influence of rotation and viscosity on ‘Ill in
considered flows - The solution of these simplified equations has
a form :

~=. !&&- (8)
%i(l+%T~)

where :
I/r = l,/Tl + SV

s=l%mz , /.J=l/3 – b
We can use formulas (7),(8) for solving equations (1),(5)

(that corresponds to model 1 ,the most general of our models)-
Model 2 is yet simpler . It uses equilibrium condition for

qz also when equation (5) is solved- It gives for T :1
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2JM
12b + 4T S = —-–––i––––-..-.

iv (9)
k + (; +Sv)z

1
so , this model needs solution of one differential equation

(1) only , where Bz is found from (8) and (9). It follows from
(9) that its real pmsit.ive solution has a form (b=l/12) :

1
- = 2[(5;+ s,,)7- 2 1’2cos(~;-) - SW]
1

where:
GI=G-S ; Ga= &/2 ;O CJ

CXM@= SV(SO+ Go+ S;)](G/3 + S:)3’2

This solution exists if COS3 S 1. In our case

condition may be written as:

G’/=(&! +S%)-’? nK2f2,A1. ,>

(10)

,

(S:)/G,<< 1) last

(11).
where Reynolds number Re = Qo&~/1~ ; m = 2a33/z/c2 ;

QO – Chwacteristic Value of angular velocity.

[13)

when

f Orm

If Q<O , then z CKz=RIz = O,i-e - turbulence is
Re=Kl even-

suppreased

Note that solution of equilibrium equation (2) for RL.Z has a

in “isotropic” case (I@Z=qz/3) :

and z

instead of (12).
tim~ing (12) and

tensor anisotropy leads
z

for qz. The sign of ~;

role of rotation-
Note that relation

(14]

(15) , we see that an account of Reynolds

to appearing % = $3~; in the formulae

determines stabilizing or destabilizing

(13) naturally ~ields a method (see *) to
account rotation effects which is gekrally used to match the
theory with e~rimental data on circular flows

A =A.(1 – f3=&) , (16)

where O = 4+7 – empirical coefficient. This expression is a

rdw/6’rl< 1-consequence of (13), (14) when ]–E–

We checked the models 1 and 2 by comparing tkir results with
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some e~riments ~,= and other [more complex) models 5.7 .
There are measurements s of velocity profiles for the pair

of aircraft tail vortices. As it follows from this data , the flow
within a small distance from vortex axis (r ~ 20m) is
cylindrically-symmetric (t<60+70 see).It is also seen that radial
and axial com~nents of the veloc;ty are negligible (i.e. f(t)=l
in our formulae)- Re is about 10 , therefore viscosity effects
don-t take place (see (10), (II)).

At first we used simple model 2 to describe this experiment-
The equations (1), (13) can be written in a standard form:

(17)

D=O , *Y. (t);
x

la’=g = ~. – ––– -
yc?y ‘

y=yrd ;

6’(A)2
&0 = (ya;) ; Y=(;)z:
T- EK20pAz(-&i’zt/& ;

w = f2/QO ;

Here b= 1/ 12, yl(t) – the boundary of mixing zone –is

determined from condition ~(y, ,t)=O-

Following 5 we assumed A(t)=O.18p=, and CaP~~100 m?sec. P>=4m.
EQundary conditions were specified as form:

Initial conditio~”(&wrding to ~-for the initial moment
to~llsec):

F(y,ti) ~ Yo(y) = l–e–y-
Equation (17) was numerically solved using LxD variant of

method lo -
ResuM9 of calculations and corresponding e~rimental data

for circulation profiles are compared in the figures Ia.b,c,d (for
some moments t). As it is seen, these calculations agree ~with
e~riment as close as those, carried out more complex model .

The same calculations were done with model 1- In this case

[according tos) A=O.75m, qz[ti)=lm=/secz- The results are near
identical to previous ones-

For its simplicity model 2 can be used for clearing some
basic features of considered flows- For this ~se we shall get
approximate solution of (17). It is naturally to assume the
function y(y,~) to be independent on m when y>>l, T>>l, i-e- the
solution is self–similar: y = ;v(v), T)=y/YS . It turns out (when
7?>>1): ..

)’= ~=(y,T) = –:–– -

)) –1
On t,he other hand, when Y2YI(T)<1 we sup~ae ==0 ,therefore:
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,“ = /’, (Y7~ ) = (Y/Y1)’’/JY1) , k=z–+~ ,
where ya(y~) is initial value of ?’(y) at y = YI(T ).

We shall assume

T& values of yl(T ),y=(~ ] and ,,w(yz,T )=~{y(y,~ )} at time ~

can be found by subst itmting (18 ) in the total moment conservation
law:

J’w (Y(Y) -$’ (Y )ldY= 0-
0

Y1 (T).

The results of this calculation are presented in fig. l(b, c ) -
It-s seen, there is a rather acceptable accordance with the
ntrmerical solution of equation (17)- It turns out, further, that
y~(~)- radius of laminar core – decreases with time (if yl~ 1,

y>>l) as:

—————
where YZ(T) = *.~/ 2 - is the point, where Y(y) is maximal and

ew.als }’(YZ) = 1.12-

The ef~eets of Reynolds tensor anisotropy are illustrated by
fig- Id where circulation profile, calculated using isotropic
variant of model 2. i-e- (14),(15)- We see that mixing rate is
considerably greater titan experimental one-

Gm..sider the effects of viscosity and turbulence anisotropy
in the experiment ~ with a ‘chiii vortex ring moving in water -
There are measurements of velocity profiles- The flow is
cylindrically-symmetrical (0-5sec < t < 3-5sec) near vortex corn
according to data of this work, and initial profile is:

~(y,ti~) = 00$(1 – e–y) ,

–i
where Qo=330+350sec ; ~=0-35sm; b==O-5sec, i.e- ReX4103-

Measured velocity profiles at t=O..5sec and t=3-5sec are shown
in fig-2 (curves 1 and 2 accordingly)- &x-ve 3 in this fiege is
restiLt of simplest calculations which ignore viscosity ~
turbulent anisotropy (according to (14),(15) at ~i=rz)- Here t=3-5

sec, a = 1/ 6, a=3, L=m, f(t)=l- Canparing curves 2 and 3 we can
conclude about considerable increase of TM when these effects are
ignored-The curve 4 in fig. 2 was obtained by mean.. of the
complete model, i-e- using (1),(8),(10)- We see that TM effects
are suppressed enough in this model and there is reasonable
~emen~ with experiment. Some additional calculation was done to
clear role of the viscosity in that suppressing. namely, we
assumed $–+ in equation (10) (“isotropic” approach)- This ~
produced curve 5 in fig.2- We can conclude that ctme 2
(experiment) and 5 are close and rather dis~e with 3 -in ~ic
part of the flow-
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It means that the role of viscostty and circulation in
suppressing of L.urbulence is significant a~d comparable in such
flow although Re is rather great (Re x 4i0 ), their conmmn dXx!xi
Cm be described OUIY if Reynolds L~i~~~ ui~~.j.-i.wy: ,, r..,.,,. -.,

la iiiXXl\iii”LiX1.

1.M-A-L-~~enti,jc;,E-~7-TmLat,2:i>Llzm o: &&G&yriami.cs and their
-,- ;.l. _:...&; ~- 7 . ..r.. T-.,)lu”bG..tii L,LLUA ,,,”,AGL{“ktaice “,2f0SCOX.1973)(iD russian)
- ,a, T &ti,L,:.:2.:,,.--’----- Abel.t “’A”’..+ -M,.~~~t Zlov-kg “n vortex ring core,
1. ...
u~.AiiilL&l

-. .. . ....4 .. . .. .,
w=\-;F-.JQt-.J Ql gases m.d mlid bodies (physical

;Jieclimli{”:s ) , WTP- ~, ‘k~J, pp.31–70 (in russian) (1980)
~-B-G-~,k~U.4etow, ~-P-Kisarow, Hydrodynamical structure of circular

vortex, Journal prikladnoj mekhaniki i tekbnicheskoj fiziki, N04 ,
pp- 120-123 (in russian) (1966)
4-T-Maxworthy,Some Experimental Studies of Vortex Rings,J- of F1.
*Ch-, vol-81,Pt-3-(1977)
5-A.M_Hecht,A-J-Bilanim,J.E-Hirsh,Turbulent Trailing Vortices in
Stratified Fluids ,AIAA J-,No 6,pp-691-698.(1981)
6-Turbulence, ed- by P-M.Eradshaw, Mashinostroenie. MOSCOW (in
russian) (1980)
7-K-P-Donaldson,Calculation of turbulent flows in atmosphere and
isolated vortex, Raketnaja teknika i kosmonawtika, VO1- 10, Nol,
PP- 4–14 (in rwsian) (1972)
8.W-S-Lewellen, M-E-Teske, K-P.120naldson, Calculation of density
inhomogeneous flows by closing second moments equations of
turbulent movement, Raketnaja telmika i kosmonawtika. vol- 14,
N03, pp- 115-122.(in russian) (1976)
9.W.A-Wladimirow, B-A.Lugoutsew, W-F.Tar=ow. Suppression of
turbulence in cores of concentrated vortices, Journal prikladnoj
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Simple models of stratified and compressible entrainment

Robert E. Breidenthal
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Washington, Seattle 98195

Abstract

A simple, physical model for stratified entrainment is
compared with a related one for compressible turbulence. Both
models assume that an eddy must complete one rotation to
engulf fluid, and that the engulfment process is intrinsically
nonsteady. Depending on the Reynolds, Richardson, and
Schmidt numbers, the model for stratified turbulence predicts
six different entrainment regimes over the entire parameter
range. Several of these regimes match earlier proposed models,
such as that of Linden. At large Reynolds number, the
particular regime depends on the size of the eddy whose
Richardson number is uiity, since this determines the ability of
eddies to complete a rotation. Transitions between regimes
occur when the largest and the smallest eddies have unity
Richardson number. Another transition between regimes is
expected when the entrainment rate associated with the
diffusive Taylor layer equals that of the Batchelor layer, i.e.,
when the Richardson number equals the Schmidt or Prandtl
number. This is in accord with the observations of Turner. The
model for compressible turbulence presumes that only those
eddies which are capable of responding to nonsteadiness during
one rotation can engulf fluid. The largest such eddies take the
largest gulps of engulfed fluid and therefore dominate the
entrainment process. Their rotational Mach number is unity.
According to the model, such sonic eddies control the mixing
process. They are predicted to be three-dimensional, since only
nearby disturbances can influence the nonsteady engulfment
process during one vortex rotation. This is consistent with
recent shear layer observations.

1. Introduction

Stratified and compressible turbulence have several obvious
similarities. First, there is a wave speed in both cases, so one expects
something important to occur when the eddy rotation time is equal to the
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wave transit time across the eddy diameter. For compressible flow, this ratio
is the eddy Mach number, and for stratified flow, the ratio is the inverse
s~~are root of the eddy Richardson number.

The second obvious feature is that as both the Mach and Richardson
numbers increase, the entrainment rates decline dramatically. Third, one
expects a transition when the aforementioned numbers are about unity. In
compressible flow, there is a transition in entrainment rate when the large
eddy Mach number is about one (Papamoschou and Roshko 1986). In
stratified flow, there is a transition when the large eddy Richardson number
is about one (Turner 1973).

This paper explores some recent theoretical notions about compressible
and stratified entrainment. The treatment is incomplete, at best, since the
effects of waves on entrainment are ignored.

2, Compressible entrainment

The central notion is that entrainment is intrinsically nonsteady.
There is evidence that nonsteadiness is a requirement for entrainment. The
remarkable discovery of zero shear layer growth by Oster and Wygnanski
(1982) can be interpreted to mean that all entrainment ceases if the vortices.
are steady. Their vortices, which were steady in the region of zero growth,
continued to rotate even though the Reynolds stresses and the molecular
mixing vanished (Roberts, 1985). Their discoveries would seem to have a
powerful message about vortices and entrainment. Here the message is
taken to be that nonsteadiness is required for entrainment.

If true, then an eddy can only actively participate in the entrainment
process if the signal from a nonsteady event can propagate to an appropriate
region within an appropriate time. The only available scales are the eddy
diameter and rotation period. If the information of a nonsteady event at one
edge of an eddy can not propagate across the eddy diameter during one eddy
rotation, then any nonsteadiness can not have influenced the eddy behavior.
According to this argument (Breidenthal, 1992a), there can then be no
entrainment by that eddy.

It follows that there must be a distinguished eddy size for which the
nonsteady signal just arrives at the other side of the eddy in one vortex
rotation. It seems natural to call this a sonic eddy. Define an eddy Mach
number to be the eddy (rotational) speed divided by a reference speed of
sound. Choose the dimensionless coefficient so that the sonic eddy has an
eddy Mach number of unity.

For simplicity, assume a Kolmogorov inertial spectrum exists for all
eddies smaller than the sonic eddy. Then the rotational Mach number of
these eddies is less than one; they are subsonic in the sense of their rotational
speed. Of course, they may be convected downstream at a highly supersonic
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speed. However, the vortex dynamics can only depend on the rotational Mach
number of an eddy, not on the relative speed of an arbitrary inertial observer.

If, as inferred below, the largest scale eddies are temporally and
spatially unorganized, the mean velocity profile will be roughly equal to any
instantaneous one. It follows that in a shear flow of thickness and velocity

jump AU, the sonic eddy size X is approximately

a’F=&=M-’” (1)

Here a’ is a reference speed of sound and M is the rotational Mach number

of the largest eddies.

The sonic eddy divides the turbulent vortices into two groups. Eddies

larger than X are supersonic. They are not capable of internal
communication during,’one of their own rotations, the time of Roshko’s
engulfinent (Roshko 1976). Consequently, they are steady, like Oster and

Wygnanski’s vortices, they can not entrain. Eddies smaller than X are
subsonic. As a first approximation, they are taken to be completely
incompressible.

In incompressible turbulence, the largest eddies control the
entrainment rate. The y engulf the largest volume of entrained fluid at each
rotation. Even though their rotation period is greater than that of smaller
eddies, their larger gulps more than compensate.

In compressible turbulence, the largest eddies are supersonic, and thus
presumed to be completely impotent at entrainment. The largest, non-
supersonic eddy, which is capable of entrainment, is the sonic eddy. The
entrainment rate is determined by it. This is analogous to choking in a
channel flow, where the conditions at a sonic throat determine the mass flow
along the channel.

The transition from incompressible to compressible entrainment occurs
when the Mach number of the largest eddies is unity. The model assumes
this transition is sharp for simplicity. Above the transition, the model
predicts that the entrainment rate should be independent of Mach number, at
least until the next transition. The reason for this is that the sonic eddy
entrainment time is the ratio A * /a*, which fi-om eq. (1) is independent of the
speed of sound a * and hence Mach number. Another consequence of this
argument is that the structures responsible for entrainment must be three-
dimensional, since there is not enough time for nonsteady information to
propagate more than the diameter of the sonic eddies.

As the Mach number increases, the sonic eddy size shrinks, according
to eq. (1). At some point, it becomes equal to the smallest possible eddy size,
the Kolmogorov microscale. Assuming that the subsonic eddies obey a
Kolmogorov spectrum based on the sonic eddy, this occurs when
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(2)

where Re is the (large scale) Reynolds number. Here the Kolmogorov
micro scale is also just equal to the mean free path of the gas 1.

At higher Mach numbers, all eddies are now supersonic. Therefore the
entrainment rate is controlled by the characteristic time at scale 1,

(3)

Consequently, the entrainment rate should go as Re/ M2 in this regime.

A further transition is expected at extreme Mach numbers when the
mean free path of the gas becomes equal to the global eddy scale, at

M=Re. (4)

Above this final transition, no eddies are possible. Without any length
scale in the problem, the entrainment rate can only depend on the speed of
sound, so that the spreading angle should vary inversely with Mach number.

Figure 1 is a schematic showing the different entrainment regimes
according to the model. The entrainment rate is indicated within each
regime. The double line between regimes I and II indicates a discontinuity.

Comparison with experirmnt

There seems to be general agreement between this model and
experiment in supersonic flow. The shear layer measurements of
Papamoschou & Roshko (1986), however, reveal a gradual rather than a
sharp transition at about unity Mach number. Clemens & Mungal (1978)
have confirmed that the supersonic structure is three-dimensional, in sharp
contrast to the subsonic case. Von Gierke et al. (1952) found that the noise
spectrum of a jet could be explained by noise-producing eddies corresponding
to the sonic eddy of the model. Hypersonic wake growth (Finson 1973) seems
to be described by a simple turbulent diffusion argument based on the
properties of the sonic eddy.

One prediction of the model not yet tested is the effect of the Mach
number on the concentration field of an inert scalar. The model predicts that
the instantaneous concentration pattern should be a series of steps across a
shear layer, each step the size of the sonic eddy.
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3. Stratified entrainment

Consider turbulence generated below a stratified interface. The model
neglects the effects of stratification until the Richardson number Ri of the
impinging large eddies is equal to one. At larger Ri, the largest eddies are
“stratified.” The smallest eddies will become stratified when the Richardson
number at the Kolmogorov microscale is one. Assuming a Kolmogorov
spectrum, this occurs when

Ri = Re’J4. (5)

For even stronger stratification, then the interface is essentially flat, so that
the entrainment rate can no longer depend on the Richardson number. The
problem is analogous to heat transfer at a solid surface. Clearly the relevant
diffusivity must enter the problem. Surface renewal theory (Cohen 1983)
then is appropriate, but there are two possible eddy scales to choose from, the
largest and the smallest.

Persistence

It has been recently suggested (Cotel & Breidenthal 1993) that another
parameter, persistence, determines which eddy to choose. If the large eddy
pattern is sufficiently persistent, so that the large scale vortices make many
rotations while remaining in one place, then it should not matter whether
small scale eddies are present or not. This is because the stationary process
by which a fluid element is ultimately convected away from the interface
requires a sequence of events, the slowest of which will be rate-limiting. The
large eddies have the largest rotation period, so they are the ones which enter
the surface renewal theory if persistent.

On the other hand, if the number of rotations the large eddies make
while residing in one place is small enough, then a fluid element initially
near the interface need not wait until it is transported away from the
interface by the large eddies. The process is no longer a stationary sequence,
so the parcel can be removed by the smallest eddies. In other words, now the
eddies with the smallest speed control entrainment instead of the ones with
the longest rotation period. Surface renewal theory applies with Kolmogorov
microscale eddies.

Persistence also seems to play a role at lower stratification, when the
interface is convoluted. Various measurements of stratified entrainment
yield a general dependence on Richardson number to the power a.
Measurements of a in different turbulent flows have been reported
(Fernando 1987, Maderich et al. 1992, Piat & Hopfinger 1981, and Price
1979). In stirred grid experiments, Turner (1968), Linden (1973), and Shy
(1990) all find a = -3/2, at least if the stratification is due to salt in water.
Turner (1968) reports that if the stratification is due to heat in water, the
observations obey a = –1 for Richardson numbers greater that about seven.
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In other experiments such as Baines (1975), the measurements indicate
a = –1/ 2. It is natural to look for simple explainations to such a pattern.

Schmidt number

The results of Turner (1968) unambiguously indicate that Schmidt
number must play a role, not just when the interface is flat as discussed
above, but even when it is highly convoluted. It has been suggested
(Breidenthal 1992b) that a transition between regimes should occur when
Ri = Sc or Pr if the stratification is due to heat. According to this model, a
transition from a = –3 / 2 to a = –1 occurs when small eddy “nibbling” of the
Taylor layers associated with Linden’s rebound process (Linden 1973) first
becomes important.

Another transition has recently been suggested, when persistence
effects enter the problem (Cotel & Breidenthal 1993). According to the latest
version of the model, a transition occurs when Ri = T, where T is the
dimensionless persistence time, equal to the number of rotations a large scale
vortex makes before it moves a distance equal to its own diameter. For
Ri z T; the flow is nonpersistent and a = –3 / 2, while for Ri < T, the flow is
persistent and a = –1/ 2. Just as in the case of a flat interface, the
entrainment rate jumps at this transition.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram taken from Cotel & Breidenthal
showing the different regimes for stratified entrainment. As in figure 1, the
double lines again signify a discontinuity at a transition. The interface is flat
in regimes V and VI. A turbulent flow is nonpersistent if the persistence
parameter T is small, of order one. On the other hand, no matter how large a
fixed value T acquires, as in a stationary impinging jet, according to this
model the flow will nonetheless become nonpersistent at sufficiently large
Reynolds and Richardson numbers. This is because in this limit, the small
eddies become so slow at transporting fluid parcels that even after a
considerable number of rotations, the large eddies have moved somewhere
else before the small eddies have accomplished their transport.

Comparison with experiment

The stratified model seems to be accord with almost all the
observations. One would expect stirred grid turbulence to be highly
nonpersistent, so that a = –3 /2. Recent measurements of a persistent,

impinging jet yields a = –1/ 2 as well as a sudden jump at about Ri = Rel’4 to
an entrainment rate independent of Ri (Cotel & Breidenthal). Heat transfer
measurements at solid surfaces are also consistent with themodel in the
limit of large Ri (Dowling et al. 1990).

However, one experiment seems to be at variance with the model.
Baines (1975) measured the entrainment rate of an apparently stationary
impinging plume. He found a = –3 / 2, in contrast to the expected value of
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a = –1/ 2, as had been observed for the jet. A possible explanation is that
the plume may have larger fluctuations that the jet, making the plume
effectively nonpersistent. The question remains open.

4. Conclusions

This paper has discussed the use of simple models in an attempt to
describe the basic features of compressible and stratified entrainment.
Similar notions about the entrainment process led to schematic diagrams
outlining different entrainment regimes. Transitions occurred between
regimes when the Mach or Richardson number of the largest and the smallest
eddies became unity. While not identical, the two diagrams become more
alike for the case of unity Schmidt and persistence numbers.
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A COMBINED THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF
THREE DIMENSIONAL JET MIXING

by

E. F. Brown
J. E. Burr

S. L. Huang
T. B. Mutter

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

BIacksburg, VA

The purpose of this work is to increase the level of our
understanding of the enhanced entrainment exhibited by elliptical
jets and to investigate the role played by combustion in this
process. TWO approaches were used in this study, numerical
simulation and linear stability analysis. The numerical

simulations were obtained with the MILES algorithm, a monotone
integrated LES algorithm developed by Jay Boris and his
collaborators at the Naval Research Laborato~ in Washington, DC,
and the linear stability analysis was carried out with the MATRIX
program which we developed. Both the numerical simulations and
the linear stability analysis were carried out on state-of-the-
art super computers, the CM-2 at the Naval Research Laboratory in
Washington DC and the Cray YM-P at the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. We
were aided in this work by a powerful numerical flow
visualization software package called FAST developed at the NASA
Ames Research Center.

Allow me to again state the objective of our work. It is to
combine the results of numerical simulations and linear stability
theory to produce a phenomenological description of the mixing
processes in elliptical jets which accounts for their
substantially increased entrainment in comparison with their
circular counterparts. Furthermore, we hope to be able to use
this understanding to further enhance the entrainment process and
thereby to suggest ways of minimizing the acoustical, thermal,
and kinematic signatures of aircraft and ships, to permit the
design of more compact and efficient heat exchangers, combustors,
and chemical reactors, and to offer the possibility of minimizing
the environmental impact of thermal and chemical discharges. I
will first discuss the results of our numerical simulations
followed by a discussion of the insight provided by our linear
stability analysis, then present the results of some recent
simulations, and finally describe our plans for future work. The
results of our numerical simulations are clearly more general
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than the results of our linear stability analysis because they
include nonlinear effects and are therefore not limited to only
the region in close proximity to the nozzle exit.

Our simulations were produced by helically exciting
elliptical and circular jet flows and observing the differences
between them. First of all we found that the elliptical jet
displays a filament-like nature unseen in the circular jet
simulations (Fig. 1) . In other words at the same time step the
elliptical jet retained far more of its original shape. Upon
undertaking a spatial FFT analysis of these structures, we found
the small wave numbers were much less densely populated in the
case of the elliptical jet than in the case of the circular jet,
and in the case of the elliptical jet the small wave numbers were
much less densely populated in the major axis plane than in the
minor axis plane (Fig. 2) . Thus , in addition to the structure
being finer in the elliptical jet than in the circular jet, the
structure is finer on the major axis than on the minor one. This
is not inconsistent with the experimental observations of Ho and
Gutmark which showed that the entrainment is greater on the minor
axis than on the major axis. (We will shortly see from the
results of linear stability analysis that the increased
entrainment and larger structures on the minor axis are connected
with a locally greater value of the growth rate there.) The more
filamentous nature of the elliptical jet simulation is also
brought out in contours of streamwise vorticity which show clear
strands of concentrated downstream vorticity in the case of the
elliptical jet in contrast with the lower levels and more diffuse
distribution of the streamwise vorticity in the case of the
circular jet (Fig. 3) .

Our attempts at identifying the mechanisms for the increased
entrainment of the elliptical jet from the results of the
numerical simulations were not successful. We have concluded
that at least part of our failure was due to the fact that the
far field region is exceedingly complex from a topological point
of view. It seemed appropriate therefore to pursue its analysis
from the standpoint of linear stability analysis. In addition,
since fine grid simulations can easily require tens of hours of
Cray YIv-P time we were also motivated to pursue linear stability
analysis in an attempt to economically perform an investigation
of the parameters which influence the mixing process. I believe
that we have been quite successful in this regard.

First of all, allow me to describe MATRIX, our linear
stability analysis program. In these calculations it is assumed
that the basic flow is inviscid and parallel; however, the flow
is allowed to be compressible and swirling. For high resolution
in the near field, we use generalized nonorthogonal elliptical
coordinates and discretize the governing equations by means of a
combined Chebyshev/Fourier spectral collocation method. The
resulting algebraic eigenvalue problem is solved by a combination
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of the Q-R and power methods. Both axisymmetric and azimuthal
modes have been calculated for a wide variety of circular and
elliptical jet geometries including various aspect ratios, both
thick and thin shear layers, uniformly and nonuniformly
azimuthally-distributed shear layer thicknesses, compressible and
incompressible flow, and both with and without the presence of
swirl . We found that without exception nonuniformly distributed
shear layers, swirl, and increasing aspect ratios contribute
increased azimuthal nonuniformity both in terms of the
distribution of the eigenfunction as well as in the growth of the
shear layer. We speculate that when enhanced mixing occurs, it
is this enhanced asymmetry (and not the growth rate, which
decreased in all cases) which accounts for the increased mixing.

Focusing for a moment specifically on the elliptical jet, we
found that the eigenfunction of the first azimuthal (sine) mode
possesses a maximum on the minor axis and that the growth rate of
that mode is much greater than the growth rate of the cosine
mode, which has a maximum on the major axis. In addition we
found that the phase speed of the cosine mode is much greater
than the phase speed of the sine mode. The greater growth rate
on the minor axis explains the larger structure the minor axis
mentioned in connection with the numerical simulations. In
addition, the higher phase speed of the cosine mode (which has a
maximum amplitude on the major axis) is consistent with the
observation of Hussein that the portion of the vortex ring lying
along the major axis leads the portion of the vortex ring located
along the minor axis. It is this out-of-plane motion of the
vortex ring which accounts for the phenomena of axis switching
which has long been associated with the behavior of elliptical
jets . Finally we have discovered that in the case of the
elliptical jet most modes, particularly in the presence of swirl,
have more or less the same growth rates. This competition among
the various modes provides a convincing explanation for finer
overall structure exhibited by elliptical jets.

These observations were drawn from more than 100
calculations . Space permits us to substantiate only a few of
these observations. In the upper third of Fig. 4 are the axial
velocity eigenfunction contours of the uniform-shear-layer,
nonswirling circular (AR = 1) and elliptical (AR = 2) jets. The
clear asymmetry of the elliptical jet case i.s easily seen as i.s
the decreasing growth rate (in the middle third of the right-hand
panel) as the aspect ratio increases. The azimuthal
nonuniformi.ties in the shear layer thickness explored in the
left-hand panel serve to further decrease the growth rate. Swirl
(left-hand panel of Fig. 5) accentuates the nonuni.fermi.ty by

moving the maximum in the eigenfunction from the minor axis and
driving its value to nearly zero on the minor axis.
Compressibility has little effect on the nature of the
eigenfunction but decreases the growth rate sharply (right-hand
panel of figure) .
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DIRECT SHVUL.ATIONOF A SHOCK-INDUCED MIXING LAYER

Jeffrey A. Greenough “
John B. Bell “

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

The interaction of a shock wave with a dense fluid layer in three dimensions is investigated using
direct numerical simulations. The underlying numerical method is a second-order Godunov scheme. This
is coupled to an implementation of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) which is used to manage the hier-

archical grid structure, An anomalous shock refraction is formed as the initiating shock wave impinges on

a quiescent thin dense gas layer. One of the two resulting centered waves from the refraction, the contact

surface, serves a.s the site for initial deposition of primarily spanwise vorticity and represents the primary
mixing layer instability, The other wave, the transmitted shock wave, through repeated interactions with
the free-surface, forms a cellular structure within the dense layer. The initial interaction introduces three
dimensional perturbations onto the slip surface. These perturbations are selectively enhanced, due to favor-
able velocity gradients over part of the cellular structures, and form large-scale counter-rotating streamwise
vertical structures, The structures characterize the secondary instability of this mixing layer, These vortices

are quite unstable and transition to small-scales }vithin a distance spanned by two of the cellular structures
behind the initiating shock. The transition location has been verified in physical experiments. The fine-scale
structure contains evidence of hairpin vortices.

The evolution of a conserved scalar is used to monitor mixing progress. Increases in the rate of
mixing are directly tied to intensification events associated with the streamwise vortices. Overall the large-
scale streamwise structures provide an efficient mechanism for mixing the light and dense fluids.

Analysis of time-series data from the calculation shows evidence of what are termed energetic small-
scales. This ii tbe characteristic signature of the hairpin vortices undergoing intensification. Also, the

primary dominant frequency for the system agrees with that found in the experiments. The power spectrum
shows an emergence of a well-resolved inertial range having a ~-S frequency dependence.

1 Introduction

The passage of a shock wave over a thin dense layer leaves in its wake a flow field where shock
physics and mixing layer development are interrelated. In terms of the shock physics, this type of flo!v
represents the degenerative, glancing incidence, fast-slow anomalous shock refraction. The non-glancing case

has been the subject of extensive experimental and numerical studies by [1, 5, 6, 7]. In the present case,
the density interface is not clearly defined by a melmbrane inclined at some angle less than ninety degrees
to the horizontal, but rather is a slightly diffuse mixed region separating stably stratified dense and light

“This work of these authors was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department or Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract No. w-7405 -Eng-4s. Support under contract No, V-i.105-Eng-48 v+as provided by the

Applied Mathematical Sciences Program of the Office of Energy Reseal-ch and by the Defense Nuclear Agency under IACRO
92-825 and IACRO 93-817,
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gases. A typical gaseous system might be air and FREON, The refraction for the fast-slo,v case is so termed
because the speed of sound is faster in air than it is in the denser gas. Hence the speed of the shock wave is
retarded in the dense gas relative to its speed in air. An anomalous refraction refers to all refractions that

are not regular, i.e., all refractions not resulting in a planar three wave system. Here there is curvature of
the initiating shock wave due to a train of expansion waves in the post-shock air.

At the point of impingement of the shock wave with the dense layer, two centered waves result. One

is the deflected density interface, ‘or contact surface, and the other is a transmitted (into the dense layer)
shock wave. The latter wave is transmitted obliquely into the dense gas,

The first of the resultant waves, the slip surface, is primarily two dimensional and due to baroclinic
production of vorticity is the site of spanwise vorticity deposition. In the context of mixing layers, this two
dimensional organization of spanwise vorticity constitutes the primary instability of this mixing layer.

The transmitted shock wave plays a dual role in this problem. First, it provides large three di-
mensional perturbations to the mixing layer. It is reflected by the lower wall and interacts with the two
dimensional mixing layer, Through this interaction, large perturbations are introduced into the primar-

ily two dimensional flow. Second, the subsequent interactions downstream set up a characteristic cellular
structure within the dense layer, The development of the three dimensional perturbations and the cellular

pattern in the dense layer are intimately related. Streamwise and vertical velocity gradients are induced

in the flow by the cellular structures. Over portions of a cell, they are found to be positive (or negative).
As the perturbations are swept downstream, these gradients selectively enhance, where they are favorable,

streamwise and vertical vorticity by vortex stretching. Hence, there is the appearance of large-scale counter-
rotating vertical pairs, due initially to the perturbations introduced into the two dimensional layer by the
transmitted wave, and subsequently enhanced by velocity gradients induced by the cellular structures formed
by free-surface/transmitted wave interactions. In terms of mixing layer instabilities, these large-scale vertical

structures represent a different manifestation of secondary instability than is found in low speed plane mix-
ing layers [9], where in the present case, the flow field features are dominated by the large-scale streamwise
vertical structures.

These large-scale structures provide an efficient means for mixing the light and dense gases. By
monitoring the evolution of a function of the conserved scalar, the mixing can be monitored over time.

The behavior of the function is correlated to the development and intensification events associated with the
large-scale structures. It will be seen that the largest increases in mixing occurs as the streamwise vorticity

is intensified.

As a transitional flow, this flow field breaks down to small-scales quite rapidly. There have been some
previous numerical studies of this type of flow in two dimensions [8], as well as preliminary laboratory data for

an Air/FREON system [10]. Tw&dimensional calculations of this problem are lacking in that the important
three dimensional vertical features generated by vortex stretching and turning are neglected. With the

current numerical model, the three dimensional structure can be directly observed and a unique opportunity
is provided to greatly enhance and augment the measured experimental data and two dimensional schlieren
flow visualizations.

The current work is aimed at studying the three dimensional aspects of this type of flow in lightof
the previous tw~ dimensional work. For all of the calculations to follow, a density variation comparable to

that for an air/FREON system will be used assuming a single gaseous system, The model equations and the
assumptions made in this study are presented in section 2, Also, a brief description of the numerical scheme
and its implementation will be given.

Section 3 is devoted to analysis of tl]e three dimensional problem. Flow field visualizations will be
the primary tool for understanding the dynamics. They will be used to discuss the mechanisms responsible

for developing the three dimensional large-scale streamwise structures. Theeffect of thelar:e-scale structures

on the mixing process, as modelled by a conserved scalar formulation, will be given

The structure of the flow field after transition will be provided through volume renderings of the
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vorticity field, Analysis of sampled time series data from the three dimensional calculation ShOW that there

is a peak frequency for the flow. An interpretation of this frequency consistent with, and in terms of, the
physical quantities of the flow will be given.

The primary sites of intensification occur at the tips of se-called hairpin vortices. In the spectra,
these energetic small-scales will be shown to have a characteristic signature. Also, the spectra shows the
emergence of a well-resolved Ko]mogorov spectrum with a (—5/3) frequency decay rate.

2 Methodology

The governing equations are taken to be the inviscid equations for gas dynamics with a perfect gas
equation of state, In conservative form this system is written as

q,+ V(A)=O (2.1)

and the ideal gas equation of state,
p = (y – l)pe (2,2)

The state vector, q = (p, pu, pE) , has components density, momentum vector and total energy Per unit
volume. The matrix A is the usual flux matrix in three dimensions and will not be given here.

Mixing is monitored by a conserved scalar formulation. This amounts to solving an additional
equation for an advected quantity, ~, that takes the form

(F@)t+ v (P@) = o (2.3)

where ~ is defined as

4=C.– C, (2.4)

for Co and cb the mass fractions of reactant species u and b. The reaction kinetics for this model system
are assumed to be single step and irreversible with no heat release and have an infinite rate of reaction. This
is given as

C. + Cb + CP. (2.5)

With the above assumptions on the kinetics and with the constraint that, ~ Ci = 1, either of the mass

fractions can be obtained from the computed value of ~. In particular, the assumptions of infinite rate and
irreversibility imply that species CO and cb cannot coexist in any given cell, hence, given the value of I#J,
the concentrations of the reactants are known and the constraint equation determines the mass fraction of

product.

The numerical integration scheme is centered around an operator-split Godunov method which is
second order in space and time [4], This scheme uses a type of artificial viscosity that in some sence provides
for subgrid-scale dissipation. This is the mechanism responsible for the mixing between Co and cb. The
evolution of CP will be used as a qualitative measure for the mixing that occurs between the reactants.

On top of this basic integrator is an object-orientated language (C++) implementation of Adaptive
Mesh Refinement (AMR)[z]. This methodology provides for a hierarchically refined grid structure to be
overlayed on the computational domain. For this problem, the instabilities and the large-scale structures are

confined to a thin layer slightly larger than the initial dense layer. Also, it is the propagation of the shock
wave and resulting shock refraction that is driving the flow field development. Therefore, the refinement is

restricted to a region containing the important flow development as well as the shock wave.

The real experimental system consisting of two distinct gases, a]r and FREON, M modelled a-s a
single gas system having a hyperbolic tangent density variation. Implicit in this formulation is that ratios
of specific heats for the two gases are assumed eql!al.
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A random perturbation will be superimposed on this profile in the three dimensional simulations.
This models the physical roughness of the porous plate on the bot~om of the shock tube and the experimental
uncertainty in the initial profile, and provides a mechanism for breaking the two dimensional symmetry of
the propagating planar shock wave.

3 Three-Dimensional Aspects

3.1 Computational Parameters

The model chosen is similar to that used in the experiments and described in [10]. A numerical test
section consisting of the last 20cm of the computation domain is used for visualization and to sample data
over time at fixed stations. The physical dimensions of the domain are 65cm in the x direction by 7.5cm
vertically by 4cm wide. The number of points in the lowest level grid is 194 by 20 by 12. Two levels of

refinement are used with a refinement ratio of 2 at each level. Approximately 3570 of the domain was refined
to the highest level.

The initial conditions are defined for a M = 1.38 shock wave in air with the pre-shock state at Iafm
and room temperature. Lab fixed coordinates are used and the shock wave is initialized in air and allowed
to propagate down the numerical shock tube and pass over the dense gas. The value for pF.R,ZONis taken to
be four times that of air, A random perturbation with magnitude 10% of p.PR,SoN is imposed on the dense
layer.

3.2 FloWfie]d OVerVieW

Figure la, b shows the density and pressure fields at a fixed spanwise location, The main features
of the anomalous refraction are evident. There is the curved shock wave impinging on the dense layer as
well as the resulting slip surface and transmitted wave. lNote the misalignment of the density and pressure

gradients along the slip surface. This allows for baroclinic generation ofspanwise vorticity along this surface
and represents the primary mixing layer instability Downstream of the refraction, the characteristic cellular
structure forms, It is the result of regular wall reflections and interactions of the transmitted wave with the

free-surface. The constrictions in the dense layer, separating the cellular structures, correspond to interaction
zones, where focused compression waves interact with the free-surface.

3.3 Vertical Features

Snapshots in time of renderings of the magnitude of t!~e vorticity field are sho}vn in figures 2a,b,c.
The view is of the numerical test section from slightly above the layer. The first frame corresponds to the
shock wave having just passed from left to right out of the numerical test section. The deflected slip surface

is seen as a predominantly planar surface with solme slight spanwise striping. This rendering technique does
not show the bounding walls, but the first interaction zone, where the reflected transmitted shock wave

interacts with the free-surface, is evident. This region contains the peak vorticity magnitude anywhere in
the test section, at this point in time, The interaction introduces three dimensionality into the vorticity field

in the form of relatively small streamwise and vertical vertical perturbations .s.s compared to the dominant

spanwise component.

On the downstream, relative to the shock refraction, side of the first cellular structure, it is seen
that streamwise vertical structures appear and that they are inclined to the horizontal in figure 2a. This
would imply that the streamwise structures are actually a combination of streamwise and vertical vorticity

components as they are aligned more or less in the x-y plane.

On the backside of the second cell it is clear that the streamwise structures dominate the flow field.
Spanwise slices of the vorticity field are shown in figures 3a, b,c. Dark corresponds to negative values and light
corresponds to positive values. It is seen that, there are large-scale counter-rotating vertical pairs in both
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the streamwise and vertical components. In fact, these two components are of the same order of magnitude

and have grown larger than the spanwise vorticity which is the initially dominant component.
The spanwise component has changed configuration dramatically from its initial primarily planar

configuration. In addition to the three dimensional structure, there is the the presence of counter-sign
spanwise vorticity.

The corresponding product field, figure 3d, shows that mushroom shapes have developed. In this
rendering, the colormap is chosen to highlight the secondary structures and the dark portions correspond
to the highest concentrations of product. The structures are formed primarily due to the pumping of fluid

between the counter-rotating streamwise vortices. Similar structures have been observed in experiments [3]
and in incompressible simulations of secondary instability [9]. Upstream the mixing region is primarily planar,
but here is fully three dimensional. It is dominated by the mushroom structures, and appreciable amounts of

product are being formed. Note also that the pockets of counter-sign spanwise vorticity correspond spatially
to the lobs on the mushrooms, also locations of the highest concentration of the product. This counter-sign

production is due to local baroclinic generation. Note that the mushroom structures are topped by cups of

negative spanwise vorticity.
The transition to small-scales occurs in the calculation on the downstream portion of the second

cellular structure. In all of the calculations done to present, this seems to be a consistent flow feature.

Different conditions for Mach number or dense layer perturbation or changes in the resolution seemed to

have no effect on the location of the transition. This would imply that there may be come critical condition
that is consistently exceeded by this point in the flow and leads to transition. The critical condition could be
the amplitude of the streamwise vortices, and once it is exceeded, the kinking imposed in the interaction zone

forces the coherent structures to breakdown into fine-scale structures. The physical experiments performed
by Reichenbach at EMI reveal that transition occurs in generally the same location.

Figure 2b, the second in the ray traced vorticity magnitude renderings, shows the flow field after
the main cellular structures have moved out of the test section. It is seen that the large-scale coherent

streamwise structures breakdown in this interaction zone and emerge as fine-scale vortices. The emergence
of hairpin vortices is seen downstream of this transition.

The last of the vorticity magnitude renderings, figure 2c, is near the end of the numerical experiment.
The vertical structures have become much more dense and intertwined in the layer. Some hairpin vortices
are well defined within the field, although the arrangement of the structures appears quite complicated. Note

that the largest magnitude of vorticity occurs at the hairpin tips, the bright spots in the rendering.

3.4 Mixing Enhancement

The conserved scalar formulation can be used as a mixing monitor. With regard to the model
chemical reaction given above, the integrated product as a function of time will depend strongly on the
large-scale features of the flow. At a fixed location in space, z = 45cm, the quantity

c!,(t)=//Cp(z, y’, Z’, f)dz’(fy’ (3.1)
y:

is computed using the data at the finest level available. In figure 4, the integrated product is shown over

time. The quantity, ~P(t), is scaled by the integrated pre-shock amount of cb in the slab. This number
provides a normalization where 1.0 corresponds to the consumption of all of the limiting reactant.

All of the key features of the flow field are evident in this plot. There is an initial jump from the
small pre-shock value, The short period of time after the arrival of the shock, shows the formation of product
along the slip surface, The small oscillations are due to the concentration of product in the cores of the small
spanwise vortices associated with the primary instability.

After the first interaction zone, there is an increase in product formation, a leveling off, and then
a more rapid increase. This is the production that occurs over the first cell. By reference to figure 2a,
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the streamwise vortices only become of appreciable size on the backside of the cell. This is also when the
formation of product increases most rapidly. In fact, the rate of production is decreasing up to the cell peak,
coincident with a deintensification of the streamwise voriticies due to unfavorable velocity gradients. Where
these vertical structures are enhanced, the rate of production increases. Over the upstream portion of the
second cell, there is formation of product primarily because the streamwise voriticies are already established

and hence less sensitive to the effects of the velocity gradient. But on the downstream, or backside, portion

of this cell, the rate of product formation increases greatly, The bulk of CP production occurs over the second

cell, accounting for consumption of almost 40% of the available limiting reactant. It is c]ear from this plot

that the counter-rotating vertical structures provide an efficient means for mixing the reactants.

After transition, the amount of product essentially oscillates about the value obtained up to transi-
tion. There is a general upward trend, however, and at late times, as the vertical field intensifies, most of
the remaining reactant is consumed. The poin~ in time when there is a final increase in product formation

roughly corresponds to the time when the vorticity magnitude begins to increase due to the vertical field
beginning to intensify.

3.5 Time Series Analysis

The refinement strategy guarantees that the dense layer is completely contained by the finest level
grid. Hence, the data sampled at points within the layer will have the greatest possible time resolution. The

frequency resolution is determined based on the timestep on the finest grid. Letting A denote the finest grid
timestep, the Nyquist frequency is given as

f. = I/(ZA), (3.2)

where A is approximately 0.9psec/sample, so f. = .55MHz.
Two analysis procedures are applied to the the sampled data as a consistency and accuracy check.

One is Fast Fourier Transforming (FFT) the time data using a standard overlapped windowing procedure
and the other is the Maximum Entropy Method (ivIEM). Typically, there were 1000 data points in the

sample. In the FFT method, this gave about 10 windows of 128 points and with MEivf, 60 to 80 poles were
used. In general, both procedures differed by only a constant normalization factor. Representative raw data
and the corresponding power spectrum for kinetic energy at three vertical locations, in the center of the test

section span, are shown in figures 5a, b, respectively.
In the raw data, the jump in kinetic energy signals the passage of the shock wave. The trace

appears to be roughly periodic with a dominant low frequency of approximately ‘ikHz. Good agreement
with estimates of the dominant low frequency in the physical .experiments, approximately 8kHz, is obtained.

At the mid-range frequencies, less than 100kHz, there are a number of small local peaks that
represent higher harmonics of the low frequency. There also appears to be a fairly strong dependence of
the spectrum on the the vertical location. At the lowest location, near the wall, the spectrum decays more

rapidly between 105k Hzand125 kHz than at the other locations. This could be due to wall effects. As the
probe is move upward, the spectrum levels out over this mid-frequency range, and there is the emergence of

an inertial range, The straight line gives a (—5/3) frequency decay for comparison. This inertial range is
considered well resolved, with approximately 35 frequencies contained within it.

Near the Nyquist frequency and for sampling locations within the mixing region, a tail in the
spectrum appears, At first glance, it might be thought, that this is just the high frequency pile-up of energy
due to the numerics. But the strong dependence of the tail on vertical location would imply that this is
a feature of the flow and not merely an artifact of the numerics. Structures that would appear at these
frequencies have associated length scales that are a small integer multlple of the finest level grid spacing,

This is precisely the length scale of the fi,ie-scale vertical structures that are so prevalent in the flow field

after transition, so it is proposed thzt the spectral tails are really the characteristic signature of the fine-
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scale vertical structures and are termed energetic small-scales. The source of this energy would be the
intensification that is observed to occur at the tips of hairpin vortices.

4 Conclusions

The interaction of a shock wave with a thin dense layer in three dimensions is studied using a higher
order Godunov method coupled into AMR. The shock refraction is identified as being of the anomalous type,

The resultant waves of the refraction, the slip surface and the transmitted shock wave, form the essential
features for the subsequent development and transition. The transmitted wave is trapped within the dense
layer, and through regular reflection with the wall and the free-surface, forms a characteristic cellular pattern.

In three dimensions, the slip line becomes generalized to a slip surface and is the site of primarily
spanwise vorticity deposition by baroclinic generation. In particular, spanwise striping signals the primary
two dimensional I<elvin-Helmholtz instability. The transmitted wave’s interaction with the slip surface

excites three dimensional perturbations that grow rapidly. The perturbations are converted and selectively

enhanced by favorable velocity gradients, on the backside of the cellular structures, into large-scale counter-
rotating streamwise and vertical vertical pairs. The streamwise vorticity is enhanced by the streamwise
velocity gradient and the vertical vorticity is enhanced by the vertical velocity gradient. The streamwise
vortices are the dominant vertical features in the flow, Just prior to transition, mushroom structures appear

in the product field, which are characteristic of secondary instability. The lobes of these secondary structures

are the sites of production of counter-sign span~vise vorticity as well as the spatial location of the highest
product concentrations. There is a transition to small-scales following the second cell. This is in qualitative

agreement with the observed location of transition observed in experiments.
In the fully developed flow regime, the fine-scale vertical structure is characterized primarily by a

complicated hairpin arrangement with intensification occurring at the tips.
The large-scale streamwise vertical structures are quite efficient at mixing the two streams. Before

transition, 60’?%of the limiting reactant is consumed. In fact, the intensification that occurs over the backside

of the second cell accounts for ?15~0 of the total mixing. The point at which essentially all of the remaining
reactant is consumed corresponds to when Iw] begins to increase.

Time series analysis of sampled data sho,vs a dominant frequency that agrees quite well with that
obtained in physical experiments. Also, there is the emergence of a well resolved Kolmogorov spectrum
exhibiting a classical ~–5f3 decay rate. At the Nyquist frequency, within the dense layer, there is the
signature of what are termed energetic small-scales. The intensification of the fine-scale (of size on the order

of a small multiple of the finest grid spacing) vertical structures are thought to give rise to this feature of
the spectra as opposed to being merely a numerical artifact. A possible explanation for this feature of the

small-scale vertical structures could be the direct result of compressibility effects.
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Figure 1, Streamwise slices of (a) density and (b) pressure fields for M = 1.38 case shelving the shock
refraction and induced cellular structures within the numerical tes, section.
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Figure 3. Spanwise slices of the -vorticity vector fields, (a) u=, (b) coy, and (c) u,, and (d) CP field in the
downstream portion of the second cellular structure at 33o time steps.

Figure 4. ~P(t) time evolution
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Figure 5. Center span traces of (a) raw Kinetic Ener:y at three vertical heights and corresponding (b) Power

Spectra.
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ABSTRACT

The results of laboratory experiments in which a mixing layer is subject to small two-
dimensional perturbations are compared with an analysis of the linear stability of a shear layer
where the thickness of the density interface is initially much thinner than, and displaced with
respect to, the velocity interface. Besides traditional statically stable mixing layer experiments
the sheared Rayleigh-Taylor instability was investigated. Two layers of water were brought
together downstream of a thin splitter plate with the upper layer being slightly more dense than
the lower layer. In the absence of forcing sheared Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities grow at the same
rate as in more ~aditional Rayleigh-Taylor experiments, However, these instabilities are initially
suppressed when appropriate two-dimensional perturbations are applied to the flow.

INTRODUCTION

An understandingof the stabilityof a sheareddensity interface is sought after in many branches
of science and engineering, since it is fundamentalto the generation of turbulence and mixing.
We study thisproblem usingpiecewise linearapproximationsto thevelocity and density profiles
and complement our theoreticalinvestigationswith laboratoryexperiments.

The present paper is an extension of the work of Lawrence et al. (1991) who performed
experiments in the mixing layer channel depicted in figure 1. In these experiments instabilities
formed at the intelface between two layers of water of slightly different density as they merge
downstream of a thin splitter plate. The most important parameter in determining the growth of
these instabilities is the Richardson number:

J = g’h/AUz (1)

where the modified gravitational acceleration, g’ = g (p2 - p 1)/p2; the velocity difference, AU =
IUZ - U11; the vorticity thickness, h = AU/(dU/dz)maX; and the densities and velocities of the
upper and lower layers are p 1, U1 and pz, Uz respectively.

In a departure from previous studies Lawrence et al. (1991) studied the statically unstable case (J
< O) as well as the statically stable (J > O) and homogeneous (J = O) cases. Quantitative
observations of the mean growth of the mixing region over a wide range of Richardson numbers
(-0.5 S J < 0.2) are given in figure 2. The horizontal axis is the distance downstream from the
splitter plate, normalized by the initial vorticity thickness and the velocity ratio, R = AU/(l_Jl +
U2). The inclusion of R is necessmy to properly scale experiments having different velocity
ratios, see Ho & Huerre (1984). The vertical axis is the thickness of the mixing layer, ~,
normalized by the initial vorticity thickness, h.

For small, statically unstable, density differences, there k an initial region of growth comparable
to the unstratified case, as one would expect. In fact, for sufficiently small values of J, the sign
of J k initially unimportant, and the experimental results display this symmetry. The
development of instabilities in a flow with J = -0.03 k shown h Fig. 3. Near the origin (Figs. 3
a-f), the flow develops Kelvin-Helmholtz billows as if it were a statically stable shear layer, but
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eventually buoyancy forces enhance rather than retard the growth. When the scale of the
structure is sufficiently large for buoyancy to become important, the upper layer fluid being
entrained by the vortices simply continues its downward motion and ultimately becomes a large
mushroom-shaped structure reminiscent of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Fig. 3 g-l).

Downstream there is a transition to a more rapid rate of growth, which occurs progressively
closer to the origin as J takes on larger negative values. For J = -0.43 and -0.5, the flow has
completely departed from the homogeneous behaviour, and the mixing layer growth is given by:

‘q = 0.035g’ tz (2)

Experiments over a larger range of J would be needed to give more confidence in the numerical
value of the constant in (2). However, it is very encouraging to note that Read (1984)
recommends the same value on the basis of experiments on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
performed under very different conditions. Read (1984) subjected fluids with pI/p2 from 1.6 to
600 to accelerations of up to 75g. Thus, it seems that mixing layer experiments may be useful in
the study of sheared Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The experimental set-up depicted in Fig. 1 results in flows with a density interface that is much
thinner than, and displaced with respect to, the velocity interface. The piecewise linear
approximations to this profile are given in Fig. 4. The advantage of piecewise linear profiles is
that an eigenvalue equation can be derived analytically from the Taylor-Goldstein equation.
Using the techniques outlined in Drazin & Reid (1981, $23) we obtain the eigenvalue equation:

(3)C4 + alcq + a2c2 +asc + a4 = O

The complex wavespeed c = 2 (c: - fi)/AU, where the dimensional complex wavespeed is c* =
Cr” + ici”, and the mean velocity, U = (U I + U2)12; the instability wavenumber cx= kh, where k =
27rfk, and k is the wavelength of an instability; the Richardson number, J = g’hlAU2; and the
profile asymmetry, &= 2d/h. The coefficients an in (3) are functions of et, J and E.

Solutions to (3) for& = 0.5 and 1.0 are presented in Fig. 5. The experimentsof Lawrence et al.
(199 1) verified the above solutions to the extent that the wavenumber of the instabilities
corresponded closely to thatwith the maximum predicted growth rate aci. In the present study
we investigate the the behaviour of the mixed layer when we forced the flow at other than the
maximum amplified wavenumber. We also attemptto test the curious prediction of stability for
a range of negativeRichardson numberswhen E= 1.

RESPONSE TO PERIODIC FORCING

To input small two-dimensional perturbations into the flow at other than the most amplified
wavenumber we oscillated a thin strip of metal attached to the trailing edge of the splitter plate.
We input perturbations over a range of wavenumbers into flows with J = 0.15, J = 0.0, and J =
-0.015 to test the theoretical predictions. In general the response was consistent with predictions
for a profile asymmetry e = 0.5. A limitation of our experimental set-up was that we were not
able to measure &accurately. On the other hand figure 6 shows that the predicted growth range
is not particularly sensitive to & except at high wave numbers. Furthermore, some of the
predictions of instability are suspect, since viscosity is ignored in the analysis given above.

The various responses of the mixing layer to forcing when J = 0.15, J = 0.0, and J = -0.015 are
presented in figures 7, 8, and 9 respectively. In each case the mixing was suppressed, at least
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initially, whenever the flow was forced at other than the most amplified wavenumber, CXm.In
figure 7 the flow was visualized by injecting a thin stream of dye just above the splitter plate.
This reveals the presence of concentrated spanwise vorticity in the dominant upper layer. These
vortex tubes remain above the interface and cause the interface to cusp, but not necessarily
billow, into the upper layer. When the flow is unforced (Fig. 7a) small background perturbations
of the most amplified wavenumber dominate. When the flow is forced at ct = 0.34 (Fig. 7b) the
resulting long waves are not amplified, despite the prediction of weak runpliilcation. This is
probably due to viscous effects which are ignored in the analysis. By the downstream end of the
test section the flow is similar to the unforced case. When ~ = ~m (Fig. 7c) the response is
almost immediate and a regula stream of spanwise vortices forms. When et > ctm (Figs. 7d &
7e) the forced instabilities do not grow. Again the theory predicts some amplification, but for
these short wavelengths viscous damping appears to be very important.

The results for homogeneous flows (J = O) are presented in figure 8. In this case the flow has
been visualized using laser induced fluorescence. Again the most dramatic response occurs when
a = am, see figure 8b. For J = O the theoretical prediction is that the flow is stable for
wavenumbers greater than about 1.3 no matter what the value of .s. There does, however, appem
to be some amplification at higher wavenumbers. However, if the layers are not of exactly the
same density (due either to temperatures differences or the introduction of a small quantity of
dye into the lower layer), then J # O and instability is generally predicted.

The results for the statically unstable flows (J = -0.0 15) are presented in figure 9. Again the most
dramatic response occurs when a = ~m, see figure 9b. Waves forced at cx = 2.0, (figure 9c)
decay as predicted for E = 1, but not fore = 0.5. It should be stressed that even though stability
may be predicted at high wavenumbers the instability at low wavenumbers is high and unforced
perturbations with cx = CLmquickly dominate. The downstream conditions are little different for
forcing at ct = 2.0 than in the unforced case (figure 9a). Clearly, further work needs to be done to
explore the potential for suppressing Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities by forcing the flow.

CONCLUSIONS

Observations of the development of mixing layers are consistent with predictions obtained from
an analysis of their linear hydrodynamic stability. Observations of statically unstable flows
indicate that mixing layer experiments are useful in the study of the sheared Rayleigh-Taylor
instability. Two-dimensional forcing of the flow can dramatically change the development of the
mixing layer. Besides providing insight into the mechanisms of instability our results should
provide direction for future theoretical, numerical, and laboratory investigations.
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Fig. 3 Development of instability in a flow with Jo = -0.03. The fluid in the upper layer is
slightly heavier than that in the lower layer. The camera is moving at auuroximatelv
the-me& velocity, so that the developme~t of individual
flow k left-to-right, with the lower layer moving faster.
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COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS

ON THE DYNAMICS OF SHEAR LAYERS

Marcel LESIEUR, Pierre COMTE and Yves FOUILLET*

Institut de M6canique de Grenoble (L. E. G. I.) **
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Abstract

In this paper, we study the dynamics of compressible shear layers with

the aid of direct-numerical simulations, or large-eddy simulations. We fo-

cus on the coherent vortices, and consider both free-shear and wall-bounded

flows. We look first at the incompressible mixing layers, and study the ef-

fects on the flow of two types of initial perturbations superposed upon the

basic shear: a quasi two-dimensional perturbation, where straight Kelvin-

Helmholtz billows are observed, and a three-dimensional perturbation, where

a helical pairing is observed. Afterwards, we study the effect of compressibil-

ity on the mixing layer, by increasing the convective Mach number NIC. It

is shown that the helical pairing is suppressed above iMC= 0.7, and that the

flow evolves towards large staggered A vortices. This structure is analogous

with the one found in the supersonic compressible boundary layer on an adi-

abat ic flat wall (Mach number 5), and the subsonic heated boundary layer.

Details on the large-eddy simulation procedure are given in the appendix.

1. Introduction

Let us start by a few words on coherent vortices, which will be con-

sidered in most of this paper. Usually, coherent vortices are pressure lows.

Indeed, they correspond to a vorticity concentration in space. Hence, from

stokes circulation theorem, the fluid will circulate around the vortex, being

* Lecture given at the 4th International Workshop on the Physics of Com-

pressible Turbulent Mixing, Cambridge, 29 March-1 April 1993.

** Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble (INPG), University Joseph

pourieT (UJF) and CentTe National de la fiecheTche $cientijfque (CNRS’).
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in approximate balance between the centrifugal force and thepressure gradi-

ent. This is no more true when compressibility is high, as will be seen below,

and also when the fluid is submitted to a solid-body rotation: in this case,

Coriolis force must be accounted for.

One of the simplest ways to generate coherent vortices is through Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability, where a vortex sheet, corresponding to the interface

between two layers of different (but parallel) velocity will roll up into two-

dimensional spiral vortices. Laboratory experiments (Winant and Browand,

1974; Brown and Roshko, 1974), as well as numerous numerical simulations,

show also that the vortices undergo successive pairings, which contribute to

the spreading of the mixing layer. Various numerical illustrations of Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability and of the the pairing are provided in Lesieur (1990).

The numerical simulations do show also that the coherent vortices are local

concentrations of vorticity and low pressure, around which the transported

quantities (dye, passive temperature) wind.

Other types of coherent vortices are the longitudinal hairpin vortices. In

shear flows, they correspond to three-dimensional instabilities where vortex

filaments in a shear, submitted to a weak vertical oscillation in the spanwise

direction, are stretched longitudinally by the basic shear. It yields longitu-

dinal hairpin vortices of opposite sign. Due to seli-induction effects, they

are usually inclined approximately 45° with respect to the horizontal plane

defined by the streamwise and spanwise directions,

An important feature for the organization of the vortex topology is the

relative phase of the perturbed vortex filaments: if they are in phase in the

streamwise direction, the resulting hairpins will have a global in-phase sinu-

ous oscillation, as in the so-called aligned Klebanoff ’s mode in the boundary

layer (Klebanoff et al., 1962), and the translative instability (Pierrehumbert

and Widnall, 1982) in the mixing layer. In this situation where the hairpin

vortices are in phase, low and high-spead streaks should be very elongated.

This was the case for the experiment of Klebanoff et al. (1962) in a forced

transitional boundary layer. If the initial spanwise perturbations are out of

phase, the flow will give rise to hairpin vortices staggered in the stream-

wise direction. This vortex topology corresponds to the so-called staggered
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mode in the boundary layer (Herbert, 1988) and to the helical-pairing mode

(Pierrehumbert and Widnall, 1982) in the context of the mixing layer.

The “helical pairing” (this terminology is borrowed from Pierrehumbert

and Widnall, 1982, who used it in the context of secondary instability of the

mixing layer) is obtained in the following way in the staggered case: when

the tips of the hairpins come close to each other, and if the vorticity carried

by the vortices is high enough, there will be a local roll up and pairing. This

may occur in free-shear flows, as will be shown below.

2. Mixing layers

2. I Incompressible case

We have carried out 3D direct-numerical simulations of a temporal mixing

layer (periodic in the streamwise and spanwise directions), using pseudo-

spectral methods (1283 points). The initial flow is a parallel hyperbolic

tangent basic velocity profile, plus a weak random perturbation which may

be a white noise or peak in the large scales (harmonic or subharmonic).

When the perturbation is quasi two-dimensional, one observes the emer-

gence of spiral quasi two-dimensional Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices. One no-

tices also the appearance of weak longitudinal hairpin vortices, of vorticity

about 1/10 of the initial maximal spanwise vorticity (Comte et al., 1992).

The same vortex topology, with thin longitudinal modes stretched between

quasi two-dimensional large vortices, was observed for spatially-growing mix-

ing layers by various experimentalists such as Breidenthal (1981), Lasheras

and Choi (1988), or Bernal and Roshko (1986). It was also found in the

temporal mixing layer simulations of Metcalfe et al. (1987). Notice that

our direct-numerical simulations are at moderate Reynolds number, and the

longitudinal vorticity stretched is low. In fact, large-eddy simulations of a

periodic wake show more intense longitudinal vortices. We have carried out

large-eddy simulations of the wake using the same pseudo-spectral code, at

a resolution of 483 points, and with a quasi two-dimensional forcing (for

details on the large-eddy simulations, see the appendix). Figure 1 shows

the iso-surface of the vorticity modulus corresponding to a value of half the

maximum initial vorticity ~i. Fiogure la corresponds to a direct numerical
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simulation (no subgrid model) at a Reynolds number of ‘200: for such a

threshold, no longitudinal vortices appear. Here, the maximum vorticity is

= Ui, and oriented in the spanwise direction. Figure lb corresponds to the

structure-function model (M&ais and Lesieur, 1992) using an eddy-viscosity

scaling on the local velocity second-order structure function of turbulence.

Longitudinal vortices stretched between the Karman billows do appear, of

maximum vorticity 2.2tii. Figure lC corresponds to Smagorinsky’s model:

the maximum vorticity is slightly reduced (2.13ui), but the large primary

vortices are less important than with the structure-function model. Finally,

figure Id shows the vorticity modulus isosurface 0.83wi for a subgrid model

replaced by an iterated laplacian V(V2 )8. The stretching is even more intense

than for the structure-function model, with vorticity peaks at = bi. The

secondary longitudinal vorticity fields shown in the large-eddy simulations

of figures lb and ld are quite realistic, by comparison with the very high

Reynolds number cavitating wake experiments presented on figure 2 (taken

from Franc et al., 1982). Intense vortices are low-pressure regions, marked

by cavitation bubbles. Thus, the side view of figure 2 shows Karman vortices

reconnected by the longitudinal hairpin vortices.

Let us come back to the mixing layer. When the initial perturbation

is three-dimensional (but still of low amplitude), on the contrary, a helical

pairing is observed (Comte et al., 1991, 1992). This is shown on figure

3, presenting a top view of both the low-pressure field (fig. 3a) and the

vortex lines (fig. 3b) in a direct-numerical simulations (spectral methods,

resolution 1283 ). One observes a good correlation between depressions and

intense vortices, except in the central region of the domain, where a hairpin

is stretched between the two concentrations of vorticity: this hairpin has one

leg (x tii) more intense than the other one, which is not seen on the low-

pressure plot. Here, it is in the region of vortex reconnexion that the vorticity

attains its maximal stretching, of the order of 4 ~i. It has to be mentioned

that a spatially growing calculation forced upstream by a white noise still

exhibits the helical pairing, but with a weaker amplitude (see Comte et al.,

1992). This is certainly the explanation for the symmetry breaking of the

large vortices observed experimentally by Browand and Troutt (1980).
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In this helical-pairing situation, the kinetic-energy spectra display a one-

decade k-5/3 Kolmogorov law in the large scales (for the direct-numerical

simulation). The probability density functions (pdf) of pressure is highly

skewed towards the low values (with an exponential wing), while it is gaussian

for high values (see Comte et al., 1992). This tendency for the pressure to

take very low values for rare events is an indicator of large-scale interrnittency,

and is obviously associated with the existence of coherent vortices.

2.2 Compressible mixing layer

We consider here a mixing layer in an ideal gas, between two streams of

same density at infinity. We have looked at the influence of compressibil-

ity upon the mixing layer, with the aid of direct-numerical simulations us-

ing finite-difference methods of the predictor-corrector type (fourth-order in

space for the nonlinear terms). Here, the hyperbolic-tangent velocity profile

is perturbed by a weak three-dimensional white noise. The relevant Mach

number, called convective, i!4C, is built up with the relative velocity between

one of the two streams and the coherent vortices. At a AIc = 0.3, the same

helical-pairing structure as in the incompressible case is recovered, as can be

seen on figure 4, which represents a top view of the resulting vortex lines in

this case. Since the calculation is done with other numerical schemes than

in the incompressible case (which uses pseudo-spectral methods), this vali-

dates the incompressible results. Now, we increase the Mach number. Above

Afc = 0.6 = 0.7, one observes that the helical pairing is inhibitted, yielding

large A-shaped vortices staggered in the streamwise direction, and inclined

with respect to the horizontal. They carry a vorticity of the order of the

initial spanwise basic vorticity, but the intense stretching observed in the in-

compressible case is suppressed. This vortex structure is shown on figure 5a

(Alc = 1). Preliminary simulations in the spatially-growing case cofirm the

change of topology, from the MC = 0.3 case where large Kelvin-Helmholtz

vortices oscillate quasi two-dimensionally and are submitted to dislocations,

to the Ivlc = 1 case where turbulence consists of large and very elongated

staggered A vortices. In the laboratory experiments of Papamoschou and

Roshko (1988), it was shown that the spreading rate of the layer decreased
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when the convective Mach number was increased, from the incompressible

value at Lfc = 0.3 to about 4070 of this value above Lfc = 1. For ill= > 1, the

spreading rate was Mach number invariant. This might be an indicator of

the bifurcation from the low to high Mach number vortex topology of turbu-

lence. Another interesting result in the temporal compressible mixing layer

case concerns the pressure, which ceases to follow the vorticity and reconnects

longitudinally when the helical pairing has been inhibit ted (see figure 5b).

Our temporal simulations at Mach numbers 0.8 and 1 are in good agreement

with the results of Sandham and Reynolds (1991). The latter, however, did

not find the helical pairing at LfC = 0.4. This is certainly ascribable to the

fact that they used other types of initial conditions.

3. Compressible boundary layer

We have done large-eddy simulations of the transition to turbulence in

the compressible spatially-developing boundary layer above an adiabatic flat

wall, with the same numerical methods as above for the compressible mixing

layer. A preliminary Mach 5 calculation using the structure function model

(see Normand and Lesieur, 1992) displays a staggered pattern of large elon-

gated A vortices, very similar to those observed for the compressible mixing

layer at AfC = 1. The trouble with the structure-function model is that it

is too dissipative in low Mach number boundary layers, and prevents tur-

bulence to develop. Therefore, we have implemented a selective version of

the structure-function model, which is applied selectively in regions where

the flow presents a sufficient degree of three-dimensionality. The latter is

measured in terms of the mean angle between the vorticity at a given grid

point and the vorticity of the neighboring points. If this angle exceeds the

most probable value obtained in simulations of isotropic turbulence at an

equivalent resolution, the subgrid model is turned on. Otherwise, it is only

molecular dissipation which acts. This selective structure-function model

has been applied successfully to the simulation of an isothermal boundary

layer at a temperature three times larger than the temperature at infinity

(David, 1993): the flow is uniform upstream (Jim = 0.5), with a small three-

dimensional random white-noise perturbation superposed upon it, and the
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plate is inclined 10° with respect to the incoming velocity. The calculation

uses the same numerical methods as for the flat plate case mentioned above,

except for the fact that a curvilinear system of coordinates is used. The

resolution is 237 x 30 x 32 grid points respectively in the streamwise, trans-

verse and spanwise directions. Here, the heating accelerates the transition,

due to the generalized inflexion-point criterion. Figure 6 shows the vorticity

modulus, which displays again staggered A vortices.

Appendix: large-eddy simulations

In order to increase the Reynolds number in the simulations, it is necessary

to introduce a subgrid-scale model representing the action of scales smaller

than Ax, the computational mesh, upon the explicitly resolved scales. The

formalism of the large-eddy simulations proceeds as follows: one considers a

spatial filter F of width Ax, which filters out the subgrid-scales of wavelength

< Ax,

iil(z, t) = F{uj(.z, t)} ; ‘u~= tiz + u: , (1)

where the u; are the velocity fluctuations.

Stokes equations, it is obtained:

i3’ii; ~iil

{
~+tij==-~~++ v

.7 ,00 ~~~ 1

with

Applying the filter to Navier-

(%+a+Ti’}‘2)

(3)

This has formal similarities with the Reynolds equations for the mean flow,

except for the form of subgrid-scale stress tensor TIj. Still, an eddy-viscosity

assumption is done for the latter:

Tij = Vt
(%+2) +:Ti”i’

(4)

The filtered Navier-Stokes equation writes

where P is a filtered pressure including the T/I 6ij contribution and deter-

mined by the filtered continuity equation 8iij/(!lzj = O.
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In Smagorinsky’s model (1963), the eddy-viscosity is given by

(6)

We have adopted a different point of view, based on the spectral eddy-

viscosity concept:

A.1 Spectral eddy-viscosity

Let us consider isotropic turbulence in Fourier space: the filter F is now a

sharp filter which cancels out the modes larger than the cutoff wavenumber

kc = r/Ax. Let E(kC) be the kinetic energy spectrum at kC. An “Ala mixing

length” theory, assuming that the integral scale of the subgrid turbulence is

w k~l and its characteristic velocity v(k. ) N m gives

(7)

Nonlocal expansions based upon the ED QNM theory, plus assumption of a

k–5/3 spectrum for k > kC, yield for k << kc (Chollet and Lesieur, 1981)

c = 0.44 Clp , (8)

where CK is the Kolmogorov constant). When k is close to kc (in practice,

it corresponds to k > 0.3 kC), a k dependence is found for the eddy-viscosity,

with a cusp behaviour (Kraichnan, 1976, Lesieur, 1990). This is the so-called

Chollet and Lesieur’s model. A simplified version of it is the averaged spectral

eddy viscosity (without cusp), where the constant in the eddy-viscosity is

adjusted by assuming a subgrid-scale flux equal to c in an infinite Kolrnogorov

cascade E(k) N c213 k–sfs, It is found

(9)

The spectral eddy-viscosity gives fairly good results for isotropic turbulence,

but with a spectrum closer to k-2 than k-513. However, kinetic-energy decay

is in good agreement with theoretical predictions at high Reynolds number

as checked in M6tais and Lesieur (1992).
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A..2 The strucr!uTe-function model

When working in physical space, however, this spectral eddy-viscosity is dif-

ficult to employ in cases of strong inhomogeneity and intermittence: the

spectral eddy viscosity will be calculated from an average of turbulence upon

the whole domain. It will be obviously too high in the regions where the flow

is quasi-laminar, or where instabilities develop. In this case it is preferable

not to use any additional damping due to an eddy viscosity. On the other

hand, the eddy-viscosity will be too low in regions of strong turbulent acti-

vity. The idea of the structure-function model (M6tais and Lesieur, 1992) is

to introduce a local kinetic energy spectrum .Ez(kC), which is used for the

evaluation of the eddy-viscosity. This spectrum is calculated in terms of the

local second-order velocity structure function

F,(;,lhz?,t)= (/]ii’(:, t) – 77(Z+ F,t)ll’),,Fl,=Az (lo)

using “Bat chelor-Orszag’s formula”

Fz(:, ~X,i) = 4.82 Cl< (c ~X)2f3 , Ez(kc) = CJ<E213 (:)-5’3 (11)

which yields

E;(kc) = -&T (12)’513 AX F2(2, dx, t)

Expressing the structure function of the filtered field, ~2, in terms of the

total structure function], it is obtained

Vt(:, Az, t) = 0.105 C~3’2 AX [~z(:, Az, t)]l’2 , (13)

where the spatial average in the structure-function is taken upon points Z+F,

a distance Ax apart of 2).

An analogous eddy-conductivity is built up taking a turbulent Prandtl

number equal to 0.6, as given by the isotropic incompressible studies. After-

wards, these eddy-coefficients are incorporated with the viscous coefficients

into the Navier-Stokes equations. For isotropic decaying turbulence, a very

1 This is done assuming that the small-scale turbulence follows a Kolmogorov

cascade (see M4tais and Lesieur, 1992, for details).
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good Kolmogorov spectrum is obtained for the velocity in the neighborh-

ood of the cutoff wavenumber kc. For non-isotropic turbulence, the use of

the structure-function model may be justified by the fact that small scales

are less anisotropic than large scales: the anisotropy of the latter is directly

taken into account by the simulation. The model works very well for the

backward-facing step flow (Silveira-Neit o et al., 1991, 1993) where it pre-

dicts a reattachment length and pressure coefficients in good agreement with

experiments in the low-step case. For the high step, the calculation shows a

vortex structure close to the structure obtained in experimental mixing lay-

ers, with quasi 2D primary Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices shed behind the step,

and stretching longitudinal vortices inbetween. Applied to the problem of ini-

tially 3D isotropic turbulence submitted to rotation, the structure-function

model shows how, for certain regimes of rotation, turbulence is reorganized

into a few cyclonic vortices parallel to the rotation axis (Bartello et al., 1993).
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Figure captions:

Figure 1: isosurface of the vorticit y modulus in a periodic wake, correspond-

ing to ~~i, where ~i is the maximum initial vorticity ; a) direct-numerical

simulation at Reynolds 200 and s = 1/2; b) large-eddy simulation using

the structure-function model, s = 1/2; c) LES with Smagorinsky’s model,

s = 1/2; d) iterated laplacian, s = 0.83.

Figure 2: side-view of a cavitating wake at Reynolds 180000 (from Franc et

al., 1982).

Figure 3: top view of the incompressible periodic mixing layer undergoing a

helical pairing; a) low pressure, b) vortex lines (from Comte et al., 1992).

Figure 4: top view of the vortex lines in a compressible periodic mixing layer

at a convective Mach number 0.3.

Figure 5: top view of the vortex lines (a) and low pressure (b) in a compress-

ible periodic mixing layer at lYC = 1.

Figure 6: large-eddy simulation of transition in a Mach 0.5 boundary layer

above a a heated plate inclined 10° with respect to the upstream velocity.

The isosurface of vorticity norm corresponding to 30’3Z0of the maximum is

shown (from David, 1993).
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Compressible shear laYers
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FIGURE 2
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LATE-TIME TURBULENT MIXING OF A HIGH DENSITY GAS
BUBBLE IN A SHOCKED AIR FLOW (M. = 1.14)

M Philpott
A V Smith

AWE , Foulness, UK

N W Cowperthwaite
D L Youngs

AWE, Aldermaston, UK

INTRODUCTION

A series of shock tube experiments is described which investigates the

interaction of a shock wave with a bubble of dense gas (freon-12) in air. The Mach

number of the incident shock is MS -1.14. The main purpose of the experiment was

to study the late-time turbulent mixing of the freon with the surrounding air which

occurs after shock, passage. Comparisons have been made with two-dimensional direct

numerical simulations in axisymmetric geometry. ‘There is a significant disagreement

between simulation and experiment. The two dimensional calculation has recently

been repeated with a turbulence model to represent the effect of three dimensional

turbulence. The experimental results are described in [1].

COMPARISON WITH DIRECT 2D NUMERICAL SIMULATION

+
s-lock ~
Wave -

---+ oFreon-12

F

/
R/0

---+

Figure 1: The initial configuration for the experiment

The experiment is illustrated in figure 1. R., the initial radius of

the freon sphere is in the range 12 to 19 mm. U denotes the velocity of the air

behind the shock and X denotes the displacement of the front surface (F). 2D direct

numerical simulation has been carried out in axisymmetric geometry with ~ = 15 mm

and mesh size Ar = Az = 0.3 mm (further detaila are given in [1]). For the purpose

of comparing with experiment X/~ is plotted against Ut/Q, see figure 2. The

calculated bubble displacement is less than observed, particularly at late time.

Figure 3 includes results for a 2D calculation with a coarser mesh (Ar = Az = 0.6

~) . Refining the mesh does not have a large effect on the displacement. Agreement

with experiment is, in fact, worse for the finer mesh calculation. Hence there is

a definite disagreement between 2D simulation and experiment. Figure 4 shows

comparisons of observed (shadowgraph) and calculated (freon volume fraction
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contours) bubble shapes. At early time there is guite good agreement. However, at

late time there appears to be more fine scale mixing on the downstream side of the

bubble in the experiment than in the simulation.
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Figure 2: Bubble displacement versus time
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VORTEX RING MOTION

The 2D simulation shows that the velocity field is dominated at late

time by a single vortex ring which moves at the same velocity as the front of the

bubble. The radius of the core of the vortex ring is about 1.3 ~; its distance

from the front surface is about 1.25 ~.

According to Batchelor [2], the velocity of a vortex ring relative to

the ambient fluid is given approximately by

~=~~
where

2P
T = kinetic energy, P = impulse

At late time, the front surface of the bubble moves with velocity U-V;

the rear surface moves with velocity close to U. As time proceeds the bubble

elongates but does not increase in width. In the 2D simulation the front surface

of the bubble moves at a velocity less than observed. This implies that the value

of V in the simulation is greater than in the experiment, ie, the calculated vortex

is too strong. A likely explanation is that, in the experiment, there is

significant dissipation of kinetic energy due to the effect of three–dimensional

turbulence.
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Figure 5: Calculated bubble displacement: effect of including the
turbulence model
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APPLICATION OF A TURBULENCE MODEL

In a attempt to resolve the discrepancy between simulation and

experiment the 2D calculation has been repeated with a turbulence model included.

A summary of the turbulence model is given in [3]; the same model coefficients are

used here as in [3]. The bubble displacement is slightly greater in the calculation

~ the turbulence model, see figure 5. Hence agreement with experiment is

improved. However, the effect is not large enough to explain the difference between

simulation and experiment. Bubble shapes obtained for the turbulence model

calculation are shown in figure 6. The bubble is now more diffuse and the shape is

in much better agreement with experiments.

14.8

r = 17.2

T = 19.7

f = 0,01,0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 02, 0.5

Figure 6: Volume fraction countours for calculation with turbulence model.
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On Shock Polar Analysis and Analytical

Expressions for Vorticity Deposition in

Shock-Accelerated Density-Stratified Interfaces

Ravi” Saint aney tid Norman J. Zabusky

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, and

Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 08855

Abstract

CAIP Center

Vorticity is deposited due to baroclinic effects on the surface of a

density-stratified interface accelerated by a shock. We present an an-

alytical expression, derived from shock polar analysis, for circul~tion

per unit length on a fast-slow planar density interface inclined at an

angle to the incident shock. The analytical expression is compared

with numerical simulations for planar interfaces. The analytical ex-

pression is simple enough to be integrated to yield total circulation on

nonplanar interfaces (sinusoidal and semicircular interfaces) acceler-

ated by shocks. The analytical results agree very well with numerical

experiments using a second order Godunov hydrodynamic code.
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1 Introduction

A fundamental interaction in compressible hydrodynamics is that between

a shock wave and a density inhomogeneit y. Furthermore, the elemental pro-

cesses that occw are of practical interest in combustion and inertial confine-

ment (laser driven fusion). Of special interest is the “early-time” stability

and growth rate for shock-acclerated interfaces which may be explained from

the point of view of vortex dynamics 1. As a result, accurate quantification

of vorticity generation is a very important goal. We present analytical ex-

pressions for circulation at fast-slow planar gas interfaces using shock polar

analysis (SPA). Using these results we predict analytically the circtiation on

non-planar i.nt erfaces (sinusoidally perturbed interfaces and bubbles). The

analytical results agree very well with numerical experiments.

The physical picture may be characterized by a shock wave propagating

in a rectangular shock tube, through a gas of density pl and an interface

separating a gas of density p2. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of three possible

physical situations: planar interface inclined at an angle, a; a sinusoidally

perturbed vertical interface with amplitude, A, and wave length, A; or a

bubble of radius, ‘ro; . The essential parameter space is three dimensional:

the strength of the shock characterized by the Mach number .M, the density

ratio q = pzlpl, and the geometry of the density interface characterized by

CYor r. or by A/.A. Effects of viscosity and changes in specific heat ratio are

omitted, as they play a minor role in this parameter domain.

Two generic classes of interactions exist: one in which the shock crosses

into a fluid with a higher sound speed, q < 1 (the “slow/fast” or s/f interac-
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tion), and the case where the shock passes into a region with a lower sound

speed, q > 1 (“fast/slow” or f/s). In this letter, we consider only q > 1.0,

Vorticity layer generation and late time evolution of coherent vertical

structures in shock-interface interactions have been investigated by Hawley

and Zabusky 1; Yang, Zabusky et. al. and Samtaney, Zabusky et. al.21314.

Experiment al work on shock-interface interactions was done by Jahn 5, Abd-

el-fattah and Henderson, Haas and Sturtevant 7; and many others. For a

limited parameter range, Yang, Zabusky et. al.2 quantified the circulation

at a f/s interface using SPA and numerically; and validated the performance

of their code.

2 Circulation at a Fast-Slow Gas Planar Interface

Fig. ( 2) shows a schematic of a regular refraction of a shock wave at a

fastislow interface. In SPA one assumes a frame of reference which is sta-

tionary with respect to the node where all the shocks meet. Furthermore,

we assume that initially both gases are perfect, inviscid and of constant

identical specific heat ratio (7). In Fig. ( 2), mm is the interface; i, r, t are

the incident, reflected and transmitted shocks, respectively; S1 and S2 are

the streamlines in the incident and transmitted media; $0 and $1 are the

deflections of S1 due to i and ~, respectively and ~b is the deflection of S2

due to t. p. and pb are the initial pressures in the incident and transmitted

gases respectively; pl, p2 and pt are respectively the pressures behind the

incident, reflected and transmitted shocks. A40 and k?b are the free stream

Mach numbers in the incident gas and transmitted gas respectively. Follow-
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ing Henderson 8, we may write three equations of the shock polars for the

incident, transmitted and reflected shocks as

plpi – 1

[ 1

(1+/J2)flJ~ ‘/J2 ‘P/Pi ; ,
t8J1.6i(P) =

1 + TM? – p/pi

(1)
P2 ~ P/Pi

where i = O, 1, b for the incident, reflected and transmitted shock and p’ =

@ The following equations are also obtained from the conservation laws:-)’+1“

23
— = I + (l+p2)(M2 –l),
Po

1 + kq/f; P-1= $( )—
1 + +f: Po 7

(2)

(3)

where +(p) = p(l + p2p)/(p2 + p) and M. = M sin-l CY. Since the velocity

of the node is the same in both media, we have ik?b = Moq i. To solve for

the pressure p2, the following compatibility equations hold:

Pt P’ P2Pl—=—= ——. (5)
Pbpo PI Po

For simplicity, we assume that initially pb = ~ - 1. For regular re-

fraction, and fixing 7, M, a, and q, one can solve the above equations for

w and the velocity jump (AzJ) across the interface. The magnitude of the

circulation (vorticity deposition) per unit length of the shocked interface is:

~(M, a,q,p2, -y) = Av - (o,(M, a,q,~,7) - vz(M, a,q, p2,7)) (6)

In Eq. ( 6) , Vt and V2 are the tangential velocities on either side of the

perturbed interface. To get the circulation per unit length of the original

interface we multiply Eq. ( 6) by the factor ds’/ds = cos a/ cos(a – fib)
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which accounts for the instantaneous change in length of the interface due to

the shock. Thus we get I“ = Av cos a/ cos(a – fib). The expression for I“

reduces to

()
~

r’=_ 272 cos a

([

7–1 M2

1
+1–+(p~) $

——
7–1 COS(CY– f~) 2 sin2 a 7–

(7)

To obtain an approximate expression for circulation on the interface, we

expand I“ in Eq. ( 7) as a series in sin a about sin a = O. Thus we have,

r=-((7~{)M)(1-@/p’20)_ 1 + @(p2,0/~)3J(pI)) sina+O((sina)3)

(8)

where the limiting pressure behind the reflected shock ~,. = l@+o pz.

3 Numerical Experiments

As described earlier2~3, we use a second order Godunov scheme to simulate

2D compressible Euler equations on a uniform grid with Ax = Ay = 0.25

with shocktube width 20, and a shock about 10 grid zones to the left of the

density interface (starting at z == 25) which is spread over to 2-3 grid zones.

The boundary conditions were reflecting in the y-direction and inflowloutflow

in the x-direction. We made several runs with difFerent density ratios and

difFerent angles. Using the feature tracking mode in DAVID 9 enables us to

track coherent vortex structures which lie above a specified threshold value.

This is used to measure the vorticity deposition after the the shock crosses
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the interface completely.

In Fig. ( 3) we have shown the normalized circulation per unit length of

the interface using Eq. ( 7), Eq.( 8) and the numerical result for q = 3.0 and

&f = 1.05,2.0. It is apparent that the exact result (Eq. 7) terminates at a

certain critical angle while the approximate result (leading term in the series

in Eq. ( 8) can be extended to CY= 7r/2. The analytical expressions agree

very well with each other and with the numerical result up to moderate

values of a. For large a, the approximate result overpredicts significutly

when compared with the numerical result. Also, the agrement is better for

moderate to large .&f than for small Al at large a. Similar observations

hold for larger q which are not reported here. We identify the sources of

error for this discrepancy: the analytical expression is for an instantaneous

vorticity deposition while the real vortex layer is evolving with time; and

numerical diffusion spreads the vortex layer. Hence the for larger CYthe error

is expected to be larger.

4 Circulation for Non-planar Interfaces

Consider a fast-slow interface which is nonplanar and can be described by

the equation z = ~(y). We have an approximate expression for circulation

(Eq. 8) which is of the form

dr—=–r; sina
ds

(9)

where I’j depends only upon q and M. For planar interfaces the angle, a

is constant. For an arbitrary interface a = a(s), i.e. the angle between the
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shock and the interface is a function of arclength, s. If CYdoes not change

sign along the interface, i.e. ~(y) is a monotonically decreasing or increasing

function of y and at no point along the interface is a > x/2, then we may

integrate Eq. ( 9) to get the total circulation on the interface simply as

17 = —l’~Ac, where Ae (see Fig. 1) is the effective amplitude (crest to

trough distance).

4.1 Sinusoidally Perturbed Interface

The equation of the interface is: z = Acos(ky). See Fig. ( 1) (b) for a

schematic of the perturbed interface. Using the above result we get the

circulation on one half-wavelength sinusoiddly perturbed interface, (l’P) as

rP = –2AI’{ For this case, the largest angle between the shock and the

interface occurs at the (O, —A/4) and is given by tan cz~~~ = Ak. Comparison

between numerical simulations and the above expression is shown in Fig. 4

for A/A = 0.125 and 0.5. For A/A = 0.125, the refraction of the shock at

the interface is regular at all times while for A/A = 0.5, am.2 = 72°, for

which the refraction is irregular. The agreement is very good, especially for

small A/A ratios.

4.2 Circular Interfaces

We use 17= –1’j A= to get the circulation on surface of the bubble until the

shock has reached the top of the bubble. For a circular bubble of radius To

the circdation (rb) on the “uside” of the bubble is given by rb = –r~ To.

For numerical experiments we use To = 25. Fig. 4 shows the magnitude of
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circulation (normalized by ro) obtained numerically and analytically for the

bubble. Note that in the case of a bubble we have angles between the shock

and the density interface varying from O to m/2.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this letter, we have presented exact and approximate analytical expres-

sions for circulation deposited on a fast-slow interface accelerated by a shock.

We have obtained analytical expressions for vorticity deposition on sinu-

soidally perturbed and circular interfaces that are in good agreement with

numerical results. A similar expression for slow-fast interfaces yields larger

error and will be reported in the future.

In the future we will show that changes in y across the interface do

not significantly affect the circulation. Also, in the future we will use the

analyical expressions to develop models to predict the vorticity deposition in

shock-bubble interactions. For sinusoidally perturbed interfaces, we will use

the expression for circulation and relate it to the growth rate of perturbations

in the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability environment.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic of physical domain and parameters in shock accelerated

density stratified interfaces. a) Planar interface; b) Sinusoidally perturbed

interface; and c) Circular interface.

Fig. 2. Schematic of regular refraction with three shocks at a fast-slow

interface. i, ~, t are the incident, reflected and transmitted shocks, respec-

tively.

Fig. 3. Circulation per unit original length, I“ for v = 3.0. for M = 1.05

and M = 2.0 normalized by (lzf2 — I)/ill. “()” = exact circulation, “O” =

approximate circulation, and filled “u” = numerical circulation.

Fig. 4. Circulation for a sinusoidal interface, 17P/( 2A) and the “uside” of a

circular bubble 17~/ro for q = 1.2, 3.0, 6.0, 15.0. “o” = Sinusoidal interface,

with amplitude A = 10 and wavelength A = 80. Filled “0” = Sinusoidal

titerface, with A = 40 and ~ = 80. “0” = Circular bubble. Solid Line =

Andyticd result (rP/(2A)07’rb/70.
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IV Theoretical & empirical models

MODELING TURBULENT MIXING
WHERE DO WE STAND?

D. Besnard
Centre dEtudes de Limeil-Valenton

94195 Villeneuve-St-georges Cedex FRANCE

1-INTRODUCTION

If Kelvin-Hehnholtz instability induced mixing has already been studied for quite a
few years, it was only recently that interest grew about the role of Rayleigh-Taylor and
Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities as drivers towards mixing. The obvious reason is that there
are applications, such as inertial confinement fusion, which require some control over these
instabilities. Modeling such flows is a difficult task: They are turbulent, highly
nonstationary, and involve several compressible media. Solving the problems associated to
each of these aspects is in itself a challenge. However, a number of approaches have been
considered, which are reviewed in this paper.

There are two main classes of problems to be addressed when modeling turbulent
mixing. The frost type pertains to the understanding of the hydrodynamics of non-stationary
turbulent mixture flows. The second one is related to the modeling of mixing patterns
induced by hydrodynamic instabilities, and their relationship to other physical processes.
The first class has been approached with already well-known techniques, but generalized to
multi-material flows. In Section 2, we summarize some of the results obtained from
theoretical work, that should help for deriving engineering models, such as single-point
closure modeling of turbulent correlations. In Section 3, we mainly investigate one-field

models, such as “k-&” models and two-field models. In particular, we describe here the
different types of closure and their domain of application. We then analyze the different
choices of closures and discuss their advantages.

It is well-known that such models implicitly assume an underlying spectral
equilibrium. For unsteady flows, with sudden changes imposed upon, single-point models
may be unsuited. To address these problems, and improve currents models, spectral models
are currently under investigation. This is described in Section 4, with a two-point closure
approach, that reduces to single point models through vawenumber averages. However, the
type of closure they use assumes that the flow is already turbulent, and therefore cannot deal
with the early phase of the mixing. That is why they require an initialization procedure, a
very difficult problem that is considered in this paper. One way to alleviate it is to use a two-
field model, by which the early, ordered interpenetation of the two fluids is clearly separated
from the later turbulent mixing phase.

The second class is by far not as much developed than the first one. In fact,
although multiphase flow has been of considerable interest for the past twenty years in the
nuclear engineering community, interface dynamics is such a complex, nonlinear problem
that very little results were obtained before the advent of the most recent computers,
allowing for very detailed numerical experiments. These in turn suggest possible models.
Up to now, no statistical knowledge was obtained about mixtures induced by Rayleigh-
Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities. However, if such a distribution of one fluid in
the other assumes a specified form, it may possible to calculate some mean values, for such
a quantity as the opacity of the mixture. A very brief review of the present results constitutes
the Section 5 of this paper.
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2-THEORETICAL RESULTS

2. l-Rayleigh-Taylor instability induced mixing

The non-lines and turbulent stages of Rayleigh-Taylor instability induced mixing
have been the subject of a renewed interest, starting a few years ago, due to two factors: It
was shown experimentally 1.2.3,4 that RTI mixing layers gTow in a self-similar fashion, at
least for a large range of parameters. This suggested that it should be possible to model such
a process with rather simple models (i.e. involving a limited number of equations). On the
other hand, the availability of more powerful computers and of new, more sophisticated
numerical algorithms allowed for detailed simulations, way in the non-linear regime of RT
(and RM) instability. Indeed, it was shown 5~6~7~8using both simulations and modeling that

RT mixing layer growth follows the power law ctgt2, as observed in experiments 1,3. It
should be emphasized that the above mentioned simulations pertain to the nonlinem regime,
that shows nevertheless the same feature of a rather well-defined self-similar regime. Initial
conditions might therefore be forgotten if the acceleration lasts long enough (i.e. compared
to the other time scales in the problem), which would greatly simplify the difficulties
associated with modeling. These results suggest that it should be possible to derive
relatively simple models with accurate prediction capabilities.

2.2-Richtmyer-Meshkov instability induced mixing

In contrast with RTI induced mixing, Richtmyer-Meshkov instability induced mixing
does not offer as clear a picture. Due to its impulsive nature, RMI does not induce a well
defined, self-similar law of interpenetration. In fact, it was suggested 9 that the fluctuating
energy contained in the interpenetration zone might depend on initial conditions, at least in a
statistical sense. More precisely, this energy would be proportional to a power of the
interface roughness (in fact to the interface rms). The associated power law for the mixing
layer growth is tzls, to be compared to another prediction 10, of a linear growth, with no
initial condition dependence (for “small” initial perturbations). Detailed numerical
simulations 11,12 seem to confirm the fust prediction, at least in the limit of the times that
were considered for the simulations.

It was also shown experimentally that, for a single mode perturbation, the ratio of the
perturbation amplitude to the mode wavelength is a “universal” function of Richtmyer
formula 13, even in the non linear regime.

The above mentioned work was done for discontinuous interfaces separating two
fluids. Some additional work was done regarding the interaction of shocks and continuous
interafces, showing a reduction of the interpenetration growth rate when compared with the
discontinuous case 14,15.

3-SINGLE-POINT CLOSURE MODELS

We concentrate here on the engineering modeling of multimatenal compressible
turbulent flows; the different materials are not necessarily mixed initially, which brings in
the additional complexity of the modeling of the mixing process itself. The applications
range from volcanic emptions, where a plume of hot air (mixed with ashes) mixes with the
surrounding cold air, to laser-implosed pellets, where the mixing of the outer shell and the
inner fuel may lead to a significant decrease in the neutron yield 16.
All these applications have the common features of being highly unsteady, and involving
multimatenal flows. They bring in a major difference with the usual field of application of
transport models; one has here to address the problem of initialization of transport models,
or of the modeling of the different phases of the mixing occunng between the materials; the
model has to mimick successively the linear, nonlinear (two-field interpenetration), and
turbulent phases of the mixing.
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3. I-Two-field models

We consider here flows consisting of several different materials, denoted by a. In
each field. conservation laws read 17

~pa~) + V.(paf%a+ja). PUP

to which one has to add interracial relationships between materials, X,a [~] = O on ~,,

with [W] = pu~(v~-v~).n~ - ju.nu. @ is respectively 1, the velocity, and the total

energy of field a; @ is the production rate of F, and - ja is a flux; v~ is the interface

velocity, and n~ is the unit vector orthogonal to ~ at point x.
We consider now circumstances when the material interpenetrate each other or

already form a heterogeneous mixture. However, we assume here we only have a statistical
knowledge of this multifield flow; for example, if we consider the case of Rayleigh-Taylor
instability induced mixing of two materials, we assume we do no have control over the
perturbations of the interface separating them (we might only know its rms); in the case of
particles in a carrier fluid, the initial locations and/or number of the particles is not known,
only the particle volume fraction. We therefore define an averaging procedure over a set of
possible realizations of the flow. If the Reynolds number is high enough, the flow may turn
turbulent, and another average be defined: it is the usual Reynolds ensemble averaging
technique. The corresponding set is used as the basis for obtaining ensemble averaged
quantities.

This appoach leads to two-phase models 2,18*19, upon which turbulence is
superimposed. The two-phase part of the models describes the Iaminar interpenetration of
the two materials, occuring in a well-defined direction. In other words, the interpenewation
is highly anisotropic. It is also useful to emphasize that, due to a diffential acceleration, the
two fluids might have different velocities along the interpenetration direction, which
supports the two-field approach. The interaction between fluids is modeled as a drag term,
which tnmsfers energy from the large scale anisotropic motion into the small scale turbulent
part of the flow, if the Reynolds number is large enough. The turbulence is described by
additional equations. They range from a k-L model 2 to second order models 18,19.Note that
the turbulent fields might not be in equilibrium with each other, therefore suggesting the
use of separate variables for the two turbulent kinetic energies 18.

An interesting feature of these models is that they do not offer any difficulty
regarding their initialization. Indeed, differential acceleration leads to interpenetration, and
therefore fluctuating energy that, in turn, may be transformed into turbulent kinetic energy:
These models rnimick the transition phase from laminar to turbulent patterns. This is
achieved through two different choices of closures (corresponding to two different sets of
realizations for the flow) for the statistical correlations appearing in the models. The
underlying idea is that some of the modes (the larger ones) are still in their linear phase,
while smaller scales have already turned turbulent, i.e. the spectrum of the flow can clearly
be separated, at any given time, into a well developed part, and a discrete one.

2.2-Single field modeling

Another possible approach is to use the mixture local variables p = E,a z~pu, u =

~,ctxava , e = Z,uzueu , j = ~,a Xaju , and r = z,azur~ .This does not
necessarily means that the two-field pr~esses described above are neglected here. Rather,
the idea here is to keep the same framework as most large hydrodynamic multimaterial
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codes. If “k-c” models were considered 9,20, it was early recognized that more sophisticated

models are necessary, in order to address the problems of RM induced turbulence 21,11.

The underlying assumptions for such models have been analyzed 11 and maybe listed in the
following way:

-The goal is to study instability induced mixing, and, as a f~st step, we consider that part of
the spectrum of scales for which microscopic diffusion is small compared to the
macroscopic perturbations created during the development of the instabilities inducing this
mixing,
-It is also assumed that the Mach number of the velocity fluctuations (M’={tic, where c is
the sound speed in the mixture) is small. This is equivalent to assume (for example through
an expansion in M’) that the divergence of the velocity is negligible (this excludes
supersonic slip in a flow); therefore, there is a local equilibration of the pressures in the
different materials. However, nothing is implied in terms of temperatures. Their
equilibration depends upon the turbulent and molecular Prandtl numbers. Notice here that
the two length scales -turbulence length scale and mixture length scale- are strongly linked,
because the very process of the mixture formation is due to instability development and the
subsequent turbulence. In terms of a transport model where one considers only one mean
scale for the turbulence, this means that the turbulence length scale cannot be much smaller
than the mixture length scale. This is exemplified by the choice of certain models 2 of a
constant ratio of those two quantities;
-This assumption breaks down in the vicinity of shocks. Consider for example a shock
interacting with a perturbed interface separating two fluids. An early pressure map would
show that there is no pressure equilibration on the interface perturbation length scale, as
expected. Also, due to our ensemble averaging procedure, we cannot describe the detailed
distortions of the shock passing through a macroscopic mixture. All we can hope for is to
obtain a good estimate of the density, energy, and fluctuating energy jumps across the
shock. As a simplifying assumption, we neglect the self consistent interaction of the shock
and the fluctuating field.

Our hypothesis of negligible microscopic interracial exchanges and of local pressure
equilibrium implies that fluctuations in density, pressure and internal energy occur only
through intermittence. In fact, we obtain this result because only mean scales for the mixture
and the velocity fluctuations (respectively Lm and Lt) were considered. We have

L~cs << L~Tk ,

where cs is the mixture sound speed, and k is the local fluctuating energy.
However, the mixing of the two fields induces the generation of an entire spectrum of sizes
for eddies and droplets of different materials; for a given size, the absence of pressure
fluctuations within each field is true, only if

where 6 denotes a specific range of entity sizes.
We therefore recognize the possibility of large scale fluctuations (compared to the mean two-
field length scale), and that is why we model the term PV, that takes these fluctuations into
account. However, we fully use our above assumption to obtain a simple mixture equation-
of-state, that depends only upon intermittence, and not explicitly upon turbulence energy.

Within the limits defined by these assumptions, these models can adequately describe
some of RTI and RMI induced flows. They differ quite markedly from single material flow
models, due to the occurrence of additional source terms due to the interaction of shocks and
accelerations with the density inhomogeneities existing in the flow. These interactions are
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mean flow gradients driven, but here pressure and density gradients are involved, in place of
mean velocity gradients. It is the mcdeling of these processes that differentiates models g~20.

Models of the “k-&” family show a source term directly proportional to the tensor

aP@xiap@xj . Second order models show evolution equations for second order correlations
1I~zl, that, due to the choice of closures, allow for the description of the Iaminarphase of
the interpenetration. Indeed, it is demonstrated in 22 that one can draw an equivalence
between the two-field approach and the single field approach, provided that evolution
equations are kept for second order correlations, and thata careful choice is made for closing
rnple correlations. Moreover, second order models can deal with RMI mixing, through the
coupling of the turbulent kinetic enegy to the density self-comelation, which may be
associated to interface corrugation, in the early phase of the interpenetration, and density
inhomogeneities laterin the process. An asymptotic analysis of such models show thatthey

simplify into models of the “k-&”family 23,and show an additional source termproportional
to the tensor aP/6’xiaP/~xj (this result was obtained eaflier by Andronov et al. 21 ). This
demonstrates the possibility of two-phase interpenetration in the absence of mean density
gradients, such as in the case of fluidized dust beds.

Figure 1 shows the results obtained with one of these models 11, which are
compared to the experimental results of Read 1.

Such models have been used for analyzing such problems as bringing an initially
accelerated interface back to rest with as little turbulence energy production as possible ’25.

4-TOWARDS SPECTRAL MODELS

3. l-Why a spectral model ?

In Section 2, are shown a number of difficulties associated to single-point
models of turbulent mixing. If some of these are specific to the mixing problem, most arise
in fact for single field turbulent flows. They are :

-Modeling multimatenal flows in real circumstances does not allow for simple gradient
closures of second order correlations. More precisely, it is better to keep evolution equations
for the components of the turbulent mass flux and the density self-comelation. This in turn
leads to complex models, Moreover, dissipation equations have to be derived for each of the
statistical correlations mentioned above, or a closure has to be found 11,21;
-Multimaterial flow models therefore show a large number of “universal” constants that have
to be estimated through comparison with experiments. The underlying assumption for doing
so is that the physics not explicitly described by the model is dealt with by the coefficients
is not an important part of the description of the flow (they are of order one); the another
assumption is that one can identify each physical process with a specific term in the model,
and that there is not a strong coupling between them. One then gathers experimental results
for well defined experiments that involve only one physical process (e.g. shearing),
simplifies the mcdel and solves it, to obtain algebraic equations for the unknown constants.
one eventually solves the system of equations obtained for a large enough number of
experiments M. But too often, experimental data are scarce or not completely reliable : there
might be a lack of consistency between different experiments, which does not allow for
going through the entire program of finding the coefficients associated to multimaterial flow
models;
-Compressibility effects, although not crucial in many applications, may become important
in some circumstances, such as supersonic slip, or shock/turbulence interaction. Most

current models 2J9111~21for compressible mixtures assume that the turbulentMach number
(that is, based on the fluctuating velocity and the sound speed {kc) is small. This in effect
couples the turbulent field only to the mean flow pressure gradient. Interaction with the
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entropy field is not taken into account 27,28; this assumption prevents noise production and
propagation description. It remains to be demons~ated that current models can reproduce the
increase in turbulence intensity due to the passage of a shock through a patch of turbulence,
as reported in 29;
-Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-meshkov instability induced turbulent mixing needs
specific modeling for both laminar interpenetration and fully turbulent phases. Models have
to tick the transition from laminar to turbulent and therefore rely on different closures for
the two phases;
Most applications envisioned her, such as ICF flows, involve shmks, interactions, and
sudden accelerations. In other words, they are ot in spectral equilibrium, which in part
precludes the use of single point closure models, that do not take any change in specma into

account, for accurate prediction. It is indeed well known that “k-e” models rely on a spectral
equilibrium assumption, which cuts down the number of variables needed to describe the
turbulent flow to which it is applied;
-These mixing models must also provide formulations for mixture equations of state, or
thermodynamics relationships between pressures and temperatures in the case of multifield
models. Whenever hydrodynamics calculations are coupled to such other processes as
thermal conduction or radiative transfer, mixture thermal fiffusivity or opacity must also be
provided.

Single point closure models do provide partial answers to the above mentioned
difficulties, as illusmated in Section 2. However, their recurrent problems are consistency
and spectral equilibrium. A possible answer is to use spectral transport modeling. In this
case, spectral information is kept via the use of an equation for the two-point Reynolds

stress R(x,y) = u’(x) u’(y) . Moreover, all the information provided by the model is

obtained through a single equation, that is the turbulent kinetic energy density equation. Its
advantages are obvious :

-there is only a limited number of parameters to be determined;
-through two-point closures, one keeps all the necessary information on spectra and thek
evolution with time;
-the derivation of single point closure transport models is simple, and is achieved through
the calculation of moments of the model equations. One can therefore evaluate the accuracy
of these simpler models and their limits. Moreover, through a careful study of the solutions
to the full model, it is possible to improve single point closure models, and to take some of
the spectral changes into account.;
-there is a full consistency between equations obtained through this procedure : all these
equations come from the same spectral model equation, and the coefficients that appew in
them are limited to those of the spectral model; some additional dependence with spectra
may take place.

3.2-Derivation and modeling

To discuss this type of approach, we present here such a model. Starting from
Navier-Stokes equations, velocity and pressure fields are then divided in mean and
fluctuating parts. The most general second order correlation that can be considered here
involves velocities at two different points and two different times; to deal with flows far
from equilibrium, one has to keep some information on fluctuations both in physical space
and in wavenumber space. If C(x 1,x2) denotes such a correlation, the above constraint
means that we must know the dependence of C both with regard to (xl +x2)/2, and (XI-

x2). An evolution equation is therefore derived 30 for a generalized Reynolds tensor
deilned as

Rij(xl,@ = U’i(xl)u’j(xz) .
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These correlations vanish at finite distance, of the order of the characteristic scale
of turbulence, and a Fourier transfomn of the equation obtained for Rij is used to obtain a
spectral model. For the sake of simplicity, the resulting equation is averaged over
wavevector angles, and the model describes therefore the evolution of the turbulent kinetic
energy density in physical space and wavenumber space, de fried as

Eij(x,k,t) = ~
J

d~k
Rij(x,k,t) k2 —

(2n)3 “

Integrating the trace of this tensor over wavenumber, one obtains the density of
turbulent kinetic energy at point x. The usual Reynolds tensor is therefore

ccl

Rij(x,x,t) = 2 ~ Eij(x,k) dk .
0

Obtaining an evolution equation for Eij relies on the formal expansion of tie initial
equation in a series of differential operators, for which it is very difficult to prove
convergence. However, it is intuitively plausible that the terms of order n are proportional
to the ratio (LT/Lu)n, where LT is the characteristic scale of turbulence and Lu is the
gradient length of the flow velocity. The ration of these two quantities maybe assumed to
be small, meaning that fluctuations vary at a smaller scale than those of the mean flow.
This hypothesis suggests to keep only low order terms in the above mentioned expansion.
Reference so retains first order terms. At this point, there are still some unknown
correlations in the equation that have to be modeled. This is done using known variables,
and the criteria is to take the simplest formulations, namely linear or quadratic, that are
dimensionally correct and have the required invariance properties (for example,
translational invariance), and the specific properties of the original correlations. One
obtains an equation which, in its simplest form so, writes

where ui is the mass averaged velocity, E is the mace of Eij, and the turbulent viscosity vt
is defined as

There are five phenomenological constants in this model, CB, CD, c1, c2, and CM.
For this model to have a reasonable degree of universality, these coefficients have to stay
constant for all the flows we are interested in. They are obtained through theoretical
reasoning and comparisons with experiments. It is shown in 30 that c 1 and C2 are related
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to the Kolmogorov constant CK through the relationship c I + ~ C2 = CK-3fl. Moreover,

the ratio c l/c2 may be taken to be equal to 2 if one uses the so-called equirepartition of

energy property of triple correlations 31. Analysis of the model in the circumstances of

turbulence undergoing homogeneous irrotational snains suggests also 32 c 1 = $ CK-312

Each of the terms in the model equation can be associated with a well defined
physical process which affects the evolution of the turbulence spectral density. Turbulence

[

dui
is transportedby mean-flow,includingshears ‘+ Enj GEin axn

)
However, these

,
terms are separated from the total derivative of E’along the mean flow to be interpreted as a
source of energy to the mean flow. If the flow is incompressible, it is possible to show
that the correlation relating pressure and velocity do not furnish any energy to the system;
rather, they induce a relaxation of the flow into an isotropic state. They are usually
modeled through two terms; the first one is independent of the mean flow, persisting in
homogeneous circumstances; the second one includes mean flow shear effects : they are
the terms respectively proportiomd to CM and CB. Viscous effects appear in the terms

propornonal to v; one notices direct dissipation into heat and diffusion in physical space.
Triple correlations arise in the derivation of the model, demonstrating a non-line~, non-
local effect of the turbulence on itself. They are modeled as diffusion in physical space

a= The last terms that are not yet commented in the above equation
Fe CD %’t ~x.11

do not involve’mean ~~nables; they correspond therefore to a physical process which is
characteristic of homogeneous turbulence. It is the well-known nonlinear coupling between
modes in the spectrum of turbulence. Even though it is widely recognized that this transfer
is non-local, it was chosen in so an approximation based on and its two frost derivatives, -

% 2
a (

~aEi”
C1 ak k @ Eij)+c2~

)
k3-&E# . It was demonstrated so that this

approximation gives excellent results.

It is worthwhile mentioning earlier work on the modeling of energy @ansfer terms.
For homogeneous isotropic turbulence, they may be divided into three categories:
-heuristic and phenomenological closure of moment equations, e.g. EDQNM 33;
-direct derivation from Navier-Stokes equation, e.g. DIA 34~35J36;
-derivation from other equations, such as the Langevin or Fokker-Planck equation 37.
The shear complexity of Navier-Stokes equation is diminished in these models in two
ways : either the non-locality of transfer terms is preserved but interactions between
modes are simplified (DIA, EDQNM, RCM), or local approximations are proposed
38,39,30.

Extensions have also been proposed for non homogeneous flows such as
tmundary layer flows. Bertoglio and Jeandel QOproposed a model in which third-order
correlations are closed through EDQNM, and where a self-similm spectrum, not used in
the model, is assumed to exist, This is to be put in contrast with the model we described
above, that includes a self-description of turbulent spectra.

3.3-Examples

It is worthwhile emphasizing that ther is a good agreement between a local
model such as BHRZ 30 and a non-local model such as EDQNM. This is illustrated on
Figure 2 by the two sets of curves defining the path of spec~a towards self-similarity. As
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expected, the k-sis inertial range are identical, as well as the low k part of the spectra,
which can be demonstared analytically. What is more interesting is thatthe agreement on
the dissipation range, which shows over seven decades. However, recent work by Clark
and Zemach41 demonstratedthatthe time rates atwhich the self-similar regime is attained
with BHRZ are off with respect to EDQNM.

Self-similar behaviors were also explored for a large range of flows : turbulence
undergoing homogeneous mean flow velocity gradient constraints (e.g. irrotational
strains), turbulence in free shear layers, and freely decaying anisotropic turbulence. The
crucial result is that turbulence spectra approach self-similarity, but in each case reach
different spectra. These spectral forms are independent from the intensity of shearing and
smaining, but depend on the structure of the mean-flow velocity gradient tensor (when it is
non-vanishing). This demonstrates that it is not possible to use a two-equation model such

as “k-e” to accurately predict this range of flows, and that single-point closure models
must include some additional knowledge about velocity gradient effects on turbulence
spectra. To test the ability of BHRZ spectral models to reproduce sudden changes in
driving forces, experiments by Gence 42 and Gence and Mathieu 43 were simulated. In
these experiments grid generated turbulence is submitted to two successive plane strains,
with principal axes of the second strain aligned, or opposite, to those of the first strain.
The case of two identical plane strains, then return to isotropy was also explored 44, as
well as axisymmernc con~action by Uberol and Wallis 45. The results show a sensitivity
of the rate of return to isotropy on the spectral distribution, which implies constraints on
the mean-flow coupling terms. These terms must “generate” the correct anisotropy specwa
during the straining phase for the free decay to be accurately predicted. Overall, BHRZ
predictions are in good agreement 32 with experiments, an example of which is shown on
Figure 3.

3.4-Derivation of single-point closure models.

As smessed above, it is easy to derive single-point closure models from a
specml model. To do so, one first averages over spherical shells in Fourier space. This
eliminates the imaginaxy part of the complex valued functions that appear in Reynolds
components and triple correlation terms. One then obtains the m~ order moment equation
by integrating the spectral equation over k, after a multiplication by km. This procedure

leads to “k-e” like models, or more complex ones, depending on the number of moments
that are considered. The number of moments to be retained might be larger than two in
some instances, in view of &3.3. Otherwise, one obtains a poor approximation of non-
equilibrium spectra 46. If one chooses to integrate the spectral model over intervals of
wavenumber space, one obtains multi-group (or multi-scale) models. The interesting
result is that full consistency between the group equations is retained, provided that one
works with self-similar forms for specma within the entire set of moment equations. This
was not the case in earlier work 47,48 which leads to the above mentioned consistency
difficulties.

Renormalization group theory was also used for deriving a “k-&” model 49. As an
example, we derive it starting from a spectral model 30, and show how well coefficients
are predicted, compared to what are the most widely accepted ones 50. Note first that, as
the limit of the dissipation range,

&(x,t)=2V ~ k2 E dk and &(x,t) = Iim k ~kd (-c 1 ks12Es12 + C2 kTf2E1/2~E/~k) .

The crucial assumption here is that the flow is in a self-similar regime (without stating
which one). One then assumes that the following ansatz holds for E and the deviatoric part
Edij of the Reynolds stress tensor:
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E = K(x,t) L(x,t) f(kL(x,t)) , Edij = Kij(x,t) L(x,t) f’@L(x,t)) ,

where K is an energy, L a length scale, and f is the dimensionless spectrum of turbulence

( ~ f d~ = 1). One then computes the mth order moment of the model equation 30, and,

by vertu of the deilnition of E, one obtains an evolution equation for the dissipation rate &
of the turbulent kinetic energy. The last step is to use a Boussinesq approximation, which
expresses equilibrium between the production of energy and decay of turbulent kinetic
energy.

ilK ~K

q?(a)
—=-2g&lun,m-E+gD~

X + ‘n axn

‘2 +(w)~+un~=- 3g&lun,m -g&2 ~+gD8

In these equations, the coefficients gm, g&l, g&2, and gD depend on the spectral
equation coefficients as well as on integrals of moments of the spectral shape function f.
With the choice of a spectral ansatz, obtained in the case of homogeneous isotropic
turbulence, it was shown 30 that they are in very good agreement with the coefficients

currently considered for the incompressible, high Reynolds number limit, “k-s” model 50.

5-STRUCTURE OF RTI AND RMI INDUCED FLOWS

It was emphasized in the introduction that turbulent mixing models are to be used in
conjunction with other physical processes in a number of applications, e.g. in ICF flows,
or climate modeling (where buoyancy forces are important). This shows directly in the
models in the choice of mean equation-of-state to be used. Indeed, the mean flow pressure
is a nonlinear function of the mean flow quantities, as well as, in principle, of the turbulent
correlations. In most cases, it is modeled 11.20 as a function of density, internal energy,
and concentrations only. To do this, it is necessary to use an additional thermodynamic
assumption (pressure equilibrium, or temperature equality), to close unknown
correlations. More formal approaches, such as pdf techniques, might be worthwhile
exploring.

An example of such a modeling is the use of local approximations for general
equations of state 1I. For most materials and equations-of-state, the stiffened gas EOS is a
very good local approximation, as long as the coefficients in that equation are adjusted. Let

us consider this approximate EOS, involving the two coefficients y and PO
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This type of equation degenerates naturally into a perfect gas EOS and gives a good answer
in a wide range of densities and pressures. From it it is easy to obtain a mixture EOS.
Combining two such equations (for materials 1 and 2), and using a pressure equilibrium
assumption, we obtain for the mixture an equation of the same type, and its two coefficients

‘y and PO are

I al CY.2—= — —
y-1 yl-1 ‘y2-l ‘

and

y Po = cxlyl Pol + az 72 P02

y-l yl-1 72-1 ‘

where ctI and U2 are the volume fractions of materials 1 and 2.

Another field of investigation is particle transport through non-homogeneous media
51. This is of interest in climatology, regarding the modeling of radiative transfer through
clouds. This is also an important feature in astrophysical flows. Up to now, it has been
possible to derive effective cross-sections, starting from assumed chord length distribution
functions. However, there is very little available for circumstances such as RTI or RMI
induced flows.

For any such coupling, one therefore has to calculate effective mixture coefficients,
based on the structure of the mixture. It is worthwhile mentioning some pioneer work done
for RT flows by Redondo and Linden 52. This experimental and theoretical work paves the
way for determining the most significant parameters of these flows, such as Hausdorff
dimension, self-similar spectrum power law, and their relationship. Additional information
was provided using detailed numerical simulations 53, that explore RM flows and show that
chord length statistics might be different from the ones used elsewhere 51.

6-CONCLUSION

From what was presented here, it is clear that current single-point models are still
far from adequate. The problems still to be solved, or points to be improved, were listed in
Section 3. Some of the current efforts, and new possible directions, even though not yet
successful, are emphasized as a conclusion to this review :

It was demonstrated 54,55 that, using Large Eddy Simulation, it is possible to
simulate the ~ansition to turbulence in a backward facing step flow. Although mesh
requirements are rather severe for LES calculations, the advent of ever more powerful
computers should allow such models for simulating RT and RM flows, therefore offering
an alternative for modeling transition.

The highly nonlinear character of shock/turbulence interaction might delude any
attempt to develop a predictive theory. Once again, turning to detailed simulations should
help, as already demonsmated 29.
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It was demonstrated 30 that it is possible to model off-equilibrium spectra, and to
evaluate or improve single-point models in the case of incompressible flows. Current
effort is geared at generalizing this model to the case of several incompressible materials
26

Spectral models lead to fully consistent single-point models, with a limited number
of coefficients. Their evaluation is currently underway, as well as their generfllzahon.

Much more work is needed regarding RT/RM flow structure. This implies more
detailed numerical simulations, along the same line of work than what was presented at
Royaumont, but with a stronger emphasis on adequate numerical diagnostics.
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Figure 1: Figures 1a and I b show RTI induced mixing layer density mean profiles in a
rocket-rig experiment by Read 1. The spatial variable is the reduced, self-similar variable

~= x/gt2 Figure IC shows the same density profile obtained with a a calculation for the
same experiment performed with BHR 11 model.
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TOWARDS A BETTER HYDRO FOR DYNAMIC MIX CALCULATIONS

Judith Binstock
Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A difference equation technique suitable for clean, dy-
namic mix, and turbulence Lagrangian calculations is shown.
This new technique is compared to the standard one for
clean one-dimensional calculations of the Nob, Sedov Blast
Wave, and Strong Shock Tube test problems, and for a one-
dimensional two-phase flow dynamic mix calculation of a
modified Noh problem, all test problems involving shocks.
The new technique is shown to dramatically reduce the noise
in the calculated hydrodynamic quantities of pressure, den-
sity, specific internal energy, and Lagrangian interface veloc-
ity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since dynamic mix hydrodynamic calculations typically use a driving term involv-
ing the gradient of the pressure, and turbulence calculations depend on gradients of
pressure, density and velocity, clearly the less spatial noise there is in a calculation,
the more believable are the results. We therefore show in this paper a difference

equation technique suitable for clean, dynamic mix, and turbulence calculations,
that has a smoothing effect on pressure, density and mean flow velocity. In the next
section, we show the effect on clean calculations. In the section following that we

extend the technique to mixed problems, and show the effect on a two-phase-flow
dynamic mix calculation.

All calculations and equations are for one-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynam-
ics, with an even-time difference scheme. For simplicity, all equations-of-state

(EOS) used in the clean examples are analytic -y = 5/3 gamma laws, and the
mixed example uses a tabular ~ = 5/3 gamma-law EOS. The technique, however,

is more general and works for any tabular or analytic EOS.

II. CLEAN CALCULATIONS

A. The Basic One-Dimensional

Let:

Lagrangian Difference Equations
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a = acceleration v = velocity

~ = pressure r n radius of Lagrangiam interface

Q, AQ = artificial viscosity terms E = specific internal energy

A = area V = zone volume
vs = zone mass t = time

subscript i = designator of a boundary-centered quantity, ith interface
subscript i-~ = designator of a zone-centered quantity, between the (i-l)tk

and ith interfaces

Then the basic difference equations are:

ai G –2[(Pi+1/2 + Qi+l/2 — Pi–l/2 – Qi–1/2)~i + (A Qi+l/2
(la)

+ AQi-]/2)]/(~i+l/2 + ~i-1/2)

dvi = aidt (lb)

dri z Vidt (lC)

mi–112dEi–112 = –(Pi-]/2 + Qi-1/2)(~)i-l/2dt + AQi-1/2(Vi + Vi-1) (Id)

(~)i-1/~ = viAi – ~i-lAi--l (le)

For the even-time scheme, predictor-corrector form, the times at which the above
terms are to be evaluated are illustrated in Fig. 1. First evaluate P, Q, AQ, A at t.,

then calculate a at tn,then advance v and r to tn+IJ2, for the predictor step. For
the corrector step re-evaluate P, A at tn+l/2,calculate a at tn+l/2,re-advamce v to

%+1/2, advance E tot.,then advance r to tn, and then advamce v to tn.Note how
E, r and v are all advanced from t. to tn+l,making this an even-time scheme, as

opposed to the time-staggered scheme shown in Fig. 2. While the examples in this
paper are all calculated with the two-step even-time scheme of Fig. 1, a simpler

one-step even-time scheme could also have been used.

It is critical, however, just how Pn and Pn+1\2 (the values at tn and tn+l/2)are
evaluated, for use in Eqs. (la) and (Id). We will now discuss two possibilities, the
standard form and the extrapolated (P* ) form.

B. Standard Form

For the even-time scheme, standard form, the pressure used in the basic equations
is P = P(O, p) where p = density, O = temperature, so that table look-ups (or
analytic EOS functions) give

Pn = P(on, pn) (2a)

pn+l/2 = p(~~+l/~,~~+1/z)> (2b)
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where

8n+l/J = gn + (#)”-1j2(t.+1/2 – tn) (2C)

pn = mlVn, pn+lfz = mlvn+llz (2d)

and with volume V evaluated from r at the specified time. Note that we have
dropped the zonal subscript i-1/2.

C. Extrapolated Form (F’*)

For the even-time scheme, extrapolated form, we use a different assumption,

namely
pn = pn+~/2 = p+ (3)

in the basic Eqs. (la) through (le), to advance all quantities from tn to t~+l, where

P“, Pn+~ correspond to Fig. 1, and where P* is the pressure extrapolated from tn

to tn+l using Eqs. (4a) -(4e):

~~+1 _ En = –(P” + P*)(V’+l – Vn)/2m (4a)

P“ – p“ c (7 – l)m(E”+l/Vn+l – En/V”) (4b)

A = 1 – (~ – l)pE”/P” (4C)

(4d)Vn+l = v’ + (:)”(tn+l – ~.)

t3En
‘Y– 1 = (g)p/P(#p (4e)

where the subscript i-1/2 applies to all quantities. Note that Eq. (4a) is the

Hugoniot relation across a shock.

Note also that y corresponds to the standard specific heat ratio y of a gamma-law
equation-of-state if

P = (y– l)pE (5a)

E = E(O) (5b)

hold, in which case A == O. However, -y is still defined by Eq. (4e) for more complex
or tabular equations-of-state, in which case it may not correspond exactly to the

standard specific heat ratio.

Solving Eqs. (4a) -(4e) for P*, and reinserting the subscript i-1/2,

P:-1/2= {[
pl_(@)dv

---i---T- 1}
+A$]/[l ~ (7; l)dV nv (6a)

i–1/2

where

(;);-1/2 = (“?~: –

Thus P* is the pressure extrapolated

tn,the beginning of the time-step.

V1*_l.A~_l)(~n+l – ‘n)/v:ll/2 (6b)

from tn to tn+l,using quantities evaluated at
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D. Comparison of the Standard and Extrapolated (P’) Forms

To see the advantage of the extrapolated form (P*) over the standard form, for
even-time hydrodynamics, we look at the results for three standard test problems for
which analytic solutions are known. For simplicity, we use analytic ~ = 5/3 gamma-

law equations-of-state for these clean calculations, and zero in on the noise in the fig-
ures. The only difference between the standard and extrapolated (F’* ) calculations

is in the replacement of Pn. Pn+~ with P* for the latter.

1. Noh Problem (See Appendix A). We see in Figure 3(a) that for a given
form of artificial viscosity, namely the Von Neumann form, the effect of replacing

the standard evaluation of pressure (.Pn, P’+112) with the extrapolated value (F’*)

is to smooth out the noise in the density without shifting the curve up or down.
The solid line is the analytic solution. Similarly in Fig. 3(b), we see the same
effect, this time with a covariant tensor viscosity. This illustrates the fact that
the smoothing effect caused by replacing P“, Pn+lj2 with P* is @ due to P*
mimicking an addition to the artificial viscosity. An actual change in the artificial

viscosity causes the calculated curve to shift, as a comparison of Figs. (3a) and

(3b) illustrates. For similar comparisons of pressure, specific internal energy and
velocity, see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), and Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).

2. Sedov Blast Wave Problem (See Appendix B). We now use the covari-
ant tensor artificial viscosity only, and calculate v/vs, P/P.s, andp/ps,allversus
R/Rs, wherevs,Ps , P.S, andRS aretheanalyticsolutionsofvelocity,Pressu%
density,radiusattheshockposition.The standardeven-timesolution(Fig.7(a))
andtheextrapolated(P*) solution (Fig. 7(b)) can be compared (Fig. 7(c)). Note

that when R/Rs = 1, the curves should all go through 1 for a perfect calcula-

tion. Here again the extrapolated P* calculation smooths out the calculated curve
without shifting it materially.

3. Strong Shock Tube Problem (See Appendix C). Continuing to use the

covariant tensor artificial viscosity, we show in Fig. 8 the v, E, p, P curvesversus R.
The solid line is the analytic solution. Here again the extrapolated P* calculation
ismuch smoother.

III. DYNAMIC MIX CALCULATIONS

A. Extension of Extrapolation Technique to Mixed Zones

Having smoothed out the noise in a clean calculation, we would like to try the
technique in a dynamic mix problem, and see what effect the smoothing has on the

calculated mixing. However, we shall first need an extension of the extrapolation
scheme defined earlier, from a single material to a mixture of materials. So from

Eq. (6a) we define

(7a)
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(7b)

Then if we have a mixed zone with two materials in pressure equilibrium, designated
by a and b, we have

(8a)

(8b)

where

V’+l’b= l/’ (9a)

dV” + dVb = dV (9b)

Equations 7 to 9 can then be algebraically manipulated to yield

where

dV” Vb
— = $2[; + ~9(7a)/9(7b)lv.

9(7) = (7+ 1)~*
—--F+(

2
+)-A

(10(2)

(lOb)

Since y“, ~b, v“, Vb, A“, Ab, v, dV can all be calculated at timet~,theunknowns
cannow beregardedasP“ and dVa, so that Eqs. (8a) and (lOa) can be iterated
to solve for P*, in each zone.

We are now ready to see what effect the smoothing has on the calculated mixing,
and shall try it out on a two-phase-flow calculation of dynamic mixing. Since the

two-phase-flow equations allow both mixing and demixing, and the term driving
the interpenetration velocity is linear in the gradient of the pressure, we could guess
that the noise in the pressure would cancel out, at least approximately. We shall

now test this speculation with another test problem, a modified Noh problem.

B. Comparison of the Standard and Extrapolated (P*) Forms, for the
Modified Noh Problem (See Appendix D).

We now examine the effect of replacing P*, P’+112 with P* for a two-phase-flow

dynamic mix calculation of a modified Noh problem. This problem is similar to
the Noh problem, with tabular -y = 5/3 gamma-law equations-of-state used, except
that the material is now divided into two regions, with the outer one of density 2,

the inner one of density 1. Note that until the shock formed at the origin reaches
the interface, the calculations are clean. While we unfortunately do not have an

analytic solution for this modified Noh problem, we can still compare the standard
even-time hydro calculation with the extrapolated even-time P* calculation.
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In Fig. 9 we see P, p, hmixfr (hmixfr = fraction of zone mass that is the heavier
material) as calculated by the two different methods, the standard method and the

extrapolated P* method. Note that while the standard calculation continues to
be noisy in pressure, the difference in hmixfr as calculated by the two methods is
relatively small, at least for this simple test problem.

IV. CONCLUSION

The use of the P* extrapolation in the even-time hydro equations decreases the

noise present in the standard calculation, for clean test problems involving shocks.

Extension of this method to the two-phase-flow dynamic mix even-time hydro equa-

tions continues to decrease the noise in pressure, density, and Lagrangian interface

velocity. For the two-phase flow problem considered here, there was little sensi-

tivity of the mix distribution to the noise in the calculation. While the examples

shown here were for a twc-step (predictor-corrector) form of even-time hydro, other

calculations with one-step even-time hydro are quite similar.
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APPENDIX A
Spherical Noh Problem

Initial conditions:

● sphere of radius 1.0 m
. 100 equal-spaced zones

. density = 1.0 kg/m3
’21 J/kg. (We used this small finite value of● specific internal energy = 10

specific internal energy to avoid zero temperatures. )
● velocity = -1.0 m/s, all zone interfaces

Boundarv Condition:
●

●

●

●

●

out& boundary velocity = -1.0 m/s at all times

The problem was run to 0.6 second, using an analytic 7=5/3 gamma-law EOS,
hydro only (no heat conduction, no radiation), for four cases:

Von Neumann artificial viscosity, standard even-time hydro

Von Neumann artificial viscosity, P* even-time hydro
covariant tensor artificial viscosity, standard even-time hydro
covariant tensor artificial viscosity, P* even-time hydro

Discussion:
We have used

Q = -/0+)2
for the Von Neumann forml of artificial viscosity. For the covariant tensor form
of artificial viscosity, Qi_+, AQi_A correspond to the Qj, AQj(~j++ – ~j_~)/~
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of Eqs. 9’ and 10 on page 318 of Ref. 2. Note that we have set their CQ = 1.22

for all zones except the inner one, for which we use CQ = 1.22/3, following a
recommendation by Ref. 3. The analytic solution to the Noh problem can be found

in Ref. 4.
APPENDIX B

Spherical Sedov Blast Wave Problem

Initial conditions:

. sphere of radius 1.2 m
● 120 equal-spaced zones, of thickness .01 m

. density = 1.0 kg/m3
21 J/kg in outer 118 zones, and 14727.34 J/kg● specific internal energy of 10–

in inner 2 zones
● velocity = O., all zone interfaces

Boundary Condition:
● outer boundary velocity = O. at all times

The problem was run to 1.0 second, using an analytic y = 5/3 gamma-law
EOS, hydro only, for two cases:

● covariant tensor artificial viscosity, standard even-time hydro

● covariant tensor artificial viscosity, P* even-time hydro
Discussion:

For the analytic solution, see Ref. 5 (problem of an intense explosion). For -y =

5/3, we used a value of ~ (as defined in Ref. 5) equal to 1.1517, a number calculated
by Ref. 6. We then selected the product of the initial specific internal energy and
volume of the central hot spot to be A–5, so that the analytic solution would go

through radius = 1 at time = 1, in the appropriate units. The analytic curves we
plot were provided by Ref. 7.

APPENDIX C

Strong Shock Tube Problem

Initial conditions:

● planar geometry

. 30 zones, constant mass ratio of 0.7337, density of 103 kg/m3, specific inter-
nal energy of 10 11 J/kg, r = O. to 0.03m (Note mass-matching at material

interface).

. 60 equal-mass zones, density of 1.0 kg/m3, specific internal energy of 105 J/kg,
r = 0.03m to 0.09m

● velocity = O., all zone interfaces

Left and Right Boundary Conditions:
● velocity == O. at all times

The problem was run to 6.0 x 10–8 seconds, using analytic 7=5/3 gamma law
EOS, hydro only, for two cases:

. covariant tensor artificial viscosity, standard even-time hydro
● covariant tensor artificial viscosity, P* even-time hydro

Discussion:

The test problem was devised by Ref. 8, and is discussed in Ref. 9, where the

analytic solution can be found.
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Modified Spherical Noh

Initial conditions:

. sphere of radius 1.0 m

● 50 equal-spaced zones,

APPENDIX D
Problem

density of 1.0 kg/m3, specific internal energy of 10-21

J/kg, from r=O. to r=O.5 m
● 100 equal-spaced zones, density of 2.0 kg/m3, specific internal energy of 5.0

x 10–22 J/kg, from r=O.5 m to r=l. O m (Note mass-matching at material
interface. )

● velocity = -1.0 m/s, all zones

Boundary Condition:

. outer boundary velocity = -1.0 m/s at all times.
The problem was run to 0.6 second, using a tabular 7=5/3 gamma-law EOS,
hydro only, with two-phase-flow dynamic mixing, a Newtonian drag force (with
a Newtonian drag coefficient of 0.44 and a particle diameter of 3000 microns),
for two cases:

. covarlant tensor artificial viscosity, standard even-time hyclro

. covariant tensor artificial viscosity, P* even-time hydro
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COMPARISON OF TWO TURBULENT DIFFUSION-
DISSIPATION MODELS VIA SIMILARITY METHODS

c. CHERFTLS

Centre d’Etudes de Limeil-Valenton, 94195 VIIeneuve St Georges CEDEX FRANCE

Abstract

The dijj%sion-dissipation equations derived from two turbulent “statistic” models
have been considered. The jirst one comes j?om a one equation mix length model, and

the second one from a k-e model.

The self similar asymptotic solutions for these two systems have been constructed
by Lie group techniques. These solutions satisfy a similarity of the second type, and
cannot be found analytically e.rceptfor some choices of coeflcients. In order to compare
the general solution of the two complete systems, their asymptotic behaviour has been
checked numerically. The power laws obtained for the k-e model are very close to others
high Reynolds number results, so we propose coefficients for the mix length model to

jit the k-e model. This work proves at-first that the standard coeflcients of these two
turbulent models, that were adjusted on experiments, are not universal.

Introduction

During an implosion, Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities appear as the shock goes
through interfaces, and generate the development of a turbulent mixing layer.

In order to simulate this physical process, simple models of fully developed

turbulence, a one-equation mix length model and a k-c model /1,2,3/, are implemented in
our compressible hydrodynamic codes. These models do not take in account transition

to turbulence and need to be initialized by some procedure /3/. Unfortunately, the mix
length obtained that way leading to very fine meshes, we must often turn on the models

at a later time and modify the initial conditions in a appropriate manner. Noticing that
the Rayleigh-Taylor instable phase which induces most of turbulence does not begin
immediately after the shock’s crossing, and that the effect of the Reynolds tensor is
limited by a veloci~ nearly constant during a certain time, it is possible to reduce the
models to the corresponding diffusion-dissipation equations during the same time. The
initial conditions obtained suggest strongly a different behaviour of the two models. The

purpose of this paper is then to determine theoncally the decay laws of the sirnpMed

models, in order to assess these one point closure models by comparison with results
obtained by more elaborated models and experiments in the incompressible case.
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Diffusion-dissipation equation deriving from
the mix length model

The principle of the one-equation mix length model is to split variables into a mean

and a fluctuating part. The mixing flow is described by evolution equations for the mean

variables. The correlations between fluctuating parts are closed algebraically, except an

evolution equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k defined by

(H.1) k = U’2

The diffusion-dissipation equation for k takes the form /41

(It.2)

)with an initkd condition k(z, O) = ~Po (~ ,

where

I

W ~ S[-l;+l] ; JIPo(Oz = 1

(H.3)
–1

+h(t)

K(t) = J k(z, t)dz (integral turbulent energy)
–h(t)

In the case without dissipation, we can obtain a self similar solution by dimensional

analysis arguments /4 /. The power laws we get then are:

(11.4)

{

h.(t) = (O(a)iwm

()k(z, t) = &r)K2/3t-2/3@ fi

whereK = K(t) = K(0), and (_O= (135 a2/4)1’4 :.

In the general case, self similar solution of this type cannot be found, because

energy conservation is not verified anymore. Then we turn to self similar solutions of

the second type /4,5,6,7/. Characteristic of these solutions is that the limiting passage
from the non degenerate problem to the self similar one needs the definition of variables
that are not proceeding directly from dimensional analysis. The power laws are then
obtained by the resolution of a non linear problem of eigenvalues.

We are looking for an exponent J that authorizes a limiting passage at KhJ constant.

Putting /3=&, and

(11.5)
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we gettheequation

(11.6) ()+ w: +/3(:+‘2(1 – ,Lq”f– :fsiz = o

with boundary conditions

{

*(O)=o
(11.7) f(1) = o

$(1) = (J

<odepend on the initial conditionsKO anda = h(o).
Thisselfsimilarsolutionisnotasolutionofthegeneralproblem(aninfiniteinitial

energywouldbeneeded),butconservesanasymptoticcharacter.Indeedthegeneral
solutionswhoseinitialconditionsverifyKO a6 = C are leading to the same self similar

asymptoGcharacterizedby theconstant<0definedby

(/ )

+1 –p/2

(11.8) <0= @12 f(Od(

1

Diffusion-dissipation system deriving from the k-~ model

Theone-equationmodelisturnedintoak–cmodelbyaddinganevolutionequation
forthedissipationratecoftheturbulentkineticenergy/1,2,3/.

Letusconsiderthediffusion-dissipationsystemfork andc :

(ml)

with initial conditions

(111.2)

wherey and~ havethesamecompactsupport2a.

LetT be a stretchingtransformation(scalings)

(III.1)is unvarying underT iff:

(HI.4) JR = .Y2T-Z
W = R.Y
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As above, it is not possible to conserve the integral values K and E = s t(x, t)dx,

because it is not compatible with the dissipation phenomena. We have then to do a
limiting passage preserving a new variable I<E–&, 6 unknown for the moment.

This yields:

Putting ~ = ~, the flow is thus unvarying by the stretching transformation :

After some algebra, we obtain the degenerate system

(111.8)

[f, = f;t’~-’g(()

and with the boundary conditions

{

$(0)= $(0) = o
(111.9) f(l) = g(1)= o

f’d(l) = ;%(l) = OTX
/3is found by the resolution of a non linear eigenvalues problem; just notice that

the positivity condition imposed to f and g implies:

(III. 10) 0</?<;

As above, the constant to depends on initial conditions.

The solutions of III. 1 whose initial conditions verify 1{0 EO’6 = C are leading to

the sarn.eself similar a.sympto~ characterized by
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Numerical resolution

For the numerical resolution of these two systems, a shooting method is used to

determine both the self similar solution and the parameter /3 /15/.

To avoid the trivial solution, we start from a limited development at the point 1

and we look for /3 giving the good boundary conditions in O. For the k-c model, a new

parameter A appears during the limited development:

(Iv.1)

{

f(() = A(I ‘ofi+o((l +) ( CYkCfc

9(0 = A’(1 -03 +0((1-()$c) ‘= Za,-ak )
+

c,, A P v (~ = ~o~q) 6’ (e= @)

1.8 11.5 0.26 -1.48 -2.48

1.9 10.5 0.305 -1.39 -2.39

2.0 8.336 0.34 -1.32 -2.32
4

Table 1: Similar exponents obtained for the diffusion coefficients CYk= 0.103 ; ac = 0.069

We notice that, for our usuil coefficients (C,, = 1.9 ), the power law obtained for

the k-e model is very close to the high Reynolds number result (~ = 0.31 ) obtained

by M. Lesieur with EDQNM, under the assumption that the spectra of turbulent energy

follows a S4 law for the small scales /8 /. We are also not very far from others

numerical orexperimentalresults/9,10/

Plarrche 1 : f and g for standard coefficients ~k = ().11)3 ; Q6 = 0.069 ; c,, = 1.9

Hence, we decide to adjust our mix length model coefficients in order to find the

same behaviour in the large. Our standard coefficients (a = .2, c/a = 2. ) give indeed

h~ ~o.413 ~d ~ - ~–1.17,
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To fit the previouslawsh w t0305andk - t‘]“39,we have to chose a couple

proportional to

(a= 2.

In fact, we want more. The important point of these self similar solutions being

their asymptotic character, we have then to adjust the sets of initial conditions leading

to the same asymptot and the corresponding constant (O. The first thing to do is to
determine the invariance sets of initial conditions.

Characterization of the invariance sets of initial conditions

We assume that the turbulent mix length at the end of the non linear stage is given by

(V.1) Lo= 2a= 2(1 + T-).sAt\AulAt

where At is the Atwood number, Au the interface velocity jump and At the
transitiontime between the early Iinem behavior”and the fully developed turbulent
behavior.

r and .s are given by

(V.2) ()1 + At ‘“Z15

‘= I–At
; s = ().06

‘llis model.li.ng /3/ is supported by Read’s ewerimen~ res~@ usi-ng Yomg’s ~d
Mikael.ian’s formulae /10, 11, 12/. The evaluation of the transition time is based on
Richtmyer’s analysis /14/.

We suppose then that k(x, O) and 6(z, O) are symmetric triangles of width LO and
of height k. and Co defined by

(V.3)

{

k. = $sA;(Au)2

~312

60 = C2+7

where C2 is taken equal to 0.164.

So, the set 17C defined by KoEoV = C can be parametrized by

(V.4)

After some algebra, putting
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(V.5)

we get

(p=Cl+@;(1+T)-%= )

{
~3p

Co = C2*
(V.6) rc:

At = p(A~lAu@

Returning totheone-equationmodel,forwhichk(z,O)is defined as above, we see

that the set T~ of initial conditions defined by KOaf = A encloses rc iff C and A satisfy

(V.7)

It seems impossibletofitexactlytheselfsimilarsolutionsj~Landfk,. So we

can for example adjust f~~ (O) and j,tt (O), which is well adapted to our initialization
procedure. If we take the k – c standard coefficient, we get for the one equation model

(V.8)

In this case, f fkL and ~ fk< are not exactly the same.

We can ako decide to adjust ~ ~kL and ~ fke, which seems more physical. This

yields to

(V.9)

We can consider that these two pairs of coefficients are close enough. As a matter

of fact, we don’t know the others coefficients of the two models with great accuracy.

To adjust the complete a.sympto~ we have still to adjust the parameters (’.. Apply

11.8,JII.11 and V.7 gives here in both cases

(V.lo) ,

Hence, under the condition C~ = 2., the two models have approxirnatively the
same self similar behaviour in the large:
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where

(V.12)

2.60

2.40

2.20

2.00

1.84

1.60

1.40

1.20

1.(HI

0.s0

0.60

0.40

0.2s2

0.00

[

<=;

h = ‘5)P’3”5

k = .&l”sgf(()

,,-+(’12(+)’-D);/?=0.,0,

selfsimilarsolutionsx t:

‘\

-2.00 0.00 200

3.00

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.C4

0s0

0.00
I I

-2.00 0.00 2.00

Planche 2 Convergence of the general solutions k(z/&o, ~)~–1’39 and 6(z/~0, f)~–2”39
towards the self similar solution normalized by <.2 (srandard coefficients).
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Toward a Quasi-Linear Closure for Compressible Turbulence

J. A. H. Futterman and W. P. Dannevikt
Center for Compressible Turbulence

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P. O. Box808,L-22Livermore, CA 94550

Abstract

We are developing a quasilinear closure model for compressible

turbulence based on a transformation of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations

into a form that is at most quadratically non-linear in the mean and fluctuating

variables. Following the transformation we discard third-order cumulants, in

hope of arriving at a one-point closure model without adjustable parameters

which will be applicable to systems undergoing rapid deformation, such as

imploding Inertial Confinement Fusion capsules. This paper reports our current

progress.

I. Introduction

Rapid distortion theory (RDT) as applied by Herringl closes the

turbulence hierarchy of moment equations by discarding third-order and higher

cumulants. This is similar to the fourth-order cumulant discard hypothesis of

Millionshchikov,2 except that the Millionshchikov hypothesis was taken to apply

to incompressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence generally, whereas RDT is

applied only to fluids undergoing a distortion that is “rapid in the sense that the

interaction of the mean flow with the turbulence overwhelms the interaction of

the turbulence with itself. Motivated by RDT, we hope to apply a quasilinear

closure to compressible, anisotropic turbulence, and eventually to the Rayleigh-

Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities in a variety of geometries. In

particular, since the quasilinear approximation should reduce in some limit to

the equations of linear instability theory, we hope to gain insight into the regime

between linear instability growth and fully developed turbulence.

II. Transformation of the Primitive Equations

We begin by transforming the Navier-Stokes equations into a form that is

quadratically non-linear in the dynamical variables. This obviates the need for

Favre averaging, and thereby provides a turbulence closure model that can more
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naturally be incorporated into standard fluid mechanics codes. Using a notation

in which a comma denotes differentiation, and repeated indices are automatically

summed over, we write the Navier-Stokes equations as3

a[~+(P”j),j =0
(1)

(3,(pi, )+ (puluj),j+p,,- Crv,j = pgi (2)

~,(/2~)+(~Euj),j + (P”j),j - (Uioij),j - (fl,j),j = Pgj”j (3)

Here o is the tensor

~; = ‘“~,~al)+ #(”j,j + ‘J,i) (4)

v and 1 are the so-called first and second viscosities, which are normally related

by

Jl+;a=o
L (5)

K is the thermal conductivity, and gi represents a “gravitational” acceleration.

If we now change dependent variables from (p,u,E) to (v,u,p) where

v=l /p is the specific volume, we can use the equation of state

pv = (y–l)C,T (6)

to rewrite (l-3) as

a,v +-Ujv,j= Vuj,j (7)

a,ui+ Ujui,j= g, + V(ai,j - p,,) (8)

C3,p+ U;p,j = (y - I)oiju,,j - ~uj,j + ;(pv),,j (9)

The left-hand member of each of equation (7-9) is recognizable as a

convective derivative, Cv is the heat capacity of the fluid at constant volume, and

y is the adiabatic index. We have also made the assumptions that k, ~, ~, K, and Cv

are constant. Equations (7-9) now form a set of “primitive” equations from which

equations for the various statistical moments may be derived.
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III. The Quasilinear Approximation

We now decompose the primitive variables (v,u,p) into mean (V,i, ~) and

fluctuating (v’, u’, p’) quantities, where the primitive quantity is equal to the sum

of the mean and fluctuating parts, e.g., v=; + v’, etc. This yields

a,(v + v’) + iijyj + u;~j + iIjv; + l.+; = inij,j+V’iij,j +Vu;,j + V’u;,j (lo)

‘<(Z+‘~) + ‘,F,j + ‘j”[, + ‘~~,j + ‘~”[j =

(11)
g,+ i7z7J,j+ Fo;,j + V’zij,j + V’CT’;,j– (iip,i+Fp: + V’p,i + V’p;)

C3((p+ p’) + L7jp,j + izjp,’j + U;p,j + U;p,’j = (y - I)(a,jq,j + aiju,’j + O;q,j + (c@:,j)

(12)

‘Y(FDj,j + F“~,j + P’Zj,j + P’”~,j) + ~(FV + Fvt + P’v + P’v’),jj
“

where we have used the commutativity of differentiation with bars and primes.

We also neglect fluctuations in the heat capacity, the specific heat ratio, and

thermal conductivity, as well as possible temporal or spatial variations in their

mean quantities in this paper. If we now average (10-12) we obtain equations for

the mean values of the primitive flow variables.

a,v+zj7j=vZ-~+C J,J J.J (13)

—— .
8,? + Zjq,j = g, + +iij,j –p,,)–U;u[j + v’c$j – V’p; (14)

alp + Ejp,j = (y - l)qj~,j - @iij,j + :(pv),jj
“

(15)

~ + ~(p’v’),jj‘Ufp~j + (y – l)”~u~j – 7’P ‘j,j ~

v

Here we see explicitly that the equations for the mean flow variables differ

from the primitive equations by the introduction of averages of the products of

fluctuating quantities. We can derive equations of motion for these second-order

cumulantsA as follows. First we subtract (13-15) from (10-12) to obtain equations

of motion for the fluctuating variables:

d,v’ + iijv,’j+ U;v,j+ U;v;j– U;v,’j= vu;,; + v’EJ,j+ V’u;,j – V’u;,j (16a)
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d,u:+ izju;j + U;q,j + U;u:j - U;u;,j = -(up; + V’p,i + V’p; - V’p: )
(17a)

+Vo;,j + v’Eij,j + V’is;,j – V’o;,j

f3,p’ + iijp,’j + U;p,j + U;p; - U;p,’j = (y - I)(aiju:j + o;~,j + O-;u:j - ~)

(18a)

‘Y(PU~,j + P’Zj,j + P’”~,j – ~) + ~(~v’ + P’V + P’v’ - P’v’),jj
v

We then multiply each equation by an appropriate fluctuating quantity, perform

other operations, and average to obtain equations of motion for the second-order

cumulants. This process will transform terms of the form a~ in (16a-18a) into

terms of the form a~?, which are identically zero, and terms of the form a’b’

into terms of the form a_’15’Z’,which are the third-order cumulants we plan to

discard. In order to render both the following derivations and the reading thereof

more bearable, we thus rewrite (16a-18a) retaining only the terms that will

contribute non-zero quantities to the equations of motion for the second-order

[ 1d,p’ + iljdj + yiij,j -:(vdjj + 27jdj + qjj) p’
“

=[z(y-l)atiai-pa,---‘IJ]U;+~[~ajj+2~,jaj + F,jj]v’
v

Here we have introduced A=Li-p, and used the identities

<jq.,j = Zijl.+’j

and

O;,j = (a + p)u;,ji + ).fU:jj

We have also rearranged the equations to show their structure in terms of

differential operators.

(16b)

(17%)

(18b)

(19)

(20)

Writing equations (16 b-18b) is equivalent to asserting that, for the domain

of applicability of this approximation, terms of the form a’b’– a~ are small with

respect to all other terms in (16a-18a). Although this means that we are

discarding the turbulent Reynolds stresses from (17a), their averages are retained
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in(14) and (15). Thus we are discarding some of the non-linearity the Reynolds

stresses introduce into the turbulence closure problem, without discarding the

Reynolds stresses themselves.

The equations of motion for the second moments of the fluctuating fields

will now be closed in the sense that no higher moments of fluctuating fields are

introduced. However they are not closed with respect to the increasingly higher

spatial derivatives that are introduced. To resolve this problem, we expand the

fluctuating fields using basis functions appropriate to a particular geometry and

set of boundary conditions.

IV. A One-Dimensional Transport Model

The simplest application of the quasilinear approximation is to develop a

one-dimensional transport model in Cartesian coordinates. We therefore follow

Herring’s approach by sketching a treatment of the compressible Rayleigh-

B&ard problem in this section. Consider a compressible fluid between two

infinite parallel planes oriented normal to the z-axis. We define the averaging

process to be “slab-averaging” over the transverse directions, e.g.,

.,b+.&jdjdYv(x7Y7zt)F E V(z, f)= lim
—. –b

Equations for the mean fields now become

d,v+ii3v3=vq3-m+T
J ,1 1,;

(21)

(22)

(23)

C3,p+13P,,= (y- 1)=,3Z,,- z%,,+:(m),,,
v

(24)

()–U;p,’j+ (y – l)@;; – YP’~;,j + : m ,.JS
“

where we have used the fact that slab-averaged quantities vary only in the

vertical direction, and we have transformed to a coordinate system in which the

mean transverse velocities are zero.

We can Fourier analyze the fluctuating fields in the transverse directions,

and expand them in the vertical direction using basis functions appropriate to the
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boundary conditions. This raises the question of how to treat the boundaries for

this problem.

First, consider that the temperature at each boundary is held constant.

Thus, expanding the equation of state (6) we have

p + pv’ + p’v + p’v’ = (y – l)c,z-b

which on averaging, yields

pv + p’v’ = (y– l)c,Tb

Subtracting (26) from (25) gives

pv’+ p’v+ p’v’ – p’v’ = o

If we remain consistent with the quasilinear approximation adopted in the

previous section, we can rewrite (27) as

pv’+ p’v = o (28)

We now posit rigid, no-slip boundary conditions, which imply a viscous

boundary layer. Making the further assumption that the layer is relatively

incompressible then gives us, via (28) that both v’ and p’ vanish at the

boundaries. This assumption also implies that the horizontal velocity fluctuations

vanish at the boundaries, i.e. U’X= Oand U’Y= O,and that the vertical velocity

fluctuations and their vertical derivatives also vanish, u’= = Oand du’Z/dz=O}

This allows us to expand fluctuations in the specific volume, pressure, and

horizontal velocities in a cosine series, and to expand the vertical velocity

fluctuations using the Chandrasekhar-Reid functions.G Thus,

v’

P’

4

4

‘vCfl(k,t)

p,n(k, r)

I
cos(anz)

u:fl(k,t)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(25a)

(25b)
L lL~=,;;k

In this notation equations (16b-18b) become, suppressing the common

factors, sums on n, integrals, and complex exponential,
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~(vCn(k,f)cos(anz) - ~vCn(k,r)an sin(anz) -~,,vCfl(k,r)cos( aflz)

= iiWjuj.(k,t)cos( anz)+ i@~fl(k,t)C;(z) + u;fl(k, t) S:(z)]

–V,, [u;n(k, f) Cm(z) + u:n(k,O$n(z)]

~,u~n(k,r)cos(anz) - ~u~fi(k,t)ansin( afiz) + V,ff(kz + aj)ujn(k,t)cos( anz)

= –VA,kikju~~(k,t)cos(a~z) + iVAki[u~m(k,t)C~(z) + uj~(k,f)Sj(z)]

–iUkipcm(k,f)cos(aflz) ;i=l,2

(26)

(27a)

~f [u:fl(k,r)Cn(z)+ u:n(k,r),$(z)]+ ~[u:~(k,r)C~(z) + u:m(k>r)$(z)]

+( fijdc’ + q,3)[u:fl(k,t)Cfi (z) + u:m(k,r)$(z)] - V(/J + A)[u:n(k, r)C:(z) + u:m(k,t)$’(z)]

= –iVAkju[fi(k, r)amsin(aflz)+ Vpcn(k,r)ansin(amz) +(333,3–P,3)v.. (k, f)cos(a.z) ;i=s

(27b)

~,pcm(k,r)cos(anz) - ZQCn(k,f)an sin(a.z) + 7’%,@,.(k>r)cos(a.z)

–~pCfl (k, t)[(–V(k’ + a:)+ 733)cos(anz) - 2i73an sin(anz)]
c,

= (2(74)533 - @[u:n(k,t)C;(z)+ u:n(k,f)t$(z)]

–i~kju~n(k, r)cos(anz) – p,3[u~fl(k,r)Cfl(z) + u~n(k,r)Sn(z)]

+~vcn(k,r)[(-p(k’ + a:) + p,33)cos(anz) - 2p,3un sin(aflz)]
v

(28)

Here primes on the vertical basis functions denote differentiation with respect to

z, and it is understood that sums involving the wavevector k range from 1 to 2.

We can now exploit the orthogonality of the trigonometric and

Chandrasekhar-Reid functions to convert (26-28) into equations for the

individual Fourier coefficients of the fluctuating fields. Multiplying by the

appropriate basis functions and integrating over z yields
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~,vCm(k,f)- vC.(k,f)afi(cm\lZ,]~.) ‘v,.(k~f)(cml~,lc.)

= ikju~n(k,r)(cmlVlcn)+ [ujm(k,t)(cm/V/Cj)+ u~n(k,f)(cmlV/.S~)]

-[~:n(k>r)(cmll,lc. )+~:n(k,r)(cml~,,l~n)]

d,u:m(k,r) - u:z(k,r)a~(cmlqlsn) +p(k’ + a:)u:Jk,r)(cm/Vlc.)

= -M,kju/fl(k,f)( cmlVlcfl)- ikipC~(k,f)(cmlVlcfi)

+i~i[u~fl(k,t)(cml~lc~) + ut.(k,~)(cml~l~~)] ;i=l,2

~,u:c~,m(k,r)+[u:fl(k, t)(CSmlqlC:)+ u:fl(k,~)(CSm/ZZ,/Sj]

+,uk2[u:n(k,r)(CS~lvlCn)+ u~n(k,r)(c$l~l$)]

[u:n(k!~)(c~ml~,,,lc.) + ~:.(k>t)(c~mlz,,l~n)]

-(p + A)[u:fl(k,t)(CSmlV/C:j + u:~(k,t)(CSmlV/.S:~]

= –iAk,u~fl(k, r)an(CSmlVlsfl)+ pC~(k,r)afl(CSm/Vlsm)

+vC~(k,t)(CSmlZY,,,31cZ)-vCfl(k,r)(CSmlj7,1cm) ;i=3

(29)

(30a)

(30b)

–:pCfl(k, r)[-(k2 + L2:)(Cml;\Cm)+ (Cm ~33 Cn
I )E%dwl

v

+:vCC(k,r)[-(k2 + a:)(cml~lcn) + (Cml~,331Cz)- 2c2n(c~l~,,lsn)]
“

We are using a notation adapted from quantum mechanical matrix-elements in

which
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(Cmlq$) = “2n— jticos(amz)~(z)tisin(anz)dz
–1/2

and

(32a)

(32b)

(32c)

etc. Thus, we have chosen all vertical basis functions to be orthonormal over the

interval z=[-1 /2,1 /2]. The coefficients an = (2n-l)n, so that the expansions using

the trigonometric functions will satisfy the boundary conditions.

The integrals over k and the complex exponential ink can be considered

to have been dropped in (29-31), although the sums on n are still implied. The

vertical integrations of the matrix elements indicate that the Fourier coefficients

of the fluctuating quantities depend on the mean flow in non-local manner. Such

non-locality is a direct consequence of the method of averaging and the

decomposition into vertical basis functions that we have chosen.

We now develop equations for the slab-averaged products of fluctuations,

such as VW in the usual manner. We obtain, for example,

vcp(k’,r)cos(apz)vcm(k, r)cos(a~z)

— ~ ~~=1jkd’kei(kx’+k”)—— vCP(–k,t) cos(aPz)vcm(k,t)cos(amz)

(33)

The slab averaging introduces a Dirac delta-function, eliminating one of the

double integrals over k-space, and a double-sum on indices m and p is retained.

From (33) we see that the turbulence closure problem is thus reduced to a set of

21 equations of the form
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~,vcm(k,t)vcp(-k,r) - vcn(k,r)vcp(-k,t)an(cm l&/sn) - vcm(k,t)vc,(-k, r)a, (cpl~lsl)

–vcm(k,r)vcp(–k, r)(cm q,~lq) –v.m(k>r)vc/(–k, 44 Z,31C,)

= ik,ujn(k, r)vcp(–k, r)(cmlvlcn)– ikjvcm(k,t)~l, (–k, ~)(cpl~lc~)

+[u;.(k,r)vcp(-k,f)(cm]VIC;)+d.(kdup(-k, d(cmlW)]

+[vcm(k>r)u:,(-k,r)(cplVIC;)+v.m(k)f)u:,(-k,r)(cpl~l~;)]
(34)

-[u;.(k,,)v,p(-k>,)(cmly,lC.)+u:.(k>f)vcp(-k, ~)(cmlI,l~.)]

-[v.m(k>r)u:,(-k>,)(cpl[,lc,)+vcm(k,f)u:i(-k>~)(cplT,l~,)]

In these equations, for each pair of indices m and p, the indices n and 1 are

summed over. We believe these averaged equations will have less stringent

requirements for discretization than (29-31).

It is evident that the resulting system of equations is closed, if formidable

to compute. In practice, the integrals over k-space can be truncated at values of k

corresponding to length scales at which the flow becomes viscous, i.e., at which

the Reynolds number becomes low. The sums over matrix elements can likewise

be truncated by limiting the number of modes to the vertical resolution desired.

Further details of how to implement this model in a computer code are the

subject of ongoing study.

V. Conclusion

We have presented method of developing a quasilinear one-point closure

model for compressible turbulent flow. The method was specialized to the case

of a fluid confined between two infinite bounding planes. The distinguishing

characteristic of this model is its avoidance of adjustable parameters. This

provides a somewhat “brittle” model that maybe useful for flows undergoing

rapid deformation.

+ Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-ENG-48.
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Ei!E5ElRichtmyer-Meshkov Instabilities

Alan K. Harrison

Center for Compressible Turbulence

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California, U. S. A.

4th International Workshop on the Physics of

Compressible Turbulent Mixing

Cambridge, England

31 March 1993

~“ We need subgrid-scale models of instability
= physics to install in a turbulent hydrodynamics code ~

For instance, in a K-E model, the creation of turbulent energy maybe modeled

by source termss which account for instabilities.

dK
‘/urb. press

z=
-H* +s~~ +s~ –E

d&

z =;(CU W,w-b.pr.ss )+Cl$sm +C*SRT +c&s~ –c&&
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= We need to study instability physics at arbitrary
= density gradients, not just at discontinuities M

. Due to spatial discretization, a hydrocode cannot recognize density
discontinuities per se.

● Even if it could reliably detect discontlnuities, the abrupt appearance
or disappearance of instability physics at some location in the mesh
could introduce numerical instability.

. We need to account for instabilities properly even where density
gradients are finite.

We will use the following profile, which is continuous and includes the
small-gradient and infinite-gradient limits:

[

PI (,< 0)

p(z) = plepz (()<Z </)

pz = plep (/< z)

Crlmm

S Small quantities for perturbation analysis u

density p(z) + ap(x, t) (C5p)=0
roughness q(x,f) (q) = o
pressure Po(z) + ~P(x>f) (6*} = o
fluid velocity U(x, t) (u) = o

Density fluctuations and roughness are equivalent ways of accounting for

deviations from the unperturbed density ~z). They are related by

P(I - QKx,f)) = p(x) + qxx,t)
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Cnmm

= Spatial ODE for velocity eigenfunction W Il!!!#

‘(@~) +$(~~)~–K2PW = ()

Originally derived by S. Chandrasekhar; see Hydrodynamic and
!-lydromagnetic Stabi/ity (Dover, New York, 1981), pp. 428-433.]

Solutions satisfy an orthogonality relation

J-J )Dp Wm Wm dz = C$mIm

CmI(Pl

= Spatial eigenvalues for continuous density profile u

The eigenvalues are

r& =
2cdK

c&+c2+d2

where

c= K./ (= nondimensional wavenumber)

d = ~~f = tanh-l(Atwood number) (= nondimensional density gradient)

and ~w is solution m of the transcendental equation

2ccXm
tan am =

C& –c2+d2

We can number the solutions so that

mn<am<(m+l)n (m 2 O; aKo may also be zero or imaginary)

!2Derived by K. O. Mikaelian; see Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 1365 (1 982); Phys. Rev. A
6,2140 (1982).]
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mLUnSingle-mode instability analysis (incompressible
= flow

w

Pg=–v6Hwi0 @ =-qDp

V.u=o aq
‘“z

:dp+uZDp=O where Ds 6’/&

Seek plane wave solutions and separate variabies:

q(x, y,z, f) = A(t) w(z)ei(k’x+kyy)

@(X,Y, z, 1) = –A(t) W(z) Dp(z)ei(kX%+k~Y)

~Z(X, Y, Z,f) = A(t) w(z)ei(k~x+kyy)

uX(x, y, z,f) = A(t) U(z) ei(kxx+kYy)

Zly(X, y, z,t) = A(l) V(z) ei(kxX+kYy)

8p(X,y, z, t) = P(z,l)ei(k’x+kJY)

Cnmm

% Temporal ODE for amplitude A K!!

A = 172gA= y2A

eigenvalue r2(or yz)

RT instability g([)= g (constant)
RM instability g(f)= Av~(f)

A(t) = A(0) coshyr + A(0)y A(r) = A(0) [1+ Av r2tf3({)] + A(O_)t

~(t) = A(0)y SiIlh yf + A(0)coshyt A(r) = A(0)Av r2e(t)+ A(C).)

(approximateiy) exponential growth iinear growth

Larger eigenvaiues correspond to larger growth rates
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=Spatial eigenfunctions for continuous density prefile ~
<

en (,< ())

[ ~+(%?in+
Win(z)= ~e-pz~2cos (0<,</)

Wm (/)e-”(’-{) = ec-ff-n
[co’%+(~)’~%] (~.z)

We see that Wn is the eigenmode with m zeros, and that

am mn=—
1–1

is the effective wavenumber in the z direction.

tin

s The general solution is a sum of single modes w

@(x,y, z,r) = -~ Am(/) (Dp(z))w’m(z)ei( ~xx+’YY)
qm

‘x (XJY>Z,f)= ~~+Am(l)Dwm(z)ei(k’’+kyy)
r,m

K

UZ(X, Y,Z,t) =~Am(f) Wm(.z)fj-i(kxx+by)
Km

(Am depends on vector K= 2XkX+ i?yky, Wn depends on scalar
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Harrison Multimode RT & R&l instabilities

tin Initial values of coefficients are derived from position
S and velocity initial conditions Il!!!l

Use the orthogonality condition to invert the sums, and set &O:

This enables us to treat instabilities seeded by surface roughness or
density inhomogeneities (RT, RM instability), or velocity fluctuations (e. g.,
preexisting turbulence).

~“ We have a powerful theoretical system for the
s analysis of various types of instabilities w

In principle, we can calculate

● mix layer thickness ● mass current

. instability energy

due to

. steady (RT) . impulsive (RM)

acceleration of a fluid with

. an arbitrary density gradient . a density discontinuity

initially perturbed by

. surface roughness . other density fluctuations

. turbulent velocity fluctuations . shock imperfections

● other velocity fluctuations

. uncorrelated or correlated combinations of the above

Limitations:

● incompressible flow approximation

c no coupling between modes

. acceleration must be parallel (or antiparallel) to density gradient
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Iv Theoretical & empirical models

= predicted values of observable are based on
= eigenvalues and functional of the eigenmodes K!l

~& . 2cdK

a&+c2+d2

~{
Km= J-_(wKmdz =a?”d,c+ed;:aTL+(c+4’1

1

LW=J:(DP)WWZ

_ 2p1d—
a~-{ (m

c+d+[a~ +(c+d)2] ;– a$c::z:wdz )1
J()J“Kqm= _ Dp Wm e’qzdz

2p1d

{

c_ ~+ (c+ f)[a& +(c+d)2Jed+f cosam

‘a.&+ d2-f2+2idf a~ –c2+d2 I

where f = @

tin RM and RT instability energy can be expressed aS
% sums of single-mode energies

Wil

Since the flow is incompressible, the instability energy per unit area of the
xyplane, averaged over the xyplane, Is the kinetic energy

E=&J>JC?YJ_lZPU2

E
lAw(t)121m

‘+ r&

(~m) ‘&’@Ln(o)/2)sfi2 YWZ
K,m

+2 Re(A~(0)Am(0)) ‘mym~’shymf -t-(lAn(0)12) cos~~mf 1
(ERM)‘; ZL[AV2 &+bAo)12)W)

(1 ()1)]+2Av Re(&(0)Am(0))6(t) + ---# Am O 2
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Harrison Multimode RT & RM instabilities

Cmnm

= RM instability seeded by su~ace roughness I&l
If the roughness is confined to the surface

q(x, y, z, o)= f(x, y)

with a two-dimensional Fourier transform ~(r) and a spectrum

S(K)= (p(K)12)
then the integral expression for the initial amplitude factors into

Am(0)= 7(K)HW
Zm

so the RM instability energy becomes

(ERM(l))= @l#~s(K)r;H:
K.m km

_ AV26(f)(P2 - PI)
z

s(K)cd——
L2! ~ c+2dcothd

L- Choose a perturbation spectrum and integrate on
e wavenumber u

If, for instance, the spectrum is fiat between a lower and an upper cutoff,

{

(if K, <K SK2)
S(K) = s

o (otherwise)

then

(ERM(t)) =
&2(/22 - pl)sdO(t)

47r13

[
c; – C: –4(c2 – cl)dcothd+ 8d2coth2dln (2:=)1

where

Cl = K1!, C2 = K2!
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Iv Theoretical & empirical models

C&s
= Special cases U!!l
For a very broad perturbation spectrum we may have

c1 << I,dz << C2

for which we get the simplified form

(ERM(t)) =
Av2sc;d@(t)

~zt, (P2 -A)

On the other hand, for a very large density ratio (Atwood number very close
to unity) we may have

l,cl, c2 <<d

in which case

(ERM(t)) = A:;fjf)(c; -c:)(p, -pJtanhd

_ Av2s0(f) ~— 3 (P2 – /%)2

12?C
(~z – ~1)

(P2 +P*)

&&
e More special cases I!3
For a discontinuous interface 1 + O we get

(ERM(t)) = A;’;;!) (c; - c:)(p2 - pl)tanhd

_ Av2s@(f) ~
()
~2 _ & (P2 – P1)2—

127r (P2+Pl)

On the other hand, if ./ -+ co we find that

Av2sd0(t) z
(ERM(t)) = ~z4 (IC2- K/)(p2 - p,)
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Harrison Multimode RT & RM instabilities

CmIlm

= RT instability seeded by surface roughness w

The RT instability energy is

which we can in principle evaluate. However, its eariy-time behavior is already
apparent. If we can differentiate term by term, the RT instability energy and its
first derivative are initialiy zero, but

$(ERT(t)) ,=0 =%(%(0+))

and we have already evaiuated the right hand side. This identity is the
muitimode anaiog of a singie-mode reiation discovered by K. O. Mikaeiian
[Phys. Fiuids A 3,2625 (1991)].

s Net mass current in the zdirection (the “mixing”
229- current) IIU
The mass current averaged across the xypiane is in generai a function of z.
But if in addition we integrate in the z direction, the result takes a simpie
form

J:~z(z>f)~z=-~lA: (~)Am(f)l~w
x.m

which can be simpiy related to the instability energy by

g(t)J- jZ (z, t) ~z = -~E(t)

For instance, for the RM case,

J~j,(z,f)~.=-A’(~Z-$l)sd

and we can make the same approximations as before.
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Iv Theoretical & empirical models

By averaging q over the .ry plane and the choices of Initial conditions q(x,yLO),
we can express the mean square mix layer thickness of the RM instability as

The growth rate of the mixed layer is

after the time of the impulsive acceleration.

Cumfa

= Mix layer thickness (RT case) u
Using the same approach for the RT case, we find that

At t=O the mix width has the value

[ J(77&(o))=@K) Z* 2
r

vanishing first derivative, and second derivative equal to
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Harrison Multimode RT & RM instabilities

C%&
s Shock-turbulence interaction L!J51
This problem can be analyzed by a similar method, except that now we are
concerned with terms like

m’

= t2~(A;(o.)&#((L))
mm’

which can be related to a velocity initial condition by

This gives us a dependence of kinetic energy on a velocity spectrum, which
we take to be a typical turbulent power spectrum

$T(k)= (Iil(k)l’)

depending on the thre~dimensionai wavevector k = K+.?zq. The result is
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Description of Transitional Layer Effect
in Simulations with Ic@lodel

V.Neuvazhaev, A.Polionov, V.Yakovlev

All-Russia Research Institute of Technical Physics
454070, Chelyabinsk-70, p.o.245, Russia

Abstract

The work proposes the mode of description of the transiti-
onal layer effect by using the traditional kt-model. It needs
changing the model constants to provide independence of the solu–
tion on the initial values of k and c (ko and co). The solution

depends only on the combination ~“5/EO having the dimension of
length which is proposed to preset proportional to the space
scale of irregularities. The conducted simulations agree satis–
factorily with the experiment.

The Transitional Layer (TL) is a layer with density verying
along its width, placed between two layers with different densi-
ties in a gravitationally unstable system, to provide continuous
distribution of density. In the case of discontinues density the
turbulent mixing is developed from infinitesimal perturbations if
there is no effects expressed by dimensional constants (e.g. vis-
cosity). It stems from tending to infinity of the perturbation
development increment at approaching the perturbation wave length
to zero. In the case of continuous density the increment of per-
turbation development is limited at any wave length (e.g.1,2) so

development of infinitesimal. perturbations requires infinite time
and mixing can be only developed given the perturbations are not
infinitesimal.

Placement of the TL causes a. delay in development of turbu-
lent mixing. That has been investigated experimentally in the Dr.
Yu. Kucherenko’s laboratory. The results have been presented in
the reports. In this work the TL has been formed by mutual disso-
lution of two fluids at their boundary. Initial perturbations
have been created by placement of solid particles in the center
of the TL. It is shown schematically with some notations at
Fig.1. In the experiments there has been measured the depth of
penetration of the heavy fluid into the light one. The heavy
spikes appeared at the boundary between the TL and the light
fluid not just after applying an acceleration g but after some
delay. This delay has been expressed in terms of the distance

A ,.
gone S connected with the delay of time t by the relation
.-
6=gt2/2. The dependence obtained in the experiment are given at
Fig.5. It has been taken from the papers with changing the coor–
dinates.

Simulations on determination of the TL effect has been con-
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Neuvazhaev, Polionov & Yakovlev Trat~itional layer effects

ducted with using
has been modified

the W-model described in the paper4. The model
to be armlied to mixin~ of two uncommessible

fluids placed in the gravi;~tional field w~th the const~t g. The
equations of the model for this case take the following form:

(t)

(2)

(4)

Here k is a turbulent kinetic energy, &-the rate of its dis-
sipation, x-Eulier’s coordinate, c-ass fraction of the fluid 1,
j-the turbulent mass flow, CP, Cle, Cze, q., ac are empirical con–

Stants . The boundary conditions are the zero flows of mass, tur-
bulent energy snd its dissipation.

At considering the TL we have a problem of solving the equa–
tions in the presence of the density gradient. Let us consider a
small part of the TL where we could take Vp as a constant. We
suppose the initial values k. H EO to be independent on space
coordinate in this part of the TL. As it will have been proved
further the system (i-2) allows in this case to have the decision
k(t) and e(t) independent on x. So we can neglect the terms with
kldx and 8E18x. We assume the dissipation so small that

In this case we can neglect by the second terms in the left
part of the equations (l-2). After the mentioned simplifications
we can write the solution of the equations (i-2) in the form:

4

[+ 1
(clc-l)cPk;’e, (%vp)t C1;-l

(6) k= kcle-l
o

0

[

(7) S=&-+-iFl~*l-
The expression (6-7) shows the solution asymptotically does

not depend on the individual values ko H &o but does only on the

combination k~le/& . It is naturally to accept CIC=l.5 and to con–
0

sider the combination k~.s/Eo which has the dimension of length to
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IV Theoretical & empirical models

be proportional to the space scale of dislocations. There have
been performed two groups of simulations with the constants sets
providing different rates of mixing development in the self-simi-
lar case:

cle=l.5, c2e=l.85, crk=0.85, CYe=o.5,
a) CP=5, b) CP=3

The first set provides the same rate as the one in the
paper4. The second set corresponds to the recommendations of the
works and gives the rate 1.8 times lower.

With the mentioned sets there have been performed the simu-
lations on mixing development in the gravitationally unstable
system consisting from the two fluids of different densities with
the TL. The gravitational field applied are characterized by g=i.
The initial profile of density in the system are shown at the
Fig,2,3. The initial profile of mass fractions was obtained with
the expression (4a) from the density profile.

The simulations have confirmed the absence of the dependence
on the initial values &o, lq if the condition (5) has been ful-

filled. As a result there has been obtained the dependence of the
delay on the characteristic size of dislocations which are consi-
dered to be proportional to the combination k~.~/~ . The relation

l-l
between the characteristic size of dislocation~ and the mentioned
combination depends on the spectrum characteristic of the arose
turbulence. We will assume that the dislocations spectrum charac-
ter corresponds to the one of the dislocations in the turbulent
region of the self similar development. Then the width of the
zone of dislocations (the width of the turbulent mixing zone)
connects with the combination k~.5/&n by the relation which can be

obtained in the simulations on” dev~lopment of the self similax
mixtig:

L=14.3 k;.s/& (I set of the empirical constants)

L=I1.O k;.%: (II set)

There have beeri coriducted two groups of simulations for the
each set of the constants. In the one group there have been assu-
med the dislocations with the characteristic size L has been
located in the layer with the width L which has been placed in
the middle of the TL. This group of simulations corresponds to
the experiment so their results can be compared with the experi-
mental data. For the more practical applying there has been per–
formed an another group of simulations in which the dislocations
with the chzmacteristic size L has been assumed to be distributed
homogeneously in the whole system,

The character of changing of the density profile at the ini-
tial stage of mixing development are shown for the two mentioned
groups in the Fig,2,3. The dependence of the depth of the heavy
spikes penetration on time are given at the Fig.4 for the self
similar case and for the one with the TL at the different sizes
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Neuvazhaev, Polionov& Yakovlev Transitional layer effects

of the dislocations. It should be noted that the size of disloca-
tions in the both groups of simulations are increasing as mixing
development progresses. It seams to be plausible though this
point demands an additional investigation and calibration, It
should be reminded that the simulations call as well for the
further investigation on reproduction of the spectrum character
of the initial perturbations. As for the experiment it causes
anxiety too because at the exploration of the self similar mixing
developments there has been detected the source of perturbations
of an unclassified nature. It caused increased rate of mixing at
the early stage of turbulence development. We cannot exclude the
influence of this source on the results of the investigations of
the TL effects.

The results of the simulations and the experiments zme
comparing in Fig.5 which shows satisfactory agreement.

Lo

h*

Fig.1 Structure of the transitional layer at initial moment.
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fig.2 Changing the prgfjle o,f the ,density
at the mtml stage: m(t!ul dlslocotmns
ore grouped in the center of TL

3.0

: h

2.0-

10
/

/
/

/ ] - -- self similar mixing
/

/ — development with TL
/

0.0
t

0 5 10~o 15

Fig.4 Dependence of the depth
of penetrotron of the heavy
spikes h on time.

,..-
9.0 95 10,0 10.5 I o

fig.3 Changing the profile of the density
at the initial stage: initial dislocations
ore distributed homogeneously.

‘w. +- disc.ptions of experiment

‘1 ,

L
// o

0.2 /’

0., &h

0.0
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Fig.5Delay in appearance of spikes S
co. sed by ploc, ng the TL of the
width h os o function of the size of
dislocations L
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TURBULENT MIXING

All_RIIoc!ian Rnconvoh Tnstitlltn
rXA.I. .\ LuJL’Lw. .. bLJ*u 1-J.. J-L. “-L. L.L” G

of Talrlic<alPhJ7slc.s,cFLelJ7a?)NEk–70
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Here

‘.S = c}Lk2’’5t’
(4)

Mixture?densitj7~ iS substitutedby P, k - kinetic energy of

turbulence,Et – rate of klnetlc enerig’!21sslpatlon,Cp, CF1, CF2,

a,589% -
constantsof the model, g – acceleration.

The analysis Of stabillty on interfaces leads to the

instabilitycondition

gg>o .Otherwise,the interfaceis stableand the

generation term - the first one in right sides of llqs.(2)and (3)

- is assumed to be equal to zero.
~~~~ problemswill be considered,below, viz:

1) g=go>o - constant value; at t=O:p=p~at x<O; p=p~ at X>O, p~~p~,
k(x,o)=~t(y~)=o,

2) g - Dirac function;at t=O:

k(x,(l)=koat lxl~o/2, Et(x,o)=soat lxl~o~?, p=p~ at x<Lo/2,

P=P~ at X>Lo/2.
~=~~. k=O.

3) g=t?o, P=P;at ma,,; p=p2 at x>Ilo; X=o:
~pu/fi~=~; ~~~ ,/~l=~;

X=+cz : k=~$=o.

The first problem has a self-similar solution.l?orthe

k-model it is constructedin [81. The mixing zone width is

developed in time accordingto the square law.

The solutlonof the second problem in the limit at L/LoJ>l is
o17r;l~7inm intn tho colf-cimilnp nnn nhtc)inod fn?-,.V”.L,U* u..,. “..b U,<L* !Jd-,,,A.l.LAL

pL_nf-lllntinn@ -in
v..!. , ““ “uL..&u L“* ,.yLL!J”L”’.u u.

[91.The law of mixing in time is a power law with the power .B<I
determinedvia the Atwoodnumber
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6=((3- Pg)i(p: - @ (7)
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and for the problem3

problems 1 and 2:

(10)

?-/Z=ti.

(weshall obtain approximate
: nnd 9.W.._’L.
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—’2
~’
t ——

+ 16+CPF

—’2
cd

CE2 ‘-t =

+ +CPF

p=
c1

-0.5 - O(K! V1)A2W2 ,

R= ‘g;’ [’-’-9 -0

(12)

(13)

(15)

(16)

(17)
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is a constantvalue g=go.The solution is of the fOrm:

3@(~1)(CE1-cS2)A~mo
R=

~ 2 9–12CE2
Y

~v, +Y?@(Z?T1)A2(2-CE2)

2 9-12CE1+Y2Q(V2TI)A2(2-CEI)@
2;=4~1clL

..

3 (C,51-C=2)
x~
L’$+

4. Problem 2: two fluids,accelerationis Dirac function.

The solutionof thisproblem cm be obtained if acceleration

is assumed to be a step Tunctionbei~~ ccn?stmtat t<t~,and the
zero one at t>to.Then,by limiting transitiontL~ goto=Uo one

can obtain the solutionsought for. It appears [?,101that in this
case the solutionis essentiallydependenton the initialroughness

!,$;~~cp.ldt-,matelj~deter!nir.es2 Cert2~~iplopl—di~oncinnnl

‘o WA,,L...”U.UJ.UJ. paraneter

P
TT t
“o “op=— (2: )
Lo ‘

!x!hl~~~~~ ~qt~ly~~~pltto t~,~,@4n:a,~~Riehnm+aon nllmhnm yvJL~ @nllll--opL ~cJ
.L.LL/LLu u!-’ .L .. LU’, ”,JL . LJL/J. L,

of the form:
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B=
; C,52-I

CC2-1+ ~ (K2 ??l )M(C52-2)
!4

(24)

(25)

This notion !YillprOd’UCe

which must be takeninto
the average value Of the

w additioxl acceleration

account.In order to calculateit !ve find

velocityE over the mixi~ zone
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pmy

V3111O
, L4LL. G
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BY(A=O)=~ ; BY(A=I )=0.36 .

Here the Iollowlngconstantsfrom [81 were used.
CP=3.505;Cpl=1.43;CE2=I.852;@(T1)=0.89;Q(K?vl )=0.98.

problem 3. Thin layermixing

Eqs. (15)-(17) have an accurate solution

This solutlonis approximatelyIn accordance with the

one to which the problem3 solutlonof the input set of
(1-~)ten~.

conclusion

(29)

t. (30)

asymptotic

equations
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-khn!,. L._.

n=
P , I-

(11)

WI-HY? @(~) z -& p2@ - probability integral.

(12)
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J’ (3Ci’q =
1

(s : e--f

the vicinity

(14)

representation of the

of the points x = L(3

(l f5a)
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In thiS case fOr the miXtLUY @nSity w Llse the solutlon of

(11) or Its approximate representation in the form:

(P”- P; )L(o ~ _ ~-%
R=

(:) [ -1=~i; f

NH constant velocity 7CQ will be determined by solving Eq.(16)

ISR& c) = (17)
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Ey retLu’’nlllgto Eq. (10) and J15) we obtain the

I ~ >>1 :llmiting inclination established when , ~
(.)

or

difference # _ ~; LUI.derroot should be substituted by

~: - po and in the denominator p’;should be substitLlted by

P: “
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CALCULATION OF GRAVITATIONAL
IN NON-AUTOMODEL

TURBULENT MIXING
FLOWS

V.V.Nikiforov
All Russian Research Institute of Experimental Physics

Arsamas-16

ABSTRACT

A semi-empirical model for calculation of turbulent mixing
under gravitational instability, allowing for turbulence
anisotropy and non–gradient nature of mass and energy turbulent
flows, and for development of turbulent mixing zone after
shock-wave propagation is described in this paper. Calculation
results and their comparison to experimental data are presented
here.

The problem of turbulent mixing ( TM ) on contact boundary of
media wi,thdifferent densities is of greet interest in recent
years due to ICF problems, since such mixing of thermonuclear fuel
with the imploding shells’ material has a significant effect on
characteristics of target ,for thermonuclear fussion and,
particularly, on neutron output.

For the first time automodel problem, concerning TM on
contact boundary of two incompressible fluids of different
densities in constant gravity field was presented in work / 1/.
The following relation of the turbulent mixing zone (TMZ) width L~

1
versus deceleration way s = =9 tz was obtained:

C5 -1s--.--
‘t=a6+l

P
where 6 = -~ > 1 is the density ratio of two fluids,

Pi
g is the

acceleration, a - is empirical constant.
However, for practical applications it not enough to solve

this problem, since acceleration is rather often inconstant right
up to change of sign, shock wave can propagate through TMZ in
different directions. Therefore, the following works on the
development of calculation methods for TMZ were aimed at the
development of semi–empirical models of turbulent flows,
regarding, besides the above mentioned factors, such
characteristics of turbulence, occurring as a result of
gravitational instability development, as turbulence anisotropy
and nongradient nature of turbulent flows.

We sequentially used more sophistical models. The first model
involved one equation for turbulence energy st with integral
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definition of turbulent scale lt: lL= (3L , where L~ is ‘TMZwidth,

P is the empirical constant / 2 /. Gradie~t representation with

diffusion coefficient, D~c=1 ct , was used for mass andt energy

flows. A similar model, but with some uncertainties, is given
in /3/. However, a model of integral definition of turbulence
scale has a principle disadvantage, which lies in the fact, that
it is not clear how to determine this scale when two or more
mixing zones are joined together. To eliminate this disadvantage
an equation for turbulent viscosity v~ was added to the equation

for ~t instead of integral definition 1~ / 4/. For turbulent

flows, gradient representation with 11~=Vt was stil used. This

model is similar in concept to models of k-= type used at present.
Unfortunately such simplified models do not fit calculation

of TM in sufficiently complex non-automodel flows. It is due to
the fact, that semi-empirical constants involved in these models,
are not in fact, constants, they are functions, depending on
turbulence anisotropy and, generally speaking, on the pre-history
of the flow ( see below ). That is why, using such models with one
set of constants one fails to describe quite different TM regimes,
for example, turbulent mixing under constant acceleration of
interface, and further development of ‘ITIZafter acceleration
removal. Besides, it should be noted, that, in the presence of
significant fluctuations of density in TMZ, turbulent tratisfer
processes under gravitational TM are essentially caused by
inertial forces, that should lead to non-gradient nature of
turbulent flows as compared to turbulent transfer in medium with
constant density.

Taking into account all, mentioned above, we have developed a
model involving equations for all second-order correlations of the
interest, namely, for mean squares of the three components of

1 1 1
fluctuating velocity ei= ~<u~=>, ez= Z#u;z>, ea= ~<u;=>, for

i
turbulent flows of all mixture constituents W.= ; <CPPL>’U~>

L

(where p is the density, ,u,is the mass concentration i-th mixture
1

constituent, i – I,n), for energy turbulent flow Wo= - <CPS1’u~>
P

and for correlations B,= -:<p’Cppi>’>, Be=-; <p’ Cp&l’j ( W]lere

‘P P

G is ijhe specific internal energy). prime, as usual, indicates a
fluctuating part’of the corresponding value and < > - the mean
value. We have assumed that direction of the priciple
one-dimensional averaged flow coincides with the direction of
axis 1 (axis X). In planar and spherical geometry due to axial
symmetry ez = ea, but in cylindrical, generally speaking, it is

not so. This system of
viscous dissipation of

equations is completed by the equa~ion for
turbulent energy Q “ v <Cti~~&~l >, where
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Iv

v ig the Vigcosity.

The complete system of equations, including gasd~ynamic.
equation for average flow has the form / 5/, / 6/ :

dE ~-diVCV_W> - ~.div~w - E.W> + qf + ~.Q;
Zc=-p P o e

dc
1--- = - - .

dt L
divpCW, - c “W>;

P L i

de~
---
dt

= !& [q :L - Wel] - eidivW - 2e V +
i ii

2 1
+ cl - ~~akl fiWg - yCei - ~ e> - :Q;

de
z---=

dt
~ (Dt ~~ - We=) - e2divW - 2e V + i~~kfiWg -

2 22

1
- yCe2 - ~e) - ;Q:

dea
= $; (~, :2 - We3)

1---
dt

- e3divW - 2e V + ~~tifiwg -
3 33

1- yC e3 - se> - :Q;

where q~ is the heat flow due to radiation.

For short, this system of equations is given for planar case.
In cylindrical and spherical geometry there appears one more
series of terms while expressing corresponding divergence
components of tensors of rank two and three.

In the system of equations it is defined: e = ei+ ez+ e3 ;

d a
= :F + v-- ; v = <Ui> +

1 1
az ax

-<p’ u;>; c = <pi> + ;<P’I.J:);
P i
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E= <c>+ 1 1 L3P
-<p’..>’> ; g= ---; W=~i, R2=~i, i =1, n;
P p ax

V Vzz, V=a - ape corresponding com~nent.s of strain
ii’ rates

tensor. X v-#
For planar case: V = ~Y------ , v =V33=O;

4.1 L Zz

x v-w>
cylindrical case: V = ~------ , Vzz = ~:~ , V33= o ;

ii
ac v-w v-w

spherical case: V = ----- , Vzz = V33 = --- .
ac

ii

A,= c.A-5z~, i=l,n, A=A +CA -A3[1 -yc@];
L L s t s

1 3P lap A= 1 6’P
k

A=
2 dT 1 dp----- ---- --- -- ------ ------ ---

s T i?X
phi+ ---

pa’ t pA * ax ph ~ ax pax

@c
v

hi= ylT , )LZ= gg[p, Cv= ~[p, .Cp= ~lp , X3= ~lT ;

‘f ‘Q 4CYT 3
ye+> = -.

;[l -
expC-#1~, @ = ---- .%--- ;

e

‘f
- is the radiant heat conduction fact;r, 0 is Boltzmann

constant. Combination of gradients A. corresponds to eddy

adiabatic transfer of mass elements

Expressions

transfer process
for its pmsible
( molecular heat

and AL - to isothermal one.

+ CA
}

- A=l[l - yC&j +
t

d?
~yc#) + [1 -Yc@]~

}

for A,, AL, A. we obtain while considering the

of mass element, carried out by addies, allowing
heat exchange with the medium due to radiation
conduction is ignored, since the turbulence with

large Reynolds number is considered here ). It should be noted,
that A. has such a structure, that, in the absence of radiation,

sometimes turbulent energy flow can be directed along temperature
gradient, i.e. heat is transferred from the places with lower
temperature to places with the higher one. This occures, for
example, at turbulence in atmosphere, when the temperature

1
gradient in it is smaller than its adiabatic value, i.e. -y ~ <
< 2’:’.L ~g

Y
p ~ ( Y is adiabatic exponent, I’- pressure ).

The following factors are used in equations:
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The choice of expression for k ~ is based on the assumption,

that the energy in homogeneous, isotropic turbulence decays as t-l

and scalar values fluctuation - as t ‘a, where cx = 1.5. According
to the experimental data available, a value a is in the range ~ of
1.2-1.5. Hence, kz value needs further refinement. Expression for

kl has been obtained in accordance with the requirement, that

correlation coefficient between density and velocity fluctuations
should no be more than a unity.

For correlations of the third order we have used a gradient
presentation with the diffusion coefficient D,, equal:

For the case, when W*A < 0, DL= 0 is assumed. In this very

case, the recalculation of mass concentrations Ci due to turbulent

ma6s flows is not carried out. =

The function fl is: fl = k-; ?-1)” Q;:? = ~~ .
R2 n=z P Rz

In the model described, we can determine f., using eigther

[

D’2-1
approximateexpressionfi = 1 + R2- ~~.~_ 1 ,or, more

precisely, solving the appropriate equation for RO.
The value of P ii in the equation for V is the corresponding

1
tensor component Pik = ~ (<u~u~> + ~ <p’u;u;> - WiWk ). The sum

of the diagonal tensor components I’ii is the total kinetic energy

of turbulence. In works / 5/, / 6/ the approximate e~ression

P = e -2Dt ~-::ii i is used. However,this expressiondoes not

provide conservatism of the model, i.e. conservation of constancy
of the sum of internal, kinetic and turbulence energies, and fits
only the calculation for flows, in which the fraction of
turbulence energy is sufficiently small and some violation of the
total energy balance may be ignored. That is why, the following
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e.
1

approximation p~k= -~k “P, where eik= ~<u~u~>, PSP is the sum
j.j

of the diagonal tensorcomponentsPi~, has been assumed.The value

of P is determinedfrom the following equation, providing the
total energy balance:

dP
~divp(Di~j

S:=p
-wP)- V + P2=V22+ P33V33) - w:: - >;

2(pii ii

Two groups of semi-empirical constants appear in the system
of equations. The first group involves the constants, included in
tensor presentation, describing exchange interaction between
components of pulsing motion - a.,Yi, ?’2,?’=,the second mOUP -

- constants Pi, P2, included in the equation for Q. Besides, there

is one more constant al in DL. For some of these constants it is

possible, considering the limiting case, either to determine their
limiting values, or their magnitude. Thus, considering equation
for anisotropy w = el~ez, derived from equations for ei and e= ,

and assuming that “generation” term should result in anisotropy
increase and “dissipative” one should be always negative, we

obtain: lo-% < ---
313 ‘ Yi

- 1>0. To be concrete, similarlyto/’7/,

we have accepted for ci, a = 1 , and for Yi, proceeded from the

assumption, that for small anisotropy ( z % 1 ), the rate of its
degeneracy coincides with the rate of turbulence energy
degeneracy, it was assumed: ?’l-1 = 1. mnsidering the small, fast

deformation of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, one can define,
1

that ~ f3iYi=1 / 8/. SinceYi= 2, was assumed for Yi, then, Pi= 1.

Ccmstants ~i, p=, Yz, Y9 are to be obtained from the comparison

of the calculated and experimental data. According to this
comparison ( see below ), their values of al = P= = ?’2= Y3 = 1

are quite satisfactory.
For the most practical applications, the above mentioned

1 aP 1
system can be simplified. If the condition ~ ~ << ~ ~ is

satisfied, then, with a sufficient degree of accuracy, the

solution of the equations only for W and R= will be enough, which
are obtained by summation of a set of equations for Wi and B.

L

( i ‘ I,n ). Mass flows of individual mixture components and
energy flow are represented after that in the form Wi~-D*Ai, where

D= W / A, and the equations for concentrations of

in the equation for E, describing turbulent energy
reduced to the usual diffusional form- However, if

c and the term
i

transfer, are
the condition
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of pressure gradient infinitesimal is not satisfied, then such an
approximation for turbulent flows, with a single diffusion
coefficient is not suitable. For example, in a mixture of two
substances, the following equalities Al+ A== A, W~+ Wz= W must be,

in fact, satisfied. But there may occur the condition, when, due
to considerably great ( inside TMZ ) pressure gradient, the value
of A becomes A %0, but W and other values in these equalities are
not equal to zero. If so, it is clear, that these equalities can
not be satisfied using for the flows the gradient representation
of the form Wi= Di*Ai with similar diffusion coefficients D,. But

L

if this representation is stil used, then 13i~D= ( D1- Dz= WZA”l).

The complete system of equations given above is, in the most
of their terms, accurate. However, it has four groups of terms
which are essential and the form of which is assumed from physical
and dimensional considerations and tensor invariance. It is an
assumed form of gradient representation of the third-order
correlations, describing the turbulent values’ transfer, the form
of dissipative terms in all equations except the equations for e~,

ee the group of termswith Fi, fizfactors in the equationfor=? ~>

Q and, at last, an asswned representation for tensor Lik,

describing exchange interaction between various components of
pulsing motion:

L = &akfi : Cwigk+ Wkgi
2

- -6 W 1 + y~Ceik-
1

ik 3 ik jj Sejj>

here W is the i-th component vector W, g is the k-th component
1

vector g, eik= ~ <U~U~>, aik is the single tensor.

The form of these terms needs further refinement.
The system of equations given above can be simplified using

different assumptions and can be finally reduced to the system of
two equations for total turbulence energy and turbulence energy
dissipation ( model of k - s type ). However, these assumptions
are such, that their application for calculation of sufficiently
complicated non-automodel flows, raises valid doubts. The
turbulent mass flow PW = P ~ W. (i=l,n) and energy flow PW are

L o

assumed to have gradient character. This means, that, e.g.,

“inertial” term f~R2g is ignored in the equation for w, and only

“convective” term 2eA is remained there, and as a resylt of these,
there is no need of solving equations for Bi or R . Then, in

stationary approximation for W, ignoring the pressure gradient in

1
A, we obtain W %

‘ie 1 dp- . --- .- --
k~ Q P & ‘ ‘r’ asstm1nge2= ‘3

( planar and
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should be noted, that for the case of constant or slightly varying
acceleration g, when there is time for setting up dynamic balance
of turbulence characteristics and turbulence anisotropy z is
approximately constant, then, such anzapproximation is justified.
In this case, from the equation for R , allowing for the leading

terms, wehave R2%Y4, where ti=~. Similarly, from the equationU e
for Q, ignoring transferring terms and terms, having VL~, we can

obtain u = WgZe. Then for the term R2g in the equation for W, we

have R2g 2 ~~*WAg = eA, i.e., formally, this term takes the form,

similar to a “convective” one. However, in real unsteady flows, g
may be changed rather rapidly. Besides, there may occur a
conditions when A or density gradient are small and density
fluctuations are great. Then the principal term responsible for
mass flow 4’generation” will be the “inertial” one, and the
gradient representation becomes unfit. As for turbulent energy
flow, negative diffusion coefficient are possible in its gradient
representation, as it has already been mentioned. Then an equation
for turbulence energy is obtained from the equation for P or, if
the density fluctuations are neglected, by summation of equations
for e . The generative term n this equation is G % Wg or, taking
into account gradient representation for W, it is

function, strongly dependent on anisotropy ( allowing for the
fact, that kidepends on anisotropy and on other parameters as

well). This is due to the fact, that only one component of the
three ones of fluctuating motion is responsible for mass and
energy transfer. Hence, simple models of k - c type fit (and are
justified due to its simplicity) the description of groups of
flows of similar type, where g does not undergo sharp changes,
with individual selection of constants for each group.

Let us dwell on the description of turbulence development
after the passage of shock wave through TMZ. The principal
mechanism of variation of values, characterizing turbulence, at
the shock wave front in medium with density fluctuations, is pure
inertial mechanism. That is, roughly speaking, this change results
from the fact, that heavier elements of medium are accelerated to
lower velocities and the lighter ones - to higher velocities as
compared to the increment of the average mass velocity at wave
front. The system given above is not suitable for description of
such processes, and additional conditions are required, connecting
the characteristics of turbulence on both sides of the shock wave
front. Such conditions can be obtained analytically in the extreme

case of small density fluctuations before the wave front ( ~’<< 1)
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and the strong shock wave (in the sense that mass velocity
increment at the wave front is considerably higher, than the value
of fluctuating veloeity ). In this case all gasdynamic values may
be presented as the sum of the principal part and a small
addition: p =<p>+p’, u=<u>+ u’, etc. Substituting these sums
in the conditions of conservation of mass, pulse and energy at the
wave front, taking into account fluctuations of the wave front
velocity D’ , neglecting the terms of the highest-order
infinitesimal and assuming, that the turbulence Mach number before
front M~<< 1, that allows to ignore pressure fluctuations before

the front, we can solve the system of equations, that was obtained
and express Pj=), u~z~,etc, as P~i), u~l), etc ( the index 1

denote the corresponding value before the front, index 2 - behind
the front). After averaging, one obtains the terms, connecting
turbulence characteristics on both sides of the wave front:

(2) 2 (%)
e =ae - abW(i)f~i)

i i
AV + $b2P.:i) (f :i)AV) 2;

(2) (i) (2)
e =e ,e =e ‘i), B:2)= B:i);
2 2 3 3 L

w
(2) (i)

=aW. - b B(i)f~i)AV;
i L L

where AV is the increment in average mass velocity at wave front.
There, for simplicity, we assumed that the adiabatic

exponents Yi of the all mixture components are equal.

The values of a and b for the given model of strong shock
1

wave and small density fluctuations are: a = 1 , b = ~. However,

it is quite natural, that the series of weak shock waves (AV + O),
passing through TMZ should be equal to boundary braking- So, when
AV + O, the following condition should be fulfilled: a + h, b + 1,
where h is the compression in a shock wave. Therefore, starting
from some semi-qualitative considerations, a and b were taken in
the form of the following functions:

1 + hT: b
a=

1+T2. - -- -- =------ -
7 ‘i G, where T = ~-E-~-

1+T2 2+T2 2 i

Pi, Pz are the pressures before and behind the wave

respectively.
Qualitative change of ei.and W as a function of AV after a

front,

strong shock wave travel through TMZ is shown in Fig.1 ( here, the
positive directionis the directionof the density gradient in
TMZ ). Fig.1 shows, that when a wave goes from a light material
into heayy one, e1 and W undergo discontinuouschange ( W retains

the sign ), that results in TMZ development intensification. When
a strong wave goes from from a heavy material into a liglt one, ei
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is also increased, but W changes the sign. As a result of this,
immediately after the wave passage, fraction separation of heavy
and light materials, which have not been mixed up to molecular
level, takes place, and TMZ width is efficiently reduced to some
extent ( in principal, if mixture in TMZ was a heterogeneous one,
then the initial contact boundary will be restored for some
moment ). Then due to the turbulence energy, stored as the result
of the wave passagej W again changes its sign ( the term 2~4A in

the equation for W ) and TMZ development progresses. TMZ
development rate, if the wave is sufficiently strong, will be
close to the TMZ development rate in the case, when the wave goes
from a light material into a heavy one.

The conditions obtained above connect characteristics of
turbulence on the shock wave front. However, their practical
application in such form is not very suitable, since in the
numerical method of solution of gasdynamic equations that we have
used, the wave front is “distributed” between several points.
Therefore, in concrete numerical realization at the shock wave
front, the same system of equations is solved, as in other regions
of flow, but with some variations. That is, at the y~ye front,
which is specified particularly, the following values A. C2b -11,

L
V~~C 2b - 13, f(i), gob are used instead of the current values Ai,

V fi, g (A~t), f~i)are the Values of A ~f ~before wave front).*A,

Solution of the system of equations whis such variations provides
fulfillment of the requirements obtained for turbulence
characteristics at the strong shock wave front, and, at the same
time, provides equivalence of a series of weak, frequently coming
shock waves, to simple braking.

Let us consider the results of some TMZ development
calculations, carried out according to the model considered, and
compare them to the experimental data.

In work / 8/ you can find the comparison of calculated and
experimental data from / 9\ on turbulence evolution under axial
symmetric deformation, which allows to check the correctness of
the chosen type of the exchange interaction tensor, terms with Vik

in the equation for Q and ?’i,Ya, Pi constants values. In the

experiment carried out, a cylindrical channel with constant
cross–section Sd, which transitted to the channel of constant

cross–section S2< Si in the deformation region, was placed behind

the turbulizing grid. Three different values of cross- section
ratios Si~ S2 = 479,16 were investigated. The comparison carried

out , showed that calculations gave good description of turbulence
evolution through all the flow for all three cases. Calculated and

experimental values of ~YV and~~V forthe caseofo

maximum channel contraction Si~ ~z= 16 are presented in Fig.2
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(ei ,e are the energies of pulsing movement along and across the
flow ‘=is; V is the flux velocity behind the turbulizing grid: V
is the flux $elocity in the given cross-section).

In work / 5/ the measurement results for TMZ width, carried
out in two experiments, performed on gas models in cylindrical and
plane geometry, are presented. In cylindrical geometry the inner
region was filled with He aridthe outer - with air. A convergent
cylindrical shock wave with pressure, abruptly falling behind its
front, was formed on the outer air surface due to electric
explosion of wires, and as result of this air-helium interface
became instable immediately after the travel of this wave through
the interface, and TMZ was developed on it., development rate of
which was abruptly increased after the passage through it a
shock wave reflected from the center. Fig.3 shows comparison
between calculated and experimental data. Experiments in plane
geometry were performed on a shock tube in air and helium. A shock
wave generated in air passed through air-helium interface,
separated by a thin film, and when it broke a “primer” TMZ was
developed and then, being reflected from a rigid wall, it returned
to the interface, initiating intense TM: Experimental and
calculated data on TMZ width from this experiment’ are shown in
Fig.4. In work / 10/ measurement results for the profile of air
density in TMZ in this experiment are given ( Fig.5 ).In this
Fig.5 you can see the calculated profile ( Fig.5 shows a relative
density P/PO, where P is the average air density in TMZ, P. - is

air density outside ‘lTIZ ). One remark should be made, concerning
this experiment. If for ideal calculation, without allowance for
TM, the braking of air-helium interface is caused by a series of
shock waves, then at TMZ being on interface, the accurate shock
wave is only the first one, reflected from a rigid wall.
Subsequent waves are not shock ones, since they are generated as a
result of reflection from a “smeared” interface and during their
movement from interface to the rigid wall and back,
characteristics have no time to intersect and to form a shock
wave, therefore, interface braking after the first shock wave is
caused by variable pressure gradient. It should be noted, that TMZ
growth rate after the first reflected wave passage through the
interface should be defined by the value of density fluctuating in
TMZ, generated after film break. Immediately after the break,
air-helium mixture should be essentially heterogeneous, and then,
while eddies” spectrum formation, the value of density
fluctuations will gradually decrease. Therefore, one should
expect change of 7MZ development rate after arrival of the first
reflected shock wave, depending on the distance from the interface
up to rigid wall. The more is this distance and, appropriately,
the time of the wave travel to a rigid wall and back and also the
time for degeneration of density fluctuations in to the “primer”
TMZ, the less is this TTIZ”develowent rate. That is why, it is
desirable to conduct a series of similar experiments with various
distances between the interface and a rigid wall. Results of such
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experiments could be used to specify k coefficient in the
equations.

z

For automodel problem on TM at the boundary of two gases,
having constant density with the density ratio 6 = P=/pi > 1,

existing in gravitational field with g = const for TMZ width LL,

in the model described. we obtain:

The function F( $~~) is shown in Fig.6. For6 =10 function F
Cs-1

approximately is F % 0.6!5 ~~~ .

The calculated density profile inside TTIZis shown in Fig.7.
The profile is given in nondimensional coordinates:

P-PI

; = ;-:-;- , ~ = ;---:-;-- ,

2 i 0.9 O.i .
where x x

,0.9 ‘ O.i- are coordinates of points where P is 0.9 and

0.1, respectively. Calculated density profile in these coordinates
turned out to be independent from density ratio with the profile
assymetry L~~~ L~2 s 1.24, where Li4, L~2 is TMZ penetration depth

into a light and heavy material, respectively ( L~i+ L~2= Lt).

The measurement results for TMZ width at the gases boundary
with different density ratios, with low decreasing acceleration at
the boundary are presented in / 11/. Experiments were carried out
on an electromagnetic shock tube. Experimental results are given
in Fig.6. Measurement results for density profile in TMZ for
6 = 3, which are shown in Fig. 7 are given in / 12/.

One significant contradiction in experimental data on TMZ
growth rate should be noted here. It lies in the fact, that the
recorded TMZ growth rates in flows, similar to automodel case, in
gases ( e.g. / 11/ ) is 2 - 2.5 times as large as in liquids
( e.g. /12/,/13/ ) The.same result is, naturally, obtained while
calculating automodel problem according to our model, which was
verified on gas runs / 5/ (see above). The reason for such state
is not yet understandable. Perhaps, this is due to absolutely
different mechanism of turbulence energy dissipation in insoluble
liquids mixing ( the most part of experiments ). In this case,
turbulence energy is mostly converted in reversible manner,
without entropy increase, into free energy of the surface,
separating unmixable components with potential restoration of the
initial contact boundary as compared to gases, where turbulence
energy is irreversibly, due to viscosity, converted into heat and
restoration of the initial contact boundary can not be realized
because of molecular diffusion processes. Then, the concrete value
surface stress coefficient ( if it is already small enough ),
perhaps, is not significant, likewise in gases, when turbulence
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number, the concrete value of
for dissipation rate, only its

presence is taken into consideration. Besides, simultaneous
influence of surface stress and viscosity on TMZ development rate
in unmixable media is possible. In some experiments with
intersoluble liquids there is its own problem, associated with the
influence of a diffusion transiet layer inevitably formed on the
boundary upon TMZ development rate (see below). Some
incorrectnesses are, certainly, likely to occur in interpreting
gas experiments. This problem needs further careful investigation,
however, at present we prefer to concentrate on the results of
gas experiments.

Problem, concerning the effect of initial boundary
disturbances on TMZ development rate and on the time when the
process goes into autornodel regime, is considered to be
interesting. To study this problem a series of calculations have
been carried out, in which at the initial time a region of A
width was set between two substances, the density of this region
was gradually varied from pi to P= . Inside this region the values

of fluctuationdensityR2 were set accordingto formula:

R=
= ~ CC5-132

“---g---”ccl - c> ,

where c is mass concentration of one of substances. The value k
varied from 1 to O. The value k = 1 corresponds to complete
heterogeniety inside region, i.e. there is pure roughness with
amplitude A. Decrease of k corresponds to gradual diffusive
smoothing of this roughness just to pure diffusive transient
layer, when k = O. Calculations were carried out for different
ratio values of densities 6 / 6/. For example, TMZ widths L~ as a

1
function of s = -~ 9~2> obtained in these calculations at different

k-values for 6 = 3 are shown in Fig.8. It is clear, that for
sufficiently high k-values TMZ growth rate at first essentially
exceeds an automodel one, but as k decreases, i.e. as density
disturbances decrease, the stabilizing role of the transient layer
becomes more evident right up to the complete absence of TM when
k = 0. These calculations demonstrate feasibility of application
of transient layer, having small density disturbances insides, for
elimination of TM effect on targets characteristics for ICF.

One more characteristic problem concerns the rate of TTIZ
development rate due to inertia after acceleration off-switching.
According to calculations / 6/ in this case TMZ development rate
of two media with constant density begins to follow asymptotic

law: LL% tP (t is the time), where P has a weak dependence on
density ratio 6 of the two media and changes from P 2 0.2 when
6 =1.66, a.ndto@%O.26whenc5 =70.

Let us compare calculation results for TM according to the
model described with the results of computational modeling in
Ptwo-dimensional approximation of some turbulent flows , described
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in / 14/. Two-dimentional Eyler technique was used in / 14/ for
calculation of flow of nonviscous, compressible media, in which
for localization of contact boundaries, they have used mass
concentrations and a special algorithm for counting of flows from
grid meshes, containing some substances / 15/. In al1
calculations, carried out according to this technique, random
position and amplitude distributed disturbances of density or
velocity were set on contact boundaries (in two boundary meshes)
to provide output from the onset and further generation of
two-dimensional eddies. A series of calculations with 6 varied in
the range of 1-66 - TO was carried out for automodel problem,
concerning two media with constant ratio of densities 6 in
constant gravity field. TMZ development rate in two-dimentional
calculations was slightly higher than in semi-empirical
one-dimentional model described. Profile of average density in ‘IMZ
completely coincided with the profile, shown in Fig.7, and in
nondirnentionalcoordinates it also turned out to be independent on
6 value. Calculations for cylindrical experiment from / 5/ have
been carried out. TMZ development rate has been obtained, that is,
in average, slightly higher than that of the experiment and in
one-dimentional calculation. Besides, calculations of a strong
shock wave propagation through medium with constant average
density, but in the presence of density disturbances have been

1
carried out, they verified the value of constant b = ~ under4
conditions, connecting turbulent value from both sides of a wave
front (see above). As for,two-dimentional calculation, it should
be noted, that Reynolds number of the generated two-dimentional
turbulence relative to “schematic viscosity” must be sufficiently
b~eat. This requires essentially large number of count points as
compared to ordinary gas–dynamic calculations.

Let us consider examples of more complicated flows’
calculations concerning one-dimentional semi-empirical model
described.

EWriments and calculations for investigation of loads
affecting the walls of a closed chamber during explosion of
explosive charge, taAing place in this chamber, are considered in
/ 16/. A spherical chamber 2 m in diameter was used in the
experiments. Explosive charge of a mixture type with the negative
o~gen balance was placed in the center of a chamber. Pressure,
affecting the chamber walls after HE explosion, was measured in
these experiments. Two variants of experiment technique have been
used. According to one technique, the chamber volume was filled
with nitrogen, according to another - with air. After explosion TM
of explosion products ( EP ) with gas, filling the chamber,
starts, it is intensified by shock waves, generated in chamber due
to reflection from chamber wall and the center. If chamber
contains oxygenated gas, the TM with subsequent mixing ( to
molecular level ) of mixture
after-burning and to % 2.5 fold
output in chamber. This results

components, leads to EP
increase of the total energy
in variation of the pressure
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affecting the chamberwall, manifestedthrough the change of time
for shock waves’ arrivalto the wall and their amplitude ( except
the first wave ). Calculations of these processes have been
carried out according to the model described with additional
equations,describingdynamicsof mixture components” mixing to
molecular level. Fig.9 shows calculatedprofiles of pressure at
chamber wall with and without allowancefor EP afterburning as
the result of TM for 570 g of HE in chamber. Experimental and
calculatedtime of three first shock waves arrival to the chamber
wall as a functionof HE mass, with and without EP afterburning
are presented in Fig.10. As can be seen, calculated and
experimentaldata are in good agreement.

One more model was investigated along with the model
described,it was more complicated and did not use gradient
presentationfor correlationsof any order at all. In this model
the equationsfor the second–ordercorrelationsare just the same
as before ( except the transientterms, which are divergences of
the third-ordercorrelations), and for third-order correlations
the corres~nding equations have been obtained. The system
obtained, involving4(i+2) equations ( i is the number of mixture
components ) is closed at the level of the fourth-order
correlations,which are expressedin terms of the second-order
correlations”productsusing either Millionshchicov-s hypothesis,
or proceedingon assumptionof the completemixture heterogeneity.
However, several calculations, carried out according to this
model, showed, that for most flows (of the type describedabove),
this model does not give essentially new results- The
exception,perhaps,is the possibilityto describe the evolution
of TMZ, developing at the beginning, after acceleration sign
change, when a boundarybecomes stable and some efficientdecrease
of TMZ width lakes place.This efficientdecreaseof TMZ width is
caused by the fact, that althoughthe total TMZ width for the case
of mixable media is not formally decreased, since even at TMZ
boundaries there is a very small, but mixed to molecular level,
part of mixture components,however the density gradient in TMZ
center increasesoccuresdue to separationof unmixed to molecular
level components. When the mixture in TMZ is completely
heterogeneous,the initialcontact boundary would be restored.
Time dependenceof TMZ efficientwidth Lt ( accelerationsign was

changed at t = 0.8 ) calculated for this case is sho~in Fig.11.
There one can also see time dependeces e W, R in this~,

calculation. According to Fig.11, decrease of TMZ efficient width
is not too great and for practical applications, it seems quite
sufficient, to use a model with gradient representation of the
third–order correlations, not allowing for TMZ width decrease.
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Fig.9.Calculated relationship between the
prcssu. e at the chamberwall and the time
with EPs’ after-burning ( ---- ) and without
EPs’afterburning(— ).
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wallasa functionofHE mass,withEPs’
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Fig.11.TMZ widthand turbulencecharacteristicsasa functionof
time,when accelerationsignischanged.
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Mixture Separation in the Framework of Hk~–Model

A,poli~*o~, ~l,’f&ovlev

All-Russia Research Institute of Technical Physics
454070, Chelyabinsk-70, p.o.245, Russia

Abstract

There has been calibrated the equations of the Hkemodell
which describe a gravitational turbulent mixing, The calibration
has been carried out in accordance with the experiments of
Dr.D.Yourigsq realizing the 8elf-similar mixing and a mixture
separation at the change of the acceleration sign.

The heterogeneous kc-odel (Hk6-odel) describes gravita–
tional mixing as a turbulent diffusion however considers in cont–
rast to the usual kc~odela the fact that a turbulence diffusion
takes place in the gravitational field. It is taken into account
by the expression for the turbulent mass flow. It involves the
additional term proportional to the difference of the mixture
component buoyancies apart from the traditional one proportional
to concentration gradient only. The Hkemodel equations has been
deduced and described previously.

There was a prompting to create the model in an attempt to
describe a separation in a shock wave by G.Rykovanov who by ana–
logy with the consideration in h included in the turbulent mass
flow an additional term proportional to the pressure gradient.

This paper considers mixing of two incompressible fluids in
the gravitational field described by g. The interface between
fluids are denoted by ro so that the fluid with the initial
density pf occupies the interval [rl,ro~ and the one with p: does

Cro,ril, ;I<rz.
x

Behavior of this system can be described by the equations
obtained from those contained in the paperl:

c(l–c) (n-l) [c+n(l-c)l
j=-P2~+ @Mj k “

n ~

dm ~=c ~2

p’p~”-&, n=P~/f$$ dr-~, P“E”

Here k is a turbulent energy, c is intensity of dissipation
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of k, m la the Lagrangels coordinate, r is the Eulier’s coordi–
nate, c is a mass fraction of the first component, j is a turbu–
lent mass flow of the first component. At the boundaries rl and
rz we have j=O and the diffusion flow of the k and c is equal O.

The values of empirical constants cw, cl,, Czc, cq.,cr.,@ can

be found from experiments. We have used the experiments of
D.Youngs from the paper2 on finding the rate of mixing develop-
ment and on a mixture separation at the changing of the
acceleration sign.

The dependence of the acceleration on time has been kindly
given us by Dr.D.Youngs as following (gO=O.98):

o<t<5 g/g~=-o.084t
5~t<48 g/go=-o#42
48~t<55 g/go=o
55<t<70 g/gO=O.85
70~t<84 g/gO=O.80
t~84 g/go=o.

We have taken rl=O, rO=35, rF70, p~=l, p~=l.73. The depth of
the light fluid penetration into the heavy one hl was found in
accordance with the experiment by the volume fraction f(hl)-W.95
(in this case mass fraction is c(hl)=0.97).

At the performing of the simulations it has been found that
the values of the constants ak and ac should be increased to con–

serve the form of the average density profile as it has been
accepted in kemodels in accordance with the experiment.

G-nthe basis of comparison with the experiment the values of
the model constants has been chosen as following:

Cw=f4, C16=i.43,C26=1.54,/3=0.06> CYk=2.8,CYC=l.54.

Fig.1 shows a satisfactory agreement of hl with the experi–
ment, t%e profiles of an aver-~e-
different moments,

15-- h,
x
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It should be noted that the model provides the full separa–
tion of a mixture. Depending on the sign of an acceleration it
means either restoration of the original positions of the fluids
or the interchanging by their positions.
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APPLICATION OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL TURBULENCE MODEL

D L Youngs
B C Hankin

N W Cowperthwaite

Atomic Weapons Establishment, Aldermaston
Reading, Berkshire, United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION

For turbulent mixing in complex applications, direct three-dimensional

simulation is impractical. For such problems it is necessary to use a turbulence

model to predict the average behaviour. A two-dimensional turbulence model is used

to simulate mixing of fluids by Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz and Richtmyer-

Meshkov instabilities in flows which are on average two-dimensional. The model is

based on the equations” of multiphase flow with turbulent diffusion effects included

and is an extension to two dimensions of the one-dimensional turbulence model

described in [1].

THE MULTIPHASE FLOW MODEL

A brief summary of the model is given here. Details of the equations

(in ID) are given in [1]. For each fluid for which mixing needs to be calculated,

eWatiOns are sOlved fOr mass transpOrt, momentum transport and internal energy

transport. For the mixture as a whole, equations are solved for turbulence kinetic

energy (k) and the length scale (L) . A key part of the model is the drag between

fluids in the momentum

D= Prs fr fs
—rs – cl

L

equations. The drag between fluid r and fluid s is

Iur-!le.-Kr+YSl tu~-~s-~r+lis)

Prs average density for fluid r, s

f f,r~ volume fractions for fluid r, s

%
. velocity of fluid r (mass weighted)

& . value of LIr- ~ expected for pure diffusive mixing

*r v (P,f,)

The turbulent diffusion coefficient is taken to be D = 2Ptk1’2 where et

is the turbulence length scale. This is assumed to be proportional to the length

scale used in the drag term (Pt = CZL). The model constants c1 and C2 are adjusted

to fit Rayleigh–Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz mixing experiments. The constant c,
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determines

determines

high value

are chosen

considered

the importance of diffusive mixing whereas the drag coefficient c1

the importance of pressure gradient driven mixing. If c1 is set to a

then gr - LI~= Er - LISand mixing is purely diffusive. Model coefficients

so that the bubble penetration for Rayleigh-Taylor mixing is given by

PI - P2
hl=a— gt* , with a = 0.05.

PI + P2

Three applications of the two dimensional turbulence model are

in this paper:-

(a) Comparison with direct 3D simulation for a problem which is on

average two-dimensional.

(b) An explosive gas/jelly experiment carried

Experimental Physics, Arzamas-16 [2].

(c) A simplified Inertial Confinement Fusion

COMPARISON OF THE 2D TURBULENCE MODEL WITH 3D SIMULATION

1 ! \ ‘ ‘d
Y

x

Mesh used
in2D turbulence
modelcalculation

out at the Institute of

implosion.

Figure 1: Initial geometry for the cylindrical groove problem.
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Direct 3D numerical simulation is impractical for complex problems.

However, it may be applied to simple problems which are on average two-dimensional.

The results may then be used to assist in the validation of the 2D turbulence model.

An example is shown here. The initial geometry (figure 1) is based on the Rayleigh-

Taylor problem considered in [3]. The initial perturbation at the interface

consists of a cylindrical groove plus a random short wavelength perturbation (A =

4Ax to 8.4x). The depth of the groove is 0.03 and its width is 0.16. The groove

evolves into a large two-dimensional structure, on which three-dimensional

turbulence is superimposed. The 3D direct simulation uses 270 X 160 X 160 zones.

In order to compare with the 2 turbulence model, the line-averaged volume fraction

‘max

f~ (x#y) =
f

fl(xly,z)dz/(zmax-zmin)

‘rein

—

is calculated, where fl = (P - P2)/(Pl - P2). Contours for fl are shown in figure

2(a). These may be compared with the results obtained from a 2D turbulence model

calculation (figure 2(b)) using 135 X 80 meshes. There is good agreement at t = 1.0

and t = 1.5. At t = 2.0 the large bubble which forms from the initial groove is

more diffuse in the 3D simulation than in the 2D t“rb”lence mociel calculation.

(A)
t = 0.5 l!2L--_d

L.! I

—
Figure 2: Volume fraction contours (f, =

H
(B) t=o.5

I!lll

!= 1.0

, i

t=l.5

I

, ,

t= 2.0
I

-----1
v00

I 1

0.05, 0.3, 0.7, 0.95) for cylindrical groove

problem. (A) direct 3D sim~lation (B) 2D turbulence model calculat-ion.
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EXPLOSIVE GASfJELLY EXPERIMENT

Air 1Atm,0.C01199g/cc

A

.......
900

2C02+H20

15Atm 0.001261g/cc

Water 1 glee IAtm

I Air 1Atm,0.C01199g/cc

+---- 250 zones -----+

Figure 3: Initial geometry for explosive gas/jelly experiments.

The 2D turbulence model has been appiied to an experiment described in

Rogatchov et al [2] which used explosive gas (%AH2 + 2.502) and jelly (water +

gelatin). The jelly has very low strength and when the gas mixture is detonated it

is assumed to behave as a liquid (water) . The explosive gas products were observed

to mix with the water due to RT instability. This is the process modelled in the

2D calculation. The initial geometry used is shown in figure 3. The mesh size was

Ax = Ay = 0.03 cm. Perfect gas equations of state were used for the air (-y= 1.4)

and explosive gas products (V = 1.116). The equation of state used for the water

region was

p.B

[1
2.1 +rpe
Po

with B = 1 kbar and I’ = 0.3. An

modulus B in order to increase the

artificially

computational

ensure that the water was almost incompressible.

low value was used for the bulk

timestep. B was high enough to

Vaporisation of the water by the

hot explosive products is not included in the computer simulation. The 2D

simulation models the turbulent mixing at the explosive gas/water interface.

Interface tracking, as described by Youngs [4], is used at the stable water/air

interfaces. Results from the computer simulation are shown in figure 4. The

corresponding experimental results, from [2], are reproduced in figure 5.
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WATER VOLUME FRACTION
CONTOURS
(0,05, 0.3, 0.7, 0.9S)

Figure 4: Explosive gas/jelly experiment. 2D turbulence model calculation.
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Figure 5: Explosive gasfjelly experiment. Experimental results from reference 2.
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The general features in the computer simulation agree well with the

experiment. However, the displacement of the jelly layer (6) is greater in the

calculation. This may be because of reduction in pressure due to vaporisation of

the water. Alternatively, the difference may be due to inappropriate choices in the

simulation for the initial pressure or the value of y used for the explosive gas

products. The calculated Rayleigh-Taylor instability penetration of the jelly layer

(6) corresponds to a = 0.05. This is less than observed.

AN IDEALISED ICF IMPLOSION

A test problem, taken from Town and Bell [5] is used to illustrate the

application of the 2D turbulence,model to an IcF implosion. The unperturbed initial

spherical geometry which represents a DT/glass capsule at the end of the shell

acceleration phase, is shown below.

TABLE 1. INITIAL GEOMETRY USED FOR THE IMPLOSION CALCULATION

II Material DT gas Glass

5

190

20

15

Glass

0.5

300

20

15

Realistic equations of state are used. A simple model is used for the

thermal flux, ~ = - kVT where k allows for both electron conduction and photon

diffusion. Thermal smoothing reduces the density at the gas/shell interface from

PllP2 - 10 to P11P2 - 2. This should give some reduction in the mixing predicted by

the turbulence model. A two-dimensional axisymmetric implosion is obtained by

perturbing the gas/glass interface at the beginning of the calculation. The

perturbed radius is r = r. + a. P4 (COS 8) where r. = 130 pm and a. = O or 5 pm.

The two–dimensional calculations used an (rJ#) spherical polar mesh with

8 in the range O“ to 90”. The mesh in the radial direction moves with the mean (b’–

averaged) fluid velocity, ie, a semi-Lagrangian calculation is performed. The

number of meshes is 160 in the radial direction, 60 in the angular direction.
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0.8 ns

Figure 6: ICF implosion. Numerical simulation for the case

ao = 5 #m, with interface tracking.

Figure 6 shows results for the case a. = 5 pm, with interface tracking

at the gas/shell interface. Maximum compression of the gas occurs at about t = 1.0

ns. Calculations with the turbulence model activated at the gasjshell interface are

shown in figure 7, for the cases a. = O and a. = 5 #m. With model coefficients

adjusted to give a relatively low value of a = 0.05, thin turbulent mixing layers

are predicted.
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r
1.2ns , ao=Opm

1.2ns ,

VOLUME FRACTION

CONTOURS (f = 0.05, 0.3, 0.7, 0.95)

......
......

I i 1

r

I I

Figure 7: ICF implosion. 2D turbulence model calculations.
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Laser-driven instability

Effects of the surface finish on the hydrodynamic
evolution of surfaces exposed to thermal radiation

A. CARUSO, V. A. PAIS
Associazione EURATOM - 13NEA sulla Fusione

C.E. Frascati C.P. 65-00044 Frascati, Roma, Italia

ABSTRACT
2-D hydrodynamical simulations have been used to study the effects of

surface finish on the evolution of planar analogs for the components of
indirect driven ICF targets (cavity surfaces and capsules), when exposed to the
same uniform, ass~grzed, temporally-profiled thermal radiation bath. For the
time dependence of the radiation temperature was assumed the one resulting
from 1-D simulations of a high gain indirectly driven target. The perturbation
wavelength has been taken in the interval 2.5+40 ~m, as suggested by the
typical lengths appearing in the 1-D hydrodynamic evolution. In this paper the
results for the evolution of 300 ~ initial perturbation amplitude will be
presented, being the results obtained for other amplitudes (somewhat smaller
or larger) qualitatively the same.

The results seem not very encouraging for the indirect drive approach, at
least in the form presented in the current literature, as the simulations show
the onset of fast growing hydrodynamical unstable modes, both on the capsule
surface and on the cavity surface, producing dramatic effects on symmetry,
energy absorption and ablation rate.

With regard to the (gold) cavity surface, for the shortest wavelengths the
evolution enters in the non-linear phase in the early stages of the interaction,
producing an increase in the absorbed energy by a factor as large as 10, due to
surface area increase and thermal field rippling.

Similar results are obtained for the capsule surface at short wavelengths.
In this case, in addition to an enhancement of the ablation rate and energy
absorption, the flow behind the first shock wave turns-out to be turbulent,
with “eddies” having typical products of angular veloci~ xtime of the order
of the unity or greater.

The situation is not encouraging even for longer wavelengths; in this case,
in addition to the generation of eddies in the fuel, the flow exhibits a
transverse matter piling-up with consequent generation of holes in the thermal
shield and premature fuel preheating.

For the tested wavelengths stabilization mechanisms due to ablative
polishing, finite gradient or overpressure result to be ineffectual.
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INTRODUCTION
Short wavelength stability studies with respect to imperfect surface finish

of ICF targets have been performed by 2-D hydrodynamical simulations. The
planar analog of a high gain target discussed in previous papers (Caruso 1988,
Caruso & Pais 1988, Caruso & Pais 1992, Caruso A Pais 1992a) has been
used (see Fig, 1). The choice of a planar analog is in this case justified by two
circumstances:

a) the perturbation wavelengths are assumed much smaller than the target
radius;

b) the phenomena of interest evolve in a time so short, that matter has no
time to displace as a whole over a significant fraction of the target radius.

The planar analog described in Fig. 1 corresponds to a capsule formed by
a 85-mgr solid aluminium shell with a 4-mgr internal layer of frozen
equimolar deuterium-tritium mix, the most external radius being 0.462 cm.

The corresponding cavity results formed by the inner surface of a
spherical gold shell with internal radius twice the capsule radius. Thickness
and structure of the shell are minor relevant parameters for the stability
studies, on condition that the entire gold layer be not fully involved in the
motion.

The “capsule” and “cavity” perturbed surfaces have been exposed to a
thermal radiation field characterized by a temperature T, depending on the
time t as

* = 0.03
—keV, for t<tmaX=25 ns; (1)

‘ l–~

for t = 25 ns the maximum radiation temperature (=0.4 keV) is achieved. Eq.
1 is a good approximation for the temperature dependence obtained in the
previously quoted, l-D, high gain, target simulations (Caruso & Pais 1988,
Caruso & Pais 1992, Caruso & Pais 1992a).

With regard to the choice of a$signing the thermal radiation temperature
instead of the injected power, we note that in the framework of this model the
absorbed power could, in principle, increase without limit as a result of a
corresponding area or local thermal gradient growth. This point will be
treated later, in the section “Conclusions”.

A cartesian framework (X,Y ) was chosen with the X-axis playing the
role of the outward radial direction and the Y-axis that of an azimuthal
coordinate, parallel to the interfaces. The zoning used in the 2-D calculations
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was formed by 90 cells in the X-direction and 40 cells/wavelength in the Y-
direction.

The perturbation has been introduced by keeping the density unmodified and
displacing the cells vertexes position (X, Y ) by a small amount ~ given by the
harmonic field:

gx = tj e -~ IX-xolcos(k Y), ~Y= - jO e -k IX-xolsin(k Y) (2)

where XO (= 0.462 cm for the capsule and 0.924 cm for the cavity) is the
initial unperturbed external surface position. With this choice, strong mass
differences between adjacent cells are avoided (as V.~ =0).

We have considered perturbations having wavelengths (A =2n/k ) of the
same order of magnitude as a characteristic scale-length of the compressed
accelerated material (=10 ~m) (Caruso & Pais 1988, Caruso & Pais 1992,
Caruso & Pais 1992a). Five cases have been processed with different A ( 2.5,
5, 10, 20, 40 ~m). Several values of initial amplitudes (Q) have been tested
(from 100 to 10000 ~); in this paper we shall limit to present the cases for <0
=300 ~ (corresponding to an “optical” finish or better), being sufficiently
representative for the physical processes involved.

RESULTS
The temporal evolution in all the cases has been found to be characterized

by a strong hydrodynamical instability on both the cavity and capsule surfaces.
Effects of the instability are an increase of the ablating surface area (“area

effect”) and a change in the power absorbed per unit area due to the thermal
gradients local modification (“ripple effect”). A sensible overall measure for
both, the “ripple effect” and the “area effect”, are the substantial increase in
the ablation rate and in the absorbed energy, when compared to the
unperturbed case (up to a factor 10 for the cavity and for the capsule).

In the two plots of Fig. 2, one for the capsule and one for the cavity, the
absorbed energy (Ea ) is represented versus the “one-directional free

streaming energy” defined as

t

IEs= CU dt (3)

where c is the light speed and U the radiation energy density in the thermal

bath, computed by using the temperature given by Eq. (1) (U =40T 4, a being
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant). Hencefonh E$ will be often used in place of t

in several figures.
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From this plots, we observe a decrease of Ea when the wavelength

increases, with its slope ultimately saturating to that of the unperturbed case.
The effective average absorbed power density, Fa , can be expressed as

(4)

where PI is the power absorbed over a wavelength 2, Funp is the power

density evaluated for the unperturbed case (l-D calculations in Caruso & Pais
1988, Caruso & Pais 1992 and Caruso & Pais 1992a), Aeff is the computed

area ratio at the ablation front

(5)

o

and J takes into account for the remaining “ripple effect”. The evolution of J’
and Aeff is represented in Fig. 3 for the capsule (Al) and for the cavity (Au).

It is apparent the complementary behaviour of J and Aefi. Typically the

factor } starts deviating from unity when kg 20.1, reaches a maximum and
then decreases to unity when the spectrum of the surface distortion becomes
rich in hamnonics. The area factor Aeff starts also deviating from unit when kg
>0,1 but, in the explored field, maintains an increasing, nearly monotonic

character sufficient to make the product ~ Aeff a substantially non decreasing

quantity.

With regard to the detailed flow structure, two different kind of
evolutions have been identified, appearing preferably for the two ranges of
perturbation wavelengths, short and long.

For small wavelengths the non linear growth generates a chain of decay
processes in which harmonics at a half of the wavelengths are produced,
whereas the amplitudes saturates (Fig. 4 for the capsule and Fig. 5 for the
cavity); as a consequence, the motion behind the first shock wave becomes
turbulent and the symmetry is lost. This is seen in the 2-D map (Fig. 6) for
the local angular velocity perpendicular to the plane, defined as

Q+xv (6)

where v is the flow velocity.
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For the short wavelengths considered in this study stabilization
mechanisms due to ablative polishing (Takabe et al. 1985), finite gradient
(Lindl 1988) or overpressure (Nuckolls et al. 1972) are ineffectual both for
the cavity and the capsule. The case of the ablative overpressure stabilization
should arise as result of a fractional increase of the thermal flux on the ripples
maxima, this being estimated of the order of k<. Actually violent
overpressure effects are observed when ~ is already of the order of 2., the
main result being the transformation of the maximum in a minimum and the
generation of harmonics of the initial k.

For long wavelengths, the penetration of a thermal radiation wave into
the fluid may occur before the end of the temperature pulse. The process of
the premature fuel preheating, by holes formation in the shield, is due to two
concurrent effects. One of these is the enhancement of the ablation process
related to the increase of A ~ff and J?. The other effect, contributing to the
formation of holes, is due to the important transverse motion and matter
piling-up induced in the shield by the non linear growth of the instability
(Figs. 7 and 8); when this happens, a substantial deformation of the DT-A1
interface occurs. With regard to the evolution of J2 (see Fig. 11), it may be
interesting to point-out that, as in adiabatic flows G? is frozen in the matter, a
further increase of G! has to be expected in all the compression stages of the
flow evolution (say L?ccp2/3).

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the behaviour of material surfaces exposed to time-taylored

T- radiation pulses, as that given by the Eq. 1, may be very different from the
one predicted in 1-D calculations. Enhanced radiation absorption and loss of
symmetry may render useless the 1-D based designs of high gain radiation
driven targets.

As noted in the introduction, the model adopted here, based on an
assigned time dependent temperature at the system boundary, may allow an
unlimited energy absorption as result of area increase and “ripple effect”. It is
however reasonable to expect that, when instability enhanced absorption
occurs to such a level to make the confinement parameter (Caruso 1988) of
the order of unity, the ablation process will adjust in such a way to make
consistent this value with the injected external power.
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3.75

0.00
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I
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Figure5:Ablationfrontevolutionon thecavitysurface(Au).2-D maps
oftheradiationtemperaturearfourdifferen[instants(t).Initialamplitude<0

=300 ~ and wavelengthA =2.5pm.
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Caruso & Pais Effects ofsurfacej7nish

Al, A=2,5@m, { 0=300A

0 (GHz)

3.75

0,0
1 100[0 100[0 100

X–XO (~m)

Figure 6: 2-D maps for thelocalangularvelocity,Q (Eq. 6), at three
different instants (t ) of the capsule evolution. Initial amplitude go =300 ~
and wavelength A =2.5 ~m. The dashed line indicates the DT-A1 interface.

60,

0.0

Al,A=40,urn, (,,=300A

Radiation
Temperature
(“K)

.,,3,,2.(3X10“

I

..-

:+.,,,

~= 2,0xlo~’

2.OX1O4

o 8010 80

X-Xo (#m)

Figure7: Ablationfrontand dense phase evolutionforthecapsule(Al).
2-D maps of the radiation temperature at four different instants (r ). Initial

amplitude go =300 ~ and wavelength A =40. pm. The dashed lines indicate

the void-DT and the DT-A1 interfaces.
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Laxer-driven instability

Al, A=40pm, ~0=300~

fl (GHz)

la-:] 1o-1 10’

X–XO (Urn)

Figure 8: 2-D maps for the local angular velocity (Eq. 6) at three
different instants (t). Initialamplitudego =300~ and wavelength 1=40.

~m. The dashed linesindicatethevoid-DT and theDT-A1 interfaces.
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Cowperthwaire, Goldsack & Youngs A W.FYLLNL Nova mix experiment

The AWE/LLNL NOVA Planar Foil Mix Experiment
com~arison With calculation

N W Cowperthwaite, T J Goldsack, D L Youngs
AWE Aldermaston, Reading RG7 4PR, England

Results of the NOVA Planar Foil Mix Experiment were presented at the
1991 Royaumont workshop. In this paper we present further comparisons between
experiment and calculation. In particular, we present results of explicit 2D
calculations, together with results from ID mix models.

THE EXJ?ERIMZNTAL TECHNIOLJE

/
‘ackagesh&ow , /

appears on top of /
lackllghw specw!fi

/ /

No mIx ,’
I

/

,,. “* m

t M.{ion

With mix

S K-edge [n ablatm

i

Mlxwidth

Q Mo L-11edge
Mo L-111edae

1 TJ,Golhck, J.CV.Hmwm, N.W. Co~fiwti!e, (AWE) J.D.Moliloris W~); Tfi

A WEIJ.D/L Planar F.;! Mu EqErimmz, Pmxecdings ~f he 3rdIntumwjond Workslmp

on lhc Physics of Compressible Turbulcn! htxing, Roymmwnc France, 1991

The experimental technique and the

results were described at the 1991

Royaumont Compressible Turbulent Mix-

ing Workshop’ and are only briefly

summarised here.

A two–layer sample, consisting of a

poly(phenylene sulphide) ablator (p=

1.36 g en”’) and a Mo payload (p= 10.22

g cm-3), was accelerated by indirect

drive. Later, at between 4 and 9 nsec,

the accelerated package was diagnosed by

simple the-integrated point-projec-

tion spectroscopy, using a -200Ps FWHC4

3(JJGaussian pulse onto a Pt/Au/Bi

mixture coated on a 22~ diameter Cu

wire. The shadow of the package was

recorded with Kodak Industrex-C film,

giving spatial information in the

direction of motion, and both spectral

and spatial information in the perpen–

dicular direction.

Spatial overlap of the S K-edge and

Mo L-edges quantifies the mix after

image analysis.
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v

INTERFACE PROFILE

Laser-driven instability

Posltlon (pm)

‘“’~

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
3.

The molybdenum

poly-chlorostyrene

load was deposited

(high-atwood-number) or

(low-atwood-number) pay-

onto the poly(phenylene

sulphide) ablatorby ion–beam sputtering. The

interface was inaccessible, and so its

profile could not be measured. The shape of

the outer surface of the Mo or PCS was assumed

to show a very similar shape to the interface,

and so the profile of the outer surface was

measured with a laser- interferometric micro–

scope with -0.5 w spatial resolution and

about 0.2 nm vertical resolution.

A typical lineout is show (left, top) ,

together with the resulting mode spectm

(left, bottom) .Precise details varied across

and between samples, but the mode spectrum

shown here is typical.

One uncertainty in the expertient is that

the interface

preheat before

shape may be influenced by

the shock reaches it.

Wavalengti-@m)

LN’IWACE E DXNAMICS

I“’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’”i~RM unstable

.[
z II RT unsl

E RT stable\
~

.6I I,~,o
,..34P,.

Time (nsec)

ce from a l-d sim~

1 R.D.%chmyer,Toy!or/mtobiliyin$kckotct/<rotionofco~rt$ribIeJ.i&,Comm.%re,Appl.Mati,,13,
PP297.319(1963)E.E.Mcshko,,ins,.b;lhy.[,h, ,n,,$m ofw g.,,,occ,k,.,ed by a shod w.<, 1...

AN SSSR.Mckhanika2hidkowiiGwa,4,5,w15 1-1S7(1969)
1 brd Rayltigh(Sml\),ln,.s!i~o!ionofthe<hr.<,erofzhecquilibrimof.. inco~r..siblc h~flfidofof

vcmabk dcm,ry, Scimcik Pawrs, 11, ~2CW207,Cwnbndgc,1~ G.l.Tnylor,Th<msobtlit~ of Iq.,d

swfoccs when acc.!.r.,.d i. a osrec!mn p<rp.ndic.l.r to th<rpkmer. /, W. Roy. SE. A,201,(1950)

The interface first experiences

a weak acceleration towards the

laser, caused bypre-heat expansion

of the Mo payload. Then, at about

1.2 ns in this calculation, the

shock from the laser drive reaches

the interface, causing a rapid

acceleration to 4 x 10K cm see”’.

Ri&tmyer-Meshkov growthl is pos-

sible at this time. Following this,

the interface once more experiences

a slight acceleration towards the

laser, causedthis timebythedecay

of the pressure behind the shock,

during which time the interface is

RT stable. At around 1.25 ns the

shock breaks out of the rear side

of the Mo payload, causing a

rarefaction wave to run back into

the Mo, reaching the interface at

about 1.3 ns. This accelerates the

interface away from the laser once

more, leading to Rayleigh-Taylo?

growth.
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Cowperthwaite, Goldsack&Youngs AWE/LLNL Nova mix experiment

PASSIVE MIX MODEL EOUATIONS

The AWE passive mix mode112 solves two non linear inhomogeneous second
order ordinary differential equations for hl and h2 where hi is the mix
penetration of a fluid of density pi.

()
4~,hi

Ei = exp -
(R ‘maxmin(h’’h’ )’% ) {

if pi > P3.J

~
‘i(P1/PZ) =

kZ-ZZ if pi < p,.i

~, = 3.83171 = first zero of Bessel Function

For an incompressible problem with constant g
the correct aAgt2law for the bubble penetration.
of a = 0.06 is given by CD = 3.667.

Jl

and h >> 10 the model gives
The measured’ growth rate

‘D L Youngsr Unpublished Paper

‘J C V Hansom, PA Rosen, T J Golds ack, K Oad~S, P Field house, N Cowperthwaite, D L Youngs, N
Mawhinney, A J Baxter, “Radiation Driven Planar Foil Instability and Mix Experiments at the AWE HELEN
Laser”, Laser and Particle Beamsr vol 8, pp 51-71 (1990)

‘V S Smeeton< D L You”qs, “Experimental investigation of Turbulent Hixing by Rayleigh-Taylor
Instability, Part 3“, AWE Report 0-35/87 (1988)

I

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PROBLEFIS

Solving the passive mix model equations
is generally straightforward, but if the
calculation involves shock accelerations then
the smearing out of the shock by the
artificial viscous pressure can lead to
spurious results. For the problem under
consideration the PPS is compressed before the
Mo, leading to a non-physical reversal of the
density gradient as shown to the left. This
makes the results unsound and very mesh
dependant, the mix width in one case being
reduced from 46.4 pm to 8.2 Vm at 8 ns by a
halving of the cell size.

If a delta function acceleration (an idealised shock) is fed into the
passive mix model equations then the solution obtained in the linear regime
(h << A,) is the Richtmyer formula adapted to cylindrical bubble growth.

dhi 0.

z
= 213,AAU+ = 2~lAaAu

o

For the passive mix calculations described here this formula was used
to obtain the growth of the mix region immediately after the passage of the
main shock, thus avoiding the problem described above. For the main shock in
the laser target the velocity change is Au = 3.86 cm/ps and the post shock
Atwood number is A = 0.311.
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v Laser-driven instability

PASSIVE MIX MODEL RESULTS

The variation of the mix width
with surface finish is shown to the

L

left. For longer wavelengths there is
a greater dependence on a, the ratio
of post shock

ll!ll

amplitude to the

mll

wavelength. For shorter wavelengths
the mix is due almost entirely to
the Rayleigh-Taylor unstable phase
which begins at 1.35 ns. By
starting the passive mix model
at this time with a very low

%%&&
initial perturbation the
effect of just the
Rayleigh-Taylor unstable
phase can be calculated,

I 1111111

giving a mix width at 8 ns
of 66.44 pm. The foil mix
mass from this calculation
is compared with the
calculations that included
the

111111111111111111111111111111111111

Richtmyer-Meshkov
component, at early timer
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Cowperthwaite, Goldsack & Youngs AWE/LLNL Nova mix experiment

0,...!< .)x ,. LOI.,,0. “r ,“. s, o-,, ., DYNAMIC MIX MODEL RESULTS

..!
The mixing due to the Rayleigh-Taylor

,- phase can be calculated using the AWE
.., dynamic mix model’. This gives a mix width

:.- (5% by volume) of 64.64 pm at 8 ns, in very

]---
good agreement with the passive mix model.
Starting the dynamic mix calculation before

<,... the main shock accelerates the interface

.- adds another 5 to 10 pm to the mix width,
however this is probably mesh dependant.

.-

.,,.
lD L Youn.gs, “Modelling Turbulent Mixing by Rayleigh-

. ,,,
.- .= ,.- .s ,,., ,.L. ,,e t,!- ,., cm ,... Taylor Instability”, Physics D 37, pp 270-2S7(1989)

,,s,N. m,i, om,l

ties, Wsl,;b”lk”s at 8 m
0.50

Since the dynamic mix
7

model is incompatible with
— u.foil

<,-
{/

-- - PPS Ablate<
multigroup diffusion the 0’40- -----MC – NO Mix l!

hottest part of the PPS was
not calculated directly, but ~o.so–

J /was instead simulated by a ~ :
!i I

time dependant boundary $ .)i
pressure taken from a Z “2°- ./

multigroup calculation. The
error resulting from this is O.1O–
small, as can be seen from
the plot on the right.

0.00

–0.0644 –D.059+ –0.0544 –0,0494 -00444 -0.0394 -0.0344 –0.0294

Okpl.xmm( (ml)

2D CALCULATION RESULTS

The growth of the mix
region has been calculated
using a 2D Eularian code to
simulate a 10 pm wide slice
of the target. The Fio/PPS
interface was perturbed by
a Fourier series of 20 modes
with a root mean square
amplitude of 0.01 Fm. The
plot to the top right shows
the effect of perturbing the
interface after the shock
passage so that only the
Rayleigh-Taylor mix was
calculated, whilst the mix
distribution shown in the
plot on the bottom right
includes the effect of the
Richtmyer-Meshkov mix. The
mix widths (5% by volume)
from these calculations are
59.68 pm and 117.15 Wm
respectively. As with the
dynamic mix model, these
calculations used a time
dependant boundary pressure.
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v Laser-driven ins(abiliiy

colt?ARLSON WITH FXPERIME TAL RESULTSN

n bet een e~w

8

5EE%EEE7

!/

,’

Dl,plamnl.”t fJLnl) ,.3 * !,,

The packagewas drivenfranrightto left,and so the sblator
ison theright.&&YdJJE: experimentaldataafter2-Dimage
analysis.~: experimentaldata fra 1–D analysis
(si@e line-out)which k not valid in mixed region. u

~, s~led results frcm 1-D dynamic Mix ~el.

flJNCLUSIONS

. Care had to be taken when mix due to

Richtmyer-Meshkov instability growth was

calculated. The numerical treatment of the

shock caused spurious results until it was

replaced by an analytical treatment of the

shock transit across the interface. It is

possible that similar problems may be

encountered with other mix models and also

with @licit 2D and 3D hydrocode calcu–

lations.

. For the laser–driven experiments consid–

ered here, we found that Lhe mix was caused

almost entirely by Rayleigh-Taylor insta-

bility growth. This was because:

(a)the interface was smooth and so the

P.ichtmyer-Meshkov growth from the
passage of the shock was small, and

(b)the decaying pressure behind the shock

led to aperiodof interface stability

which restricted further growth until

the rarefaction wave from the free

surface reached the interface.

Here we compare the results

of the 1–D dynamic mix model with

eqerimental data from shot fix
46. The experimental data were

unfolded by a 2–D iterative method

and show areal density (pr) as a

function of displacement.

The 1-D simulation gives

density as a function of position

aod so in order to compare with the

expertientally-measured pr a line-

of-sight distance had to be cho-

sen. This was taken to be 30pm in

the Mo payload and 150pm in the PPS

ablator so as to nomalise the peak

heights . In addition, the calcu-

lated displacements were increased

by 12% in order to match the

observed displacements; this is a

measure of the uncertainty of the

drive.

Good agreement between ex-

periment and calculation is seen.

Comparison of calculated density pro-

files, and hence mix widths, with the

experimental data shows good agreement

when the peak heights are normalised to

those observed. Since the calculated mix

width at late time varies linearly with

young’ s coefficienta (seesheet 5), as can

be seen from the graph below, we can infer

from this comparison that the value of a
used (0.06) is correct to within a factor

of two.
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Dimonte, Remington& Frerking RM experiments on Nova

Richtmyer-Meshkov Experiments on Nova at High Compression

H
Guy Dimonte

Bruce Remington

Eric Frerking

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

4th International Workshop on Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing

Cambridge, England

March 29- April 1, 1993

Investigate Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability at Interface
Between Two Fluids at High Compression l!!!l

● High compression achieved with

Nova Laser

Foam Tamper P2 - 0.12 g/cc

● Seed perturbations at interface

Control experiment and parameters

● Issues to investigate in planar geometry

Growth of single modes

Test linear theory and simulation codes

Multi-mode or turbulent mix
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v Laser-driven instability

Why Study Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability on Nova ? U!3

Linear growth in shock tubes disagrees with theory and simulations

Growth rate ( Meshkov )

n: A>o
6.l,lrli.

g ~A*ku

(

[~,,~

Theory

dt ~~+ n: A<o 4

2 ●

2 ● Experiment

Tl; - no(l-u/vl)
●

●°
o

0 10 20
Large compression provides sensitive test PzI PI

n;<<TIO

A**A

Configuration of Nova Richtmyer-Meshkov Experiment
l!!

\ \ J

V (5 keV)
Backlighter
5ns

[

I
Indirect drive
for uniformity I

mImaging slit &

Streak Camera

n~ &m,i~e,,Laser pulse to drive shock
Mo (2.6 keV)
Backlighter
5 ns
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Dimonte, Remington & Frerking RM eqerimerrts on Nova

Transverse Radiograph Measures Shock Characteristics

l!!!!

Be Foam
Ablator Tamper— _

Initial
Density 1.7 .115
(g/cc)

Shocked
Densi!y 2.2 .4-,5
(g/cc)

Shock
Speed 40 46
(pmIns)

Interfacevelocity- 35 ~m/ns

Compression =l-U/V1 - 1/8

(a) ~
500- .

5 O@iCal Oepth
i

.—
I

-.
o~,,’,,’,-L,,.f,,l’d
2 4 6 8 10

Time (ns)
L ,

Face-on Radiograph Measures Instability Growth ■
l!!iil

U -35 ~m/ns, V 1-40 Km/ns, k:l OOpm, To =14\Lm

5

5.
;3
12

“:W

C fnO 200 300 400 500 1234567
x (,r”) Time(ns)

I I
I Growth rate: drl/dt -11 )m/ns I

Saturation: v -35pm- L13
sat
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v Laser-driven instabili~’

Differential compression can stabilize R-M instability &

● Be/CH target- CH compressed more than Be

. Atwood No. reduced from A. -0.3 to A S 0.05

“-————l

o~
0246810

Time (ns)

P

4, I I I Al, I I I I

-o 400

x

,003 “.207,? 02

Simulate Experiments with Radiation and Hydrodynamics Codes
M

LASNEX calculates radiation coupling

One dimension

Input radiation drive

Output pressure profile

400

300

N
,~’”.

ALE calculates hydrodynamic instability

Two dimensions
o~,,l$,l,f,l$~

23456789 10

Input pressure in stationary zone XmO(ns)

Ou[put face-on & side-on “radiographs”
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Dimonte, Remington & Frerking RM experiments on Nova

ALE Calculates Hydrodynamic Evolution of Single - mode
and Multi - mode [nterfacial Perturbations U!!!!!

A) 10 Mode B) Single mode C) Single mode

~ (w) 30-300 100

~. (vm) o-5 14

T. 2.3 ns

100

4

T=8ns

z (w) z (w)

ALE Code “Radiographs”areFourierAnalyzedfor Spectral Evolution

l!!!!

T=8ns

3
.-
:
:

O 20 40 60 80 100

X (pm)

o ~ 46810

Mode Number

2 4 6 8 10
Time (ns)

12

Face-on & side-on radiographs
are consistent
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v Laser-driven instability

Investigate Approach to Turbulence with Complex Initial
Interracial Perturbations

1!!!!

Initial spectrum with 10 modes

l“= 300urn / n

n . 3pm
rms

Peak-Valley =22 pm

Modes saturate when 11~ ~

Peak.Valley-70 ~m

Mode couplirmPredicted

~ =50pm not initlalfy present

Experiments begin inSummer

10 differen( initial patterns

Ilns

o X (pm) 300

24 6 8 10 12
T,rne [.s)

ALE Code “Radiographs” are Fourier Analyzed for Spectral Evolution
l!!!l

r3 20 40 60 80 100
X (pm)

0246B10

Mode Number

2 4 6 8 10 12

Time (ns)

~

Face-on & side-on radiographs
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Dimonte, Remington & Frerking RM e.~erirnents on Nova

Growth Rates from Experiment and ALE Simulations Agree
Within 30 % and Support Meyer-Blewett Prescription for A <0 l!!!l

Comparison of growth rates (~m/ns)

L
A=-O.9

Experiment Ilfz ~ = 100Lm

ALEsimulation 8.5 To = 14~m

Richtmyer growth rate with post-shock amplitude is too small

dq - ~klj~’ w 2,5 Vm/ns
dt - 0

Meyer-Blewett suggest averaging pre

T-l:= T-lo(l-u/v,)

- qo18

and post-shock amplitudes for A <0

~ “’’7’3(1’72)

Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability Saturates when Modal Amplitude
Reaches -35 % of its Wavelength l!!!!

Fundamental mode saturates Saturation Amplitude (Vm)

m: ; :~’””:

I c, 1“’]’’’[’’’[’’r[’’l’’’r’”~

//

I

/’/
20 –

,;

10 – ,.4
/’

o ~f’’I’’’ l’’’ l’’’ l’’’ l’’’ l’’’ l’”

o 40 80 120 160

Wavelength (~m)

Bubble and spike may still grow

Reduced growth rate

Harmonics
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v Laser-driven instability

Investigate Approach to Turbulence with Complex Initial
Interracial Perturbations

l!!!l

initial spectrum with 10 modes

~n = 300pm/n

n rms = 3~

Peak-Valley = 22 Vm

Modes saturate when q ~ -.15 I

Peak-Valley -70 ym

Mode couplinq Dredicted

k = so Km nol initially present

Experiments begin in Summer

10 different initial patterns

Ilns

o X (yin) 300

2 4 6 8 10 12

Time (ns)

Summary of Richtmyer-Meshkov Experiments on NOVA Laser
l!!!l

Shock characteristics agree with LASNEX (1 D) simulations

Growth rates agree with ALE (2D) simulations, and support
Meyer-Blewett model for A <0

I [

g .A*ku rlo+n;
dt 2

1 I

Exceeds Richtmyerrate with TI& Distinctionimportantat highcompression,

Single modes saturate when v - L 13

Future experiments with multimode initial perturbations
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Remington, Weber el al. RT experiments on Nova

Multimode and 3D Rayleigh-Taylor Experiments on
Nova, * B.A. Remington, S.V. Weber, S.W. Haan, J.D. Kilkenny,
and R,J. Wallace, LLNL, Livermore, CA 94550.
The basic principle behind all inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
schemes, namely, ablatively accelerating a pusher, is
hydrodynamically unstable in three ways. (1) During the
initial shock transit through the ablator and pusher, any
rippling of the shock front leads to a hydrodynamic instability
of the Richtmyer-Meshkov type. (2) During the acceleration
phase, the ablation front is Rayleigh-Taylor unstable, with the
dense pusher fluid being accelerated by the low density hot,
expanding ablation fluid. (3) During the pusher deceleration
phase in the approach to peak fuel compression and stagnation,
the pusher-fuel interface is now Rayleigh-Taylor unstable. The
result of all three is that random surface perturbations grow,
which can be deleterious to the capsule performance, especially
in designs for high gain implosions. We have conducted an
extensive series of experiments on the Nova laser to measure
hydrodynamic instabilities under conditions similar to (1) and

(2) in planar foils accelerated by x-ray ablation.1 Single mode
experiments allow a measurement of the fundamental growth
rates from the linear well into the nonlinear regime; multimode
foils allow an assessment of the degree of mode coupling and
its effect on overaH perturbation growth; and 3D experiments
allow a measurement of the evolution of a completely random
surface finish. Experimental results and comparisons with
theory and simulations will be presented. *Work performed
under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract
number W-7405 -ENG-48.

1 B.A. Remington et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 3259 (1991); ibid,
Phys. Fluids B 4, 967 (1992); ibid, Phys. Fluids B (in press, July,
1993) and UCRL-JC-111286 (1992); ibid, in the proceedings of
the 3rd International Workshop on Compressible Turbulent
Mixing, Abbey of Royaumont, France(CEA DAM, 1992), p. 225.
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Multimode and 3D Rayleigh-Taylor Experiments on Nova

B.A. Remington, S.V. Weber, S.W. Haan, J.D. Kilkenny, and R.J. Wallace
LLNL, Livermore, CA 94550 U.S.A. Il!m

1.

2.

3.

Single-mode experiments with planar foils
[Good quantitative agreement with modeling.]

2-,8-mode perturbations experiments
[Mode coupling observed in nonlinear regime, in agreement with theory]

Foil surface-finish experiments
[Smooth foils remain intact; very rough foils “break up”.]

! Indirect Drive

/

//
/

.. 1/ /’ --Y--=C

The experimental configuration allows

[1

x-ray imager

The (.s)

broad access to the RT evolution u

Face-on: Streaked Gated
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Remington, Weber et al.
RT experiment on Nova

We use foil trajectory shots to calibrate the drive. Side-on gated imaging
is used to see the actual shape of the perturbation. [Ilm

Time (ns]

1. Good agreement with simulations

2. Clear bubble-and-spike formation

3. No Kelvin-Helmhoitz tip broadenin

Single-mode experiments in the linear regime offer the most rigorous
test of modeling: the data and theory are in good agreement. M

‘Znn \ 1,= “.”

4 ) ) 1 !

-IA’ L ‘ ‘;‘~

,\~—~.-r.~–,-.--r- c z
(c) a 0.5 CH(Br) foil

‘\.,,:,c,={k9 o ok=50pm, rlO= 0.5pm
-;3- ..... o 0.4g=73pm/ns2

— LASNEX
g ......
. Cu!off ‘...

.5 0.3
(STA opacities).....

s’?.
FS s

$ 0 0.2
$1 ,/ .“---CXF----------------- ~ 0.1,’

,’ q=qO.*,
I

y = , ~kL - pkva ,*<

!/’. ! LJ , ,i~( ,,$, L 0.00 ‘ ‘1 ‘“ ‘-’ ‘~$—-&— ~
00 54

Wavelength, L (pm] T;me (ns)
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v Laser-driven instability

We use 2-mode experiments to study mode coupling in the nonlinear
regime; the presence of k, affects the evolution of k, Illm

Position
>

o 100 200 300 400 500
Position(pixels)

03

-0 1
0 10 20 30 40

Order of Harmonic

Coupling occurs late in time and leads to a broadening of the dominant bubble. M

0.4

–0.4

: (c)
I I I

(KI + K2)
— k= 30pm

u
— (Kl - Kz)

k. 150pm—
1

I I I I

4 I I I I I

o 25 50 75 100 125 150

Position (pm)

o 1 2 3 4

Time (ns)
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Remington, Weber et al. RT experiments on Nova

We do 8-mode experiments to study mode couDlina in a more

Position
>

6
-F5~
C4
0
‘~ 3
n
52
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Laser-driven instubilic.v

Summary and Conclusion

1.Single-modeexperiments
a.Good agreementwithmodeling
b. CH(Br)lessunstablethanFS due to L, v,
c. No Kelvin-Helmholtz tip broadening of spike

2. Multimodeexperiments

I

a.Mode couplingevidentin nonlinear regime
b. Presence of ki affects evolution of L
c. Good agreement with modeling
d. Maybe able to test saturation model with 8L shots

—

—

3. Surface fiiishexp&iients

a.Smooth foils stay intact; very rough foi[s “break up”
b. Should have a good test of saturation modeling
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VI
Converging flows
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Hydrodynamic modelling for ICF

Hydrodynamic Instability Modeling for ICF*

S.W. 13aan

LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory

Livermore,CA USA

The intentofthispresentationistoreviewhow we model instabilitygrowthin

ICF targets,and identifytheprincipalissues.Most ofthematerialhasbeen

publishedinrefs.1-3,butisnotfamiliartomany participantsinthemeeting.

Hydrodynamic instabilities are a key issue in ICF. Along with laser-plasma

instabilities, they determine the regime in which ignition is possible. At higher

laser energies, the same issues determines the achievable gain. Quantitative

predictions are therefor of the utmost importance to planning the ICF program,

as well as to understanding current Nova results.

The key fact that underlies all of our work is the stabilization of short

wavelengths. This idea has a long history, going back to Nuckolls’ original ICF

paper.4 Recently there has come to be a consensus (from numerical work,5 with

experimental verification) that it is well described by a formula taking into

account the ablation velocity (defined as vA=(dm/dt)Pmax-*, where dm/dt k the

massremovalratepersquarecm)andthescalelengthL attheablationfront.The
growthrateis

where ~ is a parameter between 1 and 3. This stabilization allows us to arrange

our implosions so that the short wavelength growth is not important. Any

interfaces with significant density steps (while in-flight) must be carefully

avoided. The hydrodynamics is then essentially linear. This is corroborated by

multi-mode explicit simulations, as shown in Fig. 1. We present density and

temperature isocontours from simulations of an ignition target, shown at the

time of ignition. The simulations used realistic initial perturbations in modes 10,

20, .... 80; thesimulationon therighthad allmodes’ amplitudesreducedby a

factoroffour.Itisclearthatthefinalperturbationsarenearlylinearininitial

amplitude.We arealsoworking withDahlburg and colleaguesatNRL on 3D

multi-modeablativeinstabilitygrowth,asreportedby Dahlburgatthismeeting.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory under contract W-7405 -ENG-48.
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VI ConvergingJows

For arbitrary initial conditions, we use linear analysis based on spherical

harmonic analysis (or, in planar geometry, on Fourier analysis). A series of

individual code simulations gives growth factor vs. mode number. This can be

combined with any initial spectrum of interest. It is important to do code

simulations to get the individual modes’ growth; analytical formula are not

accurate, even to an order of magnitude. An example of this is shown in Table 1.

The onsetofnonlinearity,and amodel forextensionintothatregime,isas

analyzedinref.1.Modes do notbecome nonlinearwhen theiramplitudes

become comparabletotheirwavelength,exceptinthespecialcasewhere no

othermodes arepresent.Ifothermodes arepresent,saturationislocalinspace.

Forisotropic,random surfaces,saturationbeginswhen modal amplitudes

become comparableto1/Lk2forplanarmodes with

perturbed surface Z(x,y,t)= ~ ekx zk
k

and R/12 for spherical harmonic modes. Once modes get larger than this,

nonlinear effects must be estimated in a way such as we have discussed in Refs. 2

and 3. This particular nonlinear model is not fundamental ICF physics and I will

not emphasize it here. For most ICF problems, linear analysis is quite useful; the

onset of nonlinear effects can be checked as just described.

Detailed modeling of perturbation growth in 3D remains an area of future work.

Direct code simulation is becoming more and more applicable – see, for example,

the presentation by Dahlburg at this meeting. However, we are not yet in a

position to simulate directly the growth of realistic 3D perturbations on real ICF

targets. Hence effects must be estimated in some other way. Our baseline

saturation model is oriented towards 3D perturbations, but it provides only a

crude estimate of the 3D nonlinear effects. More detailed calculations are possible

for very weakly nonlinear perturbations, using second order RT theory. Work on

this will be reported soon.7 An example is shown in Fig. 2,’ where we used linear

analysis and second order mode coupling theory to predict the size and shape of

perturbations on a foil as used in Remington’s experiments.6

In addition to calculating the size of the perturbations, we must calculate their

effects. This can be done in several ways with current code capability: (i)

simulations of a single spike on axis in 2D spherical geometry, which is probably

the closest to the real 3D situation; (ii) simulations of curtains of material falling

in near the waist plane; and (iii) a ID mix model proposed by G. Zimmerman, in
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Hydrodynamic modelling for ICF

which an extrathermaldiffusivityisincorporatedinthemixed region.These

variousmodelsgivefairlyconsistentresultsfortheproblemsofinterest,giving

us confidenceinthem.

Experimentally testing this modeling requires testing the various ingredients.

The most important issue is whether we are correctly calculating the single mode

growth, and the reduction by ablation stabilization. This is being tested in the

planar experiments by Remington, Glendinning, and Weber (reported on by

Remington and Kilkenny at this meeting). Our LANL colleagues are attempting

converging geometry single mode experiments.s We also must measure

perturbations resulting from realistic multi-mode initial surface perturbations.

Remington reported here on some planar experiments that are beginning to give

data of this sort. Also, the SSD-seeded perturbations done by Glendinning and

Weber (described by Kilkenny here) show the growth of fully three dimensional

randomly seeded perturbations, and will be a challenging test of our modeling

capability. Implosion experiments are also being done, using spectroscopic trace

emission as a diagnostic of the perturbation size in the imploded configuration.

Modeling of some of these experiments requires extending our analysis into the

nonlinear regime, using our saturation model from ref. 1.

Direct drive and indirect drive instability growth are qualitatively similar,

although the different ablation velocities and scale lengths make for important

quantitative differences. In direct drive we have the additional problem of laser-

seeded irregularities, both the early time speckle and the long-time residual

modulations. These can be modeled with either linear analysis or direct

simulation (in full detail in 2D, and with a growing amount of detail in 3D).

Conceptually, the modeling approaches and issues are very similar whether the

drive is director indirect.

We have made remarkable progress in ICF instability modeling in the last few

years. Modern code capability, along with the realization that the perturbations

are nearly linear, have made the instability growth problem quite tractible,

compared to a few years ago when most workers in the field regarded it as a

black art. Experimental tests of the modeling are coming along very well;

although they have not yet definitively verified our understanding of all the

relevant issues, results are continually very encouraging and we are optimistic

that definitive verification will be in hand soon.
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Converging flows

1. S. W. Haan, “Onset of Nonlinear Saturation for Rayleigh-Taylor Growth in the

Presence of a Full Spectrum of Modes,” Phys. Rev. A 39,5812 (1989).

2. S. W. Haan, “Weakly Nonlinear Hydrodynamic Instabilities in Inertial
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Large Growth Planar Rayleigh-Taylor Experiments on Nova, Phys. F~uids B 4,
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Haan Hydrodynamic modelling for ICF

800 ~ initial rms,

shown at ignition

Ti

r

200 A initial rms,

time same time, all modes /4

P Ti

L

Figure 1. Density and temperature isocontours at igntion time fOran ignition

target, as calculated in a simulation with a multi-mode initial perturbation on the
outside of the shell. Results from two perturbations are shown, which differ by a
factoroffourinallmodes.The resulti~gperturbationsarevirtuallylinear.The
perturbationsshown on theleftaremarginallyacceptable,withan 800~ rms
equivalentinitial3D perturbation.The perturbationsshown on therightare
certainlyacceptable,and theinitialperturbationissimilartoperturbations
currentlymeasured on Nova-scaletargetsurfaces.
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VI Convergingj70ws

“weakly nonlinear” is t -.3-4 ns for 0.45 pm initial rms

Contours of pr = 8(X) at 3.6ns@MTFj half max contour highlighted

Linear analysis

100 150 200 250 300
x (pm)

Equally spaced contours: O -14 x 104 g/cm2

VwiLli iituu G‘R’;+h-fiA~ coupling

Y (vm)

100
100 150 200 250 300

x (vrn)

Equally spaced contours: O-16 x 104 g/cm2

Figure 2. The effect of second order mode coupling on the shape of perturbations

growing on an ablatively accelerated foil. These are contours of ~pdz vs. x and y,

for a perturbation that has grown out of a random array of bumps. The left-hand

plotshowsthepredictionoflinearanalysis,withmodalgrowthfactors
calculatedwith 2D simulations. The right-hand plot shows the effect of second

order mode couling, in that the spikes are made narrower and the bubbles

broader. The half-max contour is highlighted to emphasize the spike-narrowing

produced by second-order effects.

L/AR VAt/AR -jT e’)’T

0.3 0.6 4.3
0.2 0.4 6.6 7;;
0.4 0.75 2.6 14

Table 1. Predicted growth factors obtained from the ablation-stabilization

formula, for various values of the ablation scale length and velocity. The

wavelength is taken to be AR,the shell thickness, and the distance moved to be

15 AR.Thescalelengthandvelocity,relativetoAR,aretakentobeasindicated.
Sincetheparameterscannotbeestimatedtobetteraccuracythanabout2.5%,itis
impossibletomakemeaningfulpredictionsfromtheformulaalone.Full-code
simulations,withexperimentalverification,mustbeusedtoestimate
perturbationgrowth.
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Hojj?naq Beck & Hsing Instability growth in cylindrical implosions

Calculations of Instability Growth
in Cylindrical Implosions

Nelson M. Hoffman, J. Bradley Beck, and Warren W. Hsing
Los Alamos National Laboratory

4th International Workshop
on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing

Cambridge University
29 March -1 April 1993

Cylindrical experiments are particularly suited to
address issues of fluid instability.

●Feedthrough of ablation front instabilities
Cylindrical geometry diagnostic access

●!nner-surface instability growth
Target fabrication of perturbed inner surfaces is feasible in
cylindrical geometry

●Coupling of low-mode asymmetry with higher modes
Not an issue for low convergence
Observable for high convergence

●Converging shock waves
Instability at center of convergence
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w ConvergingJows

Fluid instability calculations in cylindrically converging
flows are performed using 2nd-order Eulerian hyd~ody-
namics code with Youngs interface reconstruction .

‘ D. L. Youngs, “Time Dependent Multi-Material Flow with Large Fluid DiatoRion”, K. W. Morton

and J. H. Baines, cd., Nurnerica/ Methods for Fluid Dynamics, Academic Press (1982).

Calculations use dimensionless variables.

At t=O: Cylindrical shell has uniform inward radial velocity VO
Inner radius of cylindrical shell is RO
Density of cylindrical shell is p.

Take: velocity scale = VO
length scale = RO
density scale = p.

Then: time scale = RO/ VO
pressure scale = pOV02
specific internal energy scale = V02

The calculations use dimensionless variables that are normalized by the
appropriate scale.

Initial conditions for calculations:
Pressure in gas and shell = 1/8
Density = 1 in shell

3/16 in gas
Specific internal energy = 3/16 in shell

1 in gas
Shell thickness = 1/5
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Hoj@a~ Beck& Hsing Instability growth in cylindrical implosions

Shell has initial inward radial velocity VO = 1.

Calculation is performed in Cartesian geometry in 6.0X 6.0 box
Most calculations had 150 square cells on each axis from origin to x, y = 1.5
and 50 cells with ratio zoning from 1.5 to 6.0.

Velocity vectors at t = O

9,, ,., , ‘z~ ...... ............7...+ ................. ,.

+.j..+...~,...~-.<~...:.-:.<~

x

Shell stagnates at about R = 1/2 in these calculations.

27

For adiabatic compression in cylindrical geometry: Ro
P-py= p:(x)

Shell comes to rest when work done on gas - initial kinetic energy in shell,
Work done on gas is

R

W(R) = /Pgmdv = z~po,~a.s
[

; (#R’~R = $o,gu +z(’-’l-l
RO R, 1

Define Rmin by W(Rmin) = initial kinetic energy in shell. Then

-1

[

27-2
p v; R2

(R 1]
Rmh=Ro l+(y-1)~ ;–1

O,gm o

Example 1: if y= 5/3, p~Vo2 = 1, Po,ga~ = 1/3, R~o = 3/2, then

RmiJRo = (4/9) ‘4= 0.5443 ...

Example 2: if y = 5/3, p~Vo2 = 1, Po,ga~ = 1/8, R.JRO = 6/5, then

RmiJRo = (75/163) ‘4 = 0.5587...
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VI Convergitlgjo ws

Instability is initialized as a density and specific energy
perturbation.

(
50

p(r, q) = pO(r,p) 1+~cos (mq) {cOS[m(;-l,]+l,)! 1<;<1+;

Specific internal energy is perturbed
proportional to I/p, so that pressure
is unperturbed.

density contours

o 9.9000 .10-’ f 1.0020.10”
b 9,9200.10”’ g 1.0040.10”
c 9,9400 +10-’ h 1.0060.10”
d 9,9800.10”’ f 1.0080$10”
e 9.9800.10”’

x

Instabilities grow as shell implodes.

Rayleigh-Taylor instability develops into “bubble-and-spike” form in its non-
linear phase.

m=32 instability
Pog = 1/3, Po~ = 2/225
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Ho~an, Beck& Hsing Instability growth in cylindrical implosions

Fourier analysis of angle-dependent pR of shell shows
mode growth.

Shell interfaces

I
0.0 0.1 0.2 0..3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 O.B 0.9 1

.CcQ
E*OO

am

.X.m
E-al
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.X.3
r-m

Fourier spectrum of pR($)

.

n=32

/
❑1.2

E!_Ji

I
m=64

m=96

Mt=l .1

0.0 20.0 40,0 E.&o 60.0 100,0

mode m
x

i41

Calculated growth rates show fair agreement with simple
prediction for Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

Cylinder has complicated acceleration history: several decelerating shocks
traverse it.

.50.00

40.0a

(growth rate)

20.W

0.0’3

2 -

‘“------IW-
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Comparison of calculated growth rates with simple pre-
diction is not so good for higher modes.

Is this because of:
● Coarse mesh effects? Density gradients?
● Cylindrical geometry, as discussed by Sakagami and Nishihara

[Phys. Fluids B 2 (11), November 1990, p. 2715]?
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Short-wavelength mode can suppress growth of longer-
wavelength mode.

Calculations with m=16 and m=36 show that amplitude of m=16 mode is
suppressed by presence of m=36 mode.
Larger initial amplitudes give earlier onset of suppression.
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Long-wavelength mode can simultaneously suppress
growth of short-wavelength mode.

Larger initial amplitude of m=16 gives earlier onset of suppression.
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Questions:

● How does mode coupling depend on wavelengths
and amplitudes of the two interacting modes?
How fast are new modes created by their interac-
tion?

. What happens for three or more modes?

. Does a multimode mixing layer arise which grows
self-similarly (i.e., independently of initial condi-
tions)?

. How does converging flow differ from planar flow?
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Three Dimensional Hydrodynamic Calculations with Adaptive Mesh Refinement of
the Evolution of Rayleigh Taylor and Richtmyer Meshkov Instabilities in

Converging Geometry: Multi-Mode Perturbations

RichardI.Klein
UniversityofCalifornia,LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratoryandBerkeley

DepartmentofAstronomy,U.C.Berkeley

and

JohnBell,RickPemberandTom Kelleher
UniversityofCalifornia,LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory

ABSTRACT

We present results for high resolution hydrodynamic calculations of the growth and
development of instabilities in shock driven imploding spherical geometries in both 2D and 3D.
We solve the Eulerian equations of hydrodynamics with a high order Godunov approach using
local adaptive mesh refinement to study the temporal and spatial development of the turbulent
mixing layer resulting from both Richtmyer Meshkov and Rayleigh Taylor instabilities. The use
of a high resolution Eulerian discretization with adaptive mesh refinement permits us to study the
detailed three-dimensional growth of multi-mode perturbations far into the non-linear regime for
converging geometies.

We discuss convergence properties of the simulations by calculating global properties of the
flow. We discuss the time evolution of the turbulent mixing layer and compare its development
to a simple theory for a turbulent mix model in spherical geometry based on Plesset’s equation.
Our 3-D calculations show that the constant found in the planar incompressible experiments of
Read and Young’s may not be universal for converging compressible flow. We show the 3-D
time mace of mansitional onset to a mixing state using the temporal evolution of volume rendered
imaging. Our preliminmy results suggest that the turbulent mixing layer loses memory of its
initial perturbations for classical Richtmyer Meshkov and Rayleigh Taylor instabilities in
spherically imploding shells. We discuss the time evolution of mixed volume fraction and the
role of vorticity in converging 3D flows in enhancing the growth of a turbulent mixing layer.

1. INTRODUCTION

The general problem of the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities leading to the formation of
a turbulent mixing layer has a long history Of particular interest has been the study of shock-
interface interactions leading to the growth of both Richtmyer Meshkov and Rayleigh Taylor
instabilities and the effects these instabilities have on the performance of an imploding ICF
capsule (for a review of research pertaining to shock-interface interactions see Rupert, 199 1).
During the implosion phase of an ICF pellet, Rayleigh Taylor instabilities that may grow on both
the outer and inner surface of the ablator may have deleterious effects that can potentially destroy
the pellet or cause the cold main fuel to mix with a low density high temperature hot spot causing
ignition failure (Lindl, McCrory and Campbell, 1992). In particula, the implosion must be
maintained nearly spherical with implosion velocities uniform to S1 910,and minimizationof the
mixing of fuel is necessag to successfully form the central hot spot. Thus the study of the
conditions that may lead to highly non-linear development of these hydrodynamic instabilities
and departure from sphencil symmetry is crucial to successful design of ICF capsules.
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To achieve a complete understanding of the physics of the growth of such instabilities in a
realistic ICF environment requires the complication of a full radiation-hydrodynamic treatment
with multi-fluid hydrodynamics in a three dimensional imploding capsule. One requires the
capability of tracking the interface of the fluids accurately with a high resolution scheme that is
capable of following the propagation of multi-dimensional shock waves with high precision.
Following the growth of instabilities that begin as seeded perturbations of extremely small
amplitude and wavelength well into the non-linear regime and accurately calculate the evolution
of complex hydrodynamic structures puts extraordinary demand on the resolution capabilities of
most numerical schemes. Although recently work has begun in the investigation of three-
dimensional problems, (cf. Tryggvason and Unverdi, 1990; Yabe et. al. 1991; Sakagami and
Nishihara, 1990; Town and Bell, 1991 and Dahlburg et. al. 1993) most of this work has suffered
from extremely poor resolution making it difficult to follow the details of multi-mode
perturbations for long time evolution with accuracy.

The problem of the development of multi-mode perturbations in a converging geometry
brings up fundamentally important questions in their own right that pertain to the development of
turbulence in mixing layers that have been initiated by shocks on unstable interfaces. How does
the evolution of unstable modes merge to form a mixed layer?, how does the growth of a mixing
layer evolve in time and what is the sensitivity of this growth to initial amplitudes and
wavelengths of the modes?, how is turbulent energy distributed within the mixing region during
growth?; how sensitive are globrd properties of the shell to initial perturbations?; what is the role
that is played by vortex dynamics during the evolution of a turbulent mixing layer and what
types of vorticity structures are formed?; are shocks that emerge from unstable interfaces in a
spherically imploding geometry anisotropic and what do their three-dimensional smctures look
like?, can the effects of radiation and thermal conduction effectively stabilize the growth of
unstable modes in multi-dimensions preventing the formation of a turbulent mixing layer.

To attempt to address these questions in detail we have begun a line of research with a new
methodology in multi-dimensional hydrodynamics using high resolution hydrodynamic schemes
that are capable of following the details of shock wave propagation with high accuracy coupled
to local adaptive mesh refinement to provide extremely high spatial resolution in those domains
where such resolution is necessag. In this brief paper we describe the results of prelimirmy
calculations that first attempt to follow the development of multi-mode perturbations that have
been placed on both the inner and outer surfaces of a pressure driven shell of dense matter that is
surrounded by and envelops a low density gas. In order to assess the effects of the growth of
these instabilities in a three-dimensional convergent geometry and begin a detailed study of the
development of the turbulent mix layer we have begun with the simpler problem of studying pure
hydrodynamic effects without the complication of radiation and thermal conduction and ablative
stabilization of the capsule. In this first paper we will address a wavelength and scaling series of
calculations to investigate whether the growth of a three-dimensional turbulent mixing layer is
indeed forgetful of the initial perturbations. No mechanism for ablation or density gradient
stabilization has been included; nevertheless we regard this as an important first step toward
realistic fully three dimensional calculations with high resolution. The results that we summarize
here will be discussed in more detail in Klein et. al. 1993 (in preparation). Our subsequent work
will include the increasingly complex physics issues of radiation and conduction.

The sh-ucture of this paper is as follows: $2. will briefly describe the methodology of local
adaptive mesh refinement and describe the initial conditions and boundary conditions that have
been used in the calculations; 33. will describe the temporal evolution of a dense spherical shell
seeded on its inner and outer surface with multi-mode perturbations undergoing implosion as it
becomes Richtmyer Meshkov and Rayleigh Taylor unstable by using perspective volume
rendered imaging of the 3D data fields. Here we investigate the growth of the turbulent mixing
layer and its sensitivity to the initial multi-mode perturbations; the extent of mixing as a function
of time as represented by the mixed volume fraction; the distribution of turbulent energy during
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the implosion of the capsule; the relative importance of the various components of the vorticity
and the role of vorticity in the generation of a turbulent mixed layer;and the sensitivity of global
properties of the mixed shell during the transition to a mixed state. In $4. we summarize the key
results.

2. METHODOLOGY and INITIAL CONDITIONS

Methodology

Our basic motivation is to use high resolution adaptive mesh refinement hydrodynamics in
multi-dimensions to explore the fundamental physics of the nature of hydrodynamic instabilities
and turbulent mixing layers in imploding convergent geometies of shock driven shells. Our god
k to develop a fully predictive capability in 3D allowing high resolution.

We solve the Euler equations of hydrodynamics in 2D cylindrical and both 3D Cartesian as
well as 3D spherical coordinates. We use an operator split second order accurate Godunov
integration scheme with local Adaptive Mesh Refinement (Berger and Colella, 1989) that has
recently been generalized to 3D(Bell et. al., 1993). For the calculations in this paper we use an
ideal equation of state, although this is not a limitation. We employ a rectangulsu grid that fust
covers the computational domain (the level 1 grid). The method then constructs a hierarchical
grid smucture of logically composed rectangular meshes in regions were high resolution is
necessary to solve the partial differential equations. In practice we have used three levels of
grids, with a factor of 4 refinement in each direction. Thus a 2D a level 1 grid cell encompasses
256 level 3 cells. The decision to move to a higher level of refinement at any spatial location is
based on Richardson extrapolation to estimate the local m-mcation error. In addition to setting
the refinement level by spatial error estimation we have additional criteria to determine the
maximum refinement of cells. In the present problem, we allow the dense shell material to
always be treated at the highest level of refinement. whereas low density matter either outside or
inside of the dense converging shell is treated at a lower refinement level. Thus we
automatically have exueme refinement in the shell and in the developing mixed turbulent layer at
all times without the prohibitive computational expense of having to carry this level of grid
refinement throughout the entire computational domain. As we shall see this affords us an
enormous savings in computational time. The main features of our code are that it employs a cell
centered Godunov method that acurately captures shocks with none of the problems inherent in
staggered mesh schemes. It employs a multiple grid hierarchy. It can operate either as a
Cartesian geometg or a spherical geometry in 3D.

Initial and Boundary Conditions

For the 2D calculations, we studied the implosion of a thin shell with~ = 30where Ri is the

initial radius and AR is the initial thickness of the shell. The dense thin shell was initially -350
times the density of the low density inner gas. The perturbations on the inside and outside of the
dense shell were those imposed by the tiling of a rectangular mesh on a spherical shell. We have
demonsmated with a founer analysis that different grid resolutions represent different initial
perturbations. The shell is imploded by setting a constant outer pressure over the surface
boundary of the spherical shell to drive a strong shock into the dense shell. The overpressure is
many times the initial pressure in the shell, which is initially set in pressure equilibrium with the
low density gas encompassed by the shell.. For the thin shell calculations in 2D we used an
axisymmetric coordinate system. The outer pressure that is imposed on the surface of the dense
capsule is used to generate an initial shock propagated into the capsule. This shock impulsively
accelerates the dense shell initiating a Richtmyer Meshkov instability. The same pressure
boundary condition is used to drive the implosion and trigger instabilities in our 3D calculations.
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The use of this pressure boundary condition is idealized. In future work we will investigate the
effects of using radiation to drive a shock into the dense shell.

For the 3D calculations which represent most of the work described in this paper, we study
the implosion of a pressure driven dense shell that is moderately thick. The shell has an initial

R.
thickness to radius of -&= 0.1. The shell is initially 1.25x102 times the density of the inner gas

and the surrounding gas. We use a spherical coordinate system for the 3D calculations. This
allows us to perform the calculations over a fractional patch of the full sphere to economize on

computational grid cells. We perform the calculations on a domain that spans ~ < @< ~ and

0<6< ~ with~ = 10.We used2levelsofgridhierarchyforthe3D calculationswitha

factorof4refinementineachofthethreespatialdimensionsingoingfromlevel1tolevel2.

Thusourlevel2patchinitiallyhas8N=96,$N=96andRN=34-3x1OScells.Sincewe allowgrid
refinementtooccurwhereverwehavedenseshellthroughouttheevolutionoftheconverging
shellandthedevelopmentofaturbulentmixinglayer,thenumberoflevel2cellsnecessary
chargeswithtime.Towardtheendofthecalculationwhenthemixedregionhassaturated,we
haveused-3millioncellsthroughthemixedshelldomain.Toachievetheequivalentresolution
withafixedCartesianmeshthatwouldhavetoencompasstheinitialshellwouldrequire40
millioncells.To achieveequivalentresolutionwithafixedgridsphericalcodewouldrequire25
millioncells.Thusthecomputationalefficiencyofour3D adaptivemeshrefinementk
enormous; at least an order of magnitude savings in computationrd time and memory.

For the 3D spherical calculations we imposed a multi-mode perturbation on [he inner and
outer surface of the dense shell. We allowed perturbations of the spherical surfaces of the form:

&(6, @)=* P(f3,@)

where P(O, @)= ~ ~al~ cos8/@ cos8m0
1=1MCI

and where we studied the scaling of wavelength for three cases with (L,M) =(12,24,48)

The coefficients ah a are randomly generated such that ~ = max{P(6@)}@t and A = A. or

2A0 for the amplitude scaling where A. = 7.69x10-3Ri is the maximum amplitude perturbation.

3. RESULTS

In our first set of calculations we have performed two-dimensional calculations of the
implosion of a thin spherical shell in a 2D Cartesian geometry. We used the initial conditions
described in $2. Here the initial thickness of the shell is 1/30 of its radius. The perturbations
were imposed on the inner and outer Surfaceof the shell by the projection of the shell onto the
computational grid. This set of calculations were performed with a resolution of 800 level three
grid cells (R8~) in the initial shell radius, corresponding to 1256 grid cells in each quadrant.
This k equivalent to initial perturbation amplitudes that are 1.25x10-sRiwhere Ri k the initial
shell radius. Although we performed a detailed study of the thin shell implosion at different
resolutions and established criteria for convergence, we present here only a summary of the
evolution for the R8~ case. These results and the effects of grid resolution will be discussed h
more detail in Klein et. al. 1993.
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In figures 1-4 we show rasterized images of density in gray scale of a half of the
axisymmernc 2D shell where the left hand plane is symmetrical to the right. Darker regions
indicate higher shell densities. In figure 1. we note that the appearance of the many small scale
perturbations on the surface of the shell have begun to amplify due to the initial Richtmyer
Meshkov instability triggered by the passage of the initial shock wave. This is caused by the
large over-pressure of the low density gas outside and surrounding the high density shell. At this
early time, the inner surface of the shell has not yet moved. At somewhat later time, figure 2. the
shock has passed through the shell into the inner low density gas and the perturbations on the
outer surface have grown substantially in amplitude with respect to wavelength due to Rayleigh
Taylor instabilities well into the non-linear regime. At intermediate time, figure 3., the
perturbations are far into the non-linear ~gime. They are many times the initial amplitude
imposed by the grid. At this time significant multi-mode merges have occurred and the shell is
severely fragmented and is evolving as a well developed chaotically mixed layer. The inner part
of the shell has gone unstable as feedthrough of the non-linear modes from the outer surface have
reached the inner surface and substantial mixing of the dense shell with the inner low density
fluid has occurred. At late time in the evolution figure 4., the shell is substantially destroyed.
Initial perturbations with wavelength Ri/800°have undergone several non-linem mode mergers
with the emergence of dominant smuctures with wavelength Ri/14. There is substantial feed
through of surface perturbations and growth of the inner perturbations. Significant mixing of the
high and low density fluids leads to a mixed layer whose growth with respect to time can be
approximately modeled by consideration of a generalization of the Plesset equation for a
spherical geome~ (cf. Mikaelian, 1990) this is discussed in detail in Klein et al. 1993.

We have performed these 2D calculations and analogous 3D Cartesian calculations with
different grid resolutions. By examining the fourier coefficients representing the different
resolutions we have established that the differing grids resolutions in fact represent different
initial amplitude and wavelength perturbations. These initial calculations demonstrated that the
growth of the mixing layer as a function of time first showed a linear growth in time representing
the initial growth of the Richtmyer Meshkov instability makes the transition to a Rayleigh Taylor
instability at intermediate time whose growth is well represented by h(t)-0.3Agt2, where A is the
Atwood number, and g is the effective acceleration. Our calculations indicated that the growth at
late time was essentially the same for all the different grid resolutions representing different
initial perturbations. Thus our preliminary conclusions were that the mixing layer loses memory
of initial perturbations for the classical Richtmyer Meshkov and Rayleigh Taylor instabilities in
thin spherically imploding shells.

To substantiate these preliminary results, we began a more extensive wavelength and
amplitude scaling series of calculations in three dimensions with a thicker spherical shell whose
initial thickness to initial radius is 0.1 and whose initial density is 1.25x102 times the initial
density of the gas interior and exterior to the dense shell. To avoid the perturbations imposed by
a Cartesian mesh on a spherically converging geometry, we solve the 3D hydrodynamics in a
spherical coordinate system which allows us to more precisely control the initial perturbations on
the inner and outer surface of a spherically imploding shell. As we have discussed in $2. we
allow mesh refinement to occur everywhere high density shell material exists. In this way we
can solve the Euler equations in 3D with high resolution. To develop a feel for the evolution of
the dense shell we consider perspective volume rendered images of the density as a function of
time. These images are a three-dimensional perspective view of the dense shell that allow us to
look through the 3D dense structures by using different mansfer functions along the line of sight
of a multitude of rays through the computational domain. The rays are then reconstructed to give
us a 3D view into the structure.
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In figure 5. we note the initial structure at t=O.Os. of the low mode perturbations (122) on the

surface of the shell. We recall that the shell is a ~ x ~ slice of the entire spherical 3D shell. In

this image we view the shell at initial time at an oblique sideways angle. In figure 6. we see a
side view of the low mode(122) perturbed shell at early time. At this time the initial shock has
compressed the shell. The surface modes have begun to grow. The inner perturbed surface has
not yet moved since the shock has not yet propagated far enough into the shell to trigger
instabilities on the inside surface. At early time (figure 7.) we view the high frequency mode
perturbations (482) from a perspective that is looking down on the surface of the shell. We note
the extremely complex set of high frequency perturbations. At intermediate time in figure 8. just
after the shock has exited from the shell into the inner low density gas, we see a side-ways view
of the low mode perturbations(122) on the shell surface. The perturbations have grown
substantially. They form 3D bubbles which are seen in the visualization as a complex network of
ridges and valleys. The ridges are high density structures and the bubbles are of lower density.
At intermediate time (figure 9.) we view the inside of the shell for intermediate (242) mode
perturbations. We note an exmemely complex set of ridges and bubble valleys. There is
substantial feed through of the outer perturbations to the inside. Growth of the outer
perturbations on the surface is apparent on the sides of the shell. At intermediate time the 482
mode calculation appears somewhat similar to the 242 mode, but the structure is far more
complex (figure 10.). This is very apparent in the complex interlacing of bubbles and ridges that
are combining to form a mixing layer. At this intermediate time, about 38% of the volume of the
mixing layer is low density gas from the interior to the shell. At late time in the evolution the
shell is well fragmented and essentially destroyed. We note in figure 11., which shows the low
mode perturbations 122 from a view that skims the top and side of the shell that the shell has
substantially thickened and broken up. Feed through of unstable modes from the outer surface is
indistinguishable from growth of inner unstable modes. There is substantial mixing of the shell
with the inner low density “fuel”. At late time the 242 mode perturbation shows elongated
broken shell structures (figure 12.). The shell is highly fragmented and the axis shows the
location of the center of the spherical shell. Figure 13. shows the late time evolution for the high
frequency perturbation which is similar to figure 12. The shell is destroyed with exremely
spike-like structure. Significant amounts of mixing have occurred. At this time, 60% of the
volume of the turbulent mixed layer is low density fluid.

The vofiicity can play a significant role in mixing the dense shell with the low density inner
gas. In the next two figures we display volume rendered images of the full 3D vorticity field,
where we have calculated the magnitude of the vorticity and examine its structure. In figure 14.
we view the vorticity field just after shock breakout at an oblique view of the top of the dense
shell. We see the flow represented by complex baroclinically generated vertical structures in
regions where the shell is starting to break apart as the low density fluid moves in between
“holes” in the shell and creates shear flow layers. These calculations were for the 242 mode
perturbations. At intermediate time, the vertical structures become elongated (figure 15.). These
sm.tctures may indicate where fluid circulation is enhancing Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities on the
sides of shell spikes further aiding in the breaking up and mixing in the shell. In figure 16. we
examine a volume rendered image of the divergence of the fluid velocity. This is a good probe of
the shock structure inside the low density gas. We note that the shock is highly crenelated in 3D.
This indicates that the shock is propagating into the low density gas non-isotropically. The
image shows us the inside view of an aniso~opic shock surface.

A quantity of considerable importance is the growth of the turbulent mixing layer as a
function of time, h(t). We calculate this quantity by following shell matter with an advective
marker and computing the length spanned by the 3D locus that includes 170 of the total mass of
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the shell (the leading edge) to gg~o of the mass of [he shell (the trailing edge). In figure 17,. we
plot the space-time trajectory of the shell for the 242 mode calculation. We note that the shell is
compressed by the initial shock up to about t=l .25x 10-1%, when shock breakout occurs,
whereupon the leading edge begins to grow relative to the trailing edge. We can just as sensibly
define the mixed layer to be that bordered by 5% to 95 % of the mass of the converging shrell.
In figure 18. we show the growth of the mixing layer as a function of time using the definition
5%-95% for the 122,242 and 482 mode perturbations with the initial amplitude fixed at Ao. The
mixing layer growth is remarkably insensitive to the initial wavelength perturbations throughout
the duration of the implosion. The growth of the mixing layer after the shock breakout is linear
and due to the Richtmyer Meshkov instability. At late time the growth is due to Rayleigh Taylor
instabilities and is well fit by h(t) -0.38 Agt2. Figure 19. shows the growth of the mixing layer if
the definition is extended from 1% to 99%. Here the leading coefficient of the quadratic growth
is now 0.49. The crosses indicate the growth of a shell for which no perturbations were imposed.
We see that after t=2.25x10-1%. there is considerable departure in the growth of the perturbed
shell relative to the unperturbed shell. These results add credence to our previous conclusions
that the growth of the turbulent mixing layer loses memory of its initial perturbations in a
converging geometry for both the Richtmyer Meshkov and Rayleigh Taylor instabilities.

As the mixing layer grows, and the shell begins to fragment, there is considerable mixing of
the low density gas interior and exterior to the shell with the high density shell matter. In figure
20. we show the calculation of the volume fraction of low density gas to high density shell. We
note that at late times the mixing is severe with up to 60% of the mixing volume filled by low
density gas. The amount of low density gas mixed in is highest for the lowest mode perturbation
presumably because these low modes represent the largest sh-uctures with the largest “holes”. At
late time the mixed volume fraction saturates as the fragmented shell begins to occupy a smaller
volume during spherical compression. In figure 21. we show the time variation of the average
density and rms density fluctuation in the shell. The shell is most compressed at time of shock
breakout and undergoes a series of density fluctuations at late time. These fluctuations, most
readily seen as average pressure fluctuations in the shell (figure 22.) represent a series of
reflected shocks inside the shell that damp out in time. The kinetic energy in the mixing layer
continues to increase until about t=3x 10-1%. when the shell begins to decelerate due to loss of
pressure drive as the shell begins to fragment. At this time the mean kinetic energy in the shell
decreases. After t=2x 10-10s. the kinetic energy begins to pickup a turbulent fluctuating
component (figure 23. ) which remains fairly constant even at late time as the shell becomes
turbulent. The total kinetic energy remains dominated by its mean component. In figure 24. we
display the transverse K, and longitudinal K, components of the kinetic energy. These

components begin to grow at about t=2xl o-1%. when the flow in the shell becomes complex.
These components of the kinetic energy are only 0.02 Kr through the subsequent evolution. A
measure of the vorticity is the mean enstrophy. We calculated the mean enstrophy

(co2)=#co2dV where (I)is the magnitude of the vorticity and V is the mixing layer volume in
v

the mixing” layer as a function of time. In figure 25. we show the total enstrophy and it’s
individual components. The ens~ophy or the vorticity has its dominant components in the plane
of the converging capsule where most of the circulation is taking place. The enstxophy is fed by
the buildup of shear as the gas bypasses the denser shell material. The radial component of the
vorticity is dominated by these components until late time when the capsule has converged to
0.25 of it’s initial radius. In figure 27. we examine the scaling of the ensrophy as a function of
mode perturbation and we see an interesting cascade for the enstrophy. This wavelength scaling
for the mean enstrophy shows that high frequency, small scale structures (482 mode perturbation)
results in early vorticity build up, while low frequency (122 mode) perturbations representing
larger scale structures increase vorticity at later times. We note that the high frequency small
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scale structures show saturation of enstrophy early on. The decay of enstrophy is however fastest
for the low mode perturbations.

We examined amplitude scaling of the perturbations as well as frequency scaling. In this
calculation, we kept the frequency scaling as the 242 mode perturbations and let the initial
amplitude increase by as much as a factor of 2. In figure 27. we show the results for the growth
of the mixing layer for initial perturbations that are a factor of 2 larger in amplitude than our
previous results. h comparing the results of the two calculations for the 242 mode perturbations
we note that although the actual growth of the mixing layer is larger for the higher amplitude
perturbations, the rate of growth is essentially the same for most of the convergence of the
capsule. In figure 28. we plot the mix volume fraction for the different amplitude perturbations
and again we see that after t=2x10-10s. the rate of growth of the mix fractions for the two cases is
the same. Combined with our results for wavelength scaling we would conclude that the growth
of a mixing layer due to Richtmyer Meshkov and Rayleigh Taylor instabilities appeam to lose
memory of both it’s initial perturbations in both wavelength and amplitude for a converging
geomemy.

4. SUMMARY

We find several conclusions from our work.

(1) For these initial conditions a wavelength scaling series establishes that memory loss of
initial multiple wavelength perturbations occurs in the late time evolution of a turbulent mixing
layer for both 2D and 3D spherically converging geometry for Rayleigh Taylor and Richtmyer
Meshkov instabilities. This generalized earlier findings for planar experiments.

(2) For these initial conditions an amplitude scaling series establishes that the growth rate of a
turbulent mixing layer loses memory of initial amplitudes in a spherically converging geome~
in 2D and 3D.

(3) The instabilities in the imploding shell considered here are violent. The shell undergoes
severe break-up at 2-3x10-l%. when R_Ri/4. Feed through of unstable modes from the outer
surface results in a substantial growth of a turbulent mixing layer resulting in a shell with about 3
times the nominal shell thickness without perturbations.

(4) The break-up of the shell leads to deceleration of the shell and further enhanced Rayleigh
Taylor instabilities on the inside of the shell. This results in a large increase in the mixing
volume of the shell with gas that reaches 6570-80%. Shell break-up occurs before a reflected
shock can cause shell deceleration. The volume fraction of mixed fluid saturates at late time and
the shell compresses the low density gas very non-uniformly.

(5) For thin shell implosions we find that h(t)-0.3Agt2 for both 2D and 3D. This is in
reasonable agreement with planar incompressible experiments of Read and Youngs (1984) for
the entire mixing region. For thicker shells we find that the growth of the mixing region is
represented by h(t) -(0.38 -O.49)Agt2 depending on how the definition of the mixing region is
taken. A preliminary conclusion is that the leading coefficient for the growth may not be a
universal constant for spherically convergent compressible flows.

(6) As the shell begins to fragment, kinetic energy is fed into a turbulent fluctuating component
which stays relatively constant for long times as the mean kinetic energy decays.
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(7) Wavelength scaling for the mean enstrophy shows that high frequency, small scale
smuctures result in early vorticity build up, while low frequency perturbations increase vorticity
at later times. The high frequency small scales saturate at earlier times. The decay of the
enstrophy of low mode large scale structure are fastest.

(8) The inward moving shock has a highly crenelated 3D structure. It does not compress the
inner gas uniformly. Thus different parts of the main shock reach the center of the spherical shell
at different times. The crenelated structure of the 3D shock may be a result associated with our
idealistic pressure boundary conditions.
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RICHTMYER-MESHKOV AND RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITIES
INDUCING A TURBULENT FLOW DURING A CYLINDRICAL

IMPLOSION

Michel Legrand, Nathalie Toqu6, Commissariatsh l’Energie Atornique
Centre dEtudes de Vaujours-Moronvilliers
B. P. 7, 77181 Courtry, FRANCE

1 - INTRODUCTION

Rayleigh-Taylorl and Richtmyer-Meshkov2 Instabilities (RTI and RI@
have been widely studied because of their effect on the performance of Inerdally
Confined Fusion (ICF) capsules.

In the spherical configuration of an ICF capsule, direct observation of the
interfaces is very difficult. Such an observation k easier in the case of an axkymmetric
cylindrical geometry which can undergo a concentration phase3 and allows a radiographic
observation along the axis of the cylinder.

2- PRINCIPLE OF THE EXPERIMENT

Implosion is initiated by a cylindrical detonation wave converging in an
explosive cylinder (Figure 1). The initial defect is machined at the inner face of the tin
shell (external diameter: 100 mm, thickness: 4 mm) and is a combination of sinusoidal
waves

R(e) = R. + Z ancos no

wheren isthemodeorder.

We aimed at obtaining a long phase during which the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability could develop. This phase which is correlated to the deceleration of the metallic
cylinder, k produced by the rare facdon wave following the detonation and by the
counterpressure coming from the low density inner medium. With a lD hydrodynamic
code we obtained, for the central section of the cylinder, the tin/silicone interface velocity
history (Figure 2).

These experiments have been used to validate the codes which compute the
growth of defects in the linear and non linear phase.

More recently,we trytogenerateapre-turbulentflowbyusing3-modes
defects4.

The first experiment involves the combination (13, 21, 29, an = 0.5 mm).
The experimental results were very close to numerical evaluations obtained with the 2D
eulenan code EAD5, but the flow was far from turbulence. In particular, the interface
region was not exactly a mixing zone.

It is the reason why we tied to modify the spectrum of the initial defect.
We have chosen to use a 1 mm amplitude for the three modes (26, 42, 58). Naturally, the
meshes used in the computation had to be smaller than in the preceding one. The flow
becomes very intricate much more rapidly than for the preceding case (13, 21, 29). At
the end of the Rayleigh-Taylor phase, there is a real mixing zone in the interface region.
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The experimental results were very close to numerical evaluations, but we
didn’t know the exact nature of the flow which could be Iaminar or turbulent.

3- A TURBULENCE CRITERION

Turbulent flows have a unique feature: they forget initial conditions. This
leads to a simple idea: a turbulence characteristic length (Turbulent Mixing Zone Width,
TMZW, for example) can be related to unperturbated flow variables by means of
dimensional analysis. In the case of a RTI, the flow variables are the Atwood number At
and the interface acceleration g. Consequently TMZW k related to At, g and time t. The
only combination of these variables which k a length k gt2: durin~ the turbulent Dhaseof
a RTI. the turbulent mixing zone width can be written:

TMZW = f(At)gt2 (1)

f(A~ has been evaluated for various values of At6,7:

f(At)= cx(l + ~)At

p = (p2/pl)l/3

p 1 and p2 are the densities of the fluids.

Therefore, the dependence of MZW versus time during a RTI is a primitive
turbulence criterion.

In the case of 3-mode experiments, the criterion leads to the following
conclusion: the flow is very intricate, but not turbulent.

A turbulent flow generated during a RT1 in cylindrical configuration can be
obtained very simply using a “shock-tube” structure (Figure 3). This k the cylindrical
counterpart of a shock tube experiment.

Numerical simulations were earned out with a multimode spectrum and
lead to t2 dependence of MZW: the flows seems to be turbulent.

These results have been confirmed by biorthogonal analysis (Nadine
Aubry, City College of the City University of New York): the entropy associated with a
hydrodynamic variable is higher in the case of the “shock-tube” sructure than in the case
of the 3-mode experiments.

4 - TURBULENCE EXPERIMENTS

During 3-mode experiments, flow stays laminar: the RT phase duration At

is smaller than the transition time ~ .

The transition time is difficult to evaluate but is correlated with Z* which is
the characteristic time of the linear phase of the RIT:
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At is the Atwood number, k the wave number of the defect and g the
interface acceleration.

At/~* is related to the turbulence tendency of the flow:

3-mode experiment
(26, 42, 58)

“shock tube” structure

4

13

This leads to the concept of a high explosive cylindrical experiment with

At/z* higher than 10. At is fixed by the nature of the implosion system. Therefore we

must shorten T* and use smaller defect wavelengths (Xmin = 0.6 mm).

The corresponding cylindrical flow is impossible to calculate: it needs too
many meshes. It is the reason why we calculate a plane approximation of the system
which needs much less meshes.

Using reflection symmetries, it is possible to treat a ten modes spectrum

(0.6 < k <6.0 mm) in an acceptable computation time.

The amplitude of each mode has been chosen at random from a gaussian
distribution. Then we defined two spectra (Figure 4) leading to the same RMS amplitude
of the defect (O.12 mm).

5 - NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS

Numerical simulations (2D eulerian code EAD) were carried out with the
two spectra of figure 4 and the same tin/silicone interface velocity history.

The results of these computations are shown on figure 5. The patterns
obtained at a given time are completely different but the mixing zone width seems very
similar.

Another simulation has been earned out with spectrum 2 (Figure 4), a
different interface velocity history (different g) and a different Atwood number. The
results are shown on figure 6: mixing zone widths are different of those of figure 5

during the second part of the simulation (7 -12 ps).

Mixing zone width can be precisely defined by calculating volumic fraction
of tin as a function of x:
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F-v

1.00I

We show on figure7 thegrowthofthesquarerootoftheMZW asa
functionoftimeforthetwofirstsimulations(sametin/siliconeinterfacevelocityhistory).
Thecurvesarenearlyidentical.Moreover,we have:

m= Kt+b

with K = 3.72 104 e.g. s

We can obtain another value for K with equation (l):

~ isa mean value for g which is not constant. This leads to:

K = 3.48 104 C. g. S.

These results are close to each other: flow seems to have forgotten initial
conditions and could be turbulent.

These results have been confirmed by the study of the third calculation
where g is different.

6- CONCLUSION

The experimental device we have chosen has shown the development of
various perturbations during the pre-turbulent phase: the growth of the mixing zone is
well evaluated by a 2D eulenan numerical simulation.

We have defined a simple turbulence criterion in order to select turbulent
flows. This criterion has been used to test different flows initiated by different initial
defects the wavelength of which have been previously determined.

This leads to the concept of an experiment using very high order modes in
order to reach a final turbulent stage, This experiment will be soon carried out.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION
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TURBULENT MIXING DEVELOPMENT INVESTIGATION

WITH CONVERGING JELLY RINGS

E. E. Meshkov, N. V. Nevmerzhitsky. V. G. Rogachev, I. G. Zhidov

.M1-Russian Expcr-imemai Physics Institute
607200, Arsamas-16, Nizhui Novgorod region, Russia

.4 BSTRACT

The technique was developed to study the turbulent mixing at the unstable surfaces of

converging cylindrical jelly liners accelerated by explosive gas mixture explosion products.

The experimental results obtained with this technique are presented.

INTRODUCTION

In most experimental investigations of Rayleigh-Tavlor ins~ability (R-T
instability) 1.Z and associated with it turbulent mixing, a plane surface case was
considered. Cylindrical case is described in a few papers. Initial perturbations and
turbulent mixing zone growth on cylindrical surfaces of different densities,
accelerated by a converging shock wave, are described in papers3,J.

Growth of perturbations on the inner boundary of a metal shell, collapsing
due to HE explosion products was studied by M. Legrand and N. Toque5.

Method of non-stationary hydrodynamics flow investigation, using
jellies6.7,8, provides wide capabilities to study R-T instability of cylindrical
geometry. Specifically, jellies of gelatin water solution exhibit such strength, that
allows to fabricate models of complex shape and, on the other hand, the strength of
jellies, prepared by “kitchen” technology is not high, and under pressure more than
0,1 = 1 atm jelly loses its strength and behaves as a liquid. Jelly transparency allows
to use optical methods for flow pattern recording.

Experimental results, demonstrating the capabilities of jelly technique used
to study growth processes of turbulent mixing at the surfaces of jelly shell,
collapsing under the pressure of gas explosive mixture (GEM) explosion products
(EP), are given below.

EXPERIMENTAL

The scheme of device, used in experiments, k shown in Fig. 1. The device
comprises an upper ( 1) and lower (2) acrylic plastic plates, transparently polished ,
and a case ring (3) of 195 mm inner diameter and 10 mm height.

Heated gelatin solution was fdled in the device without a top cover. Then it
was hold in a cooler at T = 10 ‘C for 2 hours. After jelly solidification a ring (4),
placed concentrically to the casing (3), was cut of from the jelly total mass by a
special knife. The inner and outer ring diameters were 110 mm and 80 mm,
respectively (ring fabrication error <1 mm). The jelly ring height was slightly greater
than the ring (3) height (about tenths of a millimeter). When the cover (1) was
installed in its place, two closed sections (5) and (6) were formed. The section (5)
contained air at ambient pressure and the section (6) was filled with GEM -
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4:1

3

6

A

Fig. 1 scheme of experimental
facility. 1,2-acrylic plastic plates,
3-case ring, 4-jelly ring, 5-inner
cavity of jelly ring, filled with air

(PO= 1 atm), 6-section filled with
GEM, 7-spark gaps.

acetylene with oxygen mixture
(C2H2 + 2.5 OQ), through pumping the
section (6) by mixture volume, which was

-10 times as large as section volume.
Spark gaps (40 or 12 gaps) were

placed on the ring (3) inner surface (on its
half-height). A detonation wave was
initiated in GEM at spark gap breakdown by
a high voltage pulse.

U-rider EP pressure, jelly ring is
collapsed. Flow pattern was recorded by a
high-speed camera. A flash lamp was used

as a light source.
Experiments were earned out on

jelly rings of various strength. Strength was
changed by variation of gelatin solution
concentration. To evaluate jelly strength

scale, a series of compressive strength
measurements were performed using
cylindrical jelly samples 20 mm in diameter
and of 20 mm height, fabricated by molding
technique.

Measurement results are presented
in .Table I

Table I- Stiength function of gelatin concentration.

Concentration (weir&t). % 4.4 8.8 13.2 17.6 35.2

Strength, atm 0.1 ‘0.5 0.9 1.3 2.8

THEORETICAL

GEM detonationvelocityis D =2450 m/s, sound velocityin explosion

products-CEP = 1040-1100m/s. Detonation process in the GEM takes t= AR/D= 16

As. Jelly ring is collapsed under EP pressure. Characteristic collapse velocity is 50

m,/s, that is significantly less than sound velocity in EPS and in air in the ring inner
cavity. To describe ring motion the simplified theoretical model was used, in which
the process of pressure variation in chamber and in inner cavity was supposed to be

an adiabatic one.
Calculations were performed using the following parameters:
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Air - pO = 1 atm, y = 1.4; Jelly - incompressible liquid with p = 1 g/cm3, viscosity and
strength properties were ignored (this approximation is valid only for jelly of small

strength); GEM El% - pO= 13.5 atm. ;/= 1.24.

Scheme for calculations is shown on Fig.2.

Air Jelle GEM EPs
1 I I I >

0 4.0 5.5 9.5 R, cm

Fig.2. Scheme for calculations

Fig.3 shows a calculated R-t diagram. Figs.4-6 show inner and outer ring
boundaries acceleration; velocily of inner boundary and air pressure versus time. At
the initial stage of jelly cylindrical layer motion, acceleration is directed from
periphe~ to the system center (Fig.3,4). Thus, outer boundary is unstable and the
inner one is stable. After deceleration onset and change of acceleration siogn, the
inner boundary becomes unstable and the outer one becomes stable. The maximum

acceleration value is -4106 nisz.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The perturbation growth on unstable boundaries depends on the initial
perturbation character. Two types of initial perturbation are available on outer
boundwy of jelly ring:

– Layer surface roughness depended on its rnanufacturimg technolo.g.
According to visual inspection (comparison with samples, of known
roughness); its initial value was 40+ 160 #m.

– Difference in acceleration dynamics (at initial stage of acceleration) at
different layer surface points due to multi point GEM initiation. Detonation
and shock waves collisions influence greatly the initial amplitude of
perturbations7.

Initial perturbations at the inner boundary are depend on initial roughness.
Perturbations induced by initiattig system are smaller than the one at the outer
boundary.

Photochronogram of the jelly layer experiment is shown in Fig.7 (gelatin
concentration is 4.4 ‘A). Initiation of GEIM was performed at 40 points. Datum line
radii on pictures are 15 and 35 mm. From the beginning of layer motion, a turbulent
mixing zone (TZ) is formed on outer boundary of the ring. TZ length increases with
time and bubbles on TZ inner edge become larger (4+5 mm in diameter). After
acceleration sign change (t= 400 ins), bubbles begin to “force down into” reverse
direction, TZ length reduces and at the moment t = 1050 ms it reaches its minimum.
TZ inner edge becomes “smooth”.

Layer inner boundary becomes unstable from the moment of deceleration
onset, and a turbulent mixing zone of a small scale structure (zone non-transparency
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Fig.3. R-t diagram of collapsing jelly
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speaks for that fact), which

Turbulent mixing with con}’ergingrings

can not be resolved by the optics of recording equipment

(resolution -0.5 mm) is rapidly formed behind it.
Photochronogram negative pictures were measured with a microscope of 0.01

mm accuracy. For each surface the measurements were made at four points. Surface
radii were determined by averaging of the four given measurements.

Experimental results are given in Fig. 3. There is a good agreement between
the experimental and calculated data for the inner boundary at its stable portion.
Fig. 8 shows TZ length, L at ‘both j elly ring boundaries as a function of time.

It may by noted that increased jelly strength significantly affects 1-D motion
dynamics. As the strength increases, the characteristic collapse velocity decreases
and the process is protracted. This illustrates the dependence of focusing relative
time on concentration (Fig.9). Here, the focusing moment is the moment, when TZ
inner edge reaches system center.

In the experiment (Fig. 10) with the increased gelatin solution concentration

(gelatin concentration is 17.6Vo), the character of instability growth changes
significantly:

– jelly strength increase causes mrbulent mixing zone growth suppression;
– at the same time, an intense bubble growth at detonation waves collisions at

a jelly layer surface is observed (in this experiment GEM was initiated at 1.2
points);

— some of bubbles reach ring inner boundary and break it at the maximum
compression;

– at the shell deceleration, some bubbles turn out to be “frozen” into the shell
body

E
E

20 –

L2

lo–

0 I 7
0.0 0.4 0,8 1.2

t, ms

Fig.8. Time dependence of TZ-
lengths.
Ll(t) - at inner boundary,
Lz(t) - at outer boundary,

o 20 40

concentration, %

Fig.9. Dependence of the ring

collapsing time tc on the jelly

concentration.
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CON CLUSIC)NJS

The main conclusionsare:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

s jelly technique developed to study the turbulent mixing at the surfiaces of

converging cylindrical liners is presented:

● jelly technique is vety simple and optical diagnostics are suitable;

● shell strength increase leads to turbulent mixing suppression.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SHEAR STRENGTH FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
DISTURBANCES AND INSTABILITY DURING ACCELERATION,

CONVERGENCE AND RETARDATION OF SHELLS

V A Ogorodnikov, A G Ivanov, G Ya Karpenko,
A D Kovtun, A A Demidov, L A Tolstikova

Russian Nuclear Centre
All-Russian Scientific-Research Institute

of Experimental Physics, Arzamas-16, Russia

Detonation of cylindrical and spherical explosive(E) charges

is i.niti.ated at some points on the external charge surface

synchronously, as” a rule, using various layouts. This result in

generation of the disturbed detonation front reaching the accelerated

shells, which in its turn accounts for the prescribed disturbances on

their internal surface[l]. Questions concerning the behaviour of the

disturbances during the shell convergence to the centre arise,

including those related with the influence of theological properties

of the shell material (strength, viscosity) .

In this paper the method of pulsed radiography was used to

study the behaviour of the disturbances at the internal boundary of

the converging cylindrical shells accelerated by explosion energy[2].

A sectional view of the experiment is shovm in Figure 1.

Detonation on the external surface of the cylindrical charge

having density of p = 1.72 g/cm3 and detonation rate of D = 8.15

kmjsec was initiated at the points disposed in vertices of squares of

side 22 mm. In all the experiments the external shell of aluminium

alloy (B 95) was used. The middle shell was made of steel (St. 3) and

as for the inside shell, whose internal surface disturbances were

studied it was made of steel (St. 3) or lead (CI) . These materials

having noticeably different theological properties were allowed to be

used to reveal their influence on development of disturbances.

Radiography of the internal shell boundary (ISB) form in the

experiments was made at the instants of time corresponding to its
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convergence to the radii: 0.5 Re, 0.3 Re, 0.1 Re and 0.07 Re, where

Re is an outside radius of the explosive charge. In special-purpose

experiments it was shown that if ISB converges to 0.1 Re radius, the

length of the shell area undisturbed due to side effects k 100 mm,

which is sufficient to obtain unbiased information on the phenomenon

under study.

FIGURE 1: Sectional view of the experiment

Figure 2(a), (b) show experimental X-ray photos for steel and

lead respectively. The dotted line marks the initial lSB position and

the directions of projections for the points of detonation i.ni.tiation

from the external explosive charge surface to the centre of the shell

symmetry are shown by the

experimental X-ray photos

t is the time from the

radial dot-and-dash line. The results of

processing are presented i.n table 1 where

onset of ISB motion to the moment of

radiography ti; ri = Ri/Re is a relative ISB radius at ti (Ri was taken

as a maximum radius, where from the disturbance amplitude was

measured) ; a i.sa disturbance amplitude; 6, A are shell thickness and

disturbance wavelength at the present ISB radius of Ri.
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TABLE 1

[

—

M
.

—

Shell Test t r. a 6 A
aterial N

psec mm mm Ulm

Steel 1 6.15 0.53 1-2 1.6 12
2 17.90 0.32 3-4 2.6 7
3 23.80 0.21 3-4 3.9 5
4 26.00 0.11 6.5
5 28.10 0.06 9.4

Lead 7 6.23 0.49 3-4 1.2 12
8 17.90 0.30 5-6 1.9 7
9 23.18 0.20 5-6 2.9 5

10 27.30 0.09 5-6 5.4 3
11 28.05 0.08 5-7 5.8 3

FIGURE 2: X-ray photos of ISB Position
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Analysis of experimental results obtained with steel and

lead shells shows that the leading disturbances at ISB in both cases

generate under the projections of detonation initiation points in the

explosive charge when shells are accelerated by explosion products

(EP) . At the same stage of shells motion disturbances practically

stop to grow in amplitude.

In the inertial area of the shells motion (ri < 0.3 Re) the

amplitude of disturbances is kept the same to the radius of - 0.2 Re

for the steel shell and to that of 0.1 Re for the shell of lead. An

approximate relation of a Z const is true. It should be noted that

during convergence of steel and lead shells both at the stage of their

acceleration by EP and in the inertial area of motion the sign of

disturbances remains unchanged, that is they do not exhibit the

oscillating character of their behaviour.

The form and the amplitude of disturbances are distinctly

affected by the theological properties of the shell material. Thus ,

if in case of the shell made of steel having a higher strength and

viscosity the disturbance has the form of regular convexities

approaching sinusoidal shape, the form of disturbances on the shell

made of lead, which almost lacks strength and has a much lower

viscosity, changes due to melting at a shock wave. The convexities

elongate to form jets, thus pointing to the manifest non-linearity of

the process. Besides the amplitude of disturbances with lead shells

is 1.5 times that of shells made of steel.

Based on experimental results for the stage of shell

acceleration by explosions products (ri = 0.5 - 0.3 Re) , estimates of

velocity gradients between shell areas located in non–disturbed and

disturbed zones give the following acceleration values of the dis-

turbed regions relative to non–disturbed ones: 9 = dW/dt = 1.4 ~ 109
~m/sec2 for the steel shell and I.1 x 109 cm/sec2 for the shell made

of lead, or the values of inertial forces aF = P. . 6 . dW/dt are 0.22

and 0.19 GPa respectively. The values of dynamic yield strength under

these deformation conditions (E = W/R = 2 x 104 see-l) are US = 1.4

GPa for steel and US = 0.09 GPa for lead. A comparison of the values
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shows that for steel us > GF, therefore the shear strength of the

shell material produces a stabilizing effect on the form and the

amplitude of disturbances. For the lead shell us < OF. In this case

the shear strength of the material has no stabilizing effect upon the

growth of disturbances which turn into jets due to the prevailing

influence of inertial forces though at initial stage of the shell

motion they have the form similar to that of steel shell.

The experiments described above were carried out when

cylindrical shells converged in air at atmospheric pressure. Consider

the case when the inner cavity is filled with a low density fluid.

In initial stage of the shell motion, when the pressure is rather

small, distinctions of the internal boundary form can hardly be

expected. However, they can occur in inertial stage of the shell

motion as the pressure of the fluid increases. Its especially

possible at the shell retardation in the fluid followed by its

divergence from the centre. In this case conditions for the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability (R1’] of the interface between the shell and

compressed fluid might be anticipated[3].

Although RT instability has been the objective of much

research, publications on instability in solid medium are limited in

number. As a result of experimental[4-6] and numerical-theoretical

investigations in terms of perfect elastic[7], perfect plastic[8] and

elastic-plastic[9, 10] medium models, it was possible to find out that

the theological medium properties (strength, viscosity) have a

pronounced stabilizing effect on RT instability. Depending on the

medium model used the critical wavelength A*[7,9], the critical

initial amplitude of disturbances a[8] or their combination[lO] were

taken as criteria which determined the surface transition from the

stable region into instable one.

A > A* = 4 . r . G/P . g, (G-shear modulus) . . . (1)

A>a=o,fp. g . . . (2)

&2a=o,/p.g.(1-~/A*) . . . (3)
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Considering the first stage of RT instability, since in the

long run it will be just this stage which determines the maximum

amount of shell material involved in the zone of turbulent mixing

(ZTM), disturbances at ISB approaching sinusoidal form grow according

to a(t) = ~ . exp (p . t)[3], where ~ = {(PI - p2)/(pl + p2) . g .

27r/A)}+ is the increment of disturbances growth, Pl, p2 are densities

of the shell and the low density fluid respectively. As is seen from

this relation, the amplitude of disturbances grows in proportion to

the initial asymmetry level at ISB. The shorter is the wavelength of

disturbances, the more is the increase. From the above it follows

that since the amplitude of the lead shell disturbances is 1.5 times

that of the stronger steel and moreover disturbances of the former

have a non-linear character, it may be concluded that the material

shear strength of the shell retarding in fluid will have a stabilizing

effect on the magnitude and rate of disturbances growth.

For experimental check of this prediction, tests with steel

and lead shells retarded by foam plastic with initial density of PO

– 0.312 g/cm3.— The foam was used to make a continuous cylinder which

was aligned with the shells of the explosive charge described above

and had an outside radius of 0.2 Re (Figure 1) . Pulsed radiography

of ISB form was made at the stages of shell convergence (Figure 3) and

divergence (Figure 4). The same figures show ISB outlines which

result from mathematical computerised image processing. Figure 5

presents calculated R-T diagrams of ISB motion.

Numerical one-dimensional calculations have been made in

hydrodynamic approximation. Here too the experimental points from the

tests with air described above are plotted. Since it is more

complicated to define ISB location at the diverging stage of motion,

two extreme estimates are given. The first estimate has been made by

the maximum radius, the second one - by the effective radius of the

area for the outline chosen in mathematical image processing.

With reference to Figures 3 and 5, it can be seen that at

the stage of shells motion to the centre the presence of foam plastic

results in some balancing of ISB and virtually has no effect on their

dynamics, at least at their motion from 0.2 Re to 0.09 Re radius. The

zone of foam plastic compressed by a shock wave (SW) is clearly seen
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FIGURE 4

(a) Foam of steel ISB at t = 33.27 psec
(b) Foam of steel ISB at t = 35.25 psec
(c) Form of lead ISB at t = 35.30 psec
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FIGURE 5: Diagram of ISB motion

in front of the shells. At the diverging stage of the steel shell

motion (Figure 4(a) ,(b)) the initially symmetric form of ISB loses its

stability and the shell material mixes with foam plastic. For the

lead shell the behaviour character appears to be the same, but the

stability loss begins a little earlier due to the less shear strength

which results in a more vigourous mixing. At t = 35.30 ps the

distinguishing of ISB outline is no longer possible (Figure 4(b)).

It is of interest to follow the regions of disturbances

stability on steel and lead shells using the criteria (l-3). TO

estimate the criterion vaiuesr 77 and 7 GPa shear moduli and 1.4 and

0.09 GPa dynamic yield strengths for steel and lead respectively were

used. Note that the experimental points are as a whole in agreement

with the calculation diagram of the shells motion (Figure 5) . This

gives grounds to use in estimates the values of ISB accelerations at

the diverging stage of motion which are taken from calculations. For

steel and lead they make up about the same value of g = 4 x 10?

cm/sec2. Allowance for this is included into graphical results of the

estimates made which are presented in Figure 6.
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steel and lead shells

according to the formulae: a-(l); b-(2) ; c-(3) .

Figure 6 shows that the region of stability for disturbances

on shells made of the less strong lead are much more narrow, which is

testimony to the stabilizing influence of the shear strength on the

growth of gravitational instability and is consistent with the

experiment (Figure 4) . From the tests with steel shells it follows

that x < A*, but ~ > d (~ > 1 mm) and the disturbed boundaries are

qualitatively in the instable region according to[8,10].

Thus it has been found out that in case of acceleration of

relatively thin multilayered cylindrical shells using the energy of

explosion, the behaviour of deterministic disturbances, if there are

any at the internal boundary of the lower converging shell, cannot be

described by the simplified linear theory. Among other things, the

oscillating character of disturbances growth is lacking. The shear

strength of the shell material has an important stabilizing effect on

the development of disturbances. When the shells with deterministic

disturbances are retarded by the foam plastic, they can lose their

stability. In this case the amplitude of disturbances which initially

depends on the shear strength of the shell material is the governing

value. This it has been supported that the shear strength of the

shell material is a stabilizing factor of the shell stability loss.
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Effect of Nonuniform Implosion on

High Gain ICF Targets

H. Takabe and T. Ishii

Institute of Laser Engineering

Osaka University

Suita, Osaka 565, Japan

Abstract

A high gain tzugetdesignand the gain sensitivity to nonuniform implosion dynamics have

been studiednumerically. First of all, sensitivity of the pellet gain to the tailored pulse shape has been

studied with ILESTA- ID code and the gain scaling law has been obtained through an optimization of

bwget and laser parameters. Then, the two-dimensional code ILESTA-2D has been used to study the

sensitivity of the pellet gain to the nonuniformity in the target implosion. It is found that the tire-

polishing effect by the alpha particle heating drastically smooths the spark structure. The implosion

mode optimized with the ILESTA- 1D code is relatively sensitive to the nonuniformity and, therefore,

the higher implosion velocity modes are recommended from the stability point of view.
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I. Introduction

In the high gain target of the inertial confinement fusion, the compressed DT fuel should

consist of a central spark region with the temperature of several keV and the density of a few hundred

~cm3s~ounded bythemain fuelofabout tentimes lower temperature adhigher density. Forsuch

pqose, ahollow shell ~getisimploded with atiloredlmer pulse. Thetailored pulse consists ofa

prepulse to pre-compress the fuel and a main pulse to accelerate the shell toward the center of the

target up to a velocity of 3-4 X 107 cm/sec.

A typical one-dimensional simulation for the high gain is shown in Fig. 1. The imploded

target is made of DT solid layer of thickness of 250 ~m for 2250 pm < r <2500 ~m contained by a

polyethylene shell with the thickness of 45 pm. The laser power linearly increases up to the time ~1

~d ab~pflyincreaseslike(intensity)cc(t-T1)2up to the time, ~1 + ~2 In the simulation of Fig. 1, a

laser light with wavelength of 0.35 ~m is irradiated and the timing of ~1 is roughly adjusted so that

the shock wave generated by the pre-pulse passes tlmough the shell by the time of ~1. When the

rarefaction wave is generated at the rear side of the shell, the main pulse starts to accelerate the shell.

We can enumerate a variety of parameters to control the implosion dynamics. In the high gain

target design, it is required to optimize some performances, the most important one of which is the

pellet gain. If we carry out such trird and error by varying all possible parameters, it is time-

consuming and of non-physics approach. Our present standing point is that if by varying a few

parameters in the simulation we can obtain a pellet gain which is comparable to the optimized gain

predicted by a simple gain model, for example, that by Mayer-ter-Vehn [1], that design corresponds

to afmost the optimized one.

In obtaining the implosion mode of Fig. 1, we have mainly varied two parameters ~, and ‘r2

so that a peak gain is obtained after rough adjustment of the target layer thicknesses. In Fig. 1-(a), the

flow diagram of each Lagrangian grid is plotted. A trajectory of the cut-off density is also plotted

until the time when the laser is turned off at t = 34 nsec. It is seen in Fig. 1-(a) that the self-heating by

the alpha-particles enhance the fuel burning to form a strong detonation wave near the maximum

compression time. In Fig. 1-(b), a snap shot of the density and ion and electron temperatures is

plotted for the acceleration phase oft =30 nsec. In this phase, the ablation front is unstable to the

Rayleigh-Taylor B-T] instability ; however, the ablative stabilization can be expected to reduce the

growth of shorter wavelength perturbations [2]. The properties of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in
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this phase have intensively studied numerically [3] and experimentally [4].
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On the otherhand, in the final compression phase, the rarefaction wave generated at the rear

side by the pre-pulse forms a spark region and it decelerates the main fuel surrounding the spark.

Then, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability appears to be important at the interface between the hot spark

and the main fuel. In Fig.1-(c), a snap shot of density and temperatures at t = 35.5 nsec in this phase

is shown, where the alpha-pzmticle heating process is excluded in the simulation, though Fig. 1-(a)

does include it. Since the alpha-particle heating becomes efficient before the time of maximum

compression (Fig. l-(c)) in the high gain target, it is essential to study the R-Tinstabilityinthisphase

bytakingaccountofthealpha-heatingeffectself-consktently.

Inthepresentpaper,thehighgaintargetdesignwithILESTA-lDcodek describedinSec.11.

A briefexplanationofthephysicsandnumericsused in the implosion codes are given in Sec.111. In

Sec.Iy the effect of nonuniform implosion in high gain targets is studied by ILESTA-2D code. Gain

reduction and its sensitivity to the implosion mode are descrkd. Section V is devoted to a brief

conclusion.

II. High Gain Target Design

The pellet gain is sensitive to the parameters used in the simulation conditions. A typical

example for the variation of the gain is obtained when the main pulse duration ~2 is varied as shown

inFig.2. As seen inFig.2, the pellet gain increases by the incre~e of ~2, approaches the Peak v~ue

Q = 150 and drops abruptly with the further increase of ~2 . First of all, the abrupt decrease of the

pellet gain for 72>15 nsec is easily understood. The ignition and bum propagation require the spmk

temperatureroughlymore than4-5 keV. The spark temperature is rough] y proportional to the

square of the implosion velocity. Since the implosion velocity increases as the decrease of ~2, we

need the main pulse duration ~2 shorter than a certain value for fuel ignition. On the other hand, in

decreasingthedurationof~2,thetemperaturesof the spark and the main fuel becomes higher than

the optimized ones and the gain decreases gradually as seen in Fig.2.

It should be noted that as pointed out in Ref. [5], the peaked gain at ‘cZ= 15 nsec is also

sensitive to the charge of the pre-pulse duration ~1 However, if we use the implosion mode with ~2

= 13, for example, the gains of roughly 1(X)can be maintained in relatively wide range of the pre-

pulse duration [5].
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It maybe easy to understand that the gain prediction based on the peaked gain is not so

reliable to some variance of the parameters even within the one-dimensional design. lt must be more

reliable if we employ the design giving the gain 100 around‘C2- 13 nsec insteadof Q = 150 at q =

15 nsec. In additionto such reliability consideration withinthe one dimensionaldesign, we have

required to study the effect of nonuniform implosion on the pellet gain.

III. ILESTA Codes

In this section, a rough explanation will be given about the one-dimensional hydrodynamic

code ILESTA- ID and its two dimensional version ILESTA-2D. The physics modeled in the present

high gain target design is based on the one-fluid, two-temperature fluid model with electron and ion

heat conduction terms, which are given, for example, in Ref.[6]. The additional features for the ICF

purpose are (parameters written below are for one-dimensional case) ;

~The classical absorption process with coefficients described in Ref. [7] is calculated for 50 laser

rays.

“ The flux-limited Spitzer-Harm model is used for electrons with the flux limiter f = 0.1, which is

good for low-Z materials.

“ The equation of state (EOS) is essential for high gain target design. In [be present simulation, the

thermodynamic variables, e.g. pressure P, is divided as P = Pe (p, Ti) + Pe (p, Te) + Pc (p),

where Pi is the ion thermal pressure, Pe is the electron thermal pressure, and Pc is the cold

pressure. The fitting formula based on the Thomas-Fermi model [8] is used to the electron

component. Since the molecular bounding effect is important at the very beginning in the

simulation, the model given in Ref. [9] is also used in evaluating Pc.

. The radiation transport becomes important in some case of ICF target design. In the present

simulation, the photon energy hv for 1 eV - 100 keV is divided into 100 groups and the mttlti-

group flux limited diffusion model has been used.

. For the photons of hv >100 key only the loss process is modeled in the code.

. The spectral opacity and emissivity are important in radiation transport issues. The collisiorm-

radiative equilibrium model within the average atom model has been used to obtain the non-LTE

population of bound electrons with which the opacity and emissivity are directly calculated [10].

“ The alpha-particle transport is also treated with the multi-group flux-limited diffusion model [11]
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by dividing the energy space, O< E <3.52 MeV into 20 groups. The energy deposition rate to

the ions and electrons are calculated as the result of the alpha-particle transport.

For the study of gain reduction due to the nonuniform implosion dynamics, the two

dimensional version of the fluid code should lx equivalent to the one-dimensional one if no

asymmetry is imposed. That is, the same physics model should be installed in the two-dimensional

code as in the one dimensional code. In the two-dimensional simulations shown in what follows, the

final compression phase with a given nonuniformity at the void closure time has been simulated by

the ILESTA-2D code with the same physics as used in the ILESTA-1 D.

The axial symmetry is assumed in the 2-D simulation. The quarter of the full system is

calculated, namely the simulation zone is for O<6< rc/2 in the spherical coordinate. In the 0-

direction, 20 grids are typically used for this quarter zone and 50 grids are used for the radial

direction. In the simulation, we assume that a linear deformation is generated in the acceleration

phase and, therefore, the surface-mode-like deformation is given at the time corresponding to the start

time (ts) of the ILESTA-2D simulation. At first, we store the fluid variables of the ILESTA-lD at t =

ts. Then, the ILESTA-2D is initiated with this fluid condition with a given relocation of Lagrangian

grid points according to the degree of the given nonuniformity. It is assumed that the structure of the

relocation has its peak amplitude at the ablation front. In the present paper, the start time t~ for the

ILESTA-2D simulation is taken to be of the void closure time, namely ts = 34,2 nsec in the case of

Fig. 1.

IV. Two Dimensional Simulation for High Gain Implosion

Fwst of all, the implosion given in Fig. 1 is simulated. In order to see the effect of the alpha

particle heating, we have carried out the simulation with and without the alpha particle transport. In

Fig.3, the case when the displacement of f = 8 (/ ; spherical wavenumber) is imposed at ts is

shown. Peak displacement of 5 = 5$Z0of the mean radiusattheablativefrontisimposed att= ts. In

Fig.3-(a),the case without thealpha-particletransportisshown. From the lefttothe right,the figure

representsthe snap shotsof Lagrangian mesh, the flow velocityvectorateach gridpointand the

equi-contoursof the densityand electrontemperature. In theequi-contours,thedensityand electron

temperature areequallydivided intheIogasithmicscalewith 5 zones ineach orderof magnitude. The
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thick solid lines represents the contours of 10n. For reference, the cross sections at O = rr / 2 (the

solid line) and f3= K/ 2- n / 8 (the dotted line) are plotted above the figures of the contours.

It is seen in Fig.3-(a) that the nonuniformity appears drastic at the contact surface between the

spark and main fuel, the average radius of which is roughly 100 pm. This is due to the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability in the final compression phase. It is observed in the simulation that this

nonuniformity continues to grow in the expansion phase. It is useful to point out that the phase of

peak and valley at the spark-fuel contact surface is in the opposite phase against that imposed at the

start of the simulation. This is easily understood as follows. The shock waves generated in the

directions of e = O, n /4, z / 2 in Fig.3-(a) arrive faster than the other directions and the reflected jets

are predominantly generated. These jets alter the phase of nonuniformity in the opposite phase. In

this case, the resultant neutron yield was 9.2 X 1016 (Pellet gain Q =0.08). No substantial gain is

obtained because of no self-heating process.

Whh the same initial condition at t = ts, while including the alpha particle transport, we obtain

the result shown in Fig.3-(b). By comparing Fig.3-(b) with 3-(a), we can recognize a substantial

smoothing at the boundary between the spark and main fuel due to the alpha particle heating. At t =

35.0 nsec, the spark is already heated by the alpha particle and the temperature becomes about 20

keV So called fire-polishing [12,13] by the alpha particle can be expected. In this case, the resultant

neumon yield was 1.8X 1020, which is equal to the yield in the one dimensional simulation. This

fact means that once the fire-polishing takes place, the gain almost equal to the one dimensional case

can be maintained even with a certain degree of nonuniformity.

In order to see how high degree of nonuniformity is allowed to keep a substantial gain, we

have carried out two dimensional simulations by varying the degree of nonuniformity. In Fig.4, the

snapshots for the cases of+? = 2 with 8 = 10% and 3070 are shown. The meaning of the figures from

the left to the right are the same as in Fig.3. The figures above the contours, the cross sections of the

density and electron temperature at 9 = rcf2 (the solid line) and (3= O (the dotted line) are shown. It

is clear that a fairly uniform spark is formed for the case of 8 = 10’%0[Fig.4-(a)], although the main

fuel is strongly deformed. Once the ignition takes place, the alpha heating leads the propagation of

burning wave. It should be noted that the burning wave propagates predominantly in the direction

where the main fuel is thin, namely the horizontal direction in this case. In this case, the total yield

was YN = 1.42X 1020(Q =130).
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on the otherhand, for the case when the degree of nonuniformity is~070 [Fig,4-(b)], it is

found that the gain reduces by the three order of magnitude. It is clear that although the alpha-particle

transport is induced in the code, the substantial spark is not formed and the burn propagation is not

seen. In this case the neutron yield is 2 X 1017 (Q =0.18) and the three-order of magnitude less

compared to the case of 8 = 10% in Fig.4-(a).

The normalized neutron yield is plotted in Fig.5 as a function of the degree in nonuniformity

at t = ts (=34.2 nsec) for the case of./ = 2 and 4. It can be concluded from Fig.5 that in order to keep

the high gain, the uniformity more that about 209?.is required. It is a general tendency that the

reduction of the yield is less as the increase of l’. This is because the alpha-particle tire polishing is

effective to perturbations with shorter wavelength. In addition, in case of 1 = 4, the total gain is

slightly enhanced for the case with 8R/R = 5- 10YO.

Finally, the sensitivity to the nonuniformity as a function of the implosion mode has been

studied. The implosion mode treated so far is a rather sensitive one to the nonuniformity, because

the implosion velocity is adjusted so that the spark temperature is slightly above the ignition

temperature. This suggests that if the spark temperature slightly drops due to the implosion

nonuniformity, the ignition can not be expected, consequently leading the degrade of the fusion gain.

In Fig.6, the pellet gains obtained with the ILESTA-2D code are shown for the case oft = 2 mode of

the nonuniformity. The degree of nonuniformity is varied as 10, 20 and 30%. It is clear from Fig.6

that the implosion mode of ~2 = 15 nsec is very sensitive to the nonuniformity, although the highest

gain is obtained within one-dimensional target design. It maybe concluded from Fig.6 that within 1

= 2 nonuniformity study, the implosion mode with ~2 = 13 to 14 nsec is recommended to obtain a

gain of about 100, while the level of uniformity of about 10% to 20% is required at the time of the

void closure.

V. Conclusion

By using one-dimensional implosion code ILESTA- lD, we have carried out a parametric

study for obtaining higher gain in the range of the laser energy of 3 -4 MJoule at 30. It is found that

when the implosion velocity is adjusted so that the spark temperature is just above the ignition

temperature, the highest gain can be obtained. We have obtained the pellet gain Q = 150 at 3MJoule.

The sensitivity of the pellet gain to the tailored pulse shape has been shown by varying the duration of
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the main pulse.

The two-dimensional implosion code which is equivalent to the one-dimensional code in

symmetry condition has been developed to study the effect of nonuniformity on the pellet gain in the

present high gain design. At first, it has been demonstrated that due to the alpha particle heating the

nonuniform spark structure becomes fairly uniform as long as the degree of nonuniformity is not so

large. So-called “fire-polishing” by the alpha particle has been demonstrated.

The sensitivity of gain reduction to the degree of nonuniformity has been studied by varying

the implosion mode. It has been found that the implosion mode optimized within one-dimensional

code is very sensitive to the nonuniformity. The higher implosion velocity mode is recommended to

obtain a reasonable gain in 10- 20% nonuniformity level at the void closure time.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1 A typicaJ one-dimensional dynamics of the high gain target. The imploded target is made of
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DT solid layer of 250 pm in thickness contained by a polyethylene shell of 45 ~m in

thickness. A tailored pulse of 0.35 ~m is irradiated.

(a) The r-t diagram of each Lagrangian grid. A trajectory of the laser cut-off density is also

plotted.

(b) A snap shot of the density and ion and electron temperatures for the acceleration phase of t

= 30 nsec.

(c) A snap shot of the density and temperature at t = 35.5 nsec of the maximum compression.

The figure is obtained when the alpha-particle heating is turned off in simulation.

Fig.2 Gain sensitivity to the duration of the main pulse used in the one-dimensional target design.

The gain becomes maximum for the design where the spark temperature is slightly above the

ignition temperature.

Fig.3 The snap shots near the maximum compression [t= 35.0 nsec] simulated with and without the

alpha particle heating. In the simulations, the amplitude of the displacement at t = ts is 5% at

the ablation front. The / = 8 mode of nonuniformity is imposed.

(a) The case where the alpha-particle heating is excluded in the simulation code.

(b) The case where the alpha-particle heating is included self-consistently.

Fig.4 The snap shots near the maximum compression [t= 35.0 nsec] for the cases where the

nonuniformity of 1’= 2 is imposed.

(a) The case with 8 = 10% nonuniformity.

(b) The case with 8 = 30% nonuniformity.

Fig.5 The normalized neutron yield as a function of the nonuniformity imposed at the void closure

time (t= ts). The cases of the nonuniformity with t’ = 2 and 4 are studied.

Fig.6 The sensitivity of the pellet gain to the implosion nonuniformity. The solid circles are the

results of ILESTA-1 D as shown in Flg.2. It is seen that the implosion mode of higher

implosion velocity obtained by shorter main pulse duration is relatively insensitive to the

implosion nonuniformity.
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